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Introduction
In the fall of 2003, a new 1-yr Master's Program in Science Communication started at Dalarna
University Sweden. While such programs were run by over ten European Universities, this
was the first (and to date, last) such Swedish Program. Inspired by the Master's Program at
University of Glamorgan in Cardiff, Wales, our program educated students for a future career
in Science Centers and Planetariums.
In the beginning we were just a 2-person staff, Per Broman as lecturer and I as professor and
program director. Following year, the staff increased to include Ernst van Groningen as
associate professor, Hannu Salmi as adjunct professor, and Maria Björkroth as assistant
professor. We didn't only lecture and supervised students, but also found some time for R&D
work.
During some years we participated in the European Science Communication Network
ESConet, where we and ten other European academic institutions developed workshops for
science communication training. The work was financed by the European Union Sixth
Framework Program. The importance of our participation was that also science
communication using science centers and planetariums became part of the workshops. For
more information about ESConet and the ESCW modules, you can contact Professor Steve
Miller, University College London, s.miller@ucl.ac.uk.
Starting in 2004, scholarships from the IPS Armand Spitz Planetarium Education Fund have
been available for Science Communication master students from Dalarna University. Since
then, nine scholarships, two each during the years 2004-7 and one for 2008, have been
awarded. All of the scholarships have been successful in that the recipients have written
master theses, which have been passed by the examiners.
So here you will find all nine theses which fully or partly dealt with planetariums. The whole
Science Communication program, which terminates at the end of this year (2008) has to date
resulted in 47 accepted and graded theses authored by 53 students.
The ten students who wrote the planetarium field theses did well. In the European ECTS
scale, where the passed grades are A, B, C, D, and E (as compared to the most common US
scale with just three grades A, B, and C), two were graded A, four were graded B, four were
graded C, and one was graded D, indicating that all the thesis with a good margin met
minimum criteria for a passed thesis. Their average grade was also a bit higher than the 53

student average. The inspiration of receiving a grant has certainly played a role, not only in
making students wanting to do studies in the planetarium field, but also in writing good
theses.
The ten students come from seven different countries: Bangladesh, Canada, China (2),
Germany (2), Iran (2), Pakistan, and Ukraine. The field work was also done in several
countries: Canada, Denmark, Germany (3), Sweden (3), UK, and Ukraine. This reflects the
trends among the 53 students, coming from all continents (except Antarctica) and doing their
fieldwork mostly in European countries, but also in Canada, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, and
Vanuatu. Some students did their field work in their home country, but a majority chose
another country.
Shortly after the Science Communication master's program started at Dalarna University,
there was a change in the leadership of the University. The new rector and the group around
her for some reasons didn't like Science Communication, so it was decided to terminate the
subject and not accept any more students after 2006. The last professor (Hannu Salmi) left in
March 2008. Myself, I became emeritus in 2007, but feeling some responsibility for part-time
students remaining in the system, I continue to supervise, give exams, and grade students as a
consultant paid by the hour. On the other hand, I am presently engaged in creating Strömstad
Academy, an Institute for Advanced Studies, but that is another story.
For me, it has been a rewarding experience to work with so many talented students. It is my
hope that planetarians will find much enjoyable and useful reading among the nine theses that
follow. I want to express my sincere gratitude for International Planetarium Society and the
IPS Council supporting the Science Communication Master Program at Dalarna University
during five years. Thanks are also due to the students, who have given IPS the permission to
publish their theses and to the supervisors whose work has been most essential.
Here follows nine theses with titles, authors, names of supervisors, and when in Planetarian
the projects have been presented. Main supervisor for all theses has been Lars Broman, unless
otherwise noted.

ASPEF Award Theses 2004
Examining Visitor Attitudes and Motivations at a Space Science Centre
Claudette Martin, Canada
Local supervisor Donna Livingstone, H R McMillan Space Centre, Vancouver BC, Canada
Thesis HDa-SC-04, 2004. 48 pp.
Project reported in Planetarian 4/2004.
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in Science Centers. A Visitor-Based Framework
Hamid Asgari and Kayvan Seyed Nejadian, Iran (shared)
Local supervisor Per Broman, Dalarna University temporary science center
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Project reported in Planetarian 4/2005
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Local supervisor Elisabet Eronn, Framtidsmuseet, Borlänge, Sweden
Thesis HDa-SC-28, 2007. 86 pp.
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Astrological Beliefs
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Thesis HDa-SC-30, 2007. 146 pp.
An article based on the thesis was published in Planetarian 3/2007
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Abstract
The aim of this research was to conduct an investigative study on the History of
Planetaria in UK. Planetarium is one of the best opportunities for informal study of
Astronomical Science. With high-tech feature and huge educational potentiality, the
1st planetarium in UK was opened by the Duke of Edinburgh in 1958, but the idea of
incorporating a planetarium into the attractions offered by Madame Tussaud´s had
been suggested as early as 1926, the year that the first planetarium building was
erected in Munich. Since now there are about 50 planetariums in UK, which are fully
operating their activities. This historical research was carried out by literature review,
sending questionnaire conducting interviews to the planetarium professionals to
determine the root of the history of planetaria in UK. It will develop the present list of
planetaria and their brief work strategy in UK. Besides this the problems of fixed and
mobile planetaria, home made planetarium history of UK, nautical college
involvement in this planetarium arena will come under this study. The data will be
collected from the planetarium officials and professionals by some particular
questionnaires and conducting interviews. Additionally, national curriculum of
Astronomy in UK, the Millennium Project for Science Centres-their success and
failures, and some other important topics will also be discussed in this research.
Keywords: Planetarium, Planetaria, Astronomy, Projector, Dome, Fixed Planetaria,
Mobile Planetaria, Homemade Planetaria, Astronomy Curriculum, Millennium
Commission, Informal Learning.
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1. Introduction
Astronomy is the oldest science known to the civilization. For thousands of years we
have tried to produce the night sky under the planetarium dome, so that it can be
studied to understand what role in the vast cosmos our planet Earth plays, what is the
hidden mystery of the sky is and how it came to be. Today with a huge number of
Planetariums and their organized activities as well as rapid development in UK, the
planetarium sector has been really booming for last 50 years. These planetariums are
working under some particular platforms, or individual initiative but the main interest
of these planetariums ends in a same goal. All of them are contributing in the
development of Informal learning and it has been a main attraction to the school pupil
as well as the senior citizens. Educationist have realised that planetaria have
facilitated the process of learning. Thus there has been increased need for more
planetariums all around UK. With such great needs and popularity for planetariums,
undoubtedly it is a very interesting theme to get to the depth of how planetariums
started in the UK and to understand what initiated such a marvellous idea of
Planetarium.
According to our understanding of a planetarium function, we can say that, it is a
domed theatre in which a special device in the centre of the room projects a
simulation of the night sky onto a dome above the audience. Planetarium generally
can show how the night sky looks from anywhere on the Earth's surface at any time
(for thousands of years into the past and future). There is a great decline in the study
of science in recent times. Children are less interested in the study of Mathematics,
Physics, Biology, Chemistry, Astronomy and other sciences. Thus, there is a great
fight to raise children’s appetite and make them love sciences and to become future
scientist. With the background of how planetarium started in the United Kingdom,
we will be able to give credit to the founders as well as understand what initiated their
enthusiasm. It will be good if we understand the problems were faced during the
initial process. It will be a challenge to categorize the planetariums in the United
Kingdom with that of other parts of Europe. This will in terms of their structure,
function, numbers and visitors. We need to investigate and account for how, when and
why things are created. It is sometimes difficult to trace the origin of events. The
History of planetaria in The United Kingdom is left out.
Presently about 45 Planetariums in UK, this sector is really booming. Different
Organizations like BAP-British Association of Planetaria, IPS-International
Planetarium Society and AAE- The Association for Astronomy Education are the
strong platforms who are actively operational from the early stage of planetarium in
UK and these organizations are developing rapidly. Many new planetariums whether
it is fixed or mobile, are coming under these organizations and being a member of
these particular societies or communities. Hence, it happens to be very easy to
communication in between the Planetariums, exchange their ideas, having exposure
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about new technologies. But there are a good number of planetariums in UK, which
are working individually. So, it is really important to find out this planetarium and
publish a complete list of planetaria in UK. This idea will be carried out in this
research as well.
As I stated earlier, the planetarium sector has been started since 1958, when the first
planetarium, the London planetarium Completed in 1958, the London Planetarium
became the first planetarium in Britain and remains one of the largest in the world
today. The popularity was huge and it was great boom and people really started
amazed by losing themselves in outer space, watching the stars projected onto a huge
copper dome. Once the trend has been started, the focus comes on this sector and
many minds, many ideas have been started to think about it seriously and eventually
the second planetarium named South Tyneside College Planetarium had built and
opened to public since 1968, and on this way Armagh Planetarium has opened in
1968. Presently more than 60 planetariums are operating in United Kingdom and the
number is growing day by day.

1.1 The Aim of the Study
The current research has been carried out on the planetaria sector of UK and it tries to
accomplish the following goals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A literature review based research report about the history of planetarium in
the world
A report about the evolution of the Planetarium related organizations in UK
An investigative statistical report of the planetarium infrastructures of UK
through sending questionnaires and conducting interviews.
To figure out the important parameters in designing, developing and running a
fixed planetarium and important factors of mobile planetarium.
Determine the present status of the planetariums all over UK through
interviews and questionnaires from the planetarium professionals.
Scrutinize the Astronomy education system in the National Curriculum for
school children of England.
The Nautical College with planetariums in UK and their present situation.
The planetarium education necessity in the nautical astronavigation system
A investigative report about the Millennium Commission, 2000 Lottery
Project, their investment in the science centre and planetarium sector of UK
and lacks of the project.
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1.2 Location of the study- South Tyneside College
Planetarium and Observatory
The research has been carried out in South Tyneside College Planetarium and
Observatory, which is a part of South Tyneside College. It was established in 1964 for
astro-navigation training, is now also used on a full-cost basis to support the delivery
of parts of the national curriculum to about 20,000 schoolchildren a year from schools
inside and outside the region. The planetarium is the first ever astronavigation training
planetarium and the second planetarium after Madam Tussauds London Planetarium.
Attracting approximately 10,000 exhibitors each year, the planetarium is one of the
main attractions of the Tyneside as well as UK. The planetarium and observatory is a
part of the college, which is renowned by South Tyneside College. South Tyneside
College is the only college of further education in South Tyneside, and, apart from
one 11-18 school and the special schools, is the sole provider of post-16 education. It
offers a wide range of provision including GCSE and GCE A level subjects, and a
large number of vocational courses, using a variety of modes of delivery. Of
particular note is the marine section. The college is the largest provider of merchant
navy officer training in Britain. Members of the board of the corporation support the
college enthusiastically and are aware of their strategic and monitoring roles.
South Shields Marine College was founded in 1837 by a Deed executed by Dr
Thomas Masterman Winterbottom, (1766-1859) possibly South Shields’ greatest
philanthropist, and enrolled in the High Court of Chancery that year. It was to be
another 29 years, however, before it was to open its doors to students. Dr
Winterbottom was born on 26th March 1766 in a house on what was to become the
corner of Dean Street, on the north side of South Shields Market Place. He was the
eldest of what were to be eight children of Dr James Winterbottom (c1742-1797).
In 1803, after having returned to South Shields in 1796 and having taken over his
father’s practice, Dr Winterbottom married, at Jarrow parish church, to Barbara, the
widow of James Wardle, a local ship owner. He settled down in Westoe village and
when not engaged in the duties of his practice wrote several medical books and
papers. A major philanthropist, he was much admired by his fellow townsmen.
Although he retired from general practice after some 30 years, Dr Winterbottom
continued his active interest in the subject right up to his death, which occurred on 8th
July 1859 at the age of 93, by which time he was the oldest qualified medical
practitioner in the country. He was given a public funeral, which was probably the
largest in terms of attendance, which South Shields has ever seen, and was buried in
the central portion of Westoe cemetery, reserved for notable local worthies.
Unfortunately his tomb, with an elaborate inscription on it, has been the object of
attacks by vandals who do not share its occupant’s ethos of public service, and is
today as much a monument to their lack of civilization as to Dr Winterbottom’s
attainment of it.
Having no children of his own, and his wife having pre-deceased him in 1840, Dr
Winterbottom left his considerable fortune to the various charities he had instituted
and supported in life. These included today’s South Tyneside College. The bulk of Dr
Winterbottom’s fortune, however, was left towards the Marine School, and his
friends, among them Robert Ingham, MP, and Richard Shortridge, JP, made it their
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business to get it established, such that it opened on March 26th 1866, the centenary of
its founder’s birth. At first, the Marine School occupied rooms in the Mechanic’s
Institute but in 1869 it moved to a new building on the corner of Ocean Road and
Wesley Street. The object of the School was the training of masters and officers of
the Merchant Service in all things necessary to qualify them for the highest duties of
their profession. Students had to be bona fide seamen, already possessing some
elementary knowledge, and with the rudiments of an ordinary education. In October
1886 a Boys’ Department was opened, in separate accommodation, divided into a
nautical class and an engineer’s class, with special lessons for those wishing to
become navigators or sea-going engineers. Boys had to be aged 13 or over, pass an
entrance examination and produce a certificate of good conduct from their previous
school. They paid a fee of £2 per term but there were a few free places for those who
did conspicuously well in their entrance examination or later. From 1880 to 1890 the
school produced 365 master mariners, 392 first mates, 385-second mates, 7 extra
masters, 7 compass deviation officers and 3 coastguard officers. After being a credit
to its town for about a century the Marine School eventually evolved into what is now
the South Tyneside College, which operates on two sites, a “commercial” one at
Hebburn and a science-based one at Westoe, where the principals established by Dr
Winterbottom are still taught.

1.3 Acknowledgements
First of all I would like to thank the Head of the Science Communication department
Mr. Lars Broman, my main supervisors Ernst V Groningen and my local supervisor
Miss Eva Hans and my departmental professor Hannu Salmi.
Lars Broman, Ernst V Groningen and Miss Eva were simply great in their
supervision, support and driving me on the right track to achieve my research goal.
Though I have done my research in UK and Sweden, but their continuous cooperation never let me feel away from them. They always helped me with what I have
asked for, especially any literature source and guidance.
Thanks to IPS (International Planetarium Society) to give me a wonderful opportunity
by selecting me for the IPS scholarship to conduct the research. I would feel myself
proud to be rewarded for the scholarship and conduct the research.
Thanks Mr. Dennis Ashton, Mr. Ray Worthy, Dr. David Gavin, Dr. Harry Ford, Dr.
Anne Viguhart-Potts, Mr. Pickwick, Saimon Bailey, Mike Culley present BAP
president Gill Russel and all other honourable BAP members for their wonderful cooperation. Whenever I need any information, they were extremely helpful to me
providing the information for me. Mr Dennis was all time resource to me; he was
simply outstanding providing me any information I asked for. I would like to give Mr.
Raymond special thanks sending me lots of literature from UK to Sweden by post and
e-mail for my homemade planetarium research.
I would also like to thank all the teachers and staff members of South Tyneside
College for their keenness and co-operation with office matters, and for their
wonderful guidance settle me down in a short time with a new environment.
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Last but not least, I would like to thank my all friends of my department, for their
wonderful co-operation all over the course time in the university and moral support
during my stay abroad.

2. Research Methodology
The subject for the historical study, and the methodology, were discussed and decided
in consultation with the main supervisor Ernst V Groningen and Local supervisor
Miss Eva Hans. To determine the best information seeking, I have done history
related literature review, sending questionnaire and conducting normal and in-depth
interviews to collect the information.
I have designed interview questionnaires and conducted several interview sessions to
collect information. As it is a historical research I prefer to use the qualitative
methodology. Semper (1990) has identified that sensitive and valuable learning
experiences offered by science centres are hard to document by quantitative methods.
Most common qualitative methods for gathering information are interview and
observation (Crowley, 1994-95). In the framework of qualitative research, it is
possible to discover pupils’ unexpected responses and passions, when observing them
in a natural environment and real situations (Evans, 1998). Qualitative methods
enable the researcher to observe, record information and analyse interactions between
people and the surrounding environment (Liebscher, 1998).

2.1 Literature Review
As the research was about the history of planetaria and related topics of UK, my main
goal was to collect the utmost and precise information about the topic. The planetaria
related literature sources or publications were the best resources for my information
collection. Unfortunately I did not find any published book written, aiming on the
whole planetaria of UK and its history. Some planetariums published small
newsletters or books, which is mostly not available in the market targeting general
readers. The books or publications mainly aimed on the people related to the
planetarium and sometimes the visitor comes to the planetarium. I have collected such
two (2) small publications (one book is 18 page and another is 16 page), written by
Jack Wickings and Alan Pilkington. The association of Norman Lockery Observatory
Society published these two (2) books. One of the major task of my research was to
find out the planetariums in UK where IPS (International Planetarium Society) and
BAP (British Association of Planetaria), member database helped me a lot. There are
some other newsletter and website resources I have used for my research, which are
all in the reference list.
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2.2 Questionnaires
Questionnaire is a collection or combination of a series of questions, designed on the
basis of a particular issue and carried out some concrete result. As Bell states (1999),
questionnaire is a good way of collecting certain types of information quickly and
relatively cheaply.
In my research questionnaire there are 16 questions aiming at the planetaria and
planetaria professionals in UK. The questionnaires were designed to determine
commencement of the planetarium, the technical information such as their projectors,
domes, any existing observatory or exhibits. The questionnaire also tries to determine
the professionals and their related to the planetariums and the financial scenario of the
planetariums. The questionnaire was sent by mail.
The questionnaire has been shown in the following table:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Name of Planetarium?
Opening year of the planetarium?
No. Of Seats in the planetarium?
Projector Type?
Size of Dome?
Is it Fixed or Mobile?
Approximate visitor per year?
Do you offer any educational short course or program in the planetarium?
No. Of employees (Please indicate how many have Astronomy degrees or
teaching qualification)
What percentage of your business is school visit?
Do any institutions sponsor you?
Is this planetarium, a part of Governing institutions e.g. University, Nautical
Colleges, Charitable trust, Commercial company, etc.
Important Photograph of your Planetarium? (Images Can be attached with
mail)
Do you have any observatory (Please Describe)?
Do you have exhibits (Please Describe)?
Any Additional Information?

2.3 Interviews
As I have conducted the research on an extensive topic, I had to design several
interview questions to gather the best and maximum information. During the research
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period I have selected three (3) theme or key points to work out extensively and on
those key points I have designed my interview question model. The key points are as
follows:
Those key points are:
•
•
•

The Fixed planetaria of UK, their evolution, important parameters of
developing a fixed planetarium and problems of fixed planetaria.
The Mobile Planetaria of UK, their evolution, important parameters of
developing a mobile planetarium and problems of mobile planetaria.
The homemade dome and projector of UK.

The interview model on the key point was about the fixed planetaria of UK, their
evolution, important parameters of developing a fixed planetarium and problems
of fixed planetaria. 4 planetarian have been interviewed. The interview questions
are in the following table:

•
•
•
•

Which planetarium you are working for?
Please describe briefly about your planetarium?
According to you what are the important parameter of designing, developing
and running a fixed planetarium?
What do you think about the major problems of fixed planetaria of UK?

The interview model on the key point 2 was about the mobile planetaria of UK,
their evolution, important parameters of developing a mobile planetarium and
problems of it. 5 planetarians have been interviewed. The interview questions are
in the following table:

•
•
•
•

What is the name of your mobile planetarium?
Please describe briefly about your planetarium?
What are the important parameters of designing, developing and running a
mobile planetarium?
What do you think about the major problems of mobile planetaria of UK?

The interview model on the key point 3 was about the home made dome and
projector, the history behind this. 4 planetarians have been interviewed. I designed the
interview question based on two general questions.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Please tell me about your homemade planetarium equipment?
When did you start your homemade planetarium project?
Please tell me about the construction phase of your equipment?
Where was your equipment (Projector/Dome) first implemented?

3. Historical Background
3.1 The History of Planetaria Worldwide
The planetarium that we know of today is a complex state-of-the-art multi-media centre,
occupied by computers operated automation systems that control dozens of projectors, special
effects, audio and video equipment. Laser light shows and large format film like OMNIMAX
have also found their way into the planetarium dome. Although Laser light shows offer little
educational content, they bring in money to make it possible to provide many different
educational programs. Eventually now days the planetarium stands for a real fascination of
the stars, planets and all other existing in the night sky. The planetarium projection and
profession started just 50 years ago and with simple technical features but with a rich and
resourceful educational content. A great development in optics, sophisticated instrumentation,
and electricity made possible the realization of a two thousand year old idea perfect
representation of the starry sky inside a dome, that we call Planetarium. With it came the
possibility to have a celestial time machine, with time marked by the motions of the planets.
Early planetarium type models were mechanical, run by clockworks, and represented an
outside view of our solar system. Other models were globes, which tried to paint a picture of
how the sky looked like on a clear starry night whether the modern projection planetarium
combines both mechanical clocks and a half globe dome theatre. Although the concept of the
sky as a sphere may have occurred as early as 2,000 BC in China, it is recorded that in the 6th
century BC. The Greek Anaximander taught that the stars and planets pass not only above,
but beneath the earth. Greece's first scientific astronomer, Eudoxus of Cnidos (about 400 355 BC) constructed the first known complete celestial globe, which became the model for
future globes. In 73 BC, in Italy, a white marble statue was discovered, depicting the god
Atlas supporting a celestial sphere, which was 26" in diameter. On the sphere are inscribed
not only constellations, but also circles representing the elliptic boundaries of the zodiac, and
the major parallel circles.
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Farnese Atlas -73 BC
During 250 B.C. Archimedes invented the first device to demonstrate planetary
motions. The maps of the sky were placed on the outside of globes to illustrate the
heavens for the purposes of art and of learning. Some actually moved, reproducing the
diurnal motion. After his assassination by invading Romans, the device was looted to
Rome where it was seen and described by Cicero. Nobody knows what happen to this
device.
Later, Ptolemy's globe is alleged to have even demonstrated the precession of the
equinoxes. Claudius Ptolemaeus known in English as Ptolemy was a Greek
geographer, astrologer and astronomer who probably lived and worked in Alexandria
in Greek. Ptolemy was the author of two important scientific treatises. One is the
astronomical treatise that is now known as the Almagest "The Great Treatise". It was
preserved, like most of Classical Greek science, in Arabic manuscripts and only made
available in Latin translation in the 12th Century. In this work, one of the most
influential books of Antiquity, Ptolemy compiled the astronomical knowledge of the
ancient Greek and Babylonian world. Ptolemy formulated a geocentric model of the
solar system, which remained the generally accepted model in the Western and Arab
worlds until the Heliocentric Solar System of Copernicus superseded it. Likewise his
computational methods were of sufficient accuracy to satisfy the needs of
astronomers, astrologers and navigators, until the time of the great explorations.
In the model of the solar system in the Almagest, Ptolemy put all this information into
a grand scheme. He assigned coordinates to all the places and geographic features he
knew, in a grid that spanned the globe. Latitude was measured from the equator, as it
is today, but Ptolemy preferred to express it in the length of the longest day rather
than degrees of arc (the length of the Midsummer Day increases from 12h to 24h as
you go from the equator to the polar circle). He put the meridian of 0 longitude at the
most western land he knew, the Canary Islands. Ptolemy also devised and provided
instructions on how to create maps both of the whole inhabited world and of the
Roman provinces. In the second part of the Geography he provided the necessary
topographic lists, and captions for the maps. His defined world spanned 180 degrees
of longitude from the Canary Islands in the Atlantic Ocean to China, and about
80 degrees of latitude from the Arctic to the East Indies and deep into Africa; Ptolemy
was well aware that he knew about only a quarter of the globe.
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Claudius Ptolemaeus

Ptolemy's Celestial Globe

There are many other ancient names in astronomy like Copernicus, Galilee, Kepler,
Newton, and Herschel who have made great discoveries to answer questions about the
night sky. They have showed us that the wanderers are planets just like the Earth, they
travel around our closest star, the Sun. Our Sun is just one of billions of stars in our
galaxy. Astronomers tell us our galaxy is just one of infinite number of galaxies in the
universe. Throughout time astronomers have built models to explain their theories and
educate people about their discoveries. These models have developed over time to
explain our understanding of how the night sky works.
The next improvement came with the enlargement of the globes. In the mid 1600s
(Some author writes in mid 1700s), Adam Olearius, court mathematician and librarian
to the duke of Holstein-Schleswig-Gottorp, designed a hollow, ten-foot diameter,
water-powered rotating sphere into which people could climb to see the glided
constellations illuminated by centrally placed oil lamps. The Gottorp Globe was
constructed by Busch in Germany in 1664, a water- powered 3 1/2 ton, 10 foot
diameter sphere that rotated once every 24 hours. Inside it was a platform for 12
persons and on its interior was a map of the sky with gilded stars. All other globes to
that time had shown the sky from the unnatural position of the observer on the outside
of the celestial sphere. At best, the Gottorp Globe was an unsophisticated, unrefined
explanation of the celestial sphere, but it could not represent the planets of our solar
system effectively or adequately. So, some scientists described that globe as
confusing. The State Observatory Peter the Great instituted under the St. Petersburg
Academy of Sciences in Russia was opened in 1735; one of the round halls was used
to install the Great Gottorp Globe manufactured on Friedrich IIIs orders in HolsteinGottorp by craftsman Andreas Busch; the globe was sent to Peter the Great as a
present in 1713. Incidentally, it is one of the biggest globes in the world and the first
ever planetarium globe. It was hollow, had a map of the world painted on its outer
surface, and a map of heaven inside. It is 3.11m in diameter and weighs 3.5 tons.
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Gottorp Globe (In St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences, 1735)
After Gottorp, globes like the Gorroro sphere were built, one of the last being the
Atwood globe in 1913 for the Museum of the Chicago Academy of Sciences. With a
diameter of almost 5 meters the Atwood globe shows 692 stars, and a moveable light
bulb represents the Sun. Apertures along the ecliptic, which can be uncovered as
necessary, represent the planets. One of the most impressive inventions was in
Cambridge by Charles Long in 1758. Actually the Gottorp Globe Design inspired him
towards this invention. It was 18 feet in diameter and accommodated 30 people.
Charles Long improved on this idea by building a rotating sphere 18 feet (5.5 meters)
in diameter, accommodating 30 persons. Instead of painted constellations, Long's
sphere, called the "Uranium" ("place of the heavens"), had tiny holes through which
light from outside could shine, making it look to viewers inside as if they were
actually looking at stars in the dark.
With the span of time, advancement in instruments, implementation of various
methods, the scientists in 1700s were really working hard to invent some pedagogical
instruments and finally the globe called “Orreries” was opened to public as a teaching
device. It was built with gears, chains, and cranks and these machines represented the
known movements of the solar system. The device was incorporated with the new
concept of the solar system first proposed by Copernicus, that the earth was round and
revolved around the sun once a year. Coming from the Copernican idea that along
with advances in instrument- making, various models of the planetary system were
constructed as teaching devices, these were called "Orreries" in English, but they are
also known as planetaria, which serves to confuse things. Orreries were simulation
devices based on one of the most advanced technologies as I stated earlier that was a
gear driven clock. As it was used as a teaching device, the instructors allowed the
students of astronomy to move the miniature planets round and round a small brass
ball that represented the Sun. The Orrey was ideal for displaying the Copernican
model of the planets in our solar system, but like the Gottorp Globe, it failed to
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provide an integrated view of the universe. The Orreries model called A-156 is
probably the first Orreries ever made. It was made by George Graham in London
between 1704 and 1709, is driven (very slowly) by clockwork, and shows the rotation
of the Earth around the Sun and that of the Moon around the Earth.

A-156 Orreries

3.1 The Era of Projection Planetarium:
So far there were many invention of celestial devices, which had many disadvantages.
Following the decade long research on Celestial Globes, the planetarium professionals
and scientist were on a further development of inventing a special type of projector,
which can project the night sky image on a dome. From some historical literature
source, it is found considered, as the first projection device for showing planetary
motions was the Orbitoscope, invented about 1912 by Prof. E. Hindermann in Basel.
This instrument was driven by spring works and had two planets revolving about a
central Sun. A small light bulb on one of the planets projects shadows of the other two
objects in the directions they would be seen from that planet, reproducing accurately
the retrograde loops and speed changes. This creative device was useful for basic
instruction for astronomy lovers and students, but of course had many shortcomings
due to its technical limitations.

3.1.1 The Evolution of Zeiss Projector:
In 1913, the mastermind German Scientist, astronomer Max Wolf, involved with the
Deutsches Museum, a then-new institution devoted to science and technology at Heidelberg,
had the idea to produce a projection planetarium and had a discussion with Oskar Von Miller,
founder and the first president of the Deutsches Museum about a new idea of instructive
models for demonstrating the motions of night sky. Basically the idea was to realistically
reproducing the sky in detail. In 1913, Wolf had suggested to von Miller the idea of a device
for his museum, which would reproduce not only the stars but also the planetary motions. It
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was the starting of the great Zeiss Planetarium History and obviously the credit goes to the
Officials of the Deutsches Museum.
The museum was the brainchild of Oskar von Miller, an engineer interested in all aspects of
science. He founded it in 1903 with the help of such other well-known scientists as von
Siemens and Roentgen and named it as "German Society of the Museum for Masterpieces of
Natural Science and Technology". The museum eventually was given the beautiful island in
the Isar River as its new home in Munich, but the opening planned for 1916 was postponed
due to the war. The fully constructed museum finally opened in 1925 on Museum Island.

Museum Island

Oskar Von Miller

The founding of the
Museum

Followed by the fruitful investigation Von Miller approached the well-known optical
firm of Carl Zeiss in Jena, Germany and the Jena Officials was agreed to work with
the problem. Carl Zeiss Company had begun in 1846; the workshop for precision
mechanics and optics opened by Carl Zeiss in Jena experienced the beginnings of a
boom, which was to last for a long time to come. A global player in the field of optics
gradually emerged on the basis of Ernst Abbe's outstanding scientific achievements
and eventually in 1866 it was beginning of cooperation between Ernst Abbe and Carl
Zeiss. This success story continued for a full century.

Ernst Abbe

Carl Zeiss

Oskar Von Miller Proposed the project to the Zeiss works at Jena in 1913. After a
primary interruption by World War I, About March 1919, Walther Bauersfeld, chief
design engineer and later director of Carl Zeiss, started planning upon the idea of
projection of the celestial objects in a dark room. The original plan had been for some
sort of globe similar to that of Gottorp. The new idea simplified things immensely.
The mechanism could be on a small scale and easily controllable. In 1920 Bauersfeld
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began to work out the design details and technical calculations, which were a pile of
600 pages. Five years of calculations and trials were needed to bring this idea to
fruition. Five years, in which Bauersfeld and a large staff of scientists, engineers, and
draftsmen considered the astronomical principles involved and the mechanical
devices, which would realize them. They rediscovered the work of Christian Huygens,
who had used the mathematics of continued fractions to construct his famous Orrery
in 1682. They constructed star plates of film with images of 4500 stars. They found
ways of interconnecting the daily and annual motion drives so the planets would stay
in proper relative positions. Eventually they invented the modern projection
planetarium and the long awaited moment arrived in 1923, when for the first time, the
artificial sky lit up in a 52.5 ft (16m) dome that had been built on the roof of the Zeiss
Factory. On October 21, 1923, Prof. Bauersfeld demonstrated the projector to a
congress at the museum, the first official public showing. The professional and public
reaction was enthusiastic. The success of the first invention was really remarkable and
was a huge achievement for its production team. In October 1923, the instrument was
moved to the Deutsches Museum in Munich and mounted temporarily in a 32 ft
(9.8m) dome.

The First Zeiss planetarium Projector in the
Deutsches Museum in Munich, 1923
Followed by the tremendous beginning, the projector was again returned to Jena for
the finishing touches, finally being permanently installed in Munich in May 1925 and
permanently installed in the 32ft (9.8) metre Dome at the Deutsche Museum and it
operated there until the beginning of World War II, when it was taken down and put
in safe storage. Thus it survived the bombing which almost totally destroyed the
museum in 1944-45. After the Deutsches Museum was rebuilt, the original Model I
was re-installed on May 7, 1951. It has since been replaced with a Model IV, and the
planet cage is in storage at the museum.
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The planetarium in Deutsches Museum and its success was so impressive to many
scientific and civic leaders in Germany that in the few years following the first Model
I, several other cities ordered and received projectors. Dusseldorf installed a Model I,
and then replaced it in 1926 with a Model II, which Zeiss had developed in the
meantime. This planetarium had a 30-meter dome, one of the largest ever constructed,
and totally destroyed in the II world war. The Model II was the large dumbbellshaped projector, which everyone has since identified with Zeiss. It had some several
wonderful improvements over the first including projectors for the meridian, celestial
equator and ecliptics and especially the latitude. The original Munich projector
operated for fixed latitude of 48 degree. The Zeiss Works manufactured Twenty-five
(25) instruments of this new version model, and then the first projector of the new
series was installed in Barmen, Germany in 1926 which was destroyed later in the II
world war. The first planetarium outside Germany was installation temporarily in
Vienna. The 25 Projectors were distributed as follows: Germany (11), U.S.A (5), Italy
(2), Japan (2), U.S.S.R. (1), Sweden (1), Belgium (1), France (1); and Austria (1), out
of these 11 were destroyed in the II world war.

The Zeiss Model II planetarium as produced during
the 1920s and 1930s.
In 1928, Max Adler, a Chicago philanthropist, came to Germany with his wife and an
architect to see the wonder of the Zeiss Projector II, and was as impressed as he
donated to his home city the first planetarium in the United States of America. On
May 12, 1930, the Adler Planetarium greeted its first visitors. Over 22 million have
since seen its Sky Shows and exhibits. There are some more American people named
Samuel Fels of Philadelphia and Charles Hayden of New York, who attracted to the
Zeiss planetarium about the same, saw the machine in operation and was sufficiently
impressed to give planetaria to their communities. The Fels Planetarium was the
second in the U.S., opening on Nov. 1, 1933, and 1935 saw the opening of the Griffith
Planetarium on May 14 and the Hayden Planetarium on October 2. During these
years, other instruments began to show the sky in Sweden, Belgium, and Holland.
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Except for the latter, all were Model II. The Orient got its first glimpses of a
planetarium sky in Osaka in 1937 and Tokyo in 1938, the latter soon-to-be totally
demolished in the war. 1939 marked the first instrument on an elevator, the Buhl
Planetarium in Pittsburgh. During the 1930s, Carl Zeiss also designed and built many
small projectors, used mainly for navigation instruction for pilots (One may be seen in
operation today at the Science Museum in London. It was captured at the end of the
war).
There were some more projector invention in the same time who also keeps their
research to invent some projector in parallel of Zeiss and in 1930 the world saw the
first non-Zeiss planetarium, designed and built by the Korkosz brothers in Springfield,
Massachusetts, and installed in the museum there. The device projects 9500 stars, but
has no planet projectors. Followed by this a similar device was built for the Charles
Hayden Planetarium in Boston, endowed by the same person as the New York
Planetarium.

The Projector built by the Korkosz brothers
In 1945 during the II world war, the Russian troops occupied Jena and took over the
Carl Zeiss factory. Prior to the occupation however, Allied troops had evacuated
about a hundred top company personnel to the American sector and resettled them in
Heidenheim, near Stuttgart. The Reds dismantled the Jena manufacturing setup and
most facilities, but later the factory was reorganized. Today Carl Zeiss of Jena again
produces optical equipment, including several sizes of planetarium projectors. Most of
the post-war Jena instruments are inside the Iron Curtain countries. A few are found
in some of the major Canadian planetaria. During World War II, Carl Zeiss produced
few planetarium instruments. The only large installation, a Model II, was in
Gothenburg, Sweden in 1944. It was removed to the Morehead Planetarium in Chapel
Hill, NC, in 1949. Following the war, the Carl Zeiss Factory was relocated in
Oberkochen, a beautiful small city in West Germany by the American forces. After
the war they have since built up once again a vigorous production of high quality
optical goods. Model II projector was modernized and developed by Zeiss, who have
been re-classified as Model III Projector.
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It was mentioned earlier that, immediately after the war neither Oberkochen nor Jena
were capable of building a planetarium projector. Because of this, the California
Academy of Sciences in San Francisco commissioned a comparable, one-of-a-kind
projector for the Morrison Planetarium, after four years of design and construction; it
was opened on November 6, 1952. The Morrison Planetarium's star projector is not a
Zeiss, Spitz, Minolta, Goto, or any other mass-produced planetarium instrument. It is
one-of-a-kind, designed and constructed by the staff of the California Academy of
Sciences, and is formally referred to as the “Academy Projector”. Following World
War II, when serious interest in building a major planetarium in San Francisco was
expressed, no star projector was available from the Zeiss optical works in Germany,
where the device was invented. Taking advantage of expertise gained during the war,
when the Academy was contracted by the U.S. Navy to build and repair optical
equipment (mainly because the original sources for the equipment were on the other
side), Academy technicians convinced the powers that be that they could build a
planetarium projector on their own. Russell Porter, who was instrumental in designing
the mighty 200” Hale Telescope on Palomar Mountain - at the time the world’s
largest optical instrument - and who even drew a sketch of what the proposed
projector might look like, supported this position.
The Academy Projector was built between 1948 and 1952 under the supervision of
Albert S. Getten and G Dallas Hannah. Its design was based largely on that of the
Zeiss, but with changes. The star spheres were placed closer to the centre and the
planet cages moved to the outside (the opposite of the mass distribution of the Zeiss).
As a result, the Academy Projector was better balanced and required less power and,
hence, quieter motors to rotate. This design was so successful that some other
company imitated it some years later.

Academy Star Projector
In 1959, Zeiss comes up with a new and more developed series of projector, the
model IV Zeiss projector. The new series included with various supplementary
projectors and technical improvements. Then Zeiss Engineer began the development
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of a new model series from early 1960’s and in June 1966, the new Model VI was
unveiled at the Zeiss Planetarium Oberkochen before the Second International
Conference of Planetarium Directors. It was so impressive to the officials.

The Zeiss Model VI built by Carl Zeiss, Inc. [1973]

3.1.2 Invention of Spitz Projector:
In 1936, Armand Spitz, a Philadelphia newspaperman, took a part-time job as a
lecturer at the Fels Planetarium and immediately saw the pedagogic possibilities of
the planetarium. He also saw that it was impossible for a small school or museum to
have one because of the great cost in money and space. He set out to build a projector
which would give a reasonable reproduction of the sky but sell for a couple of orders
of magnitude less than that of the large Zeiss. The result was the famous Spitz
dodecahedron used in the Models A, A-1, and A-2. Founded in 1946, Spitz began as a
provider of affordable optical planetarium projectors for schools and small
educational institutions. Since then, Spitz has grown to become the largest supplier of
projectors and domes. The most discriminating customers including Disney,
Universal Studios, Volkswagen, Griffith Observatory and Zeiss choose Spitz
projection domes. Spitz is now the world leader in projection domes, with over 1,200
installations worldwide. Despite enormous growth throughout more than 50-year
history, Spitz has continued to maintain its focus on educational products and
services.
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Armand Spitz

Spitz Projector

The first Spitz projector was demonstrated to a meeting of astronomers at Harvard
College Observatory in the late 1940's. The small projector was a great success,
despite the lack of planetary motions and with a motor drive for diurnal motion only.
In 1949, Spitz Laboratories was founded, first in an old factory building and then in
an old theatre. As the enterprise grew, they later moved to an old snuff factory in
Yorklyn, Del. and are now located in a spacious new factory in Chadds Ford, Pa. The
company has changed its corporate ownership several times in its brief history and is
now Spitz Space Systems, Inc.
The Spitz Model A-1 improved on the Model A by having star images of different
brightness. The control panel was modified and enlarged. Next came the A-2 and then
the idea of a much larger projector with planet motions and suspended by cables from
the dome. The result during the 1950's was the Model B, of which only three were
made, all still operating. The first was the Montevideo (Uruguay) Planetarium, which
opened in February 1955, the first in South America. The others are at the Air Force
Academy in Colorado Springs and the Longway Planetarium in Flint, Michigan. Spitz
Laboratories concurrently produced one intermediate-sized Model C, now the
planetarium at the Minneapolis Public Library.
During the 1960's, Spitz widely sold the Models A-3 and A-3-P with planet motions
and spherical star projectors as well as the more advanced and larger Model STP
(Space Transit Planetarium). The Spitz Model A-3-P, undoubtedly the most abundant
planetarium instrument in existence. Hundreds were sold to schools, colleges, and
museums during the "boom" era of the mid-1960. Planetary motions for these
instruments differed from the Zeiss concept in that they were derived from electrical
analogy instead of gear works. Still later has come the Spitz A4 and A4A (now
System 512), which may be completely automated. The company has pioneered in
one-way planetarium seating and inclusion of azimuth rotation among other
innovations. There are now some 700 Spitz projectors of varying sizes throughout the
world. The latest and most sophisticated development is the Model STS (Space
Transit Simulator), a departure from standard planetarium design both in the projector
and the theatre. Complete programming is possible with a built- in digital computer,
and the system resides in a tilted hyper hemispherical dome. The first STS was
installed in early 1973 at the San Diego Hall of Science.
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The Spitz Model A-3-P

3.1.3 Appearance of More Planetarium industry:
Towards the late 1950s, Seizo Goto, a leading Japanese industrialist, used the
expertise of his company in the field of telescopes to produce the first Goto
planetarium. After trials in Japan, the first Goto in the United States filled the sky
with stars in Bridgeport, CT, on January 20, 1962. The Goto Company was actually
the first to produce a small projector, which included planetary motions. Many Goto
instruments have since been installed all over the world, a large number in the U.S.
Mitsubishi, Inc currently distributes these projectors in North America. Somewhat
later, the Minolta Company of Japan, known for high-quality cameras and optics,
made some tentative entries into the field in the mid-1960. The first major
planetarium was at DeAnza College in California. By the late 1960's, Minolta had
decided to officially enter the planetarium business, and they now produce a line of
projectors of all sizes. Viewlex, Inc. of Holbrook, NY distributes these in North
America. The latter firm also manufactures their own lines of small, automated
planetariums.

3.1.4 The Era of Digital Planetarium
By the span of time the planetarium technology have moved to more sophisticated
technology, computerization, special effects as well as new dimension. The major
achievement was total automation of the projection system and outstanding video and
audio output, optical effects etc. There are couple of companies are producing and
selling their projectors to the planetariums. Among the companies Sky-Skan and
Digistar are two leading companies in making such projector. There is a short feature
about the two (2) companies as follows:
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Digistar:
Digistar® model I and II introduced the world to the digital planetarium. For the first
time, audiences were able not only to see the stars, but also to fly through the stars in
three dimensions. Today, Digistar II continues to enchant and educate audiences of all
ages in planetariums around the world. And Digistar II offers much more than digital
3D stars: it provides a complete range of planetarium effects. Through a standard
SMPTE interface, Digistar II can also be integrated with other projection, automation,
and sound system equipment. Digistar II can project images onto conventional or
tilted domes as small as 20 feet or as large as 80 feet in diameter. Its three primary
components, the operator workstation, the graphics processor, and the calligraphic
projector, fit easily into existing theatres. You do not need a special computer room.
Digistar II gives you the power to make your presentations soar to new heights in
imagery and realism.
The Digistar II system offers several unique features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adaptable: Digistar II can be installed in new or existing planetariums
Superior 3D Graphics Capability: leading edge technology calculates what
the images should look like
Unmatched Special Effects: dynamic proper motion - travel through 3D
space
Storage: store several shows at a time
Compact: no special computer room
Easy to Update: upward and downward compatibility of Digistar II models
and shows
Imagery/Special Effects Library: Digistar Users Group for sharing and
exchange of models and imagery

Sky-Skan:
Sky-Skan, Inc. was founded in 1967 as a manufacturer of special effects projectors for
planetaria worldwide. Since that time the company has grown from three employees
to nearly thirty. Sky-Skan has expanded its products and services into the electronic
and video fields, providing manual and automated control systems for planetaria,
IMAX/OMNIMAX®, and Cinema 360® theatres. Sky-Skan has also developed a
comprehensive system of computerized multimedia control equipment, the SPICE
Automation system.
Sky-Skan has developed and produced a series of Special Effects Laser Discs,
containing state-of-the-art renderings and visualizations of astronomical phenomena.
Sky-Skan has also introduced new controllers into its SPICE Automation line,
integrating control of audio and video with slides, optical effects, servo devices,
lamps, etc. on one PC platform. In addition to these hardware developments, the latest
SPICE Automation software permits interactive audience control of multimedia
programs by means of remote responders. The first such systems were installed in the
Christa McAuliffe Planetarium in Concord, New Hampshire, the Henry J. Buhl
Planetarium in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, the planetarium of Pachuca, Mexico, and the
new planetarium of the Forum der Technik in Munich, Germany. They are now a
staple worldwide.
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Above and beyond following the current trends in planetarium/space theatre
production tools, Sky-Skan has designed and produced the world’s first truly
affordable full dome digital video system. Debuting in 1998, Sky Vision has grown
into a valuable production tool that is increasingly becoming a new medium. Now the
world's premier Full Dome Hi-Definition Digital Theatre, Sky Vision has taken the
full dome market by storm and stands as the leader in domed digital theatre.
Innovations such as these have propelled Sky-Skan into a successful new century.

4. The History of Planetaria in UK:
In 1923 the first ever projection planetarium of the world was installed in the artificial
sky lit up in a 52.5 ft (16m) dome, which had been built on the roof of the Zeiss
Factory. The space science was getting so popular day by day and the planetarium
sector was booming radically. The world’s first space satellite was launched in 1957
and it added more popularity in the planetarium sector. By the year 1957 there were
32 of the giant universal projector was operating around the world, but unfortunately
not one in the British Commonwealth. As I stated earlier, the planetarium
establishment in UK, happened lately compared to rest of the world. The first ever
planetarium in the UK was the London Planetarium, opened to the public on 21st
March 1958. The British architect George Watt first instructed it in 1950, and finally
A.J. Wait Ltd of Malden, Surrey, constructed it.
In this section I have discussed the history of the fixed and mobile planetaria of UK.
In fixed planetaria section I have highlighted the 5(five) most oldest and successful
planetariums in UK. And in mobile planetaria section I have included five (5)
planetariums according to their establishment and popularity. Besides this I have
scrutinized the various parameters for establishment of planetaria in UK and problems
of both fixed and mobile planetaria of them. I have also included some included some
wonderful homemade planetarium projects of UK and their construction phase with
image. As my research was conducted in a nautical college I have given a great
preference on the history of nautical college in UK.

4.1 The Fixed Planetaria
In this section I have discussed the history of the first ever planetarium of UK i.e.
London Planetarium and some 4 (four) most oldest and successful planetariums in
UK. Besides this I want to include that I have studied on these following planetariums
on the basis of some key points. I consider the old and most successful planetariums,
as it is not possible to go into details of every planetarium.

4.1.1 The London Planetarium:
The London Planetarium is a part of the Madam Tussaud Museum, which is now one
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of the best attractions in London as well in the whole world. It is a wax museum in
London, with branches in Amsterdam, Hong Kong (Victoria Peak), Las Vegas and
New York. The mastermind behind the setup of the museum was a wax sculptor, a
French lady named Marie Grosholz. The story of Madame Tussaud is as fascinating
as that of the exhibition itself. Two things about her life are especially noteworthy.
First, she spent her early years amid the turmoil of the French Revolution and came to
meet many of the characters involved; second, and perhaps more unusually, she
succeeded in business at a time when women were rarely involved in the world of
commerce. Madame Tussaud’s was born in Strasbourg in 1761 and christened Marie
Grosholtz. Her father, a soldier, was killed in battle during the Seven Years War
(waged by Prussia and Britain against Austria, France and Russia) only two months
before Marie's birth. For the first five years of her life Marie lived in Berne with her
widowed mother, who worked as housekeeper for Dr Philippe Curtius — a physician
with considerable skill in modelling anatomical subjects in wax. Soon, Marie and her
mother moved with Doctor Curtius to Paris; unwittingly, they had entered a creative
and politically fascinating world. Dr Curtius acted as a tutor to Marie, schooling her in
the techniques of wax portraiture and casting. She was soon allowed to model the
great figures of the time. Among them were Francois Voltaire and the American
statesman Benjamin Franklin; both of these figures are still on display at Madame
Tussaud’s today.
Curtius' exhibition was so successful and Marie was a real talent to learn and to be a
professional as she was invited to the royal court to assist in the artistic education of
King Louis XVI's sister, Madame Elizabeth. Life at Versailles was in vivid contrast to
Marie's previous existence. In 1794, Curtius died and Marie inherited the business,
which had grown, under her influence. France was still suffering enormous
deprivation and Marie's exhibition was struggling to survive. In 1802 Marie Tussaud
made a monumental decision, as she with her elder son, Joseph would start tour the
exhibition round the British Isles. She spent the next 33 years travelling the length and
breadth of the British Isles, exhibiting her growing collection of figures to crowds of
curious and intrigued spectators. By the span of time, the figures of Lord Byron, the
murderers Burke and Hare, King George IV, Queen Caroline of Brunswick,
Shakespeare and the death mask of the Emperor Napoleon -among many others were packed and unpacked to be shown to an admiring public. In the days before
television, cinema and radio, Madame Tussaud’s figures were a sensation.
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Marie Tussaud
In 1835, Madame Tussaud’s exhibition found a permanent home. It was in London,
not far from today's exhibition. Known as the 'Baker Street Bazaar', the location was
the Portman Rooms in Baker Street, once a mess hall for the Brigade of Guards. At
first, the exhibition was very similar to the travelling show. Madame Tussaud was
actively involved in the exhibition almost to the end of her life. This would be a
remarkable feat even now, and was particularly unusual for a woman in the 19th
century. In April 1850, at the age of 89, she died. Her final work — a remarkable selfportrait modelled eight years before her death - can still be seen today. In 1884 her
grandsons moved the exhibition to its present site in Marylebone Road.
With the outbreak of the Second World War, in 1939, all of Britain was threatened by
enemy action — not least London. During the night of 8th September 1940, the first
night of the London Blitz, Madame Tussaud’s was struck by a heavy bomb, which
inflicted significant damage. Some 352 head moulds were damaged beyond repair and
the cinema was completely destroyed - although, thankfully, no lives were lost. In
December of that same year, the exhibition again opened its doors to the public. Once
the war had ended, Madame Tussaud’s shared in the celebration of a new era. In 1953
the accession of Queen Elizabeth II enabled the exhibition to unveil its seventh
coronation group. By 1954, there was a rumour of a rival planetarium project in
Blackpool, but it was never be materialised.
In 1950 the first ever idea and design of construction of the London Planetarium was
started by the architect George Watt, and after 8 years in 1958, it was constructed by
the A. J. Wait Ltd of Malden Surrey- finally opened to the public in 1958, inaugurated
by the Duke of Edinburgh. Madam Tussaud opened The London Planetarium built on
the site once occupied by the cinema. The projector used that time was the Zeiss
Universal star Projector. The construction of the London planetarium was a bit
complicated and unique as the vibration from the London underground trains
rumbling beneath the site, which could only be solved by driving 48 piles some 50ft
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below ground. The dome, 67 ft in diameter, was a multiple sandwich of layersaluminium, sound-proofing, concrete, fibre glass, cork and bitumen felt- to the final
copper outer surface, now nicely matured into its familiar green patina. This sandwich
prevented both heat escaping and external traffic noise from entering the auditorium.
The sky projection surface was perforated with some 20 billion tiny holes, ensuring
perfect ventilation and acoustic internally. The building boasted a spacious circular
ground-lever foyer, with a unique central glass cage and 4 ton lift on which the
massive 2 ton Zeiss projector could be raised, cinema-organ-like, into the auditorium
20ft above for each presentation.

London Planetarium
The Zeiss Universal Star Projector in the London planetarium was cost about 70,000
pound at that time. The instrument was basically 13 ft 9 inch dumbbell containing
29,000 individual parts and nearly 200 optical projectors. The open central lattice
carried the projectors for the sun, Moon and five planets, each driven separately to
stimulate accurate the forwards and retrograde motion of these bodies through the
zodiac. The two star globes, 30 inches in diameter and with a central 1000 watt bulb,
could together project about 8,900 stars. Each contained 16 plates with the stars
accurately spaced and graded according to their relative brightness in the stars
accurately spaced and graded according to their relative brightness in the handperforated with 65 different sizes of tiny holes. But to improve durability, later plates
were photoengraved from the negative taken by photographing black metal sheet
pasted with white paper stars.
The 42 brightest stars, in the London planetarium sky (including four of reddish hue)
were produced separately by individual projectors, and another 3 variable starsAlgol, Delta Cophei and Mira Ceti- could even be made to flash in the heavens. In
addition to the capabilities of the universal machine, there were auxiliary projectors
for 16mm cine film, a Solar System Orrery, constellations figures, meteor showers
and artificial satellites- the total representing vast resources for the beneficial
education, and entertainment, of the public.
In 1963 the London planetarium the London planetarium had a total of six lecturing
staff, under the leadership of Dr. Henry Charles King. It was a wonderful combination
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of the staffs from different background of science and other majors. The professionals
designed a lot of live planetarium shows with their outstanding astronomical
knowledge, wonderful speaking power. Apart from the music and sound effects all the
shows were live performances and all the shows were about the most contemporary
things about space and astronomy. Eventually it was a huge popular spot for the
exhibitors. But 1966, looking at the profit the management thought about shortening
the team and decided one person will be sufficient to create and tape record the
commentary. So from that time only the recorded presentation had started in London
planetarium.
The Zeiss Universal Star Projector breathed its last after 36 years long service in
2004. The London planetarium re-opened after a £4.5 million redevelopment,
including the installation of the world-leading Digistar II Star Projector. Now in
Europe and UK there are several numbers of Digistar Projector in many planetariums
but The Digistar in London planetarium is the first of its kind in whole Europe.
Digistar II weighs in at approximately half a ton, the cost of the technical refit
including the projector was 1 million pounds and has the capacity to project over 9000
stars. It has the in built facilities of producing a conventional view of the sky at night
from Earth, has the sophisticated virtual reality techniques to transport the viewer to
the other side of the universe, recreate a simulation of the Big Bang, and loads of
other cool, space-age stuff. Moreover it contains a database of the 3-D positions of
9094 stars in the Milky Way.It boasts fantastic presentation facilities, including a 300
capacity multimedia auditorium, and full Dolby Digital sound system. Wireless
broadband is also available, along with multi-lingual translation ports. The 3-D
capability of the Digistar means that it can create the sensation of traveling through
our galaxy by accurately depicting the shift in position of the stars as if we were
approaching them. The Digistar can be used to travel backwards or forwards in time,
to see how the stars were arranged in the sky up to a million years in the past or
future. In fact the Digistar can show any image consisting of dots and lines and
project it onto the dome in 3-D dimensions.

4.1.2 Liverpool Museum Planetarium
The World Museum Liverpool Planetarium is the 4th Planetarium in UK. As like other
three (3) planetarium, this is also a part of a big setup and that is the World Museum
Liverpool. The initiative of this museum had started in 1853 and since then it has been
operating its activities. In the starting the museum was just two rooms in a building on
Duke Street in the city centre, shared with a public library. At the beginning it was
known as the Derby Museum, named after the main donor, the 13th Earl of Derby
(resident of the nearby Knowsley Hall), whose bequeathed natural history collection
(donated in a will) formed the collection.
Inevitably the museum was very popular. The public was waking up to the benefits of
education and foreign travel, and there soon came a point when the building was too
small to accommodate the crowds - 150,000 visitors in the first seven months.
Liverpool Town Council needed to find larger, permanent space and was pleased
when William Brown (1784-1864), a wealthy Liverpool merchant, banker and
politician, offered to provide the land and finance to create a purpose-built museum,
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close to St George’s Hall. The design of this new building, on what would be called
William Brown Street, would reflect that of the hall across the road – fashionably
neo-classical.

Liverpool Museum’s entrance hall in 1860
Finally the Liverpool Museum was opened in 1860, initially just featuring displays
from the Earl of Derby’s bequest. However the curators soon began to add to the
collections, with ships returning to port bringing a particularly invaluable supply of
new and fascinating objects. Many can still be seen today. Private collectors also
began to add their holdings. Joseph Mayer was particularly generous. A local
goldsmith and antiquarian, he had a large personal collection covering subjects as
wide-ranging as Anglo-Saxon treasures, medieval ivories, Egyptian mummies and
Wedgwood china. In 1867 he gave 15,000 items – most of his collection – to World
Museum Liverpool. Both the building and the collections grew with the turn of the
century, with the botanical and zoological collections in particular expanding. The
outbreak of the Second World War inevitably affected the museum, with many of the
rarest and most valuable objects being moved away from the city centre for safety.
This proved a wise precaution as the museum hit by an incendiary (fire) bomb during
the May Blitz of 1941. Fire raged through the building, leaving just a burnt out shell.
It was 15 years before even part of the museum could be reopened.
The years since the war have seen the collections continue to grow but unfortunately
the museum building itself has not, and most of our million or so objects are not on
display. The present extension work has helped to address this. The museum's
displays have doubled in size with a new atrium and gallery spaces. The latest
interactive and technological facilities bring our collections, both ancient and modern,
to life for a new generation of fascinated visitors. The museum opened on 29 April
2005 with a new name to reflect this growth: World Museum Liverpool.
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The Natural History gallery in the Upper
Horseshoe gallery following the bombing

The damage suffered by the Egyptian
gallery during the May Blitz of 1941

The Liverpool museum planetarium was opened in May 1970 along with the
adjoining space and time galleries, which incorporated displays on astronomy and
space science. The next 35 years have seen the planetarium and space and time
galleries develop into one of the foremost centres in the country for the public
enjoyment and understanding of these and related subjects. The planetarium has an
8m dome and at its centre, - both figuratively speaking, and geometrically - is a Zeiss
ZKP1 star projector. This is the original projector that was installed in 1970. And
additionally the planetarium use 5 CRT video projectors where 1 is barcodata 708,
and 4 Sony super bright CRT projectors. The main purposes of these additional video
projectors are to project images and video clips on the dome interface at the show
time.
There are various shows covering many aspects of space science, including our Solar
System, space exploration and special children's shows. Entrance to the planetarium is
free with tickets allocated on a first come first served basis A trip to the planetarium is
a must for all visitors to the museum. Liverpool museum planetarium is one of the
busiest in the UK as well as in the world. The planetarium has 62 sits and one space
for a wheelchair user. It presents around 1000 shows to public groups every year, and
more than 350 educational groups visit yearly. The planetarium is one of the centres
in the UK used for the teaching of astronomy and related subjects to schools, colleges
and university groups. The facility currently provides a range of educational sessions
for around 9,000 students per year. In addition, more than 50,000 members of the
public visit the planetarium to see shows about space and astronomy. In an interview
the Planetarium Coordinator Jennifer McHale said,
“Presently we have 2 full-time and 6 weekend staff. One of the fulltime staff members has a degree in physics with astrophysics and
one of our weekend staff is a primary school teacher during the
week so she has a teaching degree. In May 2002 the planetarium
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welcomed its 1 millionth visitor! And in 2004 there were 49,000
visitors visited the planetarium. This year we are expecting 6000065000 visitors.”

Liverpool Museum Planetarium
In 1990 the automation of the planetarium control system was completed, the result
being that the Liverpool planetarium is on of the most versatile in the world. The
control system is unique and can instantly switch from a totally automated system
(used for public shows etc) to a manually operated system, which enables the operator
to give specialised talks for a wide range of educational/specialist groups. In 1993 the
space and time galleries were redisplayed. In January 2002 the computerised control
and video projection system was installed. This further increased the versatility of the
planetarium. The long-term plan is to have a range of shows to offer for both public
and school sessions, and to have a varied public program.
Outside the planetarium, the Space and Time galleries are also extremely popular
venues for public and educational visits. The galleries have displays of Moon rock,
meteorites, telescopes and rocketry, along with many other exhibits and computer
interactive programs.

4.1.3 Mills Observatory Planetarium
The planetarium in the Millis Observatory is situated in Balgay Hill within Balgay
Park, Dundee City, and commenced its operation in 1970. The planetarium is the part
of the Mills Observatory, which was built in 1935, and the observatory has their
unique style of observatory and short planetarium. It is the only full-time public
observatory in UK and offers short planetarium shows and demonstrations of many
observations in the observatory. The Dundee manufacturer John Mills left a bequest
to the city to build a public observatory in the late 19th century he could not have
known that Britain's most famous 20th century astronomer would become an ardent
supporter of the facility. Patrick Moore has taken a keen interest in the continuing
work of the observatory in the city's Balgay Park and he will visit Dundee later this
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month to give a public lecture to celebrate 65 years of the Mills. It was nearly 50
years after Mills' death that the sandstone observatory with a seven metre papiermâché dome was completed on a hilltop in the park, handed over to the city council
and opened to the public on 28 October 1935. Since then it has provided a window to
the stars and although it is open all year round it is during the dark winter nights that
the Mills really comes into its own. Each weeknight throughout the winter the
observatory is open and the public can pop in to view the far-flung reaches of the
universe through an impressive Victorian refracting telescope with a ten-inch lens.
The renowned astronomer, writer, home made projector inventor Harry Ford was the
brainchild behind the commencement of the Planetarium. The planetarium unit in the
Mill Observatory was designed and built by Harry Ford and commenced its operation
in 1970. Harry Ford was born in Dundee in 1938 and educated at Rockwell Central
School. He left school at the age of fifteen and became a medical technician at
Queen's College, Dundee - now Dundee University; receiving part of his training at
'Bell Street Tech' - now the University of Abertay Dundee. He is a renowned
astronomy writer and famous in the history of planetaria in UK for his home made
projector.
In 1956, Harry was one of the founders of Dundee Astronomical Society in which he
held, over the years, and from 1963 he assisted Dr Jaroslav Cisar, as a part-time
Curator of Mills Observatory Dundee and member of the Department of Astronomy
in the University of St Andrews, and then succeeded him. At first, it was a part-time
post but in 1970 it became full-time. The Mills Observatory was transformed under
Harry's leadership from a dusty outpost of the Parks and Cemeteries department into
an active centre for amateur astronomy, and for bringing Astronomy to the public,
which was the founder's intention. The idea of setting a public observatory in Dundee
was originally conceived by the Reverend Dr Thomas Dick, a director of the Watt
Institution - a precursor of the present-day University of Abertay Dundee - and
implemented thanks to the philanthropy of John Mills in the 1930s. Dick's idea did
not reach fruition until the 1970s, when Harry Ford put the Mills Observatory on the
map as the UK's foremost public observatory and a place of pilgrimage for amateur
astronomers from throughout the UK and beyond. It became the venue for
astronomical meetings and conferences, with Patrick Moore being a frequent visitor.
The 10-inch Cooke telescope at the Mills was used mainly for studies of the Moon,
prior to the lunar landings and in 1976-78 Harry became director of the Lunar Section
of the British Astronomical Association. He also made notable contributions to
observations of Aurora, Noctilucent Clouds and Meteors. Finally in 1970, Harry Ford,
equipped with practical and communications skills, filled the observatory with
models, visual aids and built a small planetarium - one of the first miniature
projection planetaria in Scotland.
The Planetarium projector in the Mills Observatory was of the SPITZ type with star
imaged formed by a 2.5 v., 0.5 amp bulb projecting through approximately 250 holes
ranging in size from 0.3 mm to 1.0 mm diameter pierced in a 30 cm copper globe.
Current is fed to the bulb by slip rings in order that the globe can rotate freely; a
second bulb on the same circuit provides an image of the Milky Way through a
circular diffuser. A mains motor geared down 1 rev. per 8 minutes provided Diurnal
rotation of the entire system. The final section of this drive was by polythene belt and
flexible drive for quietness and smoothness. The projector unit was maintained on a
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hand driven swivel, which enables an apparent change of latitude for the observer of
from 10 degree above the equator to 90 degree (north pole) without halting the diurnal
or other movements of the projector.
There was another projector in the Mills to project the solar image during the show. A
75 mm focus lens through a circular mask forms the images. The light source was
again a 2.5 v., 0.3 amp bulb. The axis of this projector was tilted so that a geared
synchronous motor moves the solar image eastwards across the ecliptic at the same
rate as the diurnal moves the star images westward. With both motors operating, a
stationary sun on the meridian of the screen was seen to oscillate in altitude between
the solstices in midwinter and midsummer.
Mills observatory was very popular in that time, especially for Hary Ford´s
enthusiastic and highly personal presentations are well known especially for their
sound scientific content, at a time when many planetaria are reduced to eye-catching
visual effects and pre-recorded commentaries. He gives lectures to astronomical
societies and has taught astronomy classes. He is the author of two children's books
"100 Questions and Answers on Astronomy and Space Travel", in 1994, and "The
Young Astronomer" in 1998, which has been translated into all the major European
languages. He has published many articles, including some in the Scots Magazine
about local historical figures of scientific interest. In 1985 Harry received the Lorimer
Medal of the Astronomical Society of Edinburgh, in recognition of his work in
popularising Astronomy. This award has been presented only 10 times since its
inception in 1938. In 1996 Harry Ford was presented with the Callendar Award of the
National Maritime Museum. During his time as Curator of the Mills Observatory and
planetarium, Harry encouraged many young people and trained them in the use of
astronomical instruments. Some went on to become distinguished astronomers - for
example Robert McNaught, who was later at Siding Spring Observatory, Australia,
who has discovered several asteroids, comets and supernovae; and Neill Reid, now at
Mount Palomar Observatory, USA, discoverer of the smallest known star.
The projector made by Hary Ford has dismantled and now the planetarium is using a
Viewlex Apollo projector. It stimulates the night sky on a domed roof in a darkened
room. Around 1000 stars are displayed, along with the naked eye planets and the
Milky Way. Auxiliary units simulate a rotating galaxy, and provide pictures of
astronomical objects.Seating is limited to 18 for public shows. However school
classes of up to 45 primary school grade and 30 secondary school grade can be
accommodated by arrangement using a temporary inflatable dome when necessary.

4.1.4 Jordel Bank Planetarium
The Planetarium in Jordel Bank Observatory was established in 1971 and it is the fifth
planetarium in the history of planetaria in UK. The Jordel Bank Observatory is a part
of the Department of Physics and Astronomy of the University of Mancehster,
Macclesfield, Cheshire, UK. The Jordel Bank Observatory is one of the famous
astronomy research and development all over the world. In 1957 the Mark I 76.2 m
radio telescope was completed at Jodrell Bank and Sir Bernard Lovell was the
inventor of this wonderful invention. At that time it was the largest telescope in the
world and together with its initiator, Sir Bernard Lovell, it became internationally
famous through discoveries in radio astronomy and participation in both American
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and Soviet space programmes. The world famous Lovell Telescope has stood proudly
over the Cheshire Plain for over 40 years. It is the flagship of the Jodrell Bank
Observatory which is part of the School of Physics and Astronomy of The University
of Manchester. The observatory is a place of learning, teaching and research for the
many engineers, astronomers and students who develop and use the radio telescopes
here. Manchester astronomers also use X-ray, optical, infrared and millimetre-wave
instrumentsacross the globe and in space to make complementary observation.
To meet the huge exhibitor demand from all over Uk and the rest of the world, to get
closer to the telescope and to learn about its work in 1964 the idea was conceived of
building a Visitor Centre close to the telescope but separate from the Nuffield
RadioAstronomy Laboratories. Money for the project was provided by the University
of Manchester.1966 the Visitor Centre was opened to the public and each year there
were approximately 100,000 visitor in the centre. It houses an exhibition of
explanatory diagrams, photographs and working models which describe the
techniques used and the results obtained by radio and optical astronomers.
The planetarium with a capability of 175 seat was built In 1971 with a view to further
enhance the visitors' experiences of astronomy. This planetarium was the largest
planetarium outside London before its demolition in 2003. The planetarium
comprised a large and comfortable auditorium surrounded by a 40-ft projection dome.
The projector type was Spitz A-4 Projector and each show presented was for 30
minutes. The shows were mainly based on the constellations and with a descriptive
commentary. Miss Anne Viguhart joined in the planetarium as a show operator and
worked as operator from 1973-1982 and in 1982 she became the exhibition and
planetarium officer. In the interview she said,
“ There were mostly taped shows in the early 70´s run by an operator
with hand held pointer and a the music from ´Thus spake
Zarathustra´- started a tradition. The planetarium building was wood
made suit and it was one of the major reasons of its demolition and it
has been closed in late 2003”.

4.1.5 Armagh Planetarium:
Armagh Planetarium is the third planetarium in the history of planetaria of UK. The
Armagh Planetarium has got its birth from the Armagh Observatory, which is one of
the leading astronomy research centre Founded in 1790 by Archbishop Richard
Robinson. There is a long history of the establishment of Armagh Observatory and
the Planetarium. Richard Robinson, the founder of the observatory was a man of
strong character and immense energy, and financially he was well off, so that he could
make his presence felt in no uncertain manner. He was a great benefactor of Armagh;
for instance, in 1711 he founded and endowed the city's Public Library, in 1773 he
laid the foundation of the Royal School (which is still, to-day, in a highly flourishing
condition), and in the following year he was associated with the establishment of the
County Infirmary. As the initial step to establish an observatory, the Archbishop gave
an unofficial appointment to Rev. James Archibald Hamilton, who had made his mark
as a skilful observer, and had formerly used a private observatory near Cookstown in
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County Tyrone. The construction of the Observatory buildings began in 1789, upon
plans drawn up by the celebrated architect Francis Johnston, a native of Armagh who
became known in later years as "the Wren of Ireland". The start of the building was
commemorated in a bronze medal struck by Mossop, the Irish medallist, duly
inscribed: "The Heavens Declare the Glory of God ", an avowal, which still appears in
the Seal of the Observatory. Hamilton's official appointment was made in the late
summer of 1790, and on April 5, 1791, the Primate handed over the management of
the institution to a board of Governors and Guardians, made up chiefly of members of
the Chapter of Armagh Cathedral.
The Primate had established the Observatory, and presented it with twenty acres of
land, together with the estate of Derrynaught (which, it may be added, he had bought
with his own money) and various other benefits, such as the lease of the rectorial
tithes of the parish of Carlingford. But an observatory cannot function without
equipment, and the Primate ordered some instruments as well. The initial outlook was
bright, but before continuing with the sequence of events - which sometimes revealed
unexpected twists - It may be useful to say something about the state of astronomical
science in 1790.
In the 1950's and 60's, as both the USA and USSR competed with each other in
launching satellites and space probes, interest in astronomy by the general public rose
rapidly. Within just two decades even space travel by man moved from the realm of
fantasy to reality. The great rise in the public consciousness of the universe that
followed lead to many requests for visits to the Observatory. However, the
Observatory, as a research institution, was not equipped for this influx and in 1964 it
was agreed that a planetarium should be built in Armagh, which would cater for
public education in astronomy. The first Director was Patrick Moore the famous
broadcaster and TV personality. Later, under its former director, Mr Terence
Murtagh, the Planetarium expanded with the addition of a large exhibition hall named
the Lindsay Hall of Astronomy. In this building many exciting exhibitions have been
staged, including displays of meteorites, moonrock and various equipment from the
Apollo missions. It is probably the most comprehensive facility for education in
astronomy in the British Isles.
Dr. Lindsay recognised the need to bring astronomy to a wider audience and so set
about the enormous task of raising the capital to construct a Planetarium in Armagh.
After many fruitless attempts Dr. Lindsay finally secured the funding in 1965 from
the Northern Ireland Ministry of Commerce with some additional capital coming from
the city of Armagh. The project cost a total of £70,000 that included £12,000 for a
Mars Goto star projector. On 1st May 1968 Dr. Lindsay's vision was finally realised
when the Planetarium opened its doors to the public.
Dr. Eric Mervyn Lindsay was born January 26, 1907 in County Armagh, Portadown,
Northern Ireland. He was the seventh son of Richard and Susan Best Lindsay.
Richard Lindsay was a schoolteacher at The Grange near Portadown, Northern
Ireland. Susan Best Lindsay, also a schoolteacher, was a sister of Judge Richard Best,
Lord Justice of Appeal from 1925 until 1939 and the first Attorney General in what
was then the new Northern Ireland Parliament. Richard and Susan Best Lindsay were
the parents of thirteen children with Eric Mervyn Lindsay being the youngest. Eric
Lindsay received his early education at King's Hospital School, Dublin, Ireland. He
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received his undergraduate degree (BSc.) in 1928 and his MSc. in 1929 from the
Queen's University, Belfast, Ireland. Eric Lindsay studied astrophysics under Dr.
Harlow Shapley (1885–1972) at Harvard University in Boston, Massachusetts and
received his PhD in 1934 from Harvard.
Upon graduation from Harvard, Eric Lindsay took his first post-college astronomy
assignment at the Boyden Station in South Africa as an Assistant Observer. Although
Eric Mervyn Lindsay first met his future wife at Harvard University, he married
Sylvia Mussells, in Cape Town, South Africa on May 20, 1935. Sylvia was the
daughter of George and Stella Mussells and was born in 1907 in Danvers,
Massachusetts. Eric & Sylvia were the parents of one son, Derek Michael Lindsay,
who was born in 1944. Derek Michael Lindsay was Professor of Chemistry at the
City College of the City University of New York and died six months before the death
of his mother, Sylvia, in 1999.
In 1937, after nearly three years in South Africa, Eric moved back to his native
County Armagh to take up the position as the seventh Director of Armagh
Observatory at a time when Irish Astronomy was in the doldrums. Eric Lindsay
realized that small observatories, in unsuitable climates such as Armagh, could only
survive by joining other institutions in more favorable locations. In a very energetic
fashion Eric revitalized the Armagh Observatory, whose main instrument had been a
modest 10-inch refractor, by installing an 18-inch Schmidt telescope, which was able
to photograph wide areas of the sky. He was also successful in pressing to reopen the
Dunsink Observatory as a part of the Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies.
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Dr. Eric Lindsay
Armagh Observatory, located about thirty miles inland from Belfast, founded in 1790
by Archbishop Richard Robinson. The Armagh Observatory today is a modern
astronomical research institute and is one of the UK and Ireland's leading scientific
research establishments. Around 25 astronomers are currently actively studying
Stellar Astrophysics, the Sun, Solar System astronomy, and the Earth's climate. Eric
Lindsay’s Boyden Station work in South Africa, with the Magellanic Clouds, had
shown him the importance of southern stations, and that Boyden was an ideal site for
a new telescope of the kind needed for this sort of work. Eric Lindsay persuaded the
two Irish governments to jointly fund, with Harvard University, a new telescope to be
erected at the Boyden Station in South Africa to chart the southern skies. In 1954,
when Harvard threatened to withdraw from the Boyden project, Eric Lindsay,
together with several others, persuaded Sweden, Belgium, Germany and the USA, to
join Ireland in the first international observatory at Boyden. This became a forerunner
of the European Southern Observatory.
Dr. Eric Lindsay also recognized the need to bring astronomy to a wider audience and
so set about the enormous task of raising the capital to construct a Planetarium in
Armagh. After many fruitless attempts, on May 1, 1968, Dr. Lindsay’s vision was
finally realized when the Planetarium opened its doors to the public. The Armagh
Planetarium was the first in Ireland and one of only two in the UK at that time. In
1974 the main building of the Armagh Planetarium was extended to incorporate the
Lindsay Hall of Astronomy, a large exhibition hall. In this building many exciting
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exhibitions have been staged, including displays of meteorites, moon-rock and various
pieces of equipment from the Apollo missions. It is probably the most comprehensive
facility for education in astronomy in the British Isles.
Although Eric Mervyn Lindsay made no great astronomical discoveries during his
lifetime, his influence on the politicians of his day and their adoption of his
imaginative schemes were crucial to the renaissance of Irish astronomy in the second
half of the 20th century. Dr. Eric Mervyn Lindsay was Director of the Armagh
Observatory from 1937 until his death, July 27, 1974 at Armagh, Northern Ireland.
Soon after his death, the Executive Committee of the International Astronomical
Union, in August 1977, approved the renaming of the DOLLAND C crater on the
Earth’s moon after Eric Mervyn Lindsay. Lindsay crater is located on the near side of
the moon, midway between Mare Tranquillitatis and Mare Nubium, and is about
33km in diameter. Other honours bestowed upon Eric Mervyn Lindsay during his
lifetime included his elevation as Member of the Royal Irish Academy (MRIA) in
1939. In 1963, Eric Mervyn Lindsay was also awarded the “Officer, The Most
Excellent Order of the British Empire” (OBE) by Queen Elizabeth II, in recognition
of his distinguished service to science.

Armagh Planetarium

Armagh Planetarium was established in 1967, illustrates the story of space exploration
and explains the mysteries of the night sky. The aim of the Planetarium is to explain
the mysteries of the universe in ways that are fun, interesting and entertaining.
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Beneath its large white dome the audience relax in the comfort of first class airline
seats and gaze upwards as beautiful images of stars, planets and galaxies glide past
their vision. Visitors might even witness the launch of a space shuttle feeling their
seats vibrate as the shock waves created by the superb sound system really give the
impression of having a grandstand seat as it blasts off into space.
The Armagh Planetarium was the world's first to introduce an interactive control
system. Each seat in the "Theatre of Stars" is equipped with a control unit directly
connected to a powerful computer. During "a Star Show" the audience decides what
happens next by using this control unit to talk to the computer. The computer controls
nearly one hundred special effects, slides and video projectors which can take you
anywhere from the surface of Mars to the inside of a black hole. Each show uses the
very latest pictures supplied by NASA and astronomers from around the world, and
are produced here in Armagh-you will not see there like elsewhere. After the hour
long voyage to the stars is over, the visitors can walk through the "Hall of
Astronomy" where interactive multi media displays will tell more about the cosmos.
The exhibitions are all hands on and are designed in such a way that visitors can
experience the thrill of discovery when using them. The Planetarium also has a space
shop, where the visitors can choose a selection of gifts ranging from astronaut ice
cream to cosmic umbrellas. 1944 sees launch of two new projects the Astropark and
the Eartharium. The Astropark is a development of some 25 acres of land around both
the observatory and the planetarium. Some of the planned features are the solar
system trail, planet gardens where aspects of each planet are reflected in the layout, a
stone calendar, an outdoor auditorium and many outdoor exhibits reflecting our
position in the universe. The Eartharium is an earth science centre where visitors can
work their way up from the bowels of the earth through volcanic vents to the surface,
measure earthquake activity, examine man's impact on the environment, study the
atmosphere, see ozone depletion and much more.

4.1.5 Important parameter of fixed Planetaria
The planetaria of UK is quite young comparing to other countries like Germany and
USA but with the area size and huge population, and a great number of educational
institution, UK could be a great spot for inaugurating many more planetarium
compared to what it has now. The planetarium era started at 1958 in UK after the
starting of London Planetarium, which was a strong flow of constructing different
new planetariums, but unfortunately that do not end with a great number of
planetariums like USA. I have conducted some couple of interview sessions with
some planetarium professional about the important parameters of setting up a fixed
planetarium as well as the major problems for it, which blocks the opportunity of the
growth and possibilities of planetariums sector of UK. From the interviews I have
concluded some important points, which are the key points, and are important
parameter of the development of fixed planetarium sector. Those are as follows:
•
•
•

Suitable place for planetarium setup and related advantages
Financial Viability and Sponsorship
Technological transition and virtual reality
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When the issue comes about establishing a planetarium, the finance is always major
point. Establish a mobile planetarium is comparatively less expensive and
technically less complicated relatively establishing a fixed planetarium. So, establish
a mobile planetarium is comparatively easier than the fixed planetarium in terms of
finance and some other criteria. The first fixed planetarium in UK was established in
1958 with a 70,000-pound cost Zeiss Projector. It was situated in the Marylebone
Road in the central London. Like this planetarium, most of the fixed planetariums in
UK are situated in the Big cities or towns, geographically important, easily
accessible, historical or tourist places or with some other organization so it can
attract the visitors which eventually turns into a good profitable venture. During my
chat sessions I have conducted chat sessions with some young and enthusiastic
planetarians who want to establish a small fixed planetarium. Mr. Simon Bailey from
London is a young and amateur astronomer who wants to start a mobile planetarium.
In his interview he stated

“ Ideally I wanted to establish a small fixed planetarium, attracting tourist trade as
well as local school groups and other similar groups. I marked the locations of
existing planetaria on a map of Britain, to try and identify an area lacking a
planetarium service. The IPS and BAP were useful sources of information and
many people were helpful to me. However, finding an area with a population or
tourism trade sufficient to generate the necessary visitor numbers was difficult”.
The interviewers pointed out another problem, which is very important to be taken
into account that is financial viability and sponsorship problem. The fixed planetaria
rarely seem to be financially self-sufficient. Generally the most biggest and large setups are supported by the other organizations by 2 (Two) ways.
•
•

Sponsorship from national science projects, such as Millennium Commission,
NESTA, Science Project or local Government
Collaborating or partnered with other big organisations such as science
centres, observatory etc.

Millennium commission is one of the biggest sponsors for science centres in UK.
Starting from 1994, this organization have sponsored 13 huge science centres, among
those seven (7) -science centres have planetarium. So it is easily assumable how
important to be sponsored by a big projects like Millennium commission. There are
some other funding organizations such as NESTA, Science Project that are also
giving financial assistance to the planetariums. But comparing to the whole planetaria
of UK, this sponsorship is not a good number. There are some excellent planetariums
in UK, which don’t get any financial assistance. In her interview Miss Eva Hans of
South Tyneside College Planetarium said that the college planetarium is a 100% selffinanced planetarium. This is the second planetarium in UK established at 1964.
Every year it attracts about 10,000 exhibitors where 90% are from school children and
they are offering the planetarium shows in a cheap rate which ofcourse not enough for
their total refurbishment. Since 1964, the planetarium do not get any financial
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assistance though there are lot of problems with the old A3P Spitz Projector and the
dome lighting and sound systems. So, planetariums like this should be sponsored by
the big national project or any other organizations.
Secondly the planetariums can be established with the collaboration of big
organizations such as the mobile company Orange sponsored the splendid planetarium
in Bristol, Orange Imaginarium is the planetarium for a state-of-the-art trip to the
stars. It is a 100-seat planetarium and The Planetarium is equipped with
ElectricSkyTM- the latest in projection equipment by Spitz, a planetarium industry
world-leader. ElectricSkyTM has done a creative combination of immersive video and
all-sky multi-image projections to produce the illusion of total immersion within a
virtual environment. This Planetarium is the first planetarium outside North America
to feature ElectricSkyTM, and the first in the world to premier the stunning new show
Oasis in Space while the biggest 350 seat contained London planetarium is tied in
with Madame Tussauds Waxworks where visitors are encouraged to buy a combined
ticket. As I stated earlier, The South Tyneside College Planetarium is a part of South
Tyneside Nautical College, which is the oldest, and one of the best nautical colleges
in UK. Though the planetarium is a part of the college but it is self financed. There
are many more planetariums like James Lockery Planetarium at the Norman Lockery
Observatory with 60 seats, which is a Part of Norman Lockery Observatory. The
millennium project has done big sponsorship of about 13-science centre where every
science centre has a planetarium. So, apart from the sponsorship, the collaboration
with other organization like science centre, museum, education organization,
observatory is also an important catalyst to promote the planetarium. Besides this
there are a few number of planetarium like Astrosphere with 37 seats and Starlab
projector, The Planet Earth Centre Planetarium with 25 seats and GOTOE5 Projector,
SpaceGuard Centre Planetarium with 25 seats and with a home made projector are
example of independent planetariums which are not sponsored or collaborated with
other organization. But these planetariums are comparatively small and having much
less visitor compared to the other supported planetariums like London Planetarium,
Imaginarium etc.
Another quandary is caused by the current period of technological transition, from
optical-mechanical projectors to the more advanced digital projectors and presentation
style change. "Going digital" offers a wider range of projection options, and allows
smoother integration of different aspects within a planetarium show, but costs more
and less educative compared to live presentation. London Planetarium is the first ever
planetarium in UK started its operation since 1958 and the projector type was Zeiss
Universal Star Projector. In 1963 it had a total of six lecturing staff, under the
leadership of Dr. Henry Charles King. It was a wonderful combination of the staffs
from different background of science and other majors. The professionals designed a
lot of live planetarium shows with their outstanding astronomical knowledge,
wonderful speaking power. Apart from the music and sound effects all the shows
were live performances and all the shows were about the most contemporary things
about space and astronomy and there was always a query session where the exhibitors
can ask their queries and got replies by the professional planetarians in the
planetarium. Eventually it was a huge popular spot for the exhibitors. But 1966,
looking at the profit the management thought about shortening the team and decided
one person will be sufficient to create and tape record the commentary. So from that
time only the recorded presentation had started in London planetarium. But now the
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London planetarium is using a Digistar III projector with pre-recorded voice
presentation. The Imaginarium in Bristol with Spitz projector is also relying on prerecorded presentation. Now a day the planetarium shows are coming in a form of
movie rather than a learning session. But still some planetarium like Greenwich in
London and Glasgow science centre in Scotland are offering good quality instruction
based presentation with their own tailored shows. So, eventually the taste of the
exhibitors has changed due to technical transition and presentation style. Moreover
many planetarians have found that entry-level projectors suitable for smaller
planetariums do not give crisp star resolutions. Therefore, to run and maintain the
exhibitors taste the planetarium has to choose either the pinpoint resolution of an
outgoing technology or gamble on investing in a new technology with inferior star
projection. Even if digital projectors do become dominant in small planetaria over the
next few years, there is likely to be an ongoing requirement to upgrade, as is the case
with computers 3D more cost.
The parameters I have discussed above is a transparency of my interviews with the 4
(four) planetarians of UK. They are Miss Eva Hans of South Tyneside College
Planetarium, Mr. Dennis Ashton of Stardome Mobile Planetarium, Mr. Ray Worthy
of Stargazer Mobile Planetaria and Mr. Simon Bailey of London, who are trying to
open a planetarium. According to them the above are the important parameters of
developing and running the fixed planetaria and I tried to give a brief summary about
the parameters.

5. The Mobile Planetaria
In this section I have discussed the background and history of the mobile planetaria of
UK and history of some mobile planetariums of UK i.e. London Planetarium and
some 4 (four) most oldest and successful planetariums in UK. Besides this I want to
include some important factors that I have studied on these following planetariums on
the basis of some key points. I consider the old and most successful planetariums, as it
is not possible to go into details of every planetarium.

5.1 Evolution of Mobile Planetaria
Most probably the First mobile planetarium in the UK was around 1980,
InterAction's Starlab mobile planetarium, London.The first was an American Starlab
imported around 1980 and run by InterAction,s, who were based on a boat on the
River Thames in London. Unfortunately, InterAction are no longer in operation.
The first planetaria were Starlabs imported from the USA. Starlab was about the only
make available in the 1980's. At least one operator, Pete Bassett, aquired a
Cosmodyssey projector. In the 1990's Ray Worthy began to make his Stargazer
domes, custom-made to any size.
As follows there is feature on two mobile planetarium in UK based on the interview
with them.
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4.2.2 Stardome Mobile Planetarium
“In planetarium profession, I met wonderful people, both children and
adults. I received rewarding comments after almost every show and in
letters from appreciative schools and individuals. It really was 'the best
job in the universe’!”
--- Dennis Ashton, Stardome
Stardome is one of the famous and popular mobile planetarium in UK has been
operating its operation for last 12 years with a great name and fame and attracting
195000 visitors. It is a private mobile planetarium and renowned planetarian Mr.
Dennis Ashton is the proprietor of it. By profession he was the teacher of University
of Sheffield Hallam University. In the late 1980s Mr Dennis Ashton saw a Starlab
mobile planetarium demonstrated in London and from that he was inspired to start his
own planetarium and decided the future job for him. In 1993 he took early retirement
from teaching. He used the gratuity and a small grant from COPUS (Royal Society
committee on the public understanding of science) to buy a Starlab and accessories
and an estate car. He launched Stardome at Sheffield Hallam University, an
institution that has always been very supportive to his planetarium. The well-known
TV astronomer Heather Couper performed the launch. Mr. Ashton started his sole
trader business in October 1993. He had advertised the planetarium by a mail shot to
schools in northern England. In the first three years he received an increasing number
of bookings for school visits. However he had to supplement his income by doing
part-time lecturing at Sheffield Hallam University. By 1995 the business had grown
into a full-time occupation so he left university teaching.
By 1997 he had bookings from science festivals and museums in addition to school visits. It
became clear that the Starlab was not big enough to seat adult audiences comfortably. So he
purchased a 6-metre mobile Stargazer dome from Ray Worthy. He also bought a new
Holmestronic star projector from John Holmes. He met both Ray and John through meetings
of the British association of Planetaria. This new star projector uses the Starlab cylinders but
gives the greater light output necessary for the bigger planetarium. The large 6-metre dome
meant that audiences could be seated in chairs with a maximum number of 35 people per
show. Mr. Ashton used chairs for adult and secondary school audiences. For primary schools
the children sat on soft gym mats on the floor, giving a maximum audience of around 40
children. In schools the aim was to give each class of youngsters their own show. During a
presentation at Sheffield Hallam University Mr. Ashton met some people from South Africa.
They invited him to take the planetarium to South Africa. So in 2000 he visited Goldfields
Science Centre in Pretoria and Unizul Science Centre in Richards Bay. The British Council
funded the trip. He gave his Starlab dome to the Unizul Centre and arranged for them to buy
a Holmestronic projector. He returned to Unizul in 2001 to help with staff training. The
Starlab is now in full use in the new building at Unizul.

With a new 6-metre dome, nick named Stardome, business continued to develop. He
continued with an increasing number of visits to primary and secondary schools,
mainly in the north of England. He also did more shows at science festivals,
museums, universities, and community centres and for teacher-training organisations.
In 2003 Mr. Ashton replaced the slide projector with a laptop / data projector system
to give enhanced theme presentations. This meant that images from the Internet could
be instantly built into Power Point presentations. He also gave schools a CD
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containing presentations and classroom resources. These CDs were well received by
customers.

Mr. Dennis with his Planetarium

Student with Constellation Cylinder

Projection on dome

Planetarium and the Exhibition

He also developed some remarkable and tremendous suite of planetarium presentations and
by the time he retired in 2005, he offered a choice of 12 different themes for the star shows.
The most popular schools programmes were 'Earth in Space', Solar System' and Lives of
Stars' because these met the demands of the school National Curriculum. In June 2005 Mr.
Ashton retired from the planetarium and sold the Stardome business to a colleague of him,
Andrew Green. Andrew now operates Stardome from Cambridge and in his first year is
doing well. But Mr. Ashton is still active in the planetaria as before and now he has been
developed the planetarium themes into lectures, which he offers to schools' science events,
museums, science festivals etc along with teacher in-service training. His 'Star Talks' web
site is at www.starman.org.uk
The Stardome statistics for last 12 Years:
Number of venues visited: 1 300
Number of live shows: 6 500
Number of visitors 195 000
Typical number of working days - around 120 to 130
Visit analysis: Primary schools =55%
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Secondary schools =25%
Science events =20%

4.2.3 CosmicSky Production
CosmicSky is one of the most recent mobile planetariums in UK based in Aberdeen,
Ireland, established in 2005. It has a semi-portable, planetarium-type dome – which
takes a day to erect, and a definiti twin type projector- that uses an unusual blend of
astronomy, nature and the arts related show. The dome size is 6-meter diameter and
25 people can sit under the dome in each show.
Standing president of BAP, Gill Russel and renowned astronomer Dr. Fransisco
Diego have established the planetarium. CosmicSky production is the only mobile
planetarium supported by NESTA.NESTA (the National Endowment for Science,
Technology and the Arts) is a non-departmental public body (NDPB) investing in
innovators and working to improve the climate for creativity in the UK. NESTA
Established in 1998 and set up with an endowment from the National Lottery (£200
million, raised in 2003 to £250 million), NESTA invests the interest to support UK
innovation. Since May 2000, when the programmes first opened, NESTA has spent
over £58m on programmes supporting 675 awards. And Cosmicsky is the only mobile
planetarium in UK that has received a Learning award of £165,212 from NESTA, the
organisation that backs innovators in the UK.
NESTA is committed to supporting experimental approaches to engaging the public
in science, technology and the arts and we are delighted to be supporting this project,
which merges so many disciplines to deliver such an intriguing and unusual visitor
experience. The project follows the trio’s previous successful collaboration, A
Celestial Journey. Created in collaboration with Mario di Maggio for the Glasgow
Science Centre Scottish Power Space Theatre, it incorporates visual arts, music,
poetry, story telling, history and narrative combined with a more traditional approach
to a planetarium show.
With their NESTA award they will create four 20-minute shows, including an audioonly version for the visually impaired, which will eventually tour the UK’s museums,
art galleries, science centres and festivals. Interest has been shown the length and
breadth of country, from the far north in the Orkney Islands, to the deepest south in
Brighton. Dr Gill Russell of CosmicSky Productions, said:
“We want CosmicSky to be a totally immersive experience for everyone,
enhancing awareness of the power and beauty of our natural environment.
We want to lead people to a deeper understanding of nature and our place
within it.”
Gill, the present president of BAP, is working with astronomer, Dr Francisco Diego
and poet/storyteller, Brian Hill on the project, which they see as providing a balance
of the intellectual and the emotional in view of today’s fast-moving society: “Modern
society provides an overwhelming assault on our senses”, Gill adds,
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“Information overload alienates us from the natural world. Under the
dome Cosmic Sky will offer people time to contemplate. It will create an
experience that goes beyond the rational, embracing the intuitive, and
connecting with the emotional and the spiritual."

4.2.4 Important factors of Mobile Planetaria
This chapter I have discussed about the important factors of establishment of a mobile
planetarium. I have conducted interviews with four (4) planetarians. They are Miss
Eva Hans from South Tyneside College Planetarium, Mr Dennis Ashton of Stardome
planetarium, Mr. Ray Worthy of Stargazer Planetarium, and Mr. Saimon Bailey from
London, he is interested to establish a private planetarium. From the interviews I have
mainly emphasized to figure out the important factors to establish a mobile
planetarium, which are as follows:

•Initial Investment:

Like Fixed Planetarium, setting up a mobile planetarium, and as a sole trader business
is expensive. To start a mobile planetarium business there are 4(four) basic materials
or components required which are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inflatable dome
Constellation projector system
Slide projector
Sound system
An estate car to carry the gear
And ofcourse a computer for documentary material

The dome and the projector preferable come first in the components of a mobile
planetarium. Now days the Starlab projectors are the most popular projector in UK
and rest of the world. The recent pricing of Starlab components is as follows:
Dome
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Giant
Giant
Giant
Giant

Projector
Code
Price
Basic
SL-BASIC
£8300.00
Delux
SL-DELUX
£9878.00
Super Delux
SL-SUPER
£11500.00
Ultra Delux
SL-ULTRA
£13080.00
Basic
SL-BAS
£11570.00
Delux
SL-DELG
£13220.00
Super Delux
SL-SUPG
£14880.00
Ultra Delux
SL-UTG
£16550.00
(Source: http://www.starlab.uk.com/prices.htm)

So, the cost of the dome and projectors are it is assumable from the above list. To start
a mobile planetarium with a standard dome and Ultra Delux projector the minimum
cost is around 17,000-20,000 (with a second hand estate car). The scope of financial
assistance to start a mobile planetarium concept is totally different compared to fixed
planetarium in respect of business scopes, sponsorship factor, advertisement and the
other related factors. Brand Companies mostly sponsor the big fixed planetarium
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setups such as Telecommunication giant Orange sponsored the Bristol Imaginarium.
Different organizations, local governments are also sponsoring some planetariums,
museums, science centre, and observatory. But in UK the mobile planetarium sector is
based on the independent ownership. From my research questionnaire I tried to figure
out the sponsored mobile planetariums, which are as follows:
Starlab, Durham

This mobile planetarium is a part of Durham City Council’s
Culture and leisure Section and sponsored by them. They only
give the Projector and dome as a rent to school, college,
university, and different organizations. And supply the
commentary tapes for the slide shows as well.

Cosmic Dome

Enterprise Oil donated money to buy the Dome for this
planetarium. This is a Part of the company called “Science
Project”. It is a part of a Charitable Company limited by
guarantee, i.e. SETPOINT.

Stardome

This planetarium is a part of Inspire Discovery Centre and owned
by the company “Science Project
The planetarium is based in Wimborne, Dorset, UK. It is a
private company owned by Bob Mizon but PPARC has supplied
some funding.

Mizar

• Publicity / advertising

Most planetarian think as having bought a planetarium, the next key thing for a
planetarium is to let people know what service it offered what is called advertisement.
But the advertisement is not always simple for small private owned planetariums. It
is quite easy for the planetarium attached with some organization such as Mr. Dennis
Ashton’s Stardome had a public launch at Sheffield Hallam University - the university
have always been most helpful for his advertisement according to him. A good and
meaningful name is always important for a planetarium and ofcourse sent out
publicity leaflets, mainly to schools in my area.

• Price-fixing

Price-fixing is a big issue and an important factor of running a planetarium. Running a
planetarium is a business - enjoyable but a way of making a living. Setting the cost
for customers can be tricky - not too low to make it uneconomical, not too high so
customers cannot afford a visit. Mostly the UK mobile planetarians charged for their
services by the number of shows. They even charge on the basis of a day or half-day
or evening. Some mobile planetarians like Dennis Ashton of Stardome said in his
interview
“I found out what other mobiles were charging and charged my customers
the going rate, though working in the north of England I probably charged
a little less than I would have charged in more affluent areas of the
country. In 1993 I charged £120 per day and by 2005 this had risen to
£280 per day. In 12 years, none ever complained that it was too expensive
- though a few people said I should charge more! I earned about the same
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in a year as I would have I carried on teaching. I'm not rich but it was a
wonderful job.”

• Running costs & Bookkeeping:

Running a sole trader business has significant expenses - motoring costs, new
equipment, repair & maintenance of equipment, postage & phone bills, office costs,
audio-visual gear, clothing, fees to organisations, tax etc. Employing an accountant
would make the whole process much smoother if the owner planetarian is not well
competent to organize those tasks.

• Customer Relations

This is a real and important factor for a planetarium in a long run. It might not a
problem for some operator but is for some operators. At the time of contacting with a
new customer, by phone or email, an enthusiastic, positive and clear approach is
always the best business strategy. It is always a better policy to discuss with the
customers what they want from the shows and tailored the shows to suit their needs.
Often I would do 6 shows in the day, each of them different in style to suit the age and
level of the children in the audience. Listen, paying attention and doing homework on
the feedback from the school children, teachers and other race peoples adapt
programmes and approach accordingly is the best idea.

• Behaviour of children

As the mobile planetaria business in UK is mostly depending on the school visits it is
necessary to work on the children behaviour. The behaviour of children can be a
problem, particularly given the dark environment of a mobile planetarium. It is a
usual factor to face
the disciplinary problems during the show more or less. It is such a huge factor that
could write a whole paper on how to deal with difficult children in a planetarium. The
stardome planetarian Mr. Ashton was so wonderful about this topic in his interview. I
would like to add his speech over here to make it more convenient for the readers. Mr
Ashton quoted had previously worked in a tough school for 25 years where he thinks
bad behaviour of some children was a constant problem. For that he had developed
strategies to counter poor behaviour and was able to transfer these to Stardome, where
they continued to work successfully. Occasionally, mainly in secondary schools, he
did have to move pupils to another place in the dome and away from their friends with
whom they were making trouble. Rarely, he had to ask a pupil to leave the dome.
According to him these are infrequent problems, however. When meeting a class the
first 5 minutes with them are vital. He thinks always friendly & smiling attitude a
plus point. Regarding this matter he added,
“During this time I could spot potential troublemakers simply through
experience. The beginning of the show captured their attention - by
visuals and by humour. The show was paced so that their attention would
always be concentrated on the visual projection and commentary - again
humour is a key factor. At the end would be time for questions &
answers. The most significant factors: 1) the pupils were, for just one hour
or so, in an unusual environment - my dome, my territory - and in most
cases even unruly pupils reacted well by behaving well 2) through my
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personality, experience and this unusual environment I could engage their
interest for the whole show”.

• Show content & Style

Planetarium shows must cater for the educational needs of teachers and pupils and be
delivered in an accessible way. A mobile operator must be prepared to spend many
hours preparing and amending shows - it is a continuing process of development. The
show must have the best visual images available, use brief but relevant text, allow
smooth progression through the commentary and allow adaptation for different
audiences. A slide or Power Point presentation delivers the chosen theme - and
allows time for the eyes of the audience to dark-adapt. But the main feature of the
show must be the full-sky star projection - that is the single most important part of any
planetarium show. The presenter then acts as a guide to the stars we can see in a
perfect night sky. Mr. Ashton quoted in his interview,
“The stars are the stars of the show! I had 4 basic school show themes to suit the
national curriculum in science: KS1, infants aged 3 to 6 years-story 'Little Lost star' the solar system introduced through a story KS2/3, juniors & younger secondary aged
7 to 14 - Solar System KS4, secondary aged 14 to 16: Life & death of Stars 16+
secondary aged 16 to 18: Big Bang, evolution of the universe. I also had a further 10
shows for general public presentations (e.g.) for science festivals All these of course
were delivered in Power Point, projected onto the dome - but the main feature was
always the full star projection. Each show could be adapted easily for the age / level
of children and the length of shows (some 30 minutes, others up to an hour) by editing
the Power Point slides and adapting my live commentary. Schools will have quite
different schedules for their day - sometimes 8 shows of half-hour each, sometimes
just 4 shows of 90 minutes each. The ability to adapt shows in advance to different
time allocations is another vital ingredient for success in a mobile. As a presenter, I
was always aware of the ability / knowledge level of the pupils - from prior discussion
with teachers and by my own assessment in those vital first minutes of meeting the
class. I could then adapt the language level and concept level of my commentary to
suit the audience.”
Another key factor is the delivery of live shows. The live commentary means that the
presenters cab adapt the show mid-stream to suit the level and interest of the
audience. The presenter must be able to answer questions accurately and succinctly questions like 'does the universe have an edge?'/ 'What’s inside a black hole? / 'How
did the universe begin?' - The answers must be accurate, answered in terms, which
the questioners can understand - and all in a couple of sentences.

• Presenter attributes

This is the last factor I have figured out from the interviews. To work as a successful
one-man mobile planetarium operator - and counter the problems – that is the attribute
of presenter. The entities of the presenter attributes are as follows:
•Good knowledge of astronomy and space science - in setting up and delivering
shows
•Enthusiasm for the subject and taking astronomy to people - a true astronomy
educator.
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•Excellent communication skills – not just in shows but also in talking to customers.
•Technically proficient - in dealing with the planetarium hardware
•Awareness of the power of a planetarium - allow the perfect night sky to captivate
the audience.
•Showman - to delivery astronomy education in an entertaining way
•Good sense of humour, expressed through the shows - and appreciate the
humour of the audience
•Experience in working with children
•Stamina - to maintain concentration and enthusiasm throughout long days
•Business sense - to progress the planetarium and make a living
•Capacity for sheer hard work in making shows memorable and maintaining
the business

5.Home Made Planetaria in UK
In UK there is a good number of planetarium is using home made projector and
domes and the homemade equipments are comparatively cheap and those are
servicing satisfyingly. In the replies of my general questionnaire to the planetarium
professionals, I have concluded seven (7) planetariums, which are using home made
projector. Those Planetariums are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mills Observatory Planetarium in Dundee (Now dismantled)
Southend Planetarium
Natural science centre planetarium
SpaceGuard Centre Planetarium
The Wolfson Planetarium
Space Encounter Planetarium

In homemade production Mr. Raymond Worthy of Stargazer Planetarium is a renowned name
in UK. He also made a homemade projector. I have conducted an interview with him about
his homemade dome and projector production. In the following there is a brief summary
about the homemade projector and dome of some planetariums.

5.1 Home Planetarium at Mills Observatory in Dundee
The planetarium unit was designed by the famous astronomer Hary Ford and
commenced operation in 1970. In its original form it was a simple instrument but
nevertheless the first available for public display in Scotland.
The Planetarium projector in the Mills Observatory was of the SPITZ type with star
imaged formed by a 2.5 v., 0.5 amp bulb projecting through approximately 250 holes
ranging in size from 0.3 mm to 1.0 mm diameter pierced in a 30 cm copper globe.
Current is fed to the bulb by slip rings in order that the globe can rotate freely; a
second bulb on the same circuit provides an image of the Milky Way through a
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circular diffuser. A mains motor geared down 1 rev. per 8 minutes provided Diurnal
rotation of the entire system. The final section of this drive was by polythene belt and
flexible drive for quietness and smoothness. The projector unit was maintained on a
hand driven swivel, which enables an apparent change of latitude for the observer of
from 10 degree above the equator to 90 degree (north pole) without halting the diurnal
or other movements of the projector.
There was another projector in the Mills to project the solar image during the show. A
75 mm focus lens through a circular mask forms the images. The light source was
again a 2.5 v., 0.3 amp bulb. The axis of this projector was tilted so that a geared
synchronous motor moves the solar image eastwards across the ecliptic at the same
rate as the diurnal moves the star images westward. With both motors operating, a
stationary sun on the meridian of the screen was seen to oscillate in altitude between
the solstices in midwinter and midsummer. Dimmer/on-off switches controlled all low
voltage systems and image producing bulbs. The hemispherical screen was a 2.5
metre diameter dome of white card into tapered gores and stuck to the inside of a
“birdcage” frame of springy wood bent into the requisite half hemisphere. There were
16 of these segments and the accuracy of the dome shape is to within 5cms of true
circular. Twelve seats were available in the small space and a sound system was
provided during the show from a cassette recorder.
Mills observatory was very popular in that time, especially for Hary Ford´s
enthusiastic and highly personal presentations are well known especially for their
sound scientific content, at a time when many planetaria are reduced to eye-catching
visual effects and pre-recorded commentaries. The projector made by Hary Ford has
dismantled and unfortunately I could not collect any image of the projector or dome.
Now the planetarium is using a Viewlex Apollo projector. It stimulates the night sky
on a domed roof in a darkened room. Around 1000 stars are displayed, along with the
naked eye planets and the Milky Way. Auxiliary units simulate a rotating galaxy, and
provide pictures of astronomical objects. Seating is limited to 18 for public shows.
However school classes of up to 45 primary school grade and 30 secondary school
grade can be accommodated by arrangement using a temporary inflatable dome when
necessary.

5.2 Southend Planetarium
The design and construction of Southend Planetarium in Essex, is done by Harry Ford
based on his experience in building the Mills Observatory planetarium and on ideas proposed by George Haig of Paisley College of Technology. The projector was constructed
and started its operation in 1985. The cost of construction was in the region of £5000.
The star images are projected from a 30cm (12-inch) diameter fibre Earth globe
pierced with holes. The holes are first made overlarge, because the fibre material will not
take cleanly the tiny holes needed for pinhole projection of the stars (even for the
brightest stars). The actual star holes are pierced in thin metal foil with a mounted
needle of the appropriate size (table 1), and placed over the inside of each large hole. All
first, second and third magnitude stars arc shown, together with many of fourth
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magnitude, to give a realistic sky without too much clutter. By diffusing the light
through closely spaced holes, nebulae and clusters are shown.
At the centre of the globe is a pinpoint bulb that forms the star images by pinhole
projection. The bulb is rated at only 3.5 V, 0.3 A, giving a power of about 1 watt. It is
notable that this bulb provides sufficient light to warrant dimming by a rheostat when
the eyes are fully dark-adapted. The projected images are sharp, because the radius of
projection is only two metres (just over six feet). Sirius is so much brighter than the
other stars that it merits its own projection lens. This is mounted on the outside of the
star sphere, and focuses a brighter image of the main bulb filament.
The star sphere is mounted solidly on a pedestal by a spindle, which is driven by a
synchronous motor to give a five-minute diurnal rotation. A separate drum is mounted
on the lower end of the spindle at an angle of 23{" and is driven anticlockwise by a
second synchronous motor at the same rate. This drum forms the Solar System unit,
and it moves the Sun in its eastward (annual) movement along the ecliptic. When
both motors are switched on, the Sun is seen to oscillate up and down the meridian
between the midsummer and midwinter solstices. The coordinate projectors (meridian,
celestial equator and ecliptic) again consist of 1-watt bulbs that project the images of
transparency foils that have been printed on sheet film photographically. Sharply focused projection of fine lines is perfectly possible without lenses if one uses a
pinpoint bulb that is far enough behind the transparency. The Southend projection
system also provides images of constellation figures, a comet, and a planetary nebula.
A 1-watt bulb in a diffusing drum on the outside of the star sphere provides the Milky
Way. A box with a spinning slotted disc moving over a fixed disc with angled slots (in
front of yet another pinpoint bulb) creates meteors from a radiant.

Home made Projector in Souhtend
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The Sun, Moon and planets have much more complex projection systems. The Sun
and Moon images are each formed by a separate system of light bulb, condenser lens
and imaging lens, which form images that are both bright and sharp. The solar image
is bright enough to leave a satisfying afterglow when it sets below the western horizon.
A glow is also evident just before the planetarium sunrise. The Moon's image is
formed by projecting tiny transparencies of different phases, each with naked eye
Maria, set round a cylinder on the Solar System drum. By rotating a knob, one moves
the imaging lens round the different phases in turn so that they appear on the screen in
the correct position relative to the Sun.

Projected Sky and Co-ordinated Line

The planets are not driven mechanically. Instead, the images come from a handheld
'gun', which projects a pinpoint but intensely bright 'wandering star' against the ecliptic.
Because, the projector is handheld, the image of the planet can be moved rapidly across
the sky to show retrograde motions of the superior planets, or elongations of the
inferior planets. These images preserve the 'natural" appearance of the sky, and I feel
they are a sensible departure from the images produced by small commercial
machines, where the Sun and Moon are too faint and without detail, and the planets
are shown far too large.
The screen is a four-metre (12.5-foot) diameter fibreglass hemisphere. A mould shaped
to a one-sixteenth segment of the hemisphere was made in chipboard and hardboard
by Mr. Ford and his wife, and they cast sixteen fibreglass segments from it. These were
cemented together, and raised to the 'horizon', which is silhouetted with an
appropriate outline of the buildings of Southend. At low light levels, the screen has the
appearance of being seamless. The audience sits on padded semicircular bench seats.
Twenty-two adults can be accommodated, or 25 children, without contravening safety
regulations.
One dramatic and informative effect was done by Mr. Ford was to dissolve the star
sphere and Milky Way, and replace them by the image of a slowly revolving galaxy
covering a large part of the screen. It could illustrate graphically the appearance of our
own corner of the Universe as seen from 'outside'.
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Needle hole sizes for stars of different magnitudes
Magnitude
1.5
1.0
0.75
0.50

Hole size (mm)
4
2
3
4

Infrastructure
The whole planetarium unit was built into the upper floor of the museum by dividing off
a large storeroom into three smaller ones fitted with fire doors and illuminated exit
signs. The planetarium occupies the two smaller rooms, one as the area for projector
and screen, the other as an anteroom containing the displays. Electric power is
brought to the projector pedestal through the floor by means of n flush 13-amp socket,
so there are no trailing wires. Anyone contemplating a similar project will have to
conform to safety regulations as outlined by the local authorities. Thus the Southend
project involved construction using fire-retardant materials and the fitting of fire
extinguishers. Constant liaison was maintained with the borough architects, engineers
and safety officers. The project look a year to plan, and was one year in construction.
Visitors are well pleased with the facility. Although there has been recent criticism of planetariums
in the United States for being "old fashioned" in their manner of presenting a picture of
the Cosmos -compared to the matte screen techniques used in adventure films to show
spacecraft dodging between asteroids - the United Kingdom has had too little of the
planetarium as yet for its taste to have become jaded. In any case the projection planetarium
cannot be beaten in its ability to create a tranquil mood in which the ordinary person can
best appreciate the beauty of astronomy and its influence on human thought and culture
through the centuries, as its starry sphere drifts from east to west with soft music playing in the
background.

5.3 Home Made Planetarium by Mr. Raymond Worthy
Home made Planetarium Production of Ray Worthy:
The renowned astronomer, planetarian, and custom built home made dome producer
Ray Worthy is the first in Britain to run a private homemade mobile dome production
company. He is a member of a worldwide community of planetarium designers and
makers and another of those enthusiasts who have been involved in astronomy from
before the ark was launched, giving himself and loads of his time to doing it and
teaching youngsters about it. Mr. Ray owns the Stargazer Planetarium in Hartelpool,
UK which starts its business with planetarium shows but now only producing custombuild inflatable domes for mobile planetarium shows, promotions and other uses
because of his health problem. He started his home build planetariums in 1980’s.
Basically Mr. Ray was a teacher at Billingham Campus for 30 years. Biology was his
specialty and he also taught general science and produced the school plays and
musicals. The starting of his total engagement in astronomy and planetarium was
interesting. He used to teach forestry. There was a classroom near the Billingham
campus specially designed professionally and put together by 14-year-old boys from
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the campus. One special subject was astronomy, which was extra-curricular and Mr.
Ray had a group of about a dozen doing O-level Astronomy. It was not a conventional
astronomy class but a complete informal learning environment. It was a club where
the students studied because they wanted to and they were mustard keen. Mr. Ray
quoted,
” After school, if it was a clear night, I would go for the school minibus,
collect the kids and their telescopes and go to Thorpe Thewles for the
night’s viewing. They were members of the Cleveland Astronomical
Society and attended the meetings. But sometimes the astronomy was
very difficult to teach. We did not have our own planetarium. John McCue
used hire inflatable ones in the 1980’s from Armagh Observatory. We
used to take it round schools giving talks. John did it, Jack did it, and I did
it. The problem was this was a design called Starlab and it had a tunnel to
crawl through, which put people off especially older folk and young lady
teachers in short skirts. At the time, I thought the Starlab was the greatest
thing since sliced bread. It was a brilliant concept but gradually I began to
see where, if I had the opportunity, I could improve on the design.”
He also added,
“ Round about the year 1980, there was a period in the spring when the
weather on the east coast of England was rather static, with a high cloud
layer which obscured the sky for more than two months and my
Astronomy students could not see the sky in order to carry out the
practical work for their examinations. I saw the need for our own
planetarium. I had no funds so I resolved to build my own to my own
design. The whole project would never get off the ground if I could not
make my own star cylinder”. You have to remember that in those days,
nobody had a personal computer. Bill Gates had never been heard of
computers were huge things the size of rooms.”
Constellation Design:
Finally Mr Raymond started constructing the planetarium components such as
constellations materials. First he constructed a grid drawing in pencil with suitably
distorted pattern so that when the whole thing was projected on to a spherical screen,
the stars would be in their correct position. The lines of right ascension (the longitude
lines of the sky) were simply even spaced vertical lines. However, the lines of
declination had to be drawn in special positions. These were discovered by use of a
technical drawing projection.
The result, after three months careful work, is shown in the first picture. The lines
have been erased. The stars are drawn with black ink on a white card. The card is
about a metre long and twenty-five cm. high. The stars are shown in six different
magnitudes. Because the illumination is provided by one point of light so the
brilliance cannot vary, the magnitudes are represented by different sizes of the circles.
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Grid Drawing

Grid Drawing
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Closer View of the Grid
The next proceeding step of Ray Worthy was preparing the constellation cylinder
drawing. At that time, the drawings were photographed professionally with a huge
camera and at a high cost and the negatives were then wrapped round to make the
cylinder for projection on to the dome screen. The Polar Regions were drawn onto
concentric circles. These made the tops of the cylinders and one for each hemisphere.
Mr. Ray quoted “It is interesting to note that I can get these photographs taken for
nothing at the local newspaper office”.
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Constellation Cylinder Drawing
Projector Construction:
The best part of Ray’s projector was its simplicity but effectiveness of cylindrical
design. Ray’s intention was to keep the technology very simple. The bulb was the
most important thing of course. It was a pinpoint halogen cycle bulb, which gave a
bright illumination considering its small size of half a millimetre filament. He had
drawn the sky like a star map to be photographed, producing a wrap-around negative
for the point-source bulb to shine through the white dots. However, the angles have to
be adjusted to make the projection onto a spherical screen correct. The horizon was
the shadow cast by the surrounding black cardboard. That worked very well. The
turntable revolved once in seven and a half minutes. The motor came from a "Toilet
roll " type meter recorder. Below the turntable in the following figure we can see the
cam for the Sun and Moon projection. The whole thing was fixed for 54 degrees as it
designed to be used on Tees side only.

The early Stargazer projector in 1983
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The early Stargazer projector in 1983

The Projector in the dome
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6. Planetaria in Astronavigation Education of UK
In the early 1960s, the Zvezdny, or Star, Hall of the Moscow Planetarium was used to provide
training in astronavigation to first cosmonauts - Yuri Gagarin, Valery Bykovsky, German
Titov, Alexei Leonov, and others. Pilot-cosmonaut Alexei Leonov once said,
"The way to the stars went through the Star Hall of the Moscow Planetarium."

For mariners the planetarium education is equally important. Obviously a planetarium
is a very useful to teach star identification, which all practical navigators should be
able to do. Projected vertical circles, meridians, prime verticals, celestial equator and
ecliptic, hour circles and projected protractors at zenith and pole are very helpful in
teaching co-ordinate systems. These circles can also be used as an empirical
introduction to the basic concepts of spherical trigonometry. Planetariums can be used
demonstrate the effect of precession on right ascension and declination. Finding the
latitude at sea, finding longitude, learning the complexities of lunar motion and the
basic principles of the lunar distance method, the planetarium is a vital aid for
teaching students (Seymour).
The current research has conducted in the 1st nautical college planetarium of UK,
which was established in 1964. So, the topic of planetarium and astronavigation
system took an obvious preference. The South Tyneside college planetarium was
setup aiming the marine students of the college but now the use of the planetarium in
the nautical astronavigation education has been minimized as now the astronavigation
system is controlled by GPS (Global Positioning System). This chapter mainly
discuss about the history of astronavigation devices, astronavigation education in
planetarium, the nautical colleges with planetarium in UK and present
astronavigation equipments.

6.1 History of Astronavigation Device in UK
The modern astronavigation is controlled with the GPS Receiver. But before the
invention of GPS satellite system, it was quite manual astronavigation system. For
successful astronavigation it was necessary to measure the altitude of an astronomical
object, with respect to the horizon, to an accuracy of 0.1 minutes of arc and the
measurement has to be corrected for atmospheric refraction, horizon dip and parallax.
The time of the observation has to be known accurately and until the mid 1700’s to
evaluate these parameters would have needed an expert mathematician. For the
average mariner, it was a simple necessity to enquire; Am I safe? And how do I safely
proceed to my destination?
The navigator used various methods of determining the altitude of astronomical
bodies. These included the Astrolabe, Quadrant, Cross-staff and Back-staff, that
preceded the Octant and modern Sextant. UK has a rich history of making sextant.
There are some brilliant and world famous scientists from UK are renowned for
producing sextants.
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For at least two millennia, navigators use the stars, including our sun, the moon, and
planets to find their position in the deep sea by knowing how to determine the
celestial latitude — their position north or south of the equator. At the North Pole,
which is 90 degrees latitude, Polaris (the North Star) is directly overhead at an altitude
of 90 degrees. At the equator, which is zero degrees latitude, Polaris is on the horizon
with zero degrees altitude. Between the equator and the North Pole, the angle of
Polaris above the horizon is a direct measure of terrestrial latitude. It is found that the
first astronavigation device used before thousands year or more before is called
KAMAL. It was a simple device to make the observation.

Kamal
Notice the knots in the cord attached to the carved mahogany transom. Before leaving
homeport, the navigator would tie a knot in the cord so that, by holding it in his teeth,
the navigator could sight Polaris along the top of the transom and the horizon along
the bottom. Throughout antiquity, the Greeks and Arabs steadily advanced the science
of astronomy and the art of astrology. About a thousand years ago, in the 10th century,
Arabs introduced Europe to two important astronomical instruments—the quadrant
and the astrolabe.
In UK one of the most popular instruments of the seventeenth century was the Davis
quadrant or back-staff. Captain John Davis conceived this instrument during his
voyage to search for the Northwest Passage. It was described in his It was called a
quadrant because it could measure up to 90 degrees, that is, a quarter of a circle. The
observer determined the altitude of the sun by observing its shadow while
simultaneously sighting the horizon. Relatively inexpensive and sturdy, with a proven
track record, Davis quadrants remained popular for more than 150 years, even after
much more sophisticated instruments using double-reflection optics were invented.
One of the major advantages of the Davis back-staff over the cross-staff was that the
navigator had to look in only one direction to take the sight - through the slit in the
horizon vane to the horizon while simultaneously aligning the shadow of the shadow
vane with the slit in the horizon vane.
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Davis quadrant
The major problem with back-sight instruments was that it was difficult if not
impossible to sight the moon, the planets or the stars. Thus, toward the end of the
1600's and into the 1700's, the more inventive instrument makers were shifting their
focus to optical systems based on mirrors and prisms that could be used to observe the
night sky celestial bodies. The critical development was made independently and
almost simultaneously by John Hadley in England and by Thomas Godfrey, a
Philadelphia glazier, about 1731. The fundamental idea is to use of two mirrors to
make a doubly reflecting instrument—the forerunner of the modern sextant.

Diagram of Sextant
Mr. John Bird of UK produced the first sextant in 1759. This was a very early example of his
work now in the Nederlands Scheepvaart Museum in Amsterdam. The frame was mahogany
with an ivory scale. It is so large and heavy that it needed a support that fitted into a socket on
the observer’s belt.
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Sextant by John Bird
Probably the finest 18th century instrument maker was the Englishman Jesse
Ramsden. His specialty was accurate scale division. Here’s a small brass sextant that
Ramsden made shortly before his death in 1800. Rams den’s major achievement was
to invent a highly accurate "dividing engine"—the apparatus used to divide the scale
into degrees and fractions of degrees. The instrument also called a pentant, a fifth of a
circle, rather than a sextant. This jewel is only 4 1/2 inches radius. The scale is
divided on silver from minus 5 degrees to 155 degrees with each degree further
divided in three to 20 arc minutes. His design was considered so ingenious that the
British Board of Longitude awarded Ramsden a prize of 615 pounds—in 18th century
terms, a small fortune. His "dividing engine" now resides in the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington.

Ramsden Pentant
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In the early 1960s, the Zvezdny, or Star, Hall of the Moscow Planetarium was used to provide
training in astronavigation to first cosmonauts - Yuri Gagarin, Valery Bykovsky, German
Titov, Alexei Leonov, and others. Pilot-cosmonaut Alexei Leonov once said,
"The way to the stars went through the Star Hall of the Moscow Planetarium."

For mariners the planetarium education is equally important. Obviously a planetarium
is a very useful to teach star identification, which all practical navigators should be
able to do. Projected vertical circles, meridians, prime verticals, celestial equator and
ecliptic, hour circles and projected protractors at zenith and pole are very helpful in
teaching co-ordinate systems. These circles can also be used as an empirical
introduction to the basic concepts of spherical trigonometry. Planetariums can be used
demonstrate the effect of precession on right ascension and declination. Finding the
latitude at sea, finding longitude, learning the complexities of lunar motion and the
basic principles of the lunar distance method, the planetarium is a vital aid for
teaching students (Seymour).

6.2 Nautical Colleges with Planetarium in UK
From my collected information of the planetaria of UK, I have found 3(three) nautical
college planetariums in UK, which are as follows:
•
•
•

South Tyneside college Planetarium
Glasgow Nautical College Planetarium
Leith Nautical College Planetarium (Has been closed)

It is already briefly described about the South Tyneside college planetarium in the
first chapter. The author has conducted an interview with the renowned planetarian
Dr. David Gavine about the history of Leith Nautical College who was the planetarian
in Leith. The following feature is about the Leith Nautical College questionnaire.

6.2.1 Leith Nautical College
Leith Navigation School was established in Leith, September 1855, after the passing
of the Merchant Shipping Act, and under the auspices of the Board of Trade
Department of Science and Art. Its Managers were drawn from the Town Council and
other local organisations. Under the aegis of Mr Newton, the first Master, the School
prospered. However, when Mr Newton left and a Mr Burchill took over, the School
declined and by the end of 1859 had closed. The School re-opened, despite receiving
a smaller maintenance allowance, and was buoyed by the promise from the
Government to station a ship off the East Coast of Scotland to be used as a Navigation
School. The training ship never materialised, but in 1861 Mr James Bolam was
appointed master. In May 1864 an unsuccessful application was made to the Local
Marine board to put Leith Navigation School on the same footing as that at Dundee,
by implementing weekly examinations.
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New classes included Naval Architecture, Design of Marine Motors and Ship
Electricity. In 1913 wireless installation and teaching of wireless telegraphy was
established. Classes were given to fishermen in both Leith and East Lothian fishing
ports, and included instruction in First Aid. In 1920 courses in marine engineering
commenced, taught from the new wing for the Marine Engineering Department. This
new wing enabled the college to be recognised as a Marine Engineering School by the
Board of Trade. In 1928 lifeboat efficiency courses were established and in the same
year the wireless installation was renewed in accordance with the 1927 Radio
Telegraphy Convention. A new Radio Department was opened in the same year. In
1941 special courses were established for the Royal Naval Patrol Service for
fishermen's certificates. Three years later the first deck boys' courses in Scotland were
inaugurated and conducted on board the Training Ship (T.S.) Dolphin on the
recommendation of the Merchant Navy Training Board. In 1946 catering boys'
courses commenced on board the T.S. Dolphin, followed by the establishment of
radar observer courses - again the first in Scotland. In 1977 new courses included
Electrical Technician Training, Instrument Technician Training and aspects of
Electronics including Computer Programming.
The college was originally sited in Leith, but in 1977 it moved to a purposed-built
complex on Milton road near Portobello. In the commercial street Building (1903-77).
There was a small Goto 5E projector with an umbrella screen, which could be setup in
a small room. The date of acquisition is not known, it is mentioned in the Principal’s
report of 1970. The instrument was pensioned off when the new building was
inaugurated in 1977, and was passed on first to the Astronomical society of
Edinburgh, and is now in the hands of the Highland Astronomical Society in
Inverness, awaiting refurbishment and a new home.
In 1977 a new Goto 6E was brought and installed by Japanese engineers. It was in a
purpose-built room on the top floor of the Milton Road college, with a 6-meter
diameter dome. Although intended for teaching principles of navigation to second
mates it was occasionally shown to parties of visitors in the evening and school
groups during the day. With the appointment of Dr. David Gavine FRAS as lecturer in
1979 much more use was made of public involvement, with up to 3 groups of primary
School and other visitors a week. Dr Gavine Built on extra projectors to show
meteors, aurora, Noctilucent cloud, a thunderstorm, and the skyline of Edinburgh.
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David Gavine with Goto E6 Projector
In 1987, after a bitter and protracted struggle with the conservative government the
college was shut down in a rationalization process of nautical education, and the
Glasgow College survive. The building was taken over by the local authority as a part
of the 2-campus “Jewel and Esk Valley College” for further education, but the
planetarium survived as did classes in radar and yachtsmen’s qualifications. The
number of planetarium visitors increased. Dr. Gavine retired in 1995 and was replaced
as a part-time planetarium lecturer by Mr Harry Sutherland.
In 2003, the college, now independent of the local authority, underwent another
rationalization process, mathematics, science and technology being run down and
more emphasis on special needs, caring and social services. The management
regarded the planetarium as underused and not relevant, so it was offered to local
institutions, which showed little interest. Finally it was accepted by the museum of
Science and Industry in Manchester, and set up there by Dr. Gavine and a former
technician at Leith, Mr Ian Boettcher.
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7. Astronomy in the National Curriculum of England
The current study has conducted in such a planetarium where every year
approximately 10,000 exhibitors come and where 90% is the school children. South
Tyneside college is renowned as the best nautical studies college in UK but it is now
also used on a full-cost basis to support the delivery of parts of the national
curriculum to about 20,000 schoolchildren a year from schools inside and outside the
region. So, I choose to conduct a study on the astronomy national curriculum of
England.
The National Curriculum for England is the standard curriculum for community and
foundation schools, including community special schools and foundation special
schools, and voluntary aided and voluntary controlled schools of England, which sets
out a clear, full and statutory entitlement to learning for all pupils up to the age of 16.
It determines the content of what will be taught and sets attainment targets for
learning. It also determines how performance will be assessed and reported. An
effective National Curriculum gives teachers, pupils, parents, employers and the
wider community a clear and shared understanding of the skills and knowledge that
young people will gain at school. The National Curriculum is regularly reviewed to
ensure that it continues to meet the changing needs of pupils and society.

7.1 National Curriculum Structure for School in England
The national curriculum for school children has designed and organised on the basis
and aiming 4(four) different key stages. The key stages are constructed according to
age group. The key stages are key stage 1, key stage 2, key stage 3 and key stage 4. A
brief details about the key stages and their curriculum contents are as follows:
Key stages 1 and 2:
The following figure describes the key stages1 and 2 along with the key stages 3 and 4 in
details.
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Key stages 3 and 4:
The following figure describes the key stages 3 and 4 in addition with the key stages 1 and 2.
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7.2 Astronomy Content in National Curriculum
After conducting a thorough study on the national curriculum and discussion with the
schoolteachers, I have concluded that, there are no individual subject areas for
astronomy for the school children. It will be clearer if we look at the above figures.
The astronomy topics are included in science which is called “The Earth and
Beyond”. The astronomy content of the curriculum comes under this section in the
national curriculum.
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The Earth & Beyond section is structured emphasizing on the following key areas.
The course workload and depth varies depending on the different key stage level.

•Solar system
•Sun
•Earth
•Moon
•Planets
•Satellites
•Solar system - other
•Stars
•Universe - generally
•Comets & meteors
•Galaxies & black holes
•Origin & evolution of the universe
•Extraterrestrial life
The content of the curriculum are discussed as follows

Astronomy Curriculum for Key Stage 1:
Key Area: Sun
Content:
1. Light and sound
2. Light and dark
Students should be taught:
to identify different light sources, including the Sun
Astronomy Curriculum for Key Stage 2:
Key Area: Sun
Students should be taught:
Periodic changes:
a. How the position of the Sun appears to change during the day,
and how shadows change as this happens
b. How day and night are related to the spin of the Earth on its
own axis
c. That the Earth orbits the Sun once each year, and that the Moon
takes approximately 28 days to orbit the Earth.
Key Area: The Sun, Earth and Moon
Students should be taught:
a. That the Sun, Earth and Moon are approximately spherical
Periodic changes.
b. How day and night are related to the spin of the Earth on its own axis
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c. That the Earth orbits the Sun once each year, and that the Moon takes
approximately 28 days to orbit the Earth.
Astronomy Curriculum for Key Stage 3:
Key Area: Solar System
Students should be taught:
The solar system:
a. How the movement of the Earth causes the apparent daily and annual
movement of the Sun and other stars
b. The relative positions of the Earth, Sun and planets in the solar
system
c. About the movements of planets around the Sun and to relate these to
gravitational forces
d. About the use of artificial satellites and probes to observe the Earth
and to explore the solar system.
Key Area: The Sun
Students should be taught:
a. How the movement of the Earth causes the apparent daily and annual
movement of the Sun and other stars
b. The relative positions of the Earth, Sun and planets in the solar
system
c. About the movements of planets around the Sun and to relate these to
gravitational forces
d. That the Sun and other stars are light sources and that the planets and
other bodies are seen by reflected light

Key Area: Energy resources and energy transfer
Students should be taught:
Energy resources
a. About the Sun as the ultimate source of most of the Earth's energy
resources and to relate this to how coal, oil and gas are formed

Key Area: Earth
Students should be taught:
The solar system
a. How the movement of the Earth causes the apparent daily and annual
movement of the Sun and other stars
b. The relative positions of the Earth, Sun and planets in the solar
system
c. About the use of artificial satellites and probes to observe the Earth
and to explore the solar system.
Key Area: Planets
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Students should be taught:
The solar system
a. The relative positions of the Earth, Sun and planets in the solar
system
b. About the movements of planets around the Sun and to relate these to
gravitational forces
c. That the Sun and other stars are light sources and that the planets and
other bodies are seen by reflected light
Key Area: Satellite
Students should be taught: The solar system
a. About the use of artificial satellites and probes to observe the Earth and to
explore the solar system.
Key Area:
Students should be taught: The solar system
a. How the movement of the Earth causes the apparent daily and annual
movement of the Sun and other stars
b. That the Sun and other stars are light sources and that the planets and
other bodies are seen by reflected light
Astronomy Curriculum for Key Stage 4:
Key Area: Solar System, Planets
Students should be taught: The solar system and the wider universe
a. The relative positions and sizes of planets, stars and other bodies in
the universe [for example, comets, meteors, galaxies, black holes]
Key Area: Satellite, Waves
Students should be taught: The electromagnetic spectrum
a. That radio waves, microwaves, infrared and visible light carry
information over large and small distances, including global
transmission via satellites
Key Area: Stars
Students should be taught: The solar system and the wider universe
a. The relative positions and sizes of planets, stars and other bodies in
the universe [for example, comets, meteors, galaxies, black holes]
b. How stars evolve over a long timescale
Key Area: Universe-Generally
Students should be taught: The solar system and the wider universe
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a. The relative positions and sizes of planets, stars and other bodies in
the universe [for example, comets, meteors, galaxies, black holes]
Key Area: Comets and meteorites
Students should be taught: The solar system and the wider universe
a. The relative positions and sizes of planets, stars and other bodies in
the universe [for example, comets, meteors, galaxies, black holes]
Key Area: Galaxies and Black Holes
Students should be taught: The solar system and the wider universe
a. The relative positions and sizes of planets, stars and other bodies in
the universe [for example, comets, meteors, galaxies, black holes]
Key Area: Origin and Evolution of the universe
Students should be taught: The solar system and the wider universe
a. About some ideas used to explain the origin and evolution of the
universe

Key Area: Extraterrestrial life
Students should be taught: The solar system and the wider universe
a. About the search for evidence of life elsewhere in the universe.

4.3 Update of Astronomy content in national curriculum
This revised National Curriculum principally reflects changes made to the key stage 4
curriculum’s from 2004. These changes enable schools to offer pupils greater choice, while
ensuring they acquire the core of general learning and experience essential to later learning
and employment. At key stage 4, young people should see how their studies will lead to
further education and employment and be helped to develop competence in skills such as
analysis, problem solving, reasoning and communication.
Subject/Course: Physics B-General Certificate of Secondary Education, 2007 examination
Topic: The Earth and Beyond
The Solar System

KS3 (Prior Learning)
The Earth spins on its own axis once every day (24
hours). The half of the Earth, which faces the Sun, is
in daylight; the other half of the Earth is in night.
The Earth moves round (orbits) the Sun once each
year (just over 365 days).
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The stars in the night sky stay in fixed patterns (called
constellations). The planets, which are visible to the
naked eye look just like stars. They move very slowly
across the constellations.
The planets do not give out their own light.
Like the Earth, they move in orbits around the
Sun. We can see planets because they reflect
light from the Sun.
Where we see the planets against the background of
the stars depends on exactly where they, and the
Earth, are in their orbits round the Sun.
Satellites can be put into orbit around the Earth. They
can be used:
• to send information between places which are a
long way apart on the Earth;
• to monitor conditions on Earth, including the
weather;
• to observe the Universe without the Earth's
atmosphere getting in the way.
FT and HT The orbits of the planets are slightly squashed
circles (ellipses) with the Sun quite close to the
centre.
Comets have orbits, which are far from circular.
They are very much closer to the Sun at some
times than at others. This is when they can be seen.
The Earth, the Sun, the Moon and all other bodies
attract each other with a force called gravity. As
the distance between two bodies increases, the
force of gravity between them decreases more than
in proportion to the increase in distance.
A smaller body will stay in orbit around a
larger one because of the combination of its
high speed and the force of gravity between
the bodies.
To stay in orbit at a particular distance, smaller
bodies, including planets and satellites, must move
at a particular speed around larger bodies.
The further away an orbiting body is the
longer it takes to make a complete orbit.
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Communications satellites, including those used
for television programmes, are usually put into
an orbit high above the equator so that they
move around the Earth in exactly the same time
as the Earth spins. This means that they are
always in the same position when viewed from
Earth (a geostationary orbit). There is space for
only about 400 geostationary satellites or their
signals would interfere with each other's signals.
Monitoring satellites are usually put into a low
polar orbit so that the Earth spins beneath them
and they can scan the whole Earth each day from
a much closer range than a geostationary
satellite.
10.20 The Universe
(large

FT and HT Our Sun is just one of millions of stars in a galaxy
Group of stars) called the Milky Way.
The stars in a galaxy are often millions of times
further away from each other than the planets in
the solar system. The Universe as a whole is
made up of a least a billion galaxies. Galaxies are
often millions of times further apart than the
stars within a galaxy.
Stars, including the Sun, form when enough dust
and gas from space are pulled together by
gravitational attraction. Smaller masses may
also form and be attracted by a larger mass to
become planets.
If there is, or has been, life on other planets, in
our own solar system or around other stars:
• We may be able to observe living organisms
(e.g. micro organisms), or their fossilised
remains, directly, for example, by actually
going to Mars or Europa (a satellite of
Jupiter), by using robots to send back
pictures or by using robots to collect
samples to bring back to Earth;
• We may be able to detect living organisms by
the chemical changes they produce in a
closed system (e.g. inside a closed container
or in the atmosphere of their planet); because
of living organisms, the atmosphere of the
Earth is very different from what it would
be purely from chemical and geological
processes; for example, there is much more
oxygen;
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• We may be able to receive signals
from other species with
technologies that are at least as
advanced as our own.
The search for extra-terrestrial intelligence
(SETI), using radio telescopes to try to find
meaningful signals in a narrow band of
wavelengths (i.e. not just "noise"), has gone on
for more than forty years, so far without success.
Candidates should be able, when provided
with appropriate information, to evaluate:
• the methods scientists use to
discover whether there is life
elsewhere in the Universe;
•

evidence that such life exists.

Individual stars, including the Sun, do not stay the
same forever.
Stars are very massive so that the force of gravity,
which tends to draw together the matter from
which they are made, is very strong. The very high
temperatures create forces, which tend to make
them expand. During the main stable period of a
star, which may last for billions of years, these
forces are balanced. The Sun is at this stage of its
life.
The star then expands to become a red giant. At a
later point in its history it contracts under its own
gravity to become a white dwarf. The matter from
which the star is made may then be millions of
rimes denser than any matter on Earth.
If a red giant is massive enough, it may eventually
contract and then explode (become a supernova)
throwing dust and gas into space. The matter that
is left behind may form a very dense neutron star.

HT If enough matter is left behind, this may be so
dense, and
Its gravitational field so strong, that nothing can
escape from it, not even light or other forms of
electromagnetic radiation. It is then called a black
hole. We cannot see black holes but we can
sometimes observe their effects on their
surroundings, for example, the X-rays emitted when
gases from a nearby star spiral into a black hole.
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During a star's lifetime, nuclei of lighter elements
(mainly hydrogen and helium) gradually fuse to
produce nuclei of heavier elements. These nuclear
fusion reactions release the energy, which is
radiated by stars.
Nuclei of the heaviest elements are present in the
Sun and atoms of these elements are present in the
inner planets of the solar system. This suggests that
the solar system was formed from the material
produced when earlier stars exploded.
Theories of the origin of the Universe have had to
take into account:
•

that light from other galaxies is shifted to
the red end of the spectrum;

•
that the further away galaxies are, the bigger
this 'red-shift'.
The current way of explaining this is:
•
that other galaxies are moving away from us
very quickly;
•

that the further away from us a galaxy is, the
faster it is moving away from us.
This suggests that the whole Universe is
expanding and that, it might have started
billions of years ago with a huge explosion
('big bang').

There is some other astronomy education content which are included in different key areas of
physics 2007, other than “the Earth and Beyond”. Those details are as follows:

Tectonics

FT and HT
separated

The edges of land masses (continents) which are
By thousands of kilometres of ocean (e.g. the east
coast of South America and the west coast of
Africa):
• have shapes which fit quite closely;
• have similar patterns of rocks and fossils.
This suggests that they were once part of a single
land mass which has split and been moved apart.
The Earth's lithosphere (the crust and the upper
part of the mantle) is cracked into a number of
large pieces (tectonic plates), which are constantly
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moving at relative speeds of a few centimetres per
year as a result of convection currents within the
Earth's mantle driven by heat released by natural
radioactive processes.
Earthquakes and/or volcanic eruptions occur
at the boundaries between tectonic plates.
Candidates should be able, when provided with
information about the complex probable causes of
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions and the
difficulty of making measurements of many of the
factors involved, to explain why scientists cannot
yet accurately predict when they will occur.
At one time it was believed that the major
features of the Earth's surface were the result
of the shrinking of the crust as the Earth
cooled down following its formation.

Candidates should be able, when provided with
appropriate additional information, to explain why
Wegener's theory of crustal movement (continental
drift) was not generally accepted until more than 50
years after it was proposed.

HT Tectonic plates:
• may slide past each other. This is happening along
the Californian coast giving rise to earthquakes.
• may move towards each other. As this happens, a
thinner, denser oceanic plate can be driven down
(subducted) beneath a thicker granitic continental
plate where it partially melts. The continental crust is
compressed, causing folding, faulting and
metamorphism. Earthquakes are produced and magma
may rise through the continental crust to form
volcanoes. This is happening along the western side
of South America (the Andes)
• may move away from each other by magma. This
causes fractures, which are filled by magma producing
new, basaltic, oceanic crust. This is known as sea floor
spreading and is happening along oceanic ridges,
including the mid-Atlantic ridge. The iron-rich
minerals in the magma record the direction of the
Earth's magnetic field at the time when the rising
magma solidified. Magnetic reversal patterns in
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oceanic crust occur in stripes parallel to oceanic
ridges, matching the period reversals of the Earth's
magnetic field and so supporting the concept of sea
floor spreading.

Key Stage 4
2007/8
1. What do we know about the
origins of the Universe and how it
continues to change?

Candidates should be able, when
provided with additional
information:

Candidates should know and
understand

Current evidence suggests that the universe is
expanding and that matter and space expanded
violently and rapidly from a very small initial ‘point’
i.e. the universe began with a ‘big bang’.
• to compare and contrast the particular advantages
and disadvantages of using different types of telescope
on Earth and in space to make observations on and
deductions about the universe. (3.6(iv)(a),(c),
• If a wave source is moving relative to an observer
there will be a change in the observed wavelength and
frequency.
• There is a red-shift in light observed from most
distant galaxies. The further away galaxies are the
bigger the red-shift.
• How the observed red shift provides evidence that
the universe is expanding and hence began from a
very small initial point (the 'big bang').
• Observations of the solar system and the galaxies in
the universe can be carried out on the Earth or from
space.
• Observations are made with telescopes that may
detect visible light or other electromagnetic
radiations such as radio waves or X-rays.

2. What is the life history of stars?

Candidates should be able, when
provided with additional
information:

Astronomers believe that gravitational forces are
responsible for the information of galaxies of stars,
and for stars like the sun having a long stable period
•

to explain how stars are able to maintain their
energy output for millions of years;
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•

Candidates should know and
understand

to explain why the early Universe contained only
hydrogen but now contains a large variety of
different elements.

• Our Sun is one of the many millions of stars in the
Milky Way galaxy.
• The Universe is made up of at least a billion
galaxies.
•

Stars form when enough dust and gas from space
is pulled together by gravitational attraction.
Smaller masses may also form and be attracted by
a larger mass to become planets.

• Gravitational forces balance radiation pressure to
make a star stable.
• A star goes through a life cycle (limited to the life
cycle of stars of similar size to the Sun and stars much
larger than the Sun).
• Fusion processes in stars produce all naturally
occurring elements. These elements may be
distributed throughout the Universe by the explosion
of a star (supernova) at the end of its life.

3. What provides the centripetal
force for planets and satellites?
Candidates should be able, when
provided with additional
information:
Candidates should know and
understand

The planets like the Earth, orbit the sun, Artificial
satellite, which are used for communications and
monitoring, orbit the Earth, Gravitational force
provides the centripetal force that allows all of these
bodies to orbit.
•

to interpret data on planets and satellites
moving in orbits that approximate to circular
paths.

•

The Earth, Sun, Moon and all other bodies attract
each other with a force called gravity.

•

The bigger the masses of the bodies the bigger the
force of gravity between them.

•

As the distance between two bodies increases the
force of gravity between them decreases,

•

The orbits of the planets are slightly squashed
circles (ellipses) with the Sun quite close to the
centre.

•

Gravitational force provides the centripetal force
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that allows planets and satellites to maintain their
circular orbits.
•

The further away an orbiting body is the longer it
takes to make a complete orbit.

•

To stay in orbit at a particular distance, smaller
bodies, including planets and satellites, must
move at a particular speed around larger bodies.

•

Communications satellites are usually put into a
geostationary orbit above the equator.

• Monitoring satellites are usually put into a low
polar orbit.

8. Millennium Commission and 2000 Lottery Project
5.1 Background:
The Millennium Commission was set up in 1993 and started its activities in 1994 by
distributing the National Lottery Money. With a noble mission, Accountable to the
Secretary of State for culture, Media and Sport, it aims to assist communities in
marking the close of the second millennium and the start of the third. Millennium
Projects are the most visible part of the Commission's work - a host of buildings and
environmental schemes in which over £1.3 billion of National Lottery money has
been invested. Unlike the other distributing bodies, the Commission was created as a
short-life organisation, with a specific aim: to fund projects to celebrate the end of the
second millennium and the start of the third. The commission had designed some
specific field, where they distribute the money. Primarily around £2 billion has been
allocated, to capital projects, individuals, festivals and the Dome.
The Commission was created and is regulated by the Government, but is an
independent body. Decisions are made by a group of individuals, the Millennium
Commissioners, who are given advice by Commission staff. Staffs work with the
projects throughout the grant-giving process to monitor progress and offer guidance.
Commissioners are kept up to date with the achievements of projects. The Millennium
Commission is one of the good causes, which distribute funds from the National
Lottery. Its income from the Lottery ceased in August 2001 giving it a total lifetime
budget of just over £2.3 billion. The Millennium Commission has supported over 200
new buildings, environmental projects and visitor attractions on over 3,000 sites
across the UK. Over 100 Awards Schemes, which distribute Millennium Awards to
individuals for community, based projects. Nearly 30,000 people have already
received a Millennium Award and there are still Awards available.
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5.2 The Millennium Commission funded Science Centres
and Planetariums
There were three strategic criteria for the Commission’s capital awards: the projects
should be of all sizes, spread across the country and accessible to all sectors of the
community. As a result of this last point, many of the new Science centres are in areas
not traditionally associated with the tourism. So eventually rather than proposing
themes for capital projects, the commission invited bids for funding in four bidding
rounds. Successful bids fell into five categories:
•
•
•
•
•

Science and Technology
The Environment
Education
Communities
Regeneration

Science and Technology issue was a top priority in their criteria list. Initially more
that £250 million has been awarded to 14 Science centres as their capital costs only
because ultimately the science centre have to run in their own cost. Each project must
require being self-supporting. Each project must have also 50% partnership funding
which have come from European Union, Regional and local Authorities, the welcome
trust, research institutes and commercial sponsors. The Science Centres sponsored by
the Millennium commission are as follows:
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The Millennium Commission Total Investment (As at 30 June, 2003)
North East
9 capital projects on 92
sites
Total
Grant:£67,387,151
Scotland
19 capital projects
on 485 sites
Total Grant:
£205,278,442

Northern Ireland
17 capital projects
on 124 sites
Total Grant:
£85,252,777
North West
20 capital projects
on 103 sites
Total Grants:
£83,657,119
West Midlands
11 capital projects
on 819 sites
Total Grant:
£81,613,819
Wales
9 capital projects on
55 sites
Total Grant:
£131,753,629
South West
8 capital project on
59 sites
Total Grant:
£112,516,409

Yorkshire &
Humberside
17 capital projects on
375 sites
Total Grant
£139,037,456
East Midlands
13 Capital projects on
24 sites
Total Grant:
£139,037,456
East of England
19 capital projects on
24 sites
Total Grant:
£58,393,279

Greater London
23 capital projects on
39 sites
Total grant:
£166,715,567

South East
26 capital projects on
44 sites
Total Grant:
£92,061,481
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The Science Centres at a Glance
Centre

Location

Millennium Point

Birmingham

Odyssey

Belfast

@Bristol

Bristol

Glasgow Science Centre

Glasgow

Life Science Centre
Opened to the public May 2000.

Newcastle

National Space Centre

Leicester

Magna

Rotherham

The Deep
Opened to the public March 2002

Kingston- upon-Hull

Our Dynamic Earth
Opened to the public July 1999

Edinburgh

The Big Idea

Irvine

INTECH 2000

Winchester

Making It Discovery Centre

Nottinghamshire

Sensation

Dundee

Planetariums in the Science centres:
Due to its informal learning approach, all information, education and enjoyment view
Science and technology oriented setup, especially the Science Centres have got the
highest priority in terms of investment to the millennium commission. One in five
millennium projects and schemes have a science/technology element and from this
data it is easily assumed how much strong their priority is. Initially Over £250 million
has been awarded to 14 science/technology centres as a capital cost only. The
millennium commission believes that the science centres can serve the following
several range of purposes:
•

Interesting young people in science careers
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•
•

Informing people about scientific developments
Engaging the public in consideration of the role Science plays and its value to
society

The science centres aim to make this process interesting through a variety of displays,
interactive features and presentations, striking a balance between education and
entertainment. Planetarium setup has got an important place in designing a science
centre and it was highly appreciated by the commission. From a view of astronomy
education, promoting space science the planetarium setup has achieved an important
phase in many science centres.
In the national school curriculum, the astronomy education is a priority and the
commission believed that the planetarium in the science centres could play a key role
in the astronomy education for children and the wider public. Eventually the
planetariums are very successful in this manner. The planetariums have good links
with local schools; educational resources, which tie in with the national curriculum
and carefully, considered pricing policies.
The Science Centres with planetariums at a glance:
Science Centre
Planetarium Name
@ Bristol

Orange Imaginarium

Glasgow Science centre

Scottish Power planetarium

National Space Science Centre

The Space Theatre

Magna

Private shows by Stardome, Auriga
Astronomy

The Deep
Millennium Point
INTECH 2000 Hampshire
Technology Centre
Techniquest

Have a plan to open at the end of this year
They have a planetarium building (dome)
but cant open for the funding
Planetarium established in 1995, fixed,
GOTO E5 Projector

Science Centres Sponsored by Millennium Commission:
@ Bristol:
@ Bristol Science Centre is situated On Bristol Harbourside, Anchor Road, two
minutes on foot from the city centre which is a unique destination bringing science,
nature and art to life… A place of discovery and surprise, home to three magical
attractions: Wildwalk is a world first – a breathtaking journey through the incredible
history and variety of life on our planet. A unique combination of steamy tropical
gardens, small animals and stunning wildlife film footage leads the exhibitors from
the origins of life to the ends of the Earth. Explore is a hands-on, minds-on centre
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where people of all ages can discover the wonders of science. Investigate forces and
machines, natural phenomena and the unique workings of the human body. The
IMAX® Theatre is the first IMAX in the South West. The screen is a massive 21
metres wide and 15 metres tall and it is this sheer size, which makes the experience
unique. Because the screen is so large, it fills your peripheral vision giving the
impression that you are right in the middle of the action itself.
Planetarium:
Orange Imaginarium is the planetarium for a state-of-the-art trip to the stars. The
chrome-plated, futuristic sphere in Millennium Square is At-Bristol's very own
planetarium - where the visitors can take a trip to the stars beneath an immersive
domed screen. It is a 100-seat planetarium and gives the visitors a dazzling journey
from the origins of the universe to the mysteries of time. The Planetarium is equipped
with ElectricSkyTM- the latest in projection equipment by Spitz, a planetarium industry
world-leader. ElectricSkyTM utilises a creative combination of immersive video and
all-sky multi-image projections to produce the illusion of total immersion within a
virtual environment. The Planetarium is the first planetarium outside North America
to feature ElectricSkyTM, and the first in the world to premier the stunning new show
Oasis in Space.
@Bristol's stable includes the European telecom giant Orange, which put up $5.7
million over 5 years for the Orange Imaginarium, an immense steel-hulled
planetarium. Presently it is well stable and has been running on its own finance.

Orange Imaginarium
Fact file:
Grant recipient: Bristol 2000 Ltd
Location: Bristol
Grant awarded: £47,590,665
Total project cost: £104,203,539
Phone Number: 0845 345 1235
Website: http://www.at-bristol.org.uk
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Glasgow Science centre:
Glasgow Science Centre is situated on Pacific Quay, opposite the Scottish Exhibition
Centre in Glasgow. It includes a 100m high millennium tower called wing tower,
which is under trouble for its technical and structural fault. This science centre,
situated on the south bank of the River Clyde, comprises three unique and
architecturally stunning buildings – the Wing Tower, the 350-seat IMAX® Theatre
and the Exhibits Building where science and technology are related to everyday life in
fun, exciting and enjoyable ways. The landmark Wing Tower is 100 metres high and
is designed to rotate to face the prevailing wind, the only fully 360 degree rotating
structure in the world which is close now at the moment for technical fault. A
Rediscover grant has been awarded to fund the upgrading of the Science Show
Theatre and the creation of Enviroscan, which will include an Auto Weather Station
linked to schools and educational projects, a Climate Change Theatre and the Clyde
Monitoring Exhibit which will collect and feed back data on the River Clyde.
Planetarium in Glasgow Science Centre - Scottish Power planetarium:
With a Zeiss Starmaster Projector the Scottish Power Planetarium offers the amazing
chance to see a night sky as it should be seen, with thousands of points of light above
us. It’s a wonderful opportunity to see the night sky with the high-tech technology.
The controlled environment of the Scottish Power Planetarium with its amazing Zeiss
Starmaster projector enables us to look afresh at the canopied heavens above. The
Planetarium has daily shows for the different age levels. Those are:
The Sky Tonight: This is the live planetarium star show about the present night sky
and naked-eye objects visitors can see for themselves from their backyards. This show
is not recommended for under 5s and lasts 25 minutes.
Dessy the Curious Duck: This is a adventures show of young Dessy and his friends in
this animated planetarium show for under 8 years old age groups. In this show it
showed how Dessy the small duck learn about the phases of the Moon, marvel at the
stars and discover how to find Orion the Hunter and the Plough.
Junior Sky Tonight: This is a shorter, simplified version of 'The Sky Tonight'
suitable for young children.
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Glasgow Science Centre
Fact File:
Grant recipient: The Glasgow Science Centre Charitable Trust
Location: Glasgow
Grant awarded: £37,303,983
Total project cost: £76,933,109
Phone: 01414205000
Website: http://www.gsc.org.uk

International Centre for Life:
With a view of combination of public understanding of science activity with research
and commercial facilities in the field of life science, the life centre opens in May
2000; the £67m site is one of fourteen UK Millennium landmark projects. This project
aims to raise the interest of young people in science, and to promote a greater public
understanding of the complex issues affecting science and society. Designed by
award-winning architect and urban designer, Terry Farrell, the site offers a unique,
stylish and architecturally striking setting. Uncover the secrets of life at the Life
Science Centre, which takes visitors on an exciting hands-on journey through the life
sciences. When you visit Life Science Centre, you'll explore the wonders and
mysteries of life itself. The mission is to help you discover more about the wonders of
life. Using the latest in entertainment technology, Life explains some of the principles
that underpin our creation.
Newcastle University's Institute of Human Genetics, Newcastle NHS Trust's
Reproductive Medicine Clinic, PEALS, the Institute of Bioethics, and a host of
Biotechnology companies operating on site, also make the Centre truly unique as a
'Science Village'.
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International Centre for Life
Fact File:
Grant recipient: International Centre for Life Trust
Location: Newcastle-Upon-Tyne
Grant awarded: £33,308,317
Total project cost: £66,875,266
Phone: 0191243 8210
Website: http://www.lifesciencecentre.org.uk

National Space Science Centre:
The national Space Science centre is a combination of interactive exhibits and space
hardware, including a space theatre opened in the spring, 2001. It is situated on
Exploration Drive off Corporation Road and the A6, just two miles north of Leicester
city centre. The visitors find themselves immersed in an awe-inspiring journey
through five differently themed galleries. Be wowed by amazing space rockets,
satellites and capsules, take part in hundreds of interactive hands-on activities.
The Space Theatre is a unique, hi-tech, interactive environment, where our educators
will take your pupils through realistic recreations of the phenomena of our skies. The
programmes are designed to cover the science curriculum attainment requirements for
such topics as: "Earth and Beyond", "Solar System", "Wider Universe", "Earth and
Moon" etc. at each Key Stage.
Each programme is part live, part pre-recorded, with the educator able to tailor each
individual show according to the response of the audience. Through the use of
interactive response buttons on each seat, the presenter is able to assess how quickly
new concepts are being understood, and alter the programme as necessary. There is
always time for questions and answers - and maybe even a quick tour of tonight's sky.
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National Space Science Centre
The Planetarium in the Science Centre- Space Theatre:
To give a realistic view of the night sky, the Space Theatre in National Space Science
Centre has a unique, hi-tech, interactive environment, digital planetarium where
usually the centre educators will take the pupils through realistic recreations of the
phenomena of the night sky. The Planetarium programmes are designed to cover the
science curriculum attainment requirements for such topics as: "Earth and Beyond",
"Solar System", "Wider Universe", "Earth and Moon" etc. at each Key Stage.
Each planetarium show or programme is part live, part pre-recorded, with the
educator able to tailor each individual show according to the response of the audience.
Through the use of interactive response buttons on each seat, the presenter is able to
assess how quickly new concepts are being understood, and alter the programme as
necessary. There is always time for questions and answers - and maybe even a quick
tour of tonight's sky. The space theatre offers a new idea to offer the astronomy
education in a new way, which is so interactive.
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Space Theatre
Fact File:
Phone: 08706077223
Website: http://www.nssc.co.uk/

Magna:
The UK's first science adventure centre, Magna is a combination of pure
entertainment and a traditional museum, a unique interactive experience taking you
through four themed pavilions - Fire, Water, Air and Earth. Situated in the former
Templeborough Steel Mill, it stimulates the imagination, celebrating the creativity
required to make use of the materials and forces in the world about us. Experience a
real fire tornado in the Fire Pavilion, watch as waves are created in the Water
Pavilion, see the tornado in the Air Pavilion and in the Earth Pavilion operate a real
JCB. A grant under Rediscover will fund the creation of a new playground to
encourage learning by physical engagement. A second Rediscover grant will extend
the outdoor science and technology play area to include water based exhibition which
will compliment the indoor Water Pavilion. Set within a massive former steelworks, it
offers
you the chance to operate a real JCB, fire water cannons, take a spin in a gyroscope
chair and climb through the UK’s biggest multimedia show. Magna Science Centre is
the visitor centre in the conversion of a redundant still mill, with the making and use
of steel as its focus and it looks importantly at the four ‘elements’: earth, air, fire and
water. Magna is the UK’s first science adventure centre. Set within a massive former
steelworks, it offers you the chance to operate a real JCB, fire water cannons, take a
spin in a gyroscope chair and climb through the UK’s biggest multimedia show.
Magna also offers the Sci-Tek Science Playground where kids of all ages can let off
steam and learn about science at the same time.
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Magna
Planetarium in Magna:
Magna doesn’t have its own planetarium built in its premise but in Magna there is a
Mobile planetarium show on a regular basis. Mr. Davis Butterly of Auriga Astrology
organizes the show.
Fact File:
Grant recipient: Magna Trust
Location: Rotherham
Grant awarded: £23,119,495
Total project cost: £46,359,327
Project web page: http://www.magnatrust.org.uk
Phone Number: 01709720002
The Deep:
It is situated in the Kingston upon Hull. The Deep tells the story of oceans from the
dawn of time, through the present and into the future. Boasting Europe’s deepest
viewing tunnel and a magical ride ascending through 10 metres of water, The Deep
explores the birth of the planet and the first marine life forms. It includes a visitor
attraction and learning, research and business centres.
Phone Number: 01482 381 000
Website: http://www.thedeep.co.uk
Millennium Point:
Millennium Point is home to: Thinktank, the Birmingham museum of science and
discovery where visitors can explore over 200 hands-on exhibits at Birmingham’s
museum of science and discovery. It opened in September 2001 on time and within
budget (total cost £114 million, including £50 million of Millennium Commission
lottery funding and £25.6 million from the European Regional Development Fund).
From steam engines and spitfires to the digestion of your dinner, Thinktank is
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designed to bring knowledge to all age levels. It includes a discovery centre, a visitor
attraction based on innovation in science and technology, a technology Innovation
centre for engineering, technology and business education. It has a unique university
of the first age, providing learning opportunities for school age children through new
technology.
Planetarium:
The Millennium Point has no planetarium installed at this moment. But they have a plan to
start of a planetarium at the end of 2005.

Millennium Point
Fact file:
Grant recipient: Millennium Point Trust
Location: Birmingham
Grant awarded: £50,499,058
Total project cost: £112,857,055
Phone: 0121 202 2222
Website: http://www.millenniumpoint.org.uk
http://www.thinktank.ac
The Odyssey:
Odyssey is a multi-functional entertainment venue situated in Queens Quay Belfast.
The centre offers an indoor arena which seats up to 10,000 people, 12 screen
multiplex cinemas, IMAX® Cinema, W5, an interactive discovery centre and a range
of bars, restaurants and leisure facilities.
Odyssey Arena is a purpose build arena venue, which can seat up to 10,000 seats. The
venue is designed as a multifunctional space offering the opportunity to host concerts,
run sports events or exhibitions. At W5 visit Ireland’s first interactive discovery
centre and have great fun exploring more than 100 interactive exhibits, where you can
make your own animations, play a laser harp and build bridges.
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Sheridan IMAX® Cinema, Northern Ireland’s first large format cinema, screens 2D
and 3D films on a screen taller than four double-decker buses! The IMAX®
Experience™ offers the most advanced and compelling film experience in the world
and features a six channel surround sound system which is outputted on over forty
speakers which the most wonderful experience to the visitors.

The Odyssey Centre

Fact File:
Grant recipient: The Odyssey Trust Company Ltd.
Location: Belfast
Grant awarded: £45,681,575
Total project cost: £92,815, 477
Phone: 02890467700
Website: http://www.W5online.co.uk
http://www.odysseyarena.com
http://www.belfastimax.com
Our Dynamic Earth:
The Science Centre is situated on Holyrood Road in the heart of Edinburgh at the foot
of Arthur’s Seat. It is opened in July 1999. Our Dynamic Earth is a fantastic journey
of discovery. Here the visitors have the opportunities to experience the Travel back in
time, witness the Big Bang, be shaken by earthquakes and feel the chill of polar ice.
The visitors may even get caught in a tropical rainstorm! Whatever happens, you’ll
have the experience of a lifetime. Dynamic Earth has been very successful and within
1 year of its inauguration it had more than 400,000 visitors.
INTECH 2000 Hampshire Technology Centre:
An interactive science centre that presents science, technology, engineering and
mathematics in a form that is attractive, interesting and easier to understand. With 100
hands-on exhibits, a 200-seat auditorium and an equipment library, INTECH is an
exciting centre for all ages and levels of understanding. A highly interactive science
and technology centre, INTECH features over 100 hands-on exhibits, which
demonstrate the science behind the objects and principles, which we take for granted
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in everyday life. Visitors can find out how to bend light beams, be turned into a
human battery and simulate work on a production line. The spectacular, futuristic
building which houses the new INTECH centre is in the shape of a vast pyramid and
features enormous glass windows from which there are panoramic views across the
beautiful Hampshire countryside. A grant under Rediscover will fund nine new
exhibits and 20 will be modified. The exhibits will be complemented with additional
workshop activities. Examples of the new exhibits include: ‘Air Table’, demonstrating
forces and interactions, 'Bernoulli Principle' the differential pressure on an aerofoil
section and 'Design' the deflection of beams of different shapes and materials.

INTECH 2000 Hampshire Technology Centre
Fact File:
Grant recipient: Hampshire Technology Centre Trust Limited
Location: Winchester
Grant awarded: £5,584,385
Total project cost: £11,102,081
Phone Number: 0845 345 1235
Website: http://www.intech2000.co.uk
Making It:
Making It! Discovery Centre housed in the old Mansfield Brewery building, now
converted into a high tech Discovery Centre full of exciting and fun things to see and
do. It amazed the visitors at how invention happens and how it succeeds and fails –
producing the visitors own designs on modern, light-box drawing boards and 3D
Computer Aided Design computers - test materials to destruction - trying to run an
assembly line and puzzle out the mysteries of bar codes - using a robot to assemble
the finished product - putting head into a virtual fizzy drinks factory - star on a
newspaper front page and then print it - try to recycle waste and find natural resource.
Sensation:
The Sensation science centre is situated in Dundee opened in July 2000. It is mainly
based on life science. With more than 65 interactive exhibits this id UK’s only science
centre dedicated to the senses. Dundee's Millennium project is an exciting science
centre all about the senses. Visitors can discover through interactive exhibits how we
use our senses to interact with and explore the world around us – how our skin lets us
feel things, how sound travels, what the world looks like to a dog, how a plant knows
which way is down and whether penguins have knees! Anatomically accurate and
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backed by sound scientific facts, everything is designed to make learning fun. A
Rediscover grant is funding 'Roborealm' which will show the many positive uses of
robots and the key role they have in many industries. Through 16 new exhibits,
children will find out what a robot is, how they are different to humans and animals,
how they sense and respond to their environment, why they can carry out tasks that
human cannot and where they are used. A second Rediscover grant will enhance the
‘Sight’ and ‘Sense’ zones. A new zone ‘Brain Box’ will also be created.
Fact Files:
Grant recipient: Dundee Science Centre
Location: Dundee
Grant awarded: £2,656,596
Total project cost: £6,247,248
Phone: 01382 228800
Website: www.Sensation.org.uk

8.3 Lacks of Millennium Commission Projects
The millennium commission projects had started with a huge expectation. But not all
the expectation have achieved. A few numbers of big and important projects have
been facing financial problems. Some Projects have been passing a struggling time
from the very beginning of their start. As example of some struggling projects it can
be said that Greenwich Science Centre, a £1 billion Project but drew far fewer visitors
than expected. The National Centre for Popular Music in Sheffield has gone bankrupt,
while the Earth Centre in Doncaster--the first science centre driven to the financial
brink--has closed temporarily, apparently to save money through restructuring after
the number of projected visitors was cut by half. The Glasgow Science centre has
been facing a huge problem with its sky-scrapping tower and a major part of this
science centre has been close for technical problem.

8.3.1What and Where are the Lacks?
The millennium commission projects had started with a huge expectation. But not all
the expectations have reached up to the mark. As I said earlier a countable number of
big and important projects have been facing financial problems. The observers and
many concerned officials have expressed their worries that many projects have been
started as a boom without judging their feasibility from all aspects such as financially,
technically and geographically. Eventually it ends up in huge loss, financial
uncertainty, and in some cases a shut down of the project. Initially To qualify for
Millennium Commission funding, capital projects had to show that they would be
self-sustaining, raising enough revenue to maintain operations. Business plans from
the Science Centres were scrutinised by the Commission and external consultants. A
major proportion of revenue will come from entrance fees, and some of the centres
have ongoing funding from local authorities. Many also have substantial corporate
programmes and innovative revenue streams. But eventually it revealed that, the
science centres have to run on their own income such as entrance fees, which was an
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impossible matter. Techniquest's Melanie said on this point that the Millennium
Commission didn't have any experience with science centres, so they really didn't
know how to rationally decide which proposals to fund and which not to fund, She
fears visitor numbers will not be met simply because the centres conducted feasibility
studies in ignorance of all the others.
Besides this some of the project feasibility plans were considered suspect. "In some
cases, business plans were the product of market researchers sticking a wet finger in
the air," Quin says. "There has been an underestimation of what is needed to run and
what is needed to invest," adds Goéry Delacote, chief executive of San Francisco's
Exploratorium. After the boom start, most of the science centres now face a huge
fund-raising challenge. "I don't know of a science centre anywhere in the world that is
meeting 100% of its running costs from commercial sources," says Durant, who notes
that visitor revenue covers 20% to 75% of a centre’s operating costs. "Education costs
money and does not pay its way." Some Projects did face a real struggling time at the
very beginning of their start. As example of some failure projects we can say that a
nearly $1 billion exhibition in Greenwich that drew far fewer visitors than expected.
The National Centre for Popular Music in Sheffield has gone bankrupt, while the
Earth Centre in Doncaster--the first science centre driven to the financial brink--has
closed temporarily, apparently to save money through restructuring after the number
of projected visitors was cut by half. The Glasgow Science centre has been facing a
huge problem and a major part of this science centre has been close for technical
problem.

9. Conclusions and Discussion:
UK Planetaria started its journey in 21st March 1958 with the commencement of
London Planetarium. Comparing to the other country’s planetaria of the world such as
USA, Germany, Russia, the planetaria of UK is much younger but by the short span
of time the UK planetaria is much organized. With 56 members the organization
British Association of Planetaria is working as a platform for the planetarians of UK.
My research has been conducted on planetaria of UK to scrutinize the different key
points of this sector. I have done my masters thesis in two (2) phases, first phase was
the internship in South Tyneside College Planetarium of UK where I have done a
internship under the supervision of Miss Eva Hans and collected my information
about the planetaria of UK, sending questionnaire to the planetarium professionals,
literature collection, conducting interviews. And in the second phases I have written
my thesis.
Planetariums are increasingly getting preferences to all aspects of people to learn
astronomy, discover the mystery of night sky. In the “History of Planetaria
Worldwide” chapter in my literature I have tried to illustrate how people of ancient
ages learned astronomy, the pedagogy and technology they have used in the
astronomy education. Here I have briefly talked about how the Greek Anaximander
taught the stars and planets and Greece's first scientific astronomer, given a brief idea
with image that how Eudoxus of Cnidos (about 400 - 355 BC) constructed the first
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known complete celestial globe, which became the model for future globes and the
first invented device to demonstrate planetary motions by Archimedes. I have
discussed solar system model of Claudius Ptolemaeus and his model structure. In this
chapter I have shown the improvement of various instruments and their astronomy
teaching features and capabilities. By the span of time the improvements happened by
the enlargement of the globes. In the mid 1600s, Adam Olearius, designed a hollow,
ten-foot diameter, water-powered rotating sphere into which people could climb to see
the glided constellations illuminated by centrally placed oil lamps. The next
improvement was the Gorroro sphere with a diameter of almost 5 meters and the
Atwood globe shows 692 stars, and a moveable light bulb represents the Sun. After
Gorroro the there was advancement in astronomy teaching instruments, and globe
called “Orreries” was invented by George Graham of London between 1704 and 1709
and opened to public as a teaching device. It was called the first astronomy-teaching
instrument built with gears, chains, and cranks and these machines represented the
known movements of the solar system. The device was incorporated with the "new"
concept of the solar system first proposed by Copernicus, that the earth was round and
revolved around the sun once a year.
In the “History of Planetaria Worldwide” chapter I have also discussed the
commencement of projection planetarium worldwide such as the first projection
device for showing planetary motions called Orbitoscope, invented about 1912 by
Prof. E. Hindermann in Basel. The instrument was driven by spring works and has
two planets revolving about a central Sun and a small light bulb on one of the planets
projects shadows of the other two objects in the directions they would be seen from
that planet, reproducing accurately the retrograde loops and speed changes. This
creative device was useful for basic instruction for astronomy lovers and students, but
of course had many shortcomings due to its technical limitations. In 1923 the first
ever projection planetarium of the world was installed in the artificial sky lit up in a
52.5 ft (16m) dome, which had been built on the roof of the Zeiss Factory. The space
science was getting so popular day by day and the planetarium sector was booming
radically. The planetarium in Deutsches Museum and its success was so impressive to
many scientific and civic leaders in Germany as well as the rest of the world that in
the few years following the first Model I, there were Zeiss Model II, III, IV and VI. It
was really a brilliant development of Zeiss as they have produced four (4) models of
Zeiss Projector in fifty (50) years. The Zeiss scientists believed that the II world war
was the main obstacle of their projector development otherwise they would invent
some more advanced projector. After Zeiss, in 1936, Armand Spitz, a lecturer at the
Fels Planetarium inspired by watching the pedagogic possibilities of the planetarium
and invented Spitz Projector and dome, which was comparatively small in size and
cheap in price and ultimately Spitz became the largest supplier of Projector and dome.
Spitz have invented different models such as Spitz Model A, A-1 A-2, A-3, A-3-P
Model B, Model C, Model STP, A4 and A4A. Late 1950s, Seizo Goto, a leading
Japanese industrialist, used the expertise of his company in the field of telescopes to
produce the first Goto planetarium and in late 1960’s the Minolta Company of Japan,
known for high-quality cameras and optics, entered into the production of projectors
of all sizes. All the companies discussed above are still in production of projection. In
90’s Sky-Skan and Digistar started their production of digital planetarium. Sky-Skan
has developed and produced a series of Special Effects Laser Discs, containing stateof-the-art renderings and visualizations of astronomical phenomena and introduced
new controllers into its SPICE Automation line, integrating control of audio and video
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with slides, optical effects, servo devices, lamps, etc. on one PC platform. Digistar
produces to audiences the three-dimension image of stars and a complete range of
planetarium effects and through a standard SMPTE interface, Digistar II can also be
integrated with other projection, automation, and sound system equipment.
In the chapter of “History of planetaria in UK”, I mainly emphasize on the evolution
of fixed and mobile planetaria of UK, scrutinizing the parameters of starting a
planetarium and problems of planetaria. I designed a questionnaire for the planetarium
professionals and sent them to collect the information of the their own planetariums.
There were 16 questions in the questionnaire and I have received reply from 35
planetariums. Among them 22 are mobile and 13 are fixed planetarium. From the
collected information I have try to analyse some statistical In the chapter of “Mobile
planetaria of UK”, I have written a feature on the homemade dome and projector in
UK on the basis of several interviews to some outstanding and brilliant homemade
planetarians. Astronomy in the national curriculum of UK is an important chapter of
my research. I have collected the astronomy contents from the National Curriculum
publications by the department for education and skills. In the national curriculum of
England astronomy has been always a less preferred topic and my local supervisor
Miss Eva was very keen about its development. The astronomy contents are scattered
and put with different core subjects such as Science, Physics etc. I have tried to
accumulate them and write the present curricula and the updated curricula for 2006
and further of the astronomy content. I hope it would be helpful for the astronomy
related personals of UK and it will be give a mirror to think about the further
development of the astronomy curriculum of England.
The research is based only on the UK planetaria and a good number of professionals
have answered the research questionnaire and interviewed, which I believe was
satisfying ways to collect the information needed. Especially the knowledge and
information gained from the interviews with the professionals was very resourceful
and valuable. The information in this research would be a good resource for the rest of
planetarians of the world, to know the present situation of the planetaria of UK, which
could also promote their ideas to be exchanged. I believe that these knowledge and
information sharing will be very fruitful, to the further improvement of planetarium
technology, sharing pedagogical ideas and methodologies, initialization of a strong
platform for all the planetarians of the world. Every planetarium has some
distinguished characteristics, which differ from the others, the technology and context
of a planetarium is not always same with the others. One major aim of the current
study was to determine some cream topics of planetaria of UK and spread it to the rest
of the world’s planetaria people. Currently it has been done in the context of UK
planetaria, which could develop further research in other parts of the world.
Eventually the practice will bring more development and success to the planetaria of
world.
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Abstract
The touch-screen visitor’s survey programme would be designed in Active Server Pages
(ASP). It would be connected with a Microsoft Access database. The touch-screen
programme might contain questions about the certain aspects of the visitor like his/her
name, age, location, how often he/she visits Framtidsmuseet etc. Such questions would
help the researchers at Framtidsmuseet in their research immensely. They would find out
important information like from which area of Dalarna most people are coming to visit
their museum, what is the average age of their visitors, which gender is visiting them the
most etc. This would help them in making important decisions like in which area they
should advertise about Framtidsmuseet, what they can do to attract different age groups,
changes needed to make the equality among gender visitors etc. The touch-screen
program would also help Framtidsmuseet to present their planetarium programs in a
better way and according to the demands of their visitors. Given above are some of the
examples of the kind of questions in the survey and their results in decision-making.
Keywords
Visitor studies using touch-screen, research using touch-screen, touch-screen
questionnaire, touch-screen programme, survey using touch-screen, Framtidsmuseet,
Borlange, Dalarna, touch-screen, planetarium.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Theoretical Background
Learning is an essential part of the life of human beings. Learning can be either formal or
informal. Formal learning comings from an age old system of schools, colleges and
universities but in the last century more emphasis has been put on informal learning. Science
centres and museums are important institutes of informal learning. They don’t just help the
people understand science but also the culture and norms of the past and present civilizations.
With the advent of this important kind of informal institutes the industry of science centres
and museum is growing annually. The science centres are growing around the world like
plants in the garden especially in the developed countries but museums and exhibitions
are going on since a long ago.
The understanding of science is very important since less and less people are studying
science at universities. Science centres/museums play a key role in helping the people
understand science. The exhibitions are presented in such a way that it explains a science
phenomenon. The exhibits are interactive at the same time. Apart from this to explain the
importance of science in our lives a daily life example is also stated to tell the people the real
importance of science and its learning.

1.1.1 Knowledge Background
In the past people use to rely on their own memories when it comes to transmitting
knowledge and make other people learn it but nowadays we store most of our information
in books, computers, CD-ROMs and so on. The drawback with the later one is that first
we retrieve the information and then convert it into knowledge according to our own
understanding for learning. Learning is based on knowledge and how we interpret the
information into knowledge. A lot of information won’t mean we would learn a lot
because if we have thousands of very good books in a language which we can’t
understand then they won’t help us. All of our learning depends on our brain. In the 19th
century the human brain was seen as a telephone exchange because at that time it was the
most complicated machine. These days we see brain as a computer because it’s the most
complicated machine nowadays.
The mathematical theory of information stated by Claude Shannon in 1947 cannot be
applied to the human beings. Because human beings can share a similar background and
learn things using that similar background. For example French author Victor Hugo went
on a vacation after finishing “Les Miserables”. During his vacation he wrote a telegraph
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to his publisher to find out how his book is selling. In the letter he only wrote a “?”. The
publisher replied his letter with only one word too which is “!”. Because they both share
the same background so they were able to communicate with one word.

1.1.2 Informal and Formal Learning
According to Semper (1990) the curiosity of the learner, the joy of learning and the
response to the challenges are all potential motivators. All these motivators are present in
informal learning while they are missing in formal learning. People like to participate in
activities which are not graded, not structured, interactive etc. all these qualities are
available in informal learning while formal learning tends to be more harder with
grading, structure etc. The use of informal education is a great opportunity for life- long
learning (Salmi, 2003) further documents the importance of informal learning. The main
challenge of informal learning is to create a meaningful combination of programmes,
exhibitions and classrooms (Salmi, 2005). The following diagram shows the relationship
between real and virtual formal and informal learning (Salmi, 2005).
Formal

School

TV
Broadcast

School

Real

Virtual
Museum, Zoo,
Science Centre,
Botanic Garden

Internet

Informal
According to Salmi (2005) meaningful learning has two components, first intrinsic
motivation which can also be called as self-motivation as the person is motivated for the
task for his own sake and second that the learning should be arranged pedagogically in a
meaningful way keeping in mind the pre-knowledge of the learner. For example if we
teach the students the three laws of motion by Newton without telling them what is
motion they won’t understand them.
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The following figure displays the relationship of science centres/museums and education,
science & technology along with society and culture (Salmi, 2005).

The following figure displays the different forms of informal and formal education
(Salmi, 2005).
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1.1.3 Open Learning Environment
The concept of open learning includes the perspective of open study. It is where learners
study and reform real life activities. It is seen as an environment for the teacher’s and
pupil’s activities where learning is an active process. The concept of openness is, through
modern information and communication technologies, associated with telemetric
networks, as well as with flexibility in studies, and possibly even independence from time
& place. It is often associated with open and distance learning, but especially with
flexible study and learning. From the point of view of the student, openness can be
interpreted as choices in learning/study situations. The use of modern day technologies
like video-conferencing, internet, electronic mails, etc is mainly used in the open learning
environment (Edupoli Website, Open Learning Environment Page).
Below is a diagram which shows the important elements of open learning environment
(Edupoli Website, Open Learning Environment Photo Page).

1.1.4 The Alternative Learning Places
Learning can take place everywhere, in school, at work and in places of free-choice – all
these opportunities are equally essential (Falk, 2002). With a right balance between all
these places people can learn more than just learning at one place alone. It is just like the
famous saying in English “all work and no play makes jack a dull boy”. A person
learning at many different places is better than the one learning at one place. Science
centres provide one of the best opportunities for informal learning (Hofstein &
Rosenfeld, 1996) but at the same time we shouldn’t ignore the importance of schools in
learning. They are the cornerstone of learning. Universities and industry have a very
crucial role in forming the modern science centre (Salmi, 2003). Schools not just helps
the people in learning but they also helps in making science centres improve themselves.
For example Heureka, The Finnish Science Centre, works incorporation with teachers of
schools. The science centre at Bristol called “At-Bristol” is working incorporation with
Bristol University while Hogskolan Dalarna at Borlange, Sweden is working
incorporation with Framtidsmuseet from time to time.
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For formal learning it’s important to have extracurricular activities as I have stated before
in the phrase all work and no play makes jack a dull boy. So the informal learning
environment also provides a kind of an extracurricular activity in other words. It helps in
motivating the visitors towards learning. The experiences of science centres remain in
your mind forever when they are related to everyday world situation. It makes the visitors
not just understand the phenomenon of science but also understand its use in their daily
life. People tend to learn well through playing, communicating and feeling. In other
words even they are using their first five senses. One other important fact in learning at
the science centres and museums is that it happens with the interaction. Either the visitors
are interacting with each other, with their parents or other family members, with their
friends, with their teachers or with the staff of the science centre. So when other people
explain something to the visitors and then they perform it again it really stays in their
mind then. It’s like the teacher teaches the students something and then explain it with a
practical experiment.
According to educational theorist Kieran Egen (1998) human beings have different kinds
of understand and learning according to their age. He has made the follow table to
describe this phenomenon.
Kinds of
Understanding
Somatic
Mythic

Age

Concerns

Examples

Birth to three
Three to eight

Walking
Movies/Cartoons

Romantic

Eight to fifteen

Philosophic
Ironic

Fifteen to twenty
Twenty and up

Body abilities
Binary opposites
Limits of reality and
experience; heroes,
idealism
Systems and schema
Self-reflective

Michael Jordan
"Save the Earth"
Marxism
Post-modernism

As you can see from the table that from the age of twenty and up its the self-reflective
concern which is used by the human beings to learn new things. Science
centres/museums have typically self-reflective exhibit units which describes a
phenomenon of science and sometimes even with a daily life example which makes its
easier for human beings above twenty to understand it and learn it at the same time. Same
is the case with the planetarium programmes which explains every happening in the
films/shows with sound reasoning. It shows the importance of the science
centres/museums play in informal education. So it’s easier for people to learn at the
science centres/museums because they can interact with the exhibits and there are no
strict curriculum like in case of formal education and learning. Now I talk about two of
the main reasons why science centres/museums became alternative learning places.
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1.1.5 Hands-on
It is a known fact that people learn more by performing the task themselves rather than just
looking at it. Earlier museums and exhibitions were so called hands-off places because
visitors could only look at the exhibitions but can’t touch them or can’t interact with
them. The first fully informal learning environment was created by Dr. Frank
Oppenheimer (1912 – 1985) when he formed Exploratorium Science Museum at San
Francisco, USA in 1969 (Exploratorium Website, About Page). Although interact exhibits
were first presented at Deutsches Museum in Munich, Germany in early 20th century and a
bit later at Palais de la Decouverte in Paris, France (Broman, 2007). But Exploratorium
caused a lot of sensation around the world that even places like museums can be so much
fun and for all the ages.

But it is not only one person who makes the difference it is always a team of
professionals and it is not only the building but the main thing is what is inside it. So the
credit doesn’t entirely goes to F. Oppenheimer for turning the environment at museums
into fully informal learning environment but his whole team of professional plus it was
not just the building design of Exploratorium which made it so popular but it was what
was inside it i.e., the interact exhibitions. Since then all the new science centres/museums
are hands-on and following this trend of hands-on exhibits.
If we look at the history of such institutes, museums use to have what you can call as
curiosity cabins, which people could see but can’t touch. Some universities also started
their own museums. Then came the period where museums would only contain things
related to the identity of the country e.g., nation museum of the country displaying almost
all the major events in the history of the nation. Then came the period of world
expositions in the early 1900s where there were world exhibitions related to one specific
theme let’s say technology and everyone presenting their own model and discoveries.
Next came the era of technical museums like the one in Vienna Technical Museum in
Vienna, Austria or Galleria Nazionale d’arte Moderna in Rome, Italy. Next was the age
of science museums or you can say science centres like Deutsches Museum in Munich,
Germany & Palais de la Decouverte in Paris, France. Oskar von Miller founded the
Deutsches Museum at Munich, Germany in 1903. It’s the world’s largest museum of
science and technology (Wikipedia Website, Deutsches Museum Page).

1.1.6 Planetariums
Nowadays the science centres/museums are also equipped with planetariums. The
planetariums came into being in the 1920s. Planetariums are also very important in
informal education as they show different shows mostly related to space. Earlier on the
planetariums were just showing planetarium shows about space and stars. The theme can
be from Constellations to space exploration and from the big bang to science fiction.
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These days though with companies like IMAX of Canada, Graphic Films, and
McGillvary-Freeman Films, both from USA have made short films not just about space
but also about other topics of science, different cultures of past and present, myths and
legends. With these developments the world of planetariums have become like a minicinema. The films are around 40-50 minutes in length. These films show the importance
of informal learning with the help of planetariums. So although planetariums were found
in the first quarter of the 20th century they actually didn’t become famous until quite
recently mainly because of these new film making companies started their business.
Planetariums are also very important in informal education.

1.1.7 Critique of the Science Centres/Museums
Different people have questioned the importance of science centres/museums stating
weather these institutes are related with any kind of education either informal or formal.
In 1998, J. Bradburne while working as a director at New Metropolis made a harsh
critique against the newly-born science centre movement in his article “Dinosaurs and
white elephants: the science center in the twenty-first century.” His main argument was
that there is no future for science centres because their lack of adaptation and inefficiency
(Bradburne, 1998). It turned out to be Bradburne’s critics were based on single cases only
i.e., New Metropolis in Amsterdam, The Netherlands but in reality the figures from
different science centres didn’t support his theory. He said science centres are not willing
to change but renewing is the main character of science centres. His idea about science
centres was to put a lot of computers and make interactive exhibits using the computers.
This idea didn’t become popular among the visitors and New Metropolis became
bankrupt and was later brought by another group who named it NEMO.
Visitors of the science centres, museums & exhibitions come from almost all age groups.
They learn at these institutes by formal & informal education. Formal is when they learn
a certain phenomenon of science and informal when they notice the real life example
related with that phenomenon all this they learn by interacting with the exhibits. The
visitors are not only gaining education but at the same time having fun by playing around
with the interactive exhibits. So, the potential of these institutes in the field of education
either informal or formal is very huge and the future of this field is very bright. All these
developments brought about new terms like public understand of science (PUS), handson exhibits, and interactive exhibits etc.

1.1.8 Science Centers, Planetariums & Public Understanding of Science
Science centers & planetariums are one of the forms of museums (Burcaw, 1997). He
puts them in the category of science museums. Science centers/planetariums used to quite
dull places in the past. People would only visit them once in their lives and mostly kids
were excited about visiting them. There were not any interactive things. It was more like
a static exhibition where you go and just look at the things but no interaction with them.
In the recent times science centers/planetariums have become very popular among the
people. All this was possible with the advances in technology. Now we don’t have the
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static exhibition of the past anymore but we get to see a lot of dynamic and interactive
things which help in learning new things about science and its uses. Now almost every
age group is excited about visiting science centers/planetariums from kids to older
people. This was only possible because now science centers/planetariums are very
interactive and people learn new things from visiting them. Some of the things which
make a good exhibition are eye-catching, safe, secure, good looking, get attention,
worthwhile, interactive etc (Burcaw, 1997). Good exhibitions have a specific idea and are
well sketched out. He also points out some of the things which make a good science
center/planetarium like it should be safe, secure & sturdy, meaningful, interactive, part of
the theme of the science center/planetarium, educational etc. Good science
centers/planetariums follow a theme and everything goes with that theme. We should
make the things at the science centers/planetariums easier for people of all age to
understand but at the same time making them interactive. We should design the science
centers/planetariums keeping in view that all of its visitors don’t know what really
science is or in other ways we can say that the visitors at the science centers/planetariums
are dumb about science centers/planetariums themselves. We can make very good
science centers/planetariums by creating interest for its visitors. Visitor studies concept
came into being from creating interest for the visitors.

1.1.9 Visitor Studies
Now, we get back to the exhibit units of the science centres/museums. The science
centres/museums keep changing their exhibit units from time to time and also their
planetarium shows as to keep their audience attracted towards them. An important aspect
to see whether the audience of a science centre/museum are increasing or decreasing is by
doing visitor studies. There are three common ways of conducting the visitor studies
either you can observe them, interview them or ask them to fill a questionnaire.

Visitor studies are about observing the visitors of a science centre/museum in order to
understand needs of the visitors. It is also very important when change is required in the
science centres/museums. It also helps in increasing the attracting power of the museum,
holding power and learning power of their visitors (Hein, 1992).

1.1.10 George E. Hein
Hein is one of the most famous researchers of visitor studies. Hein (1998) describes the
aim of visitor studies obviously as follows:
“Visitor studies are carried out because we are interested in finding out what visitors
think and how they feel about their visits. The actual empirical work of visitor studies
has to be limited to a study of human behavior. No matter how much we wish to
ascribe meaning to this behavior, and no matter how much we may believe that the
significant action takes place in the mind, we must still begin with what people
actually do and say. Whether more quantitatively or qualitatively inclined, all
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researchers and evaluators are limited by what they can actually “see”(or “hear” or
“feel”) about others, and the only attributes that are directly available to us are
people’s behavior, or changes in that behavior.”
Hein (1998) has described three approaches that are relevant to assessing the results of
the educative function of museums and science centers.
1. Visitor assessing and finding whether a visitor has learned anything from a visit to
a museum or science center.
2. Evaluation of the activity itself and finding whether exhibits make impact.
3. Research on how people learn in general and application of the result to formal
learning.

1.1.11 History of Visitor Studies
Higgins was the first person who studied visitors to the Liverpool Museum in 1884 and
classified them as Students and Observers. He also emphasized the educational value of
museums. In the first half of the 20th century, Benjamin Ives Gilman and Alma Wittlin
wrote about visitor studies. Then in 1949 Alma Wittlin wrote a book on the history of
museums. She made new galleries at University Museum of Archeology and Ethnology
at Cambridge and studied the visitors. She was mainly concerned about what visitors
think about museums and what is the reaction of the visitors to the exhibits?

1.1.12 The International Council of Museums
There is no noticeable work in the field of visitor studies from 1950 to 1995 but during
the late 1960s people started researching about visitors studies again. Many researchers
researched visitor studies but with no real success. One noticeable thing to happen just
before this period is The International Council of Museums (ICOM). It was created in
1946. It is an international organization of museums and museum professionals and a
non-governmental organization maintaining formal relations with and having a
consultative status with UNESCO. It carries out part of UNESCO's programme for
museums. Based in Paris, France, the ICOM Headquarters houses both the ICOM
Secretariat and the UNESCO-ICOM Museum Information Centre (Wikipedia Website,
International Council of Museums Page).
I have come to the conclusion that from 1950s to 1990s it was quite a long period with no
research in visitor studies. I mean research about visitor studies was carried out but with
no real success. But the main reason being that during all these 45 years or so new kind
of hands-on interactive science centres/ museums came into being. With such a huge
change in the museums there was no need for visitor studies as people were already
drawn in excellent numbers to the museums already. Exploratorium was created in 1969
and in the 1970s and 1980s all the museums and science centres turned themselves in to
hands-on as well. It was a start of a new era for the science centres/museums. Many new
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science centres/museums also came into being. Then the problem of being competitive
came into being when there were many science centres/museums competing against each
other and people also started to get bored from the same old exhibits. Science
centres/museums started changing their exhibits to be competitive and attract more
visitors than their rivals. Researchers went back to study the visitor studies theories in the
need of deriving a success plan for their science centres/museums.

1.1.13 Bright 1990s
According to Evan (1995) the physical factors can support or limit visitors comfort and
attention to exhibit components. Hadge (1995) suggested human factors are crucial for
learning in museums and science centers.
Hein (1998) noticed the fact that visitor comfort is an important prerequisite for visitor
learning. The comfort factors’ ranges from simple physical comfort for example light
level, wall colors, placement of exits and entrances to psychological conditions for
example noise, crowds etc. According to him it is necessary factor for learning in science
centres/museums.

1.1.14 Labelling in the Science Centres/Museums
Davidson (1991) states that increasing accessibility to the physical and intellectual
contents of an exhibition doubled average visitor time in a gallery. Adding the labels can
double visitor time on the exhibits (Pear 1984) as well as knowledge gained from it
(Hein, 1998). According to Bitgood (1987) changing placement, content, style and length
of labels, the time that visitors spend on exhibits will increase dramatically. Hein (1998)
states that although a majority of visitors appear to ignore labels as they walk through an
exhibition, or do not pause long enough to “read” the text, based on knowledge of
common reading speeds, some still capture the content of the interpretive materials.

1.1.15 Learning in Science Centres/Museums
According to Hein (1998) learning in museums is directly related to the theories of
education as it is also a kind of learning but in informal environment. He says:
Understanding learning as a developmental process has given rise to two different
kinds of approaches to studying visitor learning. On the one hand, researchers have
focused on categorizing visitors by their previous experience with museums and their
familiarity with the subjects on display. On the other hand, visitors have been studied
in terms of their general stages of development, with younger and older children and
adults considered unique categories of visitors.
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Perry (1992) explains his six factors for a successful museum experience for learning as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Curiosity: The visitor is surprised and intrigued.
Confidence: The visitor has a sense of competence.
Challenge: The visitor perceives that there is something to work towards.
Control: The visitor has a sense of self-determination and control.
Play: The visitor experiences sensory enjoyment and playfulness.
Communication: The visitor engages in meaningful social interaction.

Falk and Dierking (1995) recommended a list of attributes of visitor learning at the
museums at the Annapolis Conference in 1995 as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Museums make content and ideas accessible, facilitating intellectual
“connections” and bringing together disparate facts, ideas and feelings.
Museums affect values and attitudes, for example facilitating comfort with
cultural differences or developing environmental ethics.
Museums promote cultural, community and family identity.
Museums foster visitor interest and curiosity, inspiring self confidence and
motivation to pursue future learning and life choices.
Museums affect how visitors think and approach their worlds, in contrast to what
they think.

According to Hein (1998) learning can only take place when exhibits are presented in
pedagogical order to the visitors. Visitors learn by what they see, interact and manipulate
in the science centres/museums. He stresses that interactivity is very important in
learning and believes that there won’t be any learning without interaction. Roschelle
(1995) believes that learning proceeds primarily from prior knowledge and secondary
from the presented materials.
In his conclusion Hein (1998) says that there have been many visitor studies conducted in
the last decade but the literature for visitor studies is very limited. Many people still argue
the educational goals of science centres/museums. Many visitor studies have been
unsuccessful as people didn’t know what to ask to their visitors. Visitor studies are like a
project where its outlines and goals should be defined before starting it. Most of the
science centres/museums just start doing visitors studies just because they want to find
out what do their visitors likes/dislikes with no goals of their visitor studies. They just
want to make big statistical books. Such visitor a study doesn’t help the science
centres/museums field and make the people thinks about the validity of the visitor
studies. The main aim/goal of the visitor studies should be to make changes and
improvements in the exhibits/planetarium programmes. According to Serrell (1996)
visitor studies are not optional in science centres/museums but it is mandatory.
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1.2 Aim of this study
I started my internship and field work at Framtidsmuseet at Borlange, Sweden in January
2007. Its part of my degree programme of Master’s in Science Communication. I did my
internship till almost the end of March 2007. It included helping the workers of the
science centre with their daily life works. It was a good experience and helped me in
learning about the life of the employees of a museum/science centre. I made a TouchScreen Visitor’s Survey Questionnaire Programme as my thesis field work. It was also a
need of the Framtidsmuseet itself. They were trying to find a person who can do this task
for them. As my background is in computer science so it was easier for me to design,
develop and deploy this programme for them. The main aim of the programme for the
museum was to get a feedback from their visitors. So the Framtidsmuseet can change
itself according to the feedback of their visitors. This would increase their visitors’
interest in the museum. The museum wanted to make some unique way of getting the
feedback from their visitors. They didn’t want a student sitting near the entrance asking
each visitor questions for 2 to 3 minutes to get the feedback. So they thought about a
touch-screen programme to get their visitors feedback. I also went to England as part of
my thesis field work and I have written a small report about my England trip in the
appendix I.

1.3 Framtidsmuseet
Framtidsmuseet is very unique in way that it’s located in the folketshus at Borlange as
it’s the only museum to be in folketshus in entire Sweden. It was a very political decision
to make a museum in the folketshus and only possible in Dalarna county. The museum is
located very close to the centrum area (city centre). It’s also quite close to the railway and
bus stations making it easily accessible for the visitors from different cities.
Framtidsmuseet opens from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday while Monday when it opens from 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm. During the weekends the
museum opens from 12:00 pm to 5:00 pm. There are two planetarium shows on each
Saturdays and Sundays. The visitors at the Framtidsmuseet are different age groups from
all over Sweden. Most of the visitors are from Dalarna county and the surrounding
counties. It’s very rare for the museum to have visitors from outside Sweden but during
the summers a few Germans visitors come wondering around the museum. Age group
can by any from below 10 to 55+.
The Framtidsmuseet consists of four parts namely exhibitions, planetarium
(Kosmorama), LEGO educational centre and the museum shop.
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1.3.1 Exhibitions
The exhibits at the museum are for all ages and include exhibits like the star chimney,
flight simulator, the tornado, mind ball, cubic metre, the after shining wall, soap bubble
ring, the backwards voice, turn the lights on. There are more than one hundred exhibits at
the Framtidsmuseet in addition to the temporary exhibition. In the temporary exhibition
they can have exhibitions on different themes from photos galleries to sculptures etc.

1.3.2 Planetarium Kosmorama

The Planetarium at Framtidsmuseet is called Kosmorama. It’s an integral part of the
Framtidsmuseet. They have almost 10-12 different planetarium shows. They also have
dedicated shows twice a day on Saturday and Sunday. The projector they use for
planetarium shows is almost 20 years old but its still working as smooth as a new one. It
has a capacity of 45 seats. It is equipped with a computer, sound system, planetarium
projector and a slide projector. The planetarium programmes can either by slide shows or
showing the space using the planetarium projector. The museum is doing around 10-12
planetarium shows in a week and around 600 annually.
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1.3.3 LEGO Educational Centre

LEGO education centre is an important part of the Framtidsmuseet. They have two main
events annually namely “Robotkampen” and “FIRST LEGO League”.
1.3.3.1 Robotkampen
“Robotkampen” is an event where kids of around 8-14 years old take part. The museum
makes a special kind of circuit and the participating teams are given around six hours to
build their robot according to the circuit. Once the races begin there are firstly three
rounds with two competitors going head to head. After the end of the third round the top
eight teams go into quarter-finals. The winners of quarter-finals go into the semi-finals
and then the Final. Below are some photos from the Robotkampen 2007.
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1.3.3.2 FIRST LEGO League
“FIRST LEGO League” is an annual competition of Lego made robots. It’s held in
November every year. The winner of this competition takes part in the “FIRST LEGO
League Scandinavia”. The winner represents Sweden at the “FIRST LEGO League
Scandinavia”. This competition draws a lot of attention in Sweden and people from all
over Sweden takes part in it.

1.3.4 Framtidsmuseet Shop

The Framtidsmuseet shop has something for everyone. There are toys for kids and
souvenirs for older people. There is always something to remember your visit at the
museum. Following are some photos of a few items at the Framtidsmuseet shop on the
next page.
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2. Methods
2.1 Field Study
This study is a Master’s thesis in Science Communication at Dalarna University. My
research has been conducted at Framtidsmuseet at Borlange, Sweden from January 2007
to May 2007. I’m a Master’s student of Science Communication and have done my
Internship and field work at Framtidsmuseet at Borlange, Sweden.
Now I explain the details of my field study which I done from January, 2007 to almost
June, 2007.

2.1.1 The Beginning
The main aim of my field work was to make a touch-screen visitor’s survey programme
that would be used as a tool for visitor studies by the museum staff. During January, 2007
I had meetings with the Museum Chief Elisabet Eronn. She is also my local supervisor at
the museum assigning me different tasks during my internship period. Earlier on she just
asked me to design a beta version of the programme which they can test among the staff
of the museum and see how it goes. After the successful testing of the beta version she
along with his other museum staff prepared the questionnaire to be used in my touchscreen visitor’s survey programme during almost the end of February. The questionnaire
was first prepared in English but Elisabet Eronn herself translated it into Swedish as
Swedish being her mother tongue. I started my work of designing this programme during
the month of January, 2007. I made web–based application for this project using
HyperText Markup Language (HTML), Active Server Pages (ASP) along with Microsoft
Access database for the data storage.

2.1.2 Planning & Designing
After getting the specifications from Elisabet Eronn for the project I started off the
project by designing all the technical things related to software development like activity
diagrams, data flow diagrams and flow charts. I have put all the activity diagrams, data
flow diagrams and flow charts in the appendix of this report.
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2.1.3 Beta Version
The deadline for the beta version was February 5, 2007 as I was having a week’s vacation
to Turkey from 6th till 12th of February 2007. So, I made up the beta version and deployed
it on a museum machine before I went on my vacation. When I came back from Turkey
after my vacation I found out that beta version was liked by the museum staff and
Elisabet Eronn herself as well. The design of the page was same like the website of
Framtidsmuseet and the layout of questions was also appreciated and along with the
insertion of the filled questionnaires into a Microsoft Access database. The beta version
contained only five questions. It was a small prototype of the real project.

2.1.4 Programming
After the success of the beta version I started working on the complete touch-screen
visitor’s survey questionnaire programme. I programmed in HyperText Markup
Language (HTML) and Active Server Pages (ASP) languages. For the database I used the
Microsoft Access database as it was easier to be found in the package of Microsoft Office
rather than going for a designated database like oracle. Another option was to use the
open source database but as the application was to work on a stand alone machine so the
easier solution was to install Microsoft Windows 2000 Server Edition on the machine
along with the Microsoft Access Database. HTML executes in Internet Explorer browser
version 5.0+ but to execute ASP we need to install Personal Web Server (PWS). PWS
comes along with the pack of Microsoft Windows 2000 Server Edition. So, after the
successful installation of Microsoft Windows 2000 Server Edition I installed the
Microsoft Access database and then finally I installed Personal Web Server. ASP coding
makes it possible for a web–based application to be connected with a database. Once it’s
connected with the database then it saves all the values filled in the questionnaire by a
visitor in the database. Actually all these installation were done before the deployment of
the beta version. Later on in the report I would tell in more detail about the softwares and
hardware requirements and the ones that I used in this project.

2.1.5 Testing & Deployment
So the month of March, 2007 was mostly spent in programming. For a week during
March, 2007 from 16th till 22nd I went to England as part of my thesis field work to
observe how the museums operates in the United Kingdom and try to find out any main
differences. A small report about my England visit is being put in the appendix of this
report. So, by the end of March, 2007 I finished my programming and the programme
was reading for testing and then finally its deployment on a museum’s machine. Testing
and deployment of the project was done during the earlier part of April, 2007. I made 164
test cases for the programme and test them in three iterations. So as to be sure that the
programme is working perfectly. I have copied all the test cases and their results in the
appendix of this report. All the test cases were passed and then came the step of project’s
deployment on a museum’s machine. The programme was successfully installed on a
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museum’s machine but later on we had to made a couple of changes as one question was
being added by Professor Lars Broman and one or two were asked to be changed by
Elisabet Eronn. The machine was placed just besides the entrance of the museum so the
visitors can fill it out either on their entrance to the museum or on their way out of it. It
was decided that to lure the visitors to fill out the questionnaire they would be given a
small souvenir for filling out the questionnaire. That was the idea in displaying a secret
code along with the thanks message after the successful completion of the questionnaire.
So the visitors can tell their names along with the secret codes to get a small souvenir of
the Framtidsmuseet to make their visit memorable.

2.1.6 Maintenance & Feedback
Making a project is not as hard as looking after it and maintaining its popularity among
its audience. So after the first installment of the programme Elisabet Eronn decided to
change the questionnaire from time to time because of two reasons. First to get a
feedback for all the exhibits and whatever is present in the museum and secondly the
regular visitors to the museum don’t get bored with the same questionnaire. So during the
month of April and May, 2007 I visited the Framtidsmuseet consistently to see that the
programme is working well as part of its maintenance. Late in the month of June, 2007 or
in early July, 2007 we are supposed to change the questions in the programme.

2.1.7 Software Architecture
I used the 2–tier architecture for my application with one layer of application and one for
the data. The application was running on the server machine and execution on the server
as well as there are no clients in this project. So it was a stand alone server who was
running and executing the application at the same time rather than the normal cycle of
server running the application but its being executed on client machines. As it’s an
application for a single machine so no need of clients.
2.1.7.1 Application Layer
Application layer is the front end of the application. It’s the graphical interface of the web
pages. The visitor fills out the questionnaire programme using the front end of the
application. Only this layer is visible to the visitor.
2.1.7.2 Data Layer
All the data related functions are done at the back end of the application. Like the storage
of data in the access database. This layer is invisible to the visitor.
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2.1.8 Softwares & Hardware
Before I started developing the touch-screen visitor’s survey questionnaire programme I
made sure that the museum has all the required softwares & hardware available to make
it run and execute on a machine. The museum was able to provide me with all the
softwares I need for my programme. I used the following softwares for this project.
2.1.8.1 Microsoft Windows 2000 Server Edition
Its one of the best platforms to run ASP applications connected with a database. Its
memory management is also better compared with the other edition of Microsoft
Windows. Although latest version of Microsoft Windows Server is much better than this
one but its cost is also quite high. That’s why we relied on this old server edition of 2000.
2.1.8.2 HyperText Markup Language (HTML)
HTML is one of the premier tools available on the market for designing websites. I
designed the programme using this language. It’s excellent for making the structure of the
web pages. I have added screen shots of the web pages in the appendix of this report
2.1.8.3 Active Server Pages (ASP)
The entire web pages can be designed in HTML but the only use of ASP is to connect the
pages with a database. So I used ASP to connect all the questions of the questionnaire to
the database so that I can retrieve the collected data from the database to analyze it.
2.1.8.4 JavaScript (JS)
JS is a scripting language. Scripting languages are used to add validations on the web
pages. I used it to put validations on all questions that until all the questions on a page are
not answered the page shouldn’t move to the next step. I have added error message
screen-shots in the appendix of this report.
2.1.8.5 Microsoft Access Database
Microsoft Access database is probably the most common known and available database
in the market as most of the people don’t know about open office database which is
available free of charge. I decided to use this database as this project is small and
Framtidsmuseet won’t be willing to buy a designated database like oracle while at the
same time this access database can give us 100% the same functionality I want from a
database for my project.
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2.1.8.6 Adobe Photoshop CS
Adobe Photoshop CS is used to making superior graphical quality. I used it to design the
photos of the exhibits to be displayed on the questionnaire programme in the question
about the favourite exhibit of the visitor. Even though Adobe Photoshop CS 2 is available
in the market as well but since I had my own Adobe Photoshop CS so there was not need
to spend money buying the latest version.
2.1.8.7 Hardware
The machine we used at the museum to execute our programme had the following
specifications:
•
•
•
•

14” LG Touch-Screen
Pentium-III 850 MHz
256 MB RAM
16 MB VGA

It’s perfect for the execution of the programme. The most important thing was the touchscreen because without the touch-screen the programme wouldn’t work as we planned to
make the visitor survey using the latest technology available. At first Framtidsmuseet
borrowed the touch-screen from Hogskolan Dalarna with the help of Professor Lars
Broman but they plan to buy their own very soon in the near future.

2.2 Methodology
I used only one data collection strategies namely questionnaires as my field work was
totally based on the making of Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Questionnaire Programme.
So, that’s why I used only one methodology.

2.2.1 Questionnaire
Questionnaire designed for my touch-screen visitor’s survey programme contained a set
of questions which had multiple-choice answers. So, the users tick the most appropriate
answer from the listed answers. The questionnaire was solely designed by Elisabet Eronn,
Museum Chief, along with other concerned staff at the Framtidsmuseet. It contained
sixteen questions. The questionnaire was divided into four sections but the sections aren’t
mentioned on the questionnaire itself. The first section contains questions about the
visitor like what is his/her age, gender and location. The second section included
questions related to the visit of the museum. There are questions like have you been to
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the museum before? How did you hear about the museum? With whom are you visiting
the museum? The third section contains questions related to the exhibit units at the
museums. I have put six photos of different exhibit units on the questionnaire so it’s
easier even for the kids to decide which exhibit they liked the best. I am also changing the
exhibits units on the questionnaire from time to time so there is a response for most of the
exhibit units at the museum. There is also another question in the section that which kind
of science the user likes the most. So depending on the results of this question the
museum tries to make the new exhibit units related to the science which gets the most
number of percent from the users. The fourth and last section contained questions about
the museum particularly about the planetarium, the museum shop and the entire museum
experience. The visitor have to grade the planetarium show, the museum shop and the
over all museum experience. The questionnaire was initially made in English but Elisabet
Eronn translated it into Swedish. The following table displays the questions of the
questionnaire used for my touch-screen visitor’s survey questionnaire programme.
Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Questionnaire Programme
Question 1 Gender?
1. Boy/Girl 2. Male/Female
Answers
Question 2 Age?
1. 1-12 2. 13-19 3. 20-25 4. 26-40 5. 40-55 6. 55+
Answers
Question 3 Location?
1. Dalarna 2. Nearby County 3. Rest of Sweden 4. Outside
Answers
Sweden
Question 4 You have come to Framtidsmuseet with?
1. School 2. Family 3. Friends 4. Alone
Answers
Question 5 How have you heard about Framtidsmuseet?
1. Family 2. Friend 3. Radio/TV/Newspaper Advertisement 4.
Answers
Others
Question 6 Have you been here before?
1. Yes 2. No
Answers
Question 7 How many times have you been here before?
1. 1 2. 2-5 3. 6-9 4. More than 10
Answers
Question 8 Which kind of science do you like?
1. Astronomy 2. Social/Natural Sciences 3. Sports 4.
Answers
Engineering 5. Others
Question 9 Favourite Exhibit?
1. The Star Chimney 2. Plane Simulator 3. Cubic Metre 4. Soap
Answers
Bubble Ring 5. The Backwards Voice 6. Turn the Lights on
Question 10 Did you see the Planetarium Show?
1. Yes 2. No
Answers
Question 11 Grade the Planetarium Show?
1. Very Good 2. Good 3. Normal 5. Poor
Answers
Question 12 What kind of Planetarium Show you like?
1. Constellations 2. The Big Bang 3. Space Exploration 4.
Answers
Science Fiction
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Question 13
Answers
Question 14
Answers
Question 15
Answers
Question 16
Answers

Did you buy anything from the shop?
1. Yes 2. No
Grade the Framtidsmuseet Shop?
1. Very Good 2. Good 3. Normal 5. Poor
Grade the entire Framtidsmuseet?
1. Very Good 2. Good 3. Normal 5. Poor
Would you like to visit the Framtidsmuseet again?
1. Yes 2. No

2.3 Data Analysis
The data from the questionnaires was automatically saved to a Microsoft Access
database. The data from the access database is easily transferred to Microsoft Excel sheet.
The data of questionnaires was analyzed by using pivot table in excel and different results
were generated using different parameters such as gender and age group. There were 16
questions. I used age and gender parameters for the remaining 14 questions in the pivot
tables. Then I drew bar-charts and data tables for the results. Microsoft Excel files can
also be opened with the famous statistics analysis tool called SPSS. So, a touch-screen
visitor’s survey questionnaire programme is perfect for data analysis.
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3. Results & Analysis
I planned to collect the data after having the programme on display for 2 months. So, that
I can analyze it and write a small report on the data collected. But when I put the TouchScreen Visitor’s Survey Questionnaire Programme on display at the Framtidsmuseet for
the first time, the management of the Framtidsmuseet asked for a couple of changes in the
programme which took almost three weeks like for example one of the change they asked
for was to replace the names of exhibits in the question of favourite exhibit with photos
of those exhibits so that even small kids who don’t pay attention to the labels would be
able to answer this question easily. So, in the end I collected the data for only one month
and a few more days. Total database record collected during that time was 55. Each
database record equals one filled questionnaire. The results & analysis of the
questionnaires were generated using Microsoft Excel bar charts and making customize
data tables for each bar chart. The data from the questionnaire was automatically saved
into a Microsoft Access database. From there on I imported the data into a Microsoft
Excel sheet. Then I used that excel sheet to draw the bar charts and data tables for each
question using age and gender as the constant parameters with age divided into two
groups of 1-19 years old and 20+ years old plus two groups of gender i.e., male and
female. So in total I had four groups on x-axis and the counting on the y-axis. Following
are the bar charts and the data sheets from all the questions used in the survey.

3.1 Location
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Borlange
Rest of Dalarna
Rest of Sweden
Outside Sweden

1-19 Females

20+ Females

1-19 Males

Age & Gender

20+ Males
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3.1.1 Data Sheet
Borlange
Rest of Dalarna
Rest of Sweden
Outside Sweden
Total

1-19 Females
1
0
7
2
10

20+ Females
5
4
8
1
18

1-19 Males
3
6
5
1
15

20+ Males
4
5
2
1
12

Total
13
15
22
5
55

3.1.2 Analysis
Almost half of the visitors, 28 out of 55, came from Dalarna among them 13 were from
Borlange and 15 from the rest of Dalarna. 18 of these 28 visitors were males. 22 visits
came from rest of Sweden with 15 among them being females. So according to this
survey we can say that females like to travel in Sweden in search of seeing a good
science centre/museum. Remaining 5 visitors came from outside Sweden.

3.2 Came to the Framtidsmuseet with
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Alone
Family
Friends
School

1-19 Females

20+ Females

1-19 Males

20+ Males

Age & Gender

3.2.1 Data Sheet
Alone
Family
Friends
School
Total

1-19 Females
0
6
0
4
10

20+ Females
0
9
3
6
18

1-19 Males
0
9
1
5
15

20+ Males
2
6
1
3
12

Total
2
30
5
18
55
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3.2.1 Analysis
Only 2 male visitors came to the Framtidsmuseet alone while 5 visitors including 3
females and 2 males came to the museum with their friends. 30 visitors came with their
family which included even numbers of males and females i.e., 15. 18 visitors including
10 females and 8 males came to the museum with their schools. So, two of the main
groups of visitors to the museum are schools and families.

3.3 Heard about Framtidsmuseet through
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Advertisement
Family
Friend
Others

1-19 Females

20+ Females

1-19 Males

20+ Males

Age & Gender

3.3.1 Data Sheet
1-19 Females
Advertisement
Family
Friend
Others
Total

0
4
2
4
10

20+
Females
2
4
4
8
18

1-19 Males

20+ Males

Total

0
5
6
4
15

0
4
1
7
12

2
17
13
23
55

3.3.2 Analysis
Now we talk about how the visitors heard about the Framtidsmuseet. 2 of the visitors
heard about the Framtidsmuseet through advertisement. 30 visitors heard either from
family or friend with 17 hearing from families including 8 females and 9 males and 13
from friends including 6 females and 7 males. Remaining 23 visitors heard about the
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museum from other sources. Most of the visitors in this survey heard about the museum
from other sources which are kind of unknown to the Framtidsmuseet but its good as long
as such sources keeps on increasing the visitors of the museum.

3.4 Came to the Framtidsmuseet Before
12
10
8

No

6

Yes

4
2
0
1-19 Females

20+ Females

1-19 Males

20+ Males

Age & Gender

3.4.1 Data Sheet
No
Yes
Total

1-19 Females
6
4
10

20+ Females
6
12
18

1-19 Males
3
12
15

20+ Males
4
8
12

Total
19
36
55

3.4.2 Analysis
36 visitors out of 55 have visited the Framtidsmuseet before including 20 males and 16
females while it was the first visit for the remaining 19 visitors which included 12
females and 7 males. It’s a good sign for the museum that most of the visitors in this
survey have visited the museum before.
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3.5 Number of earlier visits
12
10
8

0

6

1 to 9
10+

4
2
0
1-19 Females

20+ Females

1-19 Males

20+ Males

Age & Gender

3.5.1 Data Sheet
0
1-9
10+
Total

1-19 Females
6
2
2
10

20+ Females
6
11
1
18

1-19 Males
3
11
1
15

20+ Males
4
3
5
12

Total
19
27
9
55

3.5.2 Analysis
As we know from our previous question in the survey that 19 visitors including 12
females and 7 males didn’t visited the museum before. So out of the remaining 36, 27
were having in between second to ninth visit to the museum. Out of these 27 13 were
females and 14 males. Remaining 9 visitors were visiting the museum for more than 10th
time. So out of the total 55 visitors in this survey 36 have been to the museum before
which is the evidence of the holding power of the museum.
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3.6 Favourite Science
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Astronomy
Engineering
Others
Soc/Nat Sciences
Sports

1-19 Females

20+ Females

1-19 Males

20+ Males

Age & Gender

3.6.1 Data Sheet
Astronomy
Engineering
Others
Soc/Nat
Sciences
Sports
Total

1-19 Females 20+ Females
0
1
0
9
5
2

1-19 Males
3
2
1

20+ Males
3
3
2

Total
7
14
10

4

5

5

3

17

1
10

1
18

4
15

1
12

7
55

3.6.2 Analysis
Among the favourite kind of science for the visitors, 7 each liked astronomy and sports. It
included 6 and 5 males for astronomy and sports respectively. Females are quite keen on
engineering with 9 females favouring it out of 14 visitors who liked engineering. In social
and national sciences it there are 17 visitors with both of them equally distributed. While
in other kinds of sciences there are 10 visitors with 7 females and 3 males. There is no
specific trend appearing in this question apart from females favouring engineering and
males are into astronomy and sports.
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3.7 Favourite Exhibit
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Cubic Metre
Plane Simulator
Soap Bubble Ring
The Backwards Voice
Star Chimney

1-19 Females

20+ Females

1-19 Males

20+ Males

Age & Gender

3.7.1 Data Sheet
Cubic Metre
Plane Simulator
Soap Bubble
Ring
The Backwards
Voice
Star Chimney
Total

1-19 Females
1
2

20+ Females
0
4

1-19 Males
0
3

20+ Males
1
3

Total
2
12

4

7

8

4

23

2

5

2

2

11

1
10

2
18

2
15

2
12

7
55

3.7.2 Analysis
Among the category of favourite exhibit, 23 visitors liked soap bubble ring with both
females and males evenly balanced. 12 visitors liked the plane simulator with females
and males exactly equal in numbers. 11 visitors liked the backwards voice among them 7
females and 4 males. 7 visitors liked star chimney while only 2 visitors chose cubic metre
as their favourite exhibit. So, the soap bubble rings proves to be the best exhibit among
all the 4 age groups.
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3.8 Planetarium Show
12
10
8

No

6

Yes

4
2
0
1-19 Females

20+ Females

1-19 Males

20+ Males

Age & Gender

3.8.1 Data Sheet
No
Yes
Total

1-19 Females
5
5
10

20+ Females
11
7
18

1-19 Males
7
8
15

20+ Males
6
6
12

Total
29
26
55

3.8.2 Analysis
Amazingly many visitors didn’t see the planetarium show. It could either be because they
visited the museum when there were no planetarium shows. Another reason can be the
planetarium show fee as the visitors have to pay exactly the same amount for the
planetarium show as for the entrance to the museum i.e., 30 krones. Out of 29 visitors
who didn’t see that planetarium show 16 were females and 13 males. While among the 26
visitors who watched the planetarium show 12 were females and 14 males. No specific
trending appearing in the results. Another reason for not watching the planetarium show
is that the museum has 10-12 planetarium shows and the visitors have often seen the
show before. This was told to me by the museum staff when I inquired why not many
people see the planetarium show.
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3.9 Grading the Planetarium Show
5
4
Normal

3

Good

2

V. Good

1
0
1-19 Females

20+ Females

1-19 Males

20+ Males

Age & Gender

3.9.1 Data Sheet
Normal
Good
V. Good
Total

1-19 Females
1
1
3
5

20+ Females
1
1
5
7

1-19 Males
1
2
5
8

20+ Males
0
2
4
6

Total
3
6
17
26

3.9.2 Analysis
Well in the grading of the planetarium show 17 visitors out of the 26 visitors who saw the
planetarium show graded it as very good being the best grade in the survey. It included 8
females and 9 males. 6 visitors graded the show as good with 4 males and 2 females
while remaining 3 visitors graded the planetarium show as normal. So out of the 26
visitors who watched the planetarium show 23 grade it either as good or very good. It
shows the value of the planetarium shows made the Framtidsmuseet. Even though they
are still using an almost 20 years old projector but the shows that they are producing are
rated very highly by their visitors.
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3.10 Favourite Planetarium Show
14
12
10
8
6
4
2

Science Fiction
Space Exploration
Constellations
The Big Bang

0
1-19 Females

20+ Females

1-19 Males

20+ Males

Age & Gender

3.10.1 Data Sheet
Science Fiction
Space
Exploration
Constellations
The Big Bang
Total

1-19 Females
0

20+ Females
0

1-19 Males
3

20+ Males
2

Total
5

2

2

3

3

10

4
4
10

13
3
18

2
7
15

5
2
12

24
16
55

3.10.2 Analysis
Now we talk about the favourite kind of planetarium show of the visitors. 24 visitors likes
planetarium shows related to constellations and it includes 17 females and 7 males. It
seems Swedish females are quite keen on finding about their future from the
constellations. 16 visitors like planetarium shows related to “The Big Bang” among them
7 females and 9 males. 10 visitors like planetarium shows related to space exploration
including 4 females and 6 males. Only 5 visitors like planetarium shows about science
fiction.
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3.11 Buying from Framtidsmuseet Shop
10
8
No

6

Yes

4
2
0
1-19 Females

20+ Females

1-19 Males

20+ Males

Age & Gender

3.11.1 Data Sheet
No
Yes
Total

1-19 Females
6
4
10

20+ Females
9
9
18

1-19 Males
10
5
15

20+ Males
8
4
12

Total
33
22
55

3.11.2 Analysis
Well, 33 visitors were among those who didn’t buy anything from the Framtidsmuseet
shop including 15 females and 18 males. Remaining 22 bought a thing or two from the
shop including 13 females and 9 males.

3.12 Grading the Framtidsmuseet Shop
10
8

Poor

6

Normal
Good

4

V. Good

2
0
1-19 Females

20+ Females

1-19 Males

Age & Gender

20+ Males
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3.12.1 Data Sheet
Poor
Normal
Good
V. Good
Total

1-19 Females
1
2
4
3
10

20+ Females
0
2
10
6
18

1-19 Males
0
2
9
4
15

20+ Males
0
3
6
3
12

Total
1
9
29
16
55

3.12.2 Analysis
Although 33 visitors didn’t buy anything from the Framtidsmuseet shop but still 45
visitors graded the shop either as good or very good. 29 visitors of them including 14
females and 15 males graded the Framtidsmuseet shop as good and 16 visitors out of the
total 45 which includes 9 females and 7 males graded the Framtidsmuseet shop as very
good. 9 visitors believed it was a normal shop with 4 females and 5 males while only 1
visitor thought it was a poor shop.

3.13 Grading the Entire Framtidsmuseet
12
10
8

Normal

6

Good
V. Good

4
2
0
1-19 Females

20+ Females

1-19 Males

20+ Males

Age & Gender

3.13.1 Data Sheet
Normal
Good
V. Good
Total

1-19 Females
1
4
5
10

20+ Females
0
7
11
18

1-19 Males
2
4
9
15

20+ Males
1
4
7
12

Total
4
19
32
55
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3.13.2 Analysis
Without a doubt 51 visitors graded the entire Framtidsmuseet experience as either very
good or good. Out of these 51, 32 visitors including 16 apiece males and females graded
the museum as very good while the other 19 visitors out of the total 51 graded it as a
good museum. The remaining 4 visitors thought the museum is normal. This result
demonstrates the attracting power of the museum.

3.14 Visiting the Framtidsmuseet Again
18
16
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12
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No
Yes

1-19 Females

20+ Females

1-19 Males

20+ Males

Age & Gender

3.14.1 Data Sheet
No
Yes
Total

1-19 Females
1
9
10

20+ Females
0
18
18

1-19 Males
2
13
15

20+ Males
0
12
12

Total
3
52
55

3.14.2 Analysis
From the total of 55 visitors 52 visitors wants to visit the museum again. It includes 27
females and 25 males. Again this fact speaks about the holding power of the museum.
Only 3 visitors in this survey don’t want to visit the museum again.
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4. Discussion
According to Hein (1998) exhibits at a science centre or museum should be able to make
an impact on its visitors, this helps in the learning of the visitors. For the exhibits to make
an impact they should be interactive or their presentation should be unique and attractive.
Visitor should also be able to see an application of their formal learning at the science
centres and museums. My field work involved in making a touch-screen visitor's survey
questionnaire as the Framtidsmuseet was keen in doing visitor studies. So now I discuss
the results of this research.
The questionnaire was designed by Framtidsmuseet. There were 16 questions in the
questionnaire. I took 2 variables as constant and changed all the other 14 variables one by
one in the charts. I took age and gender variables as constants divided age into two
groups and gender is already 2 so in total I had four groups. Following is a detail
discussion of the results and my findings from it. I did my research on a total of 55
questionnaires as by the time I started writing my thesis report only this many
questionnaires were available. During this one month’s period of collecting the data
around 6282 visitors came to the museums but only 55 filled in the questionnaire. The
percent comes out to be 0.876. We can round it off to 1 person out of each hundred
visitors but still it is appealing.
There are a few reasons for so few visitors filling out the questionnaire. Firstly it was not
mandatory for the visitors to fill in the questionnaire. Secondly the touch-screen visitor’s
survey questionnaire programme was placed opposite to the reception and besides the
entrance, so the visitors did not noticed it because as soon as they enter they buy the
ticket and go in the museum. When they are about to leave after spending almost 1 or 2
hours at the museum they become so tired that they do not have the energy to fill out the
questionnaire because they just want to move out and do something else. After the results
I had a discussion with Elisabet Eronn and I suggested that she should try get more
visitors to fill in the questionnaire because with only 55 questionnaires we can’t
generalize anything no matter how successful results are for the museum because in the
worst–case scenario only the visitors who like the museum are filling out the
questionnaires as the results from these 55 collected questionnaires are so encouraging
showing the attracting and holding power of the Framtidsmuseet.
Note that all the findings are from a small group of 55 visitors and nothing can be
generalized for entire visitors of Framtidsmuseet or entire Swedish visitors to science
centres/museums.
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4.1 Discussion of Results & Findings
The result from any research shows a certain pattern either on the positive or the negative
side for the researcher(s). Now I discuss about the results of the touch-screen visitor’s
survey questionnaire programme.
First question of the survey was about the gender of the visitor. Almost equal number of
males and females filled out the questionnaire with 51% females and 49% males. It’s a
good fact for Framtidsmuseet to have same amount of male and female visitors because it
shows that Framtidsmuseet attracts both the genders.
In term of the age factor I divided up the data into two age groups with the first group
being 1-19 and second 20+. 45% visitors were from the 1–19 age group while remaining
55% from 20+ age group. This is also an encouraging fact for the Framtidsmuseet as it
attracts kids, teenagers and adults alike.
The third question was about the location of the visitor. 51% visitors were from Dalarna
County with 24% being from Borlange, the city where Framtidsmuseet is situated, and
27% visitors from the rest of Dalarna County. The remaining 49% of the visitors included
40% from the rest of Sweden while 9% from outside the Sweden. These stats shows
perfectly distributed visitors for Framtidsmuseet. 50% from Dalarna County, where
Framtidsmuseet is situated, 40% from the rest of Sweden while 10% outside Sweden. It’s
a perfect combination of visitors for a science centre/museum. But I’m pretty sure that
with greater number of visitors filling out the questionnaires these proportions would
change.
87% visitors came to Framtidsmuseet either with their family or school with 55% visitors
coming with family while remaining 32% with school. This highlights that fact
Framtidsmuseet is a common visiting place among the visitors. A lot of school groups
also visit the Framtidsmuseet. Framtidsmuseet is working with schools around the year
with one of their main event “Energi Jakten” (Energy Hunting). As most of its visitors
come with families it increases the visitors as well as revenue because in a family at least
3 or 4 visitors come together. In school events the Framtidsmuseet have sponsors which
also helps it in its revenue.
55% visitors heard about the Framtidsmuseet either from a friend or family. Slightly
more visitors heard it from their families. 42% visitors chose the option of others about
how they heard of the Framtidsmuseet. 3% choose advertisement. I think that internet is
the main source among the 42% visitors who chose others option. Almost everyone is
using internet these days and internet is a very good source of advertisement.
Well 65% of the visitors have visited the Framtidsmuseet before. It’s a clear fact of the
holding power of the Framtidsmuseet. 75% visitors have visitors have visited the
Framtidsmuseet from 1 to 9 times before while 25% have visited it more than 10 times.
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Now we talk about the favourite science of the visitors. 31% visitors liked social and
natural sciences, 25% liked engineering, 18% liked others while 13% each liked
astronomy and sports. This question is related about what kind of new exhibits
Framtidsmuseet wants to add. They want to add new exhibits related to the kind of
science which is most popular among their visitors.
Among the favourite exhibit at the museum, 42% visitors liked the “Soap Bubble Ring”.
22% of the visitors liked the “Plane Simulator” while 20% liked “The Backwards Voice”.
The soap bubble ring is just besides the entrance to the Framtidsmuseet exhibition hall.
During my time at the Framtidsmuseet I have observed that the visitors like to do the
soap bubble ring again and again and not just kids even the adults.
53% visitors did not see the planetarium show. I presume that the planetarium ticket
which costs the same among as the entrance to the Framtidsmuseet is one reason for that.
On the other hand the Framtidsmuseet staff told me that people don’t see show because
we have only 10–12 planetarium shows and they have seen them before.
88% visitors rated the planetarium show as either very good or good. It included 65%
visitors who thought that the planetarium show was very good. Even though the
Framtidsmuseet have a 20 years old planetarium projector but the shows that they have
made are very fun and interesting which makes their audience admire them. These stats
are very positive for the Framtidsmuseet but they want to upgrade their 20 years old
planetarium projector too while keeping this one as well.
Now I talk about the favourite planetarium show of the visitors. 44% visitors like the
planetarium shows related to constellations, 29% about the Big Bang, 18% about space
exploration while 9% about science fiction. Constellations mostly talk about zodiac signs
and these days it’s a common thing on the minds of the people. They are reading about
zodiac signs in the newspapers, magazines, watching on TV, listening on a radio or just
getting a sms about their zodiac sign from their mobile service provider. So, most of the
people are interested in planetarium shows related to constellations which describes about
the zodiac signs as well. One interesting part in the result was that more females were
interested in constellations
60% of the visitors did not buy anything from the Framtidsmuseet shop. I honestly think
that the products at the Framtidsmuseet shop are a bit high priced.
82% visitors rated the Framtidsmuseet shop as either good or very good among them
53% rating it as good. 16% visitors related as normal while only 2% thought that it’s
poor. The shop is nicely decorated and the items at the shop are very attractive. This is an
important factor in attracting the visitors to the shop but convincing them to buy an item
or two is another matter.
93% visitors rated the entire Framtidsmuseet as either good or very good with 59% rating
it as very good. This result clearly outlines the importance of Framtidsmuseet among its
visitors. It speaks for itself.
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The last question of the questionnaire was whether the visitor would like to visit the
Framtidsmuseet again? 95% visitors want to visit the Framtidsmuseet again. This stat
clearly shows the holding power of the Framtidsmuseet.

4.2 Comparison between Standard Questionnaires and TouchScreen Questionnaire
The use of technology has been become widespread among the developed countries of
the world since the last 30 years or so. Sweden being one of the developed countries is
also using technology to its full advantages. Most of the procedures are being automated
by the Swedish companies so it’s easier for their users to use their products saving time
and improving efficiency at the same time. Use of technology among the science
centres/museums has also become very common since the last 3 decades mainly because
of the revolution of the science centres during that time. Some of the examples of the use
of technology are IMAX theaters, planetarium shows and the use of technology in the
interactive exhibits. As far as visitor studies are concern most of the science
centres/museums do it using the paper questionnaires filled in by the visitors or making
interviews with their visitors or simply observing their visitors. Using latest technology
for visitor studies it’s not common among the science centres/museums. One such
example which I came to know was from the Lawrence Hall of Science at Berkeley,
California, USA which was using a computer almost 15-20 years ago to get a feedback
from their visitors (Broman, 2007).
The use of technology makes the things easier and less time consuming for the users
while at the same time making the procedure more efficient. Apart from all these benefits
the user find it more attracting to use the latest technology in giving feedback rather than
the old way of paper questionnaires. For example the use of a touch-screen to fill out a
questionnaire is more attractive to the visitors than for them to fill out a paper
questionnaire. It is also time saving as they just have to do 14 clicks to answer 14
questions while on paper questionnaires they might have to write some words to answer a
question or two. Another advantage of using a touch-screen questionnaire is that the date
is directly stored in the database. It doesn't always have to be touch-screen as science
centres/museums can also use keyboard/mouse as input device. Once the database is
saved in the database its very easy to analyze it and draw conclusions from it while the
survey done using paper questionnaires would need substantial amount of time in
entering all of the collected data from the papers to a computer database. Another reason
to use technology for the visitor survey is that when the visitors get paper questionnaires
some of the visitors don't fill them out instead throw away the paper in a trash-bin. It’s a
waste of a resource of the science centre/museum. Also one resource in person has to be
present to distribute the questionnaires. This also adds up to the expenditure of the
science centre/museum.
One other kind of use of technology to do visitors studies would be to a hand-held
Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) gadget with a touch-screen and ask the questions and
fill out their answer in the PDA. I saw its use last summer in June, 2007 when I was
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travelling back to Pakistan for the summer vacation at the Arlanda Airport in Stockholm.
One guy was asking different kinds of questions about the Arlanda Airport and saving
their answers in a touch-screen PDA. So, considering all the above mentioned benefits of
the use of technology in conducting the visitors studies I come to the conclusion that topnotch science centres/museums should use latest technology to conduct their visitor
studies in order to make the survey easier for their visitors, save time, expenditure and
make the procedure more efficient both for the visitors and themselves.

4.3 Validity & Reliability
It’s very important to check the validity & the reliability of any research. They are two
very important portions of any research.

4.3.1 Validity
Validity of a research shows how valid was the research compared to how valid it was
supposed to be done. In my field study the validity of the research was maintained in the
form of pre-testing. When I designed the touch-screen visitor’s survey questionnaire
programme it was firstly tested by the staff of the museum. They found out that a couple
of things are too difficult for visitors to answer especially young kids. For example in the
question about the favourite exhibit at the Framtidsmuseet we just put their names but as
most of the kids don’t read the labels and the names of the exhibits along with some
adults as well we decided to put photos of the exhibits instead of writing their name in the
questionnaire. We didn’t put the programme on display at the museum until we were sure
that it would be easily answered by the visitors of all ages and genders. We also looked at
the arrangement of questions in the questionnaire and which questions to ask first and
which ones should be asked at the end. So, all of these approaches were used to ensure
the validity of my research.

4.3.2 Reliability
Reliability means that the results would be almost the same if the research was to be
conducted again. There are three major ways of checking the reliability of any research
i.e., test-retest, equivalent form and internal consistency. Each of these methods has its
own way of measuring the consistency of the results.
Test-retest measures consistency from one time to the next. Equivalent-form measures
consistency between two versions of an instrument. Internal-consistency measures
consistency within the instrument (consistency among the questions).
The only way to check the reliability of my research is to do the same questionnaire with
another group of visitors at the Framtidsmuseet.
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4.4 Conclusion
In this touch-screen visitor's survey programme I was able to conduct my research on 55
visitors. So, I can't really generalize anything with this small group of visitors. Also I
can’t generalize anything for entire Swedish population as half of the visitors among the
group are from the Dalarna region. But all in all the results turn out to be very positive for
Framtidsmuseet. It shows the value and worth of the museum among its visitors. It
demonstrates the attracting power of the Framtidsmuseet towards its visitors as well as its
holding power of its visitors. This visitor's studies programme I made for Framditsmuseet
would be at display at the Framtidsmuseet from now onwards. So, they can compare the
results of the data collected later on with the one that I have analyzed. It would be very
interesting to compare different data collected from the programme and try to find out
some patterns or trends among the visitors of the Framtidsmuseet. Overall it was a very
good experience to conduct this research and prepare the results from it.
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6. Appendices
Appendix A
A.1 Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Page 1 (English)
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A.2 Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Page 2 (English)
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A.3 Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Page 1 (Swedish)
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A.4 Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Page 2 (Swedish)
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A.5 Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Page 1 with Error (English)
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A.6 Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Page 2 with Error (English)
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A.7 Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Page 1 with Error (Swedish)
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A.8 Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Page 2 with Error (Swedish)
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A.9 Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Success Page 1 (English & Swedish)
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Appendix B
B.1 Use Case for Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Questionnaire Step 1
(English)
Use Case Number 1

Actors
•

Visitors

Pre – Scenario
•

User is visiting Framtidsmuseet.

Primary Scenario
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

User selects his/her gender.
User selects his/her age group.
User selects his/her location.
User selects with whom he/she is visiting the Framtidsmuseet.
User selects how he/she heard about the Framtidsmuseet.
User clicks on the next button.

Exceptions
•

The programme won’t move to the second step unless all the questions are
answered.
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B.2 Use Case for Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Questionnaire Step 2
(English)
Use Case Number 2

Actors
•

Visitors

Pre – Scenario
•

User has answered all the questions on step 1.

Primary Scenario
1. User selects if he/she has been to the Framtidsmuseet before.
2. If the user has been to the Framtidsmuseet before then he/she selects how many
times he/she have been here before.
3. User selects his/her favourite science.
4. User selects his/her favourite exhibit at the Framtidsmuseet.
5. User selects if he/she has seen the planetarium show at Framtidsmuseet.
6. If the user has seen the planetarium show at Framtidsmuseet then he/she grades
the show.
7. User selects what is his/her favourite topic in the planetarium shows.
8. User selects if he/she brought something from the Framtidsmuseet shop.
9. User selects an appropriate grade for the Framtidsmuseet shop.
10. User selects an appropriate grade for the entire Framtidsmuseet.
11. User selects whether he/she would like to visit the Framtidsmuseet again.
12. User clicks the save button.
Exceptions
•

The programme won’t move to the final step unless all the questions are
answered.
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B.3 User Case for Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Questionnaire Step 1
(Swedish)
Use Case Number 3

Actors
•

Visitors

Pre – Scenario
•

User is visiting Framtidsmuseet.

Primary Scenario
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

User selects his/her gender.
User selects his/her age group.
User selects his/her location.
User selects with whom he/she is visiting the Framtidsmuseet.
User selects how he/she heard about the Framtidsmuseet.
User clicks on the next button.

Exceptions
•

The programme won’t move to the second step unless all the questions are
answered.
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B.4 Use Case for Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Questionnaire Step 2
(Swedish)
Use Case Number 4

Actors
•

Visitors

Pre – Scenario
•

User has answered all the questions in the first step.

Primary Scenario
1. User selects if he/she has been to the Framtidsmuseet before.
2. If the user has been to the Framtidsmuseet before then he/she selects how many
times he/she have been here before.
3. User selects his/her favourite science.
4. User selects his/her favourite exhibit at the Framtidsmuseet.
5. User selects if he/she has seen the planetarium show at Framtidsmuseet.
6. If the user has seen the planetarium show at Framtidsmuseet then he/she grades
the show.
7. User selects what is his/her favourite topic in the planetarium shows.
8. User selects if he/she brought something from the Framtidsmuseet shop.
9. User selects an appropriate grade for the Framtidsmuseet shop.
10. User selects an appropriate grade for the entire Framtidsmuseet.
11. User selects whether he/she would like to visit the Framtidsmuseet again.
12. User clicks the save button.
Exceptions
•

The programme won’t move to the final step unless all the questions are
answered.
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B.5 Use Case for Touch-Screen Visitor’s Survey Questionnaire Final
Step (English & Swedish)
Use Case Number 5

Actors
•

Visitors

Pre – Scenario
•

User has answered all the questions in the second step.

Primary Scenario
•
•

Programme displays a thanks message along with a secret code.
User tells the secret code along with his/her name to the reception desk at
Framtidsmuseet to get a souvenir.

Exceptions
•

None
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Appendix C
C.1 Use Case Diagram for Touch-Screen Visitor Survey Questionnaire
Programme
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Appendix D
D.1 Data Flow Diagram (Level 0) for Touch-Screen Visitor Survey
Questionnaire Programme
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D.2 Data Flow Diagram (Level 1) for Touch-Screen Visitor Survey
Questionnaire Programme
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Appendix E
E.1 Activity Diagram for Touch-Screen Visitor Survey Questionnaire
Programme
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Appendix F
F.1 Flow Chart for Touch-Screen Visitor Survey Questionnaire
Programme
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Appendix G
G.1 Design View of the Database
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Appendix H
H.1 Test Cases for Touch-Screen Visitor Survey Questionnaire
Programme
164 test cases were made for the entire project but I would only write a few here because
I just want to give the reader an idea how test cases are written. Writing all 164 test cases
here would just fill pages and surely readers won’t read them as they are from a totally
different profession i.e., Software Engineering.
Topic:

ID

Section

Framtidsmuseet
Questionnaire
Action

Expected Results
First Page of Framtidsmuseet
Questionnaire is opened. Heading of the
page reads: Fill out the visitor's survey
questionnaire and win an instant prize!
(Step 1 of 2)
There are about seven questions on the
page with radio button options and a Next
button at the bottom of the page.
There are two flags' icons. One is of US
and the other of Sweden.

1

Questionnaire
(Step 1 of 2)

Open the First Page of
Framtidsmuseet Questionnaire.

2

Questionnaire
(Step 1 of 2)

Check the contents of the First
Page.

3

Questionnaire
(Step 1 of 2)

Look at the top left corner of the
Questionnaire page.

4

Questionnaire
(Step 1 of 2)

Click on US flag icon.

Language option for the page is set to
English. Page contents start to be displayed
in English.

5

Questionnaire
(Step 1 of 2)

Click on Sweden flag icon.

Language option for the page is set to
Swedish. Page contents start to display in
Swedish.

6

Questionnaire
(Step 1 of 2)

Switch back to English option by
clicking US flag.

Page contents are again displayed in
English.

Click on Next button.

A prompt asks the user to fill the first
question.

Press OK on prompt dialog.

Dialog is closed.

Read the First question.

It reads: Gender?

Look at the options of first
question.

There are two radio buttons: Male/Boy,
Female/Girl.

Select the first radio button.

Male/Boy radio button is selected and
Female/Girl radio button remains deselected.

7
8
9
10
11

Questionnaire
(Step 1 of 2)
Questionnaire
(Step 1 of 2)
Questionnaire
(Step 1 of 2)
Questionnaire
(Step 1 of 2)
Questionnaire
(Step 1 of 2)
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12
13
14
15

Questionnaire
(Step 1 of 2)
Questionnaire
(Step 1 of 2)
Questionnaire
(Step 1 of 2)
Questionnaire
(Step 1 of 2)

Select the second radio button.

Female/Girl radio button is selected and
Male/Boy radio button is de-selected.

Click on Next button.

A prompt asks the user to fill the second
question.

Press OK on prompt dialog.

Dialog is closed.

Read the Second question.

It reads: Age?
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H.2 Results of Test Cases for Touch-Screen Visitor Survey
Questionnaire Programme
164 test cases were tested in 3 iterations so 162 x 3 = 492 test-results. So to give an idea
how about the results are written I would write a few of the results here but writing all
492 test cases results here would just fill pages and surely readers won’t read them as
they are from a totally different profession i.e., Software Engineering.

Total Pass
Total Fail
Total
Masked
Total N/A
Total
Tests
Performed
Planned
Tests

Tester:
Build#:
Testing
Date:
Operating
System:
Browser:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

492

164
0

164
0

164
0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

492

164

164

164

164

164

164

164

Bilal Anwar
N/A

Bilal Anwar
N/A

Bilal Anwar
N/A

4/6/2007
MS Windows 2000 Server
Edition
Internet Explorer
Defect #
3

4/5/2007
MS Windows 2000 Server
Edition
Internet Explorer
Defect #
2

4/5/2007
MS Windows 2000 Server
Edition
Internet Explorer
Defect #
1

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
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Appendix I
I.1 Table 1
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Gender
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male

Age
55+
1-12
20-25
55+
1-12
1-12
26-40
26-40
26-40
40-55
26-40
20-25
26-40
40-55
13-19
20-25
1-12
55+
1-12
55+
1-12
1-12
13-19
13-19
20-25
26-40
1-12
1-12
40-55
20-25
1-12
1-12
1-12
1-12
13-19
20-25
26-40
26-40
40-55
26-40
13-19
40-55
13-19
26-40
13-19
26-40

Location
Malung
Borlänge
Borlänge
Borlänge
Västmanland
Värmland
Värmland
Falun
Rest of Sweden
Gävleborg
Borlänge
Gävleborg
Falun
Borlänge
Orsa
Outside Sweden
Ludvika
Leksand
Rättvik
Rättvik
Outside Sweden
Outside Sweden
Borlänge
Outside Sweden
Borlänge
Falun
Västmanland
Västmanland
Värmland
Borlänge
Rest of Sweden
Falun
Falun
Borlänge
Falun
Uppland
Falun
Falun
Orsa
Rest of Sweden
Rest of Sweden
Borlänge
Rest of Sweden
Borlänge
Gävleborg
Rest of Sweden

CameWith
School
Friends
Friends
Family
School
School
School
Alone
Friends
Family
Family
Friends
Family
Family
School
Alone
School
School
School
School
Family
Family
School
School
Family
Family
School
School
School
Friends
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
School
School
School
School
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family

CameBefore NumberOfVisits
Yes
More than 10
Yes
More than 10
Yes
More than 10
Yes
2-5
No
0
No
0
Yes
2-5
Yes
More than 10
No
0
No
0
Yes
6-10
Yes
2-5
No
0
Yes
More than 10
No
0
No
0
Yes
2-5
Yes
2-5
Yes
1
Yes
More than 10
No
0
No
0
Yes
2-5
No
0
Yes
6-10
No
0
No
0
Yes
2-5
No
0
Yes
More than 10
Yes
More than 10
Yes
6-10
Yes
2-5
Yes
6-10
Yes
6-10
No
0
Yes
2-5
Yes
2-5
Yes
2-5
Yes
2-5
Yes
1
Yes
6-10
Yes
2-5
Yes
2-5
Yes
1
No
0
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47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female

1-12 Rest of Sweden
26-40
Västmanland
Borlänge
13-19
13-19
Uppland
Borlänge
26-40
40-55
Västmanland
Västmanland
13-19
13-19
Västmanland
20-25 Outside Sweden

Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family

No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

0
0
More than 10
0
6-10
6-10
2-5
2-5
0

I.2 Table 2
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

HeardThrough
Others
Friend
Others
Friend
Others
Others
Others

FavouriteScience
Others
Astronomy
Engineering
SocNat Sciences
Others
Others
Engineering

8

Others

SocNat Sciences

9

Others

Others

10

Friend

Engineering

11

Family

SocNat Sciences

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Friend
Family
Others
Family
Others
Friend
Others
Others
Others
Friend
Friend
Family
Others
Family

Engineering
Astronomy
Astronomy
Sports
Engineering
SocNat Sciences
SocNat Sciences
Astronomy
Engineering
Sports
SocNat Sciences
Engineering
Sports
Sports

26

Others

Engineering

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Others
Others
Others
Others
Family
Friend
Friend
Family
Others

Others
Others
Astronomy
Others
Others
Sports
Engineering
SocNat Sciences
SocNat Sciences

FavouriteExhibit
Cubic Metre
Soap Bubble Ring
Plane Simulator
Soap Bubble Ring
Soap Bubble Ring
Soap Bubble Ring
Soap Bubble Ring
The Backwards
Voice
The Backwards
Voice
Plane Simulator
The Backwards
Voice
The Star Chimney
The Star Chimney
The Star Chimney
Soap Bubble Ring
Plane Simulator
Soap Bubble Ring
Soap Bubble Ring
Soap Bubble Ring
Soap Bubble Ring
Soap Bubble Ring
Soap Bubble Ring
Plane Simulator
Cubic Metre
Plane Simulator
The Backwards
Voice
The Star Chimney
The Star Chimney
The Star Chimney
Soap Bubble Ring
Soap Bubble Ring
Plane Simulator
Soap Bubble Ring
Soap Bubble Ring
The Backwards

WatchedShow
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

GradeShow
Did not watch
Did not watch
Did not watch
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Good

Yes

Very Good

No

Did not watch

Yes

Very Good

No

Did not watch

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

Normal
Good
Did not watch
Did not watch
Good
Did not watch
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Did not watch
Did not watch
Good
Very Good
Did not watch

No

Did not watch

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Normal
Did not watch
Very Good
Did not watch
Did not watch
Normal
Very Good
Very Good
Did not watch
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36
37
38
39
40
41

Family
Friend
Others
Others
Friend
Others

Engineering
Engineering
Sports
Engineering
Engineering
SocNat Sciences

42

Advertisement

SocNat Sciences

43

Family

SocNat Sciences

44

Advertisement

Engineering

45

Family

Others

46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Family
Friend
Family
Family
Friend
Family
Others

Astronomy
Sports
Others
SocNat Sciences
SocNat Sciences
SocNat Sciences
SocNat Sciences

53

Family

SocNat Sciences

54

Family

Astronomy

55

Family

SocNat Sciences

Voice
Plane Simulator
Soap Bubble Ring
Soap Bubble Ring
Soap Bubble Ring
Soap Bubble Ring
Soap Bubble Ring
The Backwards
Voice
Plane Simulator
The Backwards
Voice
The Backwards
Voice
Soap Bubble Ring
The Star Chimney
Soap Bubble Ring
Plane Simulator
Plane Simulator
Plane Simulator
Plane Simulator
The Backwards
Voice
The Backwards
Voice
The Backwards
Voice

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

Did not watch
Did not watch
Did not watch
Very Good
Very Good
Did not watch

No

Did not watch

Yes

Very Good

Yes

Very Good

No

Did not watch

No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Did not watch
Good
Did not watch
Did not watch
Did not watch
Did not watch
Did not watch

Yes

Good

Yes

Very Good

No

Did not watch

I.3 Table 3
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

PlanetariumShow
Science Fiction
Science Fiction
Constellations
Constellations
Space Exploration
Constellations
The Big Bang
Constellations
Constellations
Space Exploration
The Big Bang
Constellations
Constellations
Space Exploration
Constellations
Space Exploration
The Big Bang
Constellations
The Big Bang
The Big Bang
Constellations

BuyStatus
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

ShowRating
Very Good
Very Good
Good
Good
Very Good
Very Good
Good
Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Good
Very Good
Good
Very Good
Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Good

VisitAgain
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

SecretCode
33
70
59
78
94
63
82
86
37
45
41
25
20
87
34
10
97
95
65
67
10
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Appendix J
J.1 England Trip
During the month of March I went to London, England as part of my thesis field work.
The main aim of this visit was to observe the museums/science centres operating in
London, United Kingdom. During my visit to England I visited British Museum, Science
Museum and Royal Observatory Greenwich. I found out that the museums either in
United Kingdom or in Scandinavia both are working almost the same with similar kind of
activities and interactive exhibits. Following is the detail of my visits to the museums in
United Kingdom.

J.2 British Museum
The British Museum has a unique collection of art and antiquities from almost all the
civilizations that have lived on this Earth. It is probably the world’s greatest collection of
human history and cultures. Some of its famous collections about the human history and
cultures include Greek culture, Egyptian culture, Roman culture, Persian culture, Aztec
culture, Assyrian culture, Chinese culture, native red Indians culture etc. It is located near
the famous Great Russell Square in London. Its one of the top tourist attraction in London
and also one of the most visited place in London. The entrance to the museum is free as
it’s a rule by the British government but some areas but latest exhibitions are not free.
The museum was founded in 1753 by Sir Hans Sloane in Montagu House but it opened
its door for the public on January 15, 1759. Montagu House was brought from the
Montagu family for £20,000. He collected around 71,000 objects of all kinds and sold
them to King George II to be kept safe in a place after his death. Most of his collections
were printed books around 40,000. King George II also ordered to move the old royal
library in the museum. Till 1997 the museum also had the national library in the same
building.
In the 1800s the museum funded many exploration projects around the world. So by the
end of 1800s the museum didn’t have enough space to contain all the objects in it. Then
the museum brought around 69 houses surrounding the Montagu House in order to
expand the size of the museum. With the fear of bombing during the First World War
some objects were evacuated to a postal tube railway at holborn, national library of
Wales and some were placed in a near Malvern. On their return some of the objects
deteriorated. The museum was damaged during the Second World War and lost some of
its unique objects. When the British Library was moved from the British Museum the
central quadrangle square along with Robert Smirke’s round reading room became
empty. It was the Great Court of Queen Elizabeth II and the largest covered square in
Europe. The current building of the museum is truly a piece of art. The inside of it is even
more amazing with huge stairs going upwards to the exhibition halls upstairs in the Great
Square of Queen Elizabeth II. During my visit the British Museum had a new exhibition
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called “A New World”. It was an exhibition related to the first view of the British people
of the Red Indian natives of America and visitors had to pay for a ticket to see it. It’s a
must visit for anyone visiting London. It’s one of London’s top tourist attractions. The
museum also has a small shop and a two restaurants one upstairs and one downstairs.

J.3 Museum of Science & Technology
The Science Museum was founded in 1857. It started from the Great Exhibition of 1851.
The Great Exhibition held in Hyde Park where the objects were placed inside a huge
glass building known as the Crystal Palace. Prince Albert suggested that it should be a
permanent exhibition inside a building. So the Science Museum was opened in 1857 at its
current location South Kensington in London. During that time the building was made of
iron and it gave the museum a factory-like look. Today, the museum have many objects
in their collection including airplanes, microchips etc. They have even put planes, cars etc
on display at the museum as well. The Science Museum along with Science Museum
Swindon, National Railway Museum and National Media Museum is a part of the
National Museum of Science and Industry.
The museum contains around 300,000 items which includes earliest steam engines
including Stephenson’s Rocket, Puffing Billy, the first jet engine, etc. Besides all this it
also contains around hundreds of interactive exhibits. Recently they have added an
IMAX 3D cinema where they play different movies daily mostly science and nature
documentaries. In 2003 the museum opened the Dana Centre. It’s a bar and café where
people can discuss science. The museum also organizes “Science Night” where around
400 kids aged 8 – 11 and accompanied with adults spend a night of seeing science
activities. They spend the night sleeping in the galleries of the museum. In the morning
they are shown an IMAX film to mark an end to this event. The galleries at the science
museum can be divided into four parts. They are Power, Space, Flight and Modern
World. During my visit the science museum had a new exhibition called the science of
spying and visitors had to pay for a ticket to see it.
One interesting part for the kids in the museum is called launch pad where they school
kids can take part in solving many different kinds of exhibits which are made like
puzzles. Daily kids from different schools take part in launch pad. The museum also has a
shop. The shop is quite bigger compared to a museum shop.

J.4 Royal Observatory Greenwich
Royal Observatory Greenwich is a unique museum as it’s dedicated to the time and the
problems faced by people with its calculation. Just outside the observatory’s time
galleries is a line drawn to divide the northern hemisphere and the southern hemisphere.
So the visitors can put one foot on the northern hemisphere and the other on the southern
hemisphere at the same time. You get a perfect view of London and river Thames from
the observatory as it’s built on a hill in the Greenwich Park. You can easily see
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millennium dome and other famous landmarks of London. It's not a big museum but
among the galleries at the museum there is time and longitude which contains the original
clocks designed by John Harrison to solve the problem of longitude and time. You can
also see the Islamic astrolabe at the museum. It's was designed by Muslim astronomers to
record and measure the positions of the sun, moon and stars. Muslims used them to find
prayer times as they pray according to the position of sun. There is also a painting
collection related to the dangers of seas. Most of the pictures display sinking ships. The
most common reason for that during older times seamen didn’t know their exact location
in the sea because of the longitude problem. H4 built by J. Harrison finally won him the
Longitude Prize from the British Government. It solved the problem of keeping accurate
time at sea. Even H1, H2 and H3 are displayed in the galleries of the observatory.
I also had the privileged to meet with Professor Steven Miller of University College
London. His meeting was arranged by Professor Lars Broman. It was a very useful
meeting as Prof. Miller introduced me to Mz Louise, who is the manager for the
renovation of the whole planetarium building of the observatory along with its digital
galleries. She showed us the digital galleries which were very interact. They were
designed in a beautifully grafted way. Their appearance and presentation was also done in
a perfect way. I was very much impressed by them. But when she took us inside the
planetarium for a test planetarium show as the new planetarium would open on 23rd of
May 2007 if I remember it correctly or it was somewhere in the last 10 days of May
2007. They had brought a new laser projector for the planetarium shows. It was an
amazing projector. The images were shown in higher resolution and perfect color
combination. It was Digistar 3 Laser projector. The person in-charge the planetarium
shows was Anton Vanplew. He made some of his own planetarium shows. He showed us
a couple of them. One was about a supernova explosion while the other was about the
solar system. Both of them were unique and amazing with subtitles and awesome
graphics. I’m really thankful to Prof. Lars Broman for arranging this meeting of mine
with Prof. Steven Miller.
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Abstract
This dissertation proposes an initial framework for designing and presenting exhibits in science
centers for approaching the three main powers; attracting power, holding power and learning
power, based on the results of visitor studies. Another goal of this research is to recommend
methods for improving the educational role of planetariums in science centers.
Data for this research have been collected in June and July 2004 in Falun Science Center;
affiliated to Dalarna University. The Science Center includes a planetarium (Stella Nova) and
different exhibitions and a Knowledge Maze. Most of exhibits of the Science Center have been
built by the students of Science Communication. The researchers used different methods such as
observations, interviews and questionnaires for data collection. They used an initial framework
recommended by C.Barriault (1998) , for evaluating visitors’ learning.
The specific objectives of this summative evaluation are to identify effective elements in exciting
and learning components of exhibits and planetariums .This investigations results in an initial
framework that determines important parameters in designing and presenting exhibits and
planetarium programs in a science center.
Keywords: science center, science communication, visitor studies, interviews, questionnaires,
interactivity, exhibits, exhibitions, visitor observation, planetarium, visitor behavior, learning
behavior, attracting power, holding power, learning power, museum, planetarium program,
exhibit design.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Theoretical background
During recent years, different science centers have been built all over the world. It is obvious that
development of science centers has a close relationship with understanding of science by ordinary
people. Without a popular literacy, getting scientific goals in a community is nearly impossible.
Needless to say that Science centers are powerful tools in informal learning. That is why different
communities are trying to build science centers based on their cultural, social and economical
situations for teaching science to the public.
The results of different research and also available experiences indicate that building an attractive
science center equipped wit h a planetarium will be welcome by the public.
It is obvious that research and evaluation are main tools for achieving the educational goals in
science centers .Although there are some differences between research and evaluation. Evaluation
is more practical than theoretical, aimed to solve specific practical problems based on the
judgment of evaluators .But research is done to increase and expand general knowledge without
emphasizing on any particular outcome.
Development of science centers and planetariums in recent years has encouraged the researchers
to pay attention to the subject of visitor studies seriously. They have been trying to understand
how they can make the exhibits and planetarium programs more exciting and educational for
ordinary people. For getting this goal, visitor studies play a very important and effective role.
Visitor study is about observing users of museums and science centers in order to gain
understanding of their needs, wants and knowledge. It is about what visitors gain from
observation or interaction with exhibits. Visitor studies help us to make museums and science
centers more educational and exciting for visitors by increasing the attractive power (what extent
visitors stopped to look at an exhibit) , holding power (how long visitors stay looking at an
individual exhibit) and learning power (how much visitors learn from interacting with an exhibit).
Hein is one the most famous researchers who has very valuable research and contributions
regarding visitor studies in museums and science centers. He (1998) believes that Visitor studies
arise out of the educational role of them. He also argues that Visitors studies illustrate different
assumptions about learning and how to study it in museums and science centers.
Hein (1998) describes the aim of visitor studies obviously as follows:
“Visitor studies are carried out because we are interested in finding out what visitors
think and how they feel about their visits. The actual empirical work of visitor studies
has to be limited to a study of human behavior. No matter how much we wish to
ascribe meaning to this behavior, and no matter how much we may believe that the
significant action takes place in the mind, we must still begin with what people
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actually do and say. Whether more quantitatively or qualitatively inclined, all
researchers and evaluators are limited by what they can actually “see”(or “hear” or
“feel”) about others, and the only attributes that are directly available to us are
people’s behavior, or changes in that behavior.”
Hein (1998) states that three approaches are relevant to assessing the results of the educative
function of museums and science centers .He (1998) believes that the field of visitor studies has
addressed each of these three components, although not with equal intensity ;
1. Visitor assessing and finding whether a visitor has learned anything from a visit to
a museum or science center.
2. Evaluation of the activity itself and finding whether exhibits make impact.
3. Research on how people learn in general and application of the result to formal
learning.
The history of visitor studies starts with the name of Higgins. He was the first person who studied
visitors to the Liverpool museum in 1884 and classified them as Students, Observers and
Loungers as well as emphasized the educational value of museums. But as Hein believes; the lack
of a systematic work continued despite the fact that, generally, museums were recognized by
their supporters as important educational institutions.
During the first 50 years of 20th century, Benjamin Ives Gilman and Alma Wittlin are the
researchers who have contributions regarding visitor studies. Gilman writes the paper Museum
Fatigue in 1916 which is about physical problems associated with viewing exhibits that are
awkwardly placed in galleries. Another study is carried out by Wittlin in 1949.She publishes a
history of museums in which she emphasizes the expansion of educational role of museums. She
sets up experimental galleries within the University Museum of Archeology and Ethnology in
Cambridge and studies visitors. She classifies her findings under three main categories:
1. What visitors think about museums?
2. The reactions of people to specific features of exhibits
3. A comparison of responses to the two types of exhibitions which they viewed.
William S. Robinson and his student, Arthur W. Melton, are the persons who have a systematic
work and a quite different contribution regarding studying behavioral characteristics of visitors in
different science and art museums.
Hein (1998) states that the importance of these studies as follows:
These studies of the behaviors of adult visitors have provided definitions and a
baseline for understanding visitors in museums that have influenced the visitor
research performed since….the most enduring findings from this work were the
definition of attracting power (to what extent visitors stopped to look at an object)
and holding power (how long visitors stay looking at an individual objector an entire
gallery), first defined by Robinson (1928).”
There are two different approaches to understanding learning in museums in early behavioral
research: naturalistic, qualitative research and experimental design, quantitative research.
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Hein describes the difference between these two approaches clearly:
“Differences in the attitude toward that observable behavior distinguish the various
research paradigms. On the whole, quantitative researchers are more likely to
analyze and classify the behavior itself. They used concepts and language that remain
closely related to observed behavior and generalize about levels of behavior. Thus,
they are likely to focus on those properties that can be quantified, carefully defined,
and used to generalize….Naturalistic researchers, in contrast, are interested in the
meaning behind a behavior and in explanations that provide a description of the
behavior within a theoretical scheme. They do not limit themselves to schemes where
all the components can be linked to the same causal chain. ”
Melton (1935/1988) uses time as a determining variable to provide a detailed and precise
definition of observation. He relies on numbers and statistics and tries to standardize his
experimental methods as well as to generalize his data taking in account for all possible variables.
But Wittlin (1949) describes her summarized observations in qualitative terms and relies on
selected samples of the raw data and the immediacy of her work as well. The two researchers,
despite all differences in their opinions, emphasize the educational role of museums and provide
new information regarding visitor studies. They try to generalize the results of their research and
make statements to buttress their arguments.
During the post-ward perio d, 1950 to early 1960s, there is a rapid growt h in museums and
museum profession in size, like establishment of The International Council of Museums
(ICOM).But unfortunately, there are not noticeable contributions regarding visitor studies during
this time. The Royal Ontario Museum and The Milwaukee Public Museum are the centers in
which a few research have been carried out during this period. The total number of publications
about museums and museum education is only nine in the entire twenty year from 1940 to 1959.
1960s is the time for a fast rapid expansion in visitor studies due to rise of social services,
research activities and program evaluation in formal education. The activities continue and visitor
studies expand dramatically. In 1974, the evaluation network is founded. It merges with the
evaluation researc h society to form The American Evaluation Association. Hein (1998) states that
although academic work on the program evaluation, including the studies of visitor behaviors in
museums, occur before the mid-1960, but the application of the term program evaluation to a
standard aspect of educational activity, at least in the united states ,is a direct result of president
Johnson’s anti-poverty program. Evaluation as a growing profession spreads to museums as well
as science centers and affects visitor studies. The funds which are spent on exhibits and
planetarium programs eva luation increase and it, in its turn, results in the robust activities now
carry out by academics, museum employees and eager students.
Hein (1998) emphasizes the importance of visitor studies that have been carried out by Roger
Miles:
“Much of the early work stems from the efforts of Roger Miles (Miles et al. 1988) and
his colleagues at the Natural history Museum, who followed the lead of United States
evaluators active in the 1970s to develop exhibition policy based on visitor studies…
Whatever the motivations, visitor studies as a professional activity has grown
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rapidly…..As late as the 1960s,the number was a few hundred for the decade; now
they number at least in the hundreds if not over a thousand annually…
Similarly, the field has produced professional museum evaluators, some working
within individual museums and others thriving as independent contractors.”
Bourtourline and Weiss (1963) are the first persons who have contributions about visitor
interactions with exhibitions. Evan (1995) notices that physical factors can support or limit
visitors comfort and attention to exhibit components. Hedge (1995) recommends human factors
which are crucial for learning in museums and science centers. McLean (1993) and Miles (1998)
study human factors from an educational perspective Human factors, called ergonomics, cover
different aspects of exhibition design such as appropriate height of exhibits for different
audiences, human responses to different uses of space and various options for illumination
(Hein,1998).Attention to ergonomic factors, as Hein (1998) states, can make a difference in
visitor’s attention and engagement with exhibits, as well as in their learning, regardless of the
definition for learning.
Lynch (1960) and Hiss (1990) discuss that orientation and other environmental psychological
factors play an important role in museums. Hein (1998) pays attention to the fact that visitor
comfort is an important prerequisite for visitor learning. He mentions that comfort, covers a wide
range of factors from simple physical comf ort to psychological conditions and emphasizes that it
is a necessary for learning in museums. He states that light level, wall colors, placement of exits
and entrances, noise, crowds , visitor Traffic flow; all influence visitor perceptions and, therefore,
visitor comfort.
Davidson (1991) expresses that increasing accessibility to the physical and intellectual contents
of an exhibition doubled average vis itor time in a gallery.
Adding labels can double visitor time on exhibits (Pear 1984) as well as knowledge gain ( Hein,
1998). Bitgood (1987) showed that by changing placement, content, style and length of labels,
the time that visitors spend on exhibits will increase dramatically. Hein (1998) states that
although a majority of visitors appear to ignore labels as they walk through an exhibition, or do
not pause long enough to “read” the text, based on knowledge of common reading speeds, some
still capture the content of the interpretive materials.
Learning in museums and science centers as well as in planetarium programs have been
discussing by different researchers. Hein (1998) argues that a definition of learning in museums
is dependent on theories of education, as these are embedded in other, larger concepts. He says:
Understanding learning as a developmental process has given rise to two different
kinds of approaches to studying visitor learning. On the one hand, researchers have
focused on categorizing visitors by their previous experience with museums and their
familiarity with the subjects on display. On the other hand, visitors have been studied
in terms of their general stages of development, with younger and older children and
adults considered unique categories of visitors.

Gardner (1985) recommends his multiple intelligence theory including seven ways to engage in
thinking, each of which describes a unique cognitive style for interpreting and organizing
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phenomena and understanding the world. These seven intelligences include Linguistic, musical,
logical-Mathematical, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal and intrapersonal.
Perry (1992) argues six factors for a successful museum experience that leads to learning as
follows:
? Curiosity: The visitor is surprised and intrigued.
? Confidence: The visitor has a sense of competence.
? Challenge: The visitor perceives that there is something to work towards.
? Control: The visitor has a sense of self-determination and control.
? Play: The visitor experiences sensory enjoyment and playfulness.
? Communication: The visitor engages in meaningful social interaction.
Falk and Dierking (1995) recommend a list of attributes of “what people learn as a consequence
of museum experiences” at the Annapolis Conference in 1995:
? Museums make content and ideas accessible, facilitating intellectual “connections” and
bringing together disparate facts, ideas and feelings.
? Museums affect values and attitudes, for example facilitating comfort with cultural
differences or developing environmental ethics.
? Museums promote cultural, community and family identity.
? Museums foster visitor interest and curiosity, inspiring self confidence and motivation to
pursue future learning and life choices.
? Museums affect how visitors think and approach their worlds, in contrast to what they think.
Barriault (1998) recommends an initial framework for eva luating visitors’ learning. The
framework includes 8 different behaviors as indicatives of depth of learning including doing the
activity, observing the exhibits or others, support or assistance by staff or other visitors, repeating
the activity, positive emotional response, acknowledging relevance, seeking/sharing information
and engagement/involvement.
Hein (1998) discuss that Learning can only occur when visitors can connect to what they already
know, can make an association between what they bring to the exhibition and what is presented.
He argues that Visitors do “make meaning” in museums; they construct an understanding from
what they see, touch, and manipulate. Bitgood (1994) states that exhibit function best when they
relate to visitors´ prior interests. Roschelle (1995) expresses that a large body of findings show
that learning proceeds primarily from prior knowledge and only secondary from the presented
materials.
Hein (1998) emphasizes the role that interactivity plays in learning and says that there can be no
learning (or meaning making) if there’s been no interaction. He adds that in order for learning to
occur in the museum, the visitor ha s to attend something.
Overall, as Hein (1998) argues, what we know about visitor’s learning is determined by our
choices among possible definitions of learning and differing research paradigms.
In spite of the fact that many visitor studies have been carried out in recent years, it is still needed
to know more de tailed information for attaining the educational goals of science centers,
planetariums and museums. Hein (1988) emphasizes that there are many documented instances,
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but little coherent theory regarding visitor studies. He mentions that although there is
considerable evidences about what visitors do in museums, yet what the results of these
experiences are for the visitor is ill-defined.
Visitor studies undertake to obtain data about visitors’ behavior in order to make changes and
improvements in making and presenting exhibits and planetarium programs. As Serrel (1996)
states, Evaluation in museums and Science Centers is not optional; It is mandatory.
There are many parameters which can affect individual opinion and behavior as well as the level
of learning during visiting a science cente r. That is why the researchers, who are active in this
field, need to continue studying visitors more and more. They have been always looking for
finding better ways to make the science centers and planetariums more educational and exciting
for general public. Scientific facts have no end and research in this field like research in other
scientific fields will be continued. As visitor studies becomes more effective and practical, the
museums and science centers as well as general public will benefit from it. That is why museums
and science centers practitioners are interested in understanding their visitors´ opinions and
experiences.
It may well be , for both children and adults, that museum-going involves a Parallel,
unique interaction in the world that provides its own intellectual benefits and should
be examined not in terms of what is known about learning in other settings but by
what can be learned about learning from studying it.(Hein, 1998)

1.2 Aim of this study
The authors of this dissertation started to have their first serious research in visitor studies during
their internship and study field in Falun Science Center at Dalarna University. The study is a part
of Master’s Program in Science Communication at Dalarna University and the researchers are the
students of the program. Most of the Exhibitions have been made by Master’s students in Science
Communication .The exhibitions include: Mirrors, Perspective s, Traffic, Comets, Electricity and
Mathematics. The visitors are different groups of school children from Falun and villages which
have been located around the city.
This study investigate the science center learning experience from visitors viewpoints ,by taking
a close look at visitor interactions with exhibits, interviewing with visitors and making
questionnaires through qualitative methodologies including data collection and analysis. This
investigation will result in an initial frame work for designing and presenting exhibits and
planetarium programs in science centers.
This contribution is not only the results of first experiences of two science communication
students; it is also an effort for developing the available knowledge and finding new facts in this
field. Although the authors have demonstrated their knowledge and evaluations based on the
contributions of giant researchers who have been active in the field of science centers and visitor
studies, but they have tried to discover new facts as well as to test the results of other research,
based on what they have found from their observations, interviews and more than 400
questionnaires.
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2. Methods:
2.1 Field Study
This study is a Master’s thesis in Science Communication at Dalarna University. The field
research has been conducted in Falun Science Center affiliated to the University from April 24 to
June 5. The Science Center was also open for the public on Saturdays. Table 2.1 shows the time
schedule of the visits to Falun Science Center.
The researchers are two Master’s students of Science Communication and have done their
Internship and study field in Falun Science Center which has been located in Falun, Sweden.
The visitors are children from different schools located in Falun and some villages around the
city. They are in different age grades from 4 (10 years old) to 10 (16 years old).27 school groups
visited the Science Center during the internship. Two of them were studied by an A level student
of Science Communication. The researches studied other 25 groups, by considering the fact that
22 of 25 groups replied the questionnaires.
.This Science Center includes three main parts: Exhibitions, a planetarium (Stella Nova) and an
outdoor Knowledge Maze.

2.1.1 Exhibitions:
Most of the exhibitions of the science center have been made by Master’s students of Science
Communication at Dalarna University during the course Applied Museology. There are also some
other exhibitions which have already been made by prior students of Science Communication.
The exhibitions are as follows:
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic (Mathematics and Traffic)
Mathematical Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Mathematics in the World
Miscellaneous Exhibits

(5/20) means: (Grade 5 / 20 Students)

* The Time of all morning visits: 09 – 11
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2.1.1.1 Mirror s

Figure 2.1 Mirrors Exhibition, Falun Science Center, photo by Kayvan Seyed Nejadian

The exhibits of this exhibition had been constructed, designed and built by the researchers and
two co-students. The exhibition includes 10 exhibits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Flat Mirror
Chess Mirror
Corner Reflector Mirror
Curve Mirror
Up-down Mirror

6. Periscope
7. Kaleidoscope
8. Parallel Mirrors (Look into Infinity)
9. Images Mixer (Zebra Mirror)
10. Light Reflector Squares
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2.1.1.2 Electricity

Figure 2.2 Electricity Exhibition, Falun Science Center, photo by Per Broman

This exhibition includes 13 exhibits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Magnet field and current
Do you have a steady hand?
Parallel and series circuits
Measuring current through resistances
Capacitor and battery
The electrical motor
Measuring current through bulbs in series

8. Parallel and series batteries
9. Flags and countries
10. Cupper as a conductor
11. Conductors
12. 3-D Shadow
13. Electrical circuits
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2.1.1.3 Traffic (Mathematics and Traffic)

Figure 2.3 Traffic Exhibition, Falun Science Center, photo by Per Broman

This exhibition includes 7 exhibits:
1. Friction
2. Air bag
3. Vision
4. Boom crash

5. Percent
6. Reaction
7. First aids
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2.1.1.4 Mathematical Puzzles

Figure 2.4 Mathematical Puzzles Exhibition, Falun Science Center, photo by Per Broman

This exhibition includes 19 exhibits:
1. Make a cubic
2. Make a pyramid 1
3. Make a pyramid 2
4. Pythagoras and the squares
5. Geometrical figures
6. Tic Tac Toe (Luffarschack)
7. T Puzzle
8. Tangram Puzzle
9. Martas mattor
10. Maze (Labyrinten)

11. 25-Squares (kvadraten)
12. Something we do by ourselves 1( Solitar)
13. Something we do by ourselves 2 (Solitar)
14. Something we do by ourselves 3 (Solitar)
15. Something we do by ourselves 4 (Solitar)
16. Naum Gabo
17. Magic Squares 1
18. Magic Squares 2
19. Magic Squares 3
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2.1.1.5 Comets

Figure 2.5 Comets Exhibition, Falun Science Center, photo by Kayvan Seyed Nejadian

This exhibition includes 20 exhibits:
1. Cosmic collisions
2. Make an orbit
3. Make your own craters
4. How big is it?
5. What is a Comet?
6. Comet types and orbits
7. Solar wind effects
8. A model of sun and planets
9. Coloring station
10. Edmond Halley

11. Shoemaker-Levy
12. Oort cloud
13. Famous Comets
14. Comet hysteria
15. Kuiper belt
16. The Comet caused that?
17. Caroline Herschel
18. Star-bright, right
19. Blessings in disguise-situations of dread
20. Comet quiz
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2.1.1.6 Perspectives

Figure 2.6 Perspective Exhibition, Falun Science Center , photo s by Hamid Asgari

This exhibition includes 10 different exhibits.
1. An image which fools your mind and impossible figures.
2. 3D in different ways
3. Perspective on earth and widened views (1)
4. Perspective on earth and widened views (2)
5. See the world from children’s perspective
6. How does your dog or cat see the world?
7. One point perspective equals central perspective.
8. Landscape, color and depth
9. Cubically curious questions and answers (test your knowledge and perspective)
10. Dutch painter technical help
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Mathematics in the World:
This exhibition includes 9 exhibits.

Figure 2.7 Math in the world Exhibition, Falun Science Center, photos by Per Broman
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2.1.1.8 Miscellaneous exhibits:

Gravity Cone

The Ames Room

Nail Chair

The Ring on the Stick

Figure 2.8 Miscellaneous Exhibits, Falun Science Center, photos by Hamid Asgari and Per Broman
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2.1.2 Stella Nova Planetarium
Stella Nova Planetarium had the capacity of 35 people , equipped with a Computer, Sound
system, a professional planetarium projector and a slide projector. The planetarium Program
consisted of two main parts: Slide Show and Starry Sky.
2.1.2.1 Slide Show

Figure 2.9 Science Communication Students at Stella Nova Planetarium, photo by Per Broman

There were three slide shows for presenting in the first part of planetarium program:
1) Andromeda story: for kids in grades 4, 5 or 6.The duration of this program is about 12minutes.
2) Journey through space: for kids in grades 7, 8 or 9 (and sometimes for grades 5 and 6). The
duration of this program is about 16 minutes.
3) The Planets of our solar system: for grades 10 and over. The duration of this program is about
20 minutes.
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2.1.2.2 Starry Sky

Figure 2.10 Autumn Sky, Starry Sky, Stella Nova Planetarium, Image by Per Broman

The second part of the planetarium program in Stella Nova Planetarium was Starry Sky. In this
section, the operator of the program (one of the researchers or local supervisors), showed and
explained the different famous constellations in spring and/or autumn sky.
The y explained famous constellations in spring sky including Lion, Big Dipper, Venus and
Uranus, as well as in autumn sky including Big Dipper, Polaris, Cassiopeia, Andromeda,
Pegasus, Pursues, Summer Triangle and Milky Way.
The duration of the whole program for each group of visitors was about half an hour.
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2.1.1 Knowledge Maze (Kunskapslabyrinten)

Figure 2.10 Knowledge Maze, Falun Science Center, photos by Hamid Asgari

The Knowledge Maze of Falun Science Center (FALU VETENNSKAPCENTRUM) has been
made by Lars Broman and co-workers for Teknoland 2000. Figure 2. 11 shows the Schematic of
Knowledge Maze.
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OUT

Knowledge Maze (Kunskapslabyrinten)
D1
D3

Lars Broman, Teknoland 2000

D2
C1

Fabric wall (tygvägg)
C2
B1

Plywood (plywoodvägg)
B2

C3
A2

Plywood with sign (plywoodvägg med pil)
A1

B3

A3

IN
Figure 2.11 The Schematic of Knowledge Maze

Visitors enter the knowledge Maze and start to reply different questions about space. They should
reply all questions in different stations correctly for finding the right way to exit the Knowledge
Maze at the end of their visit (after answering all questions correctly).
The questions are about space and have been provided in two different levels: Adults’ Questions
and Children’s Questions.
2.1.3.1. Adults’ Questions about Space
A1: In which constellation can you find the red giant star Betelgeuse? Orion go to left/Big dipper
go to right
A2: No, Betelgeuse is a star in Orion. What is the real name of the little star cluster called The
seven sisters? The Pleiades go to left/The Hyades go to right
A3: Correct answer is the Pleiades. Turn back!
B1: How long has the earth existed? About 4.5 billion years go to left/About 6000 years go to
right
B2: No, The age of the earth is about 4.5 billion years. What is the event called when the universe
begun to exist? Big birth go to left/Big bang go to right
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B3: Correct answer is big bang. Turn back!
C1: In which galaxy with hundreds of billions of stars is the earth? Milky Way go
left/Andromeda galaxy go right
C2: No, the earth belongs to the Milky Way. What are the giant gas and dust clouds called, in
which stars are born? Nebulae go left/Asteroids go right
C3: Correct answer is nebulae. Turn back!
D1: What process in the sun creates all the energy that makes the sun radiate so brilliantly for
Billions of years? Fission go left/Fusion go right
D2: No, energy in the sun is produced through fusion. Is there life somewhere else in the universe
than on earth? We don't know yet go left/Yes go right
D3: Correct answer is that we don't know yet. Turn back!
2.1.3.2. Children’s Questions about Space
A1: What is the name of the most brilliant star in the sky? Sirius go left/Polar star go right
A2: No, Sirius is the moat brilliant star. What is the most brilliant object in the sky? Sun go
left/Moon go right
A3: Correct answer is the sun. Turn back!
B1: Another name for planet earth? Venus go left/Tellus go right
B2: No, the earth's name is Tellus. What is the earth's closest neighbor in space? Sun go
left/Moon go right
B3: Correct answer is the moon. Turn back!
C1: How many known planets orbit the sun? 9 planets go left/12 planets go right
C2: No, the solar system has nine planets. What is the name of the solar system's largest planet,
the planet with "the red spot"? Jupiter go left/Pluto go right
C3: Correct answer is Jupiter. Turn back!
D1: Who was the first space pilot in history? John Glenn go left/Juri Gagarin go right
D2: No, his name was Gagarin. What foreign celestial body has been visited by humans? Planet
Mars go to left/Moon go to right
D3: Correct answer is the moon. Turn back!

2.2 Methodology
Three data collection strategies were employed to assess visitor’s use and experience in Falun
Science Center; questionnaires, interviews and observations (by focusing on Mirrors Exhibition).

2.2.1 Questionnaires
Questionnaire consists of a series of questions which the participant is asked to answers. As Bell
states (1999) , questionnaire is a good way of collecting certain types of information quickly and
relatively cheaply. Other advantages of questionnaires could be: easy to respond, easy to
complete, reliability of responses, easy data analysis for varieties of statistical purposes and
possibility of collecting lot as well as different kinds of information in a short time.
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In this case, the researchers wanted to get general information about visitors (school children) in
Falun Science Center, including name, class, school, age grade, gender and opinions of visitors
about different exhibitions, Planetarium programs, and Knowledge Maze. They prepared the
questionnaire form in English. But their supervisor (Lars Broman) prepared a questionnaire form
in Swedish. Both questionnaires were nearly the same with similar questions provided in one
page (A4 size). The researchers decided to use the Swedish version, because the native language
of visitors is Swedish and it is easier for them, especially for school children, to read, understand
and answer questions in their own language .
The visitors could grade the exhibitions, planetarium programs, Knowledge Maze and entire the
Science Center. The grades: not passed (U), passed (G), passed with distinction (VG) and passed
with much distinction (MVG)) are the grades which are used in Swedish School System. For the
quantitative analysis, the researchers changed the grades to 0, 1, 2 and 3 corresponding to
Uninteresting (U), Good (G), Very good (VG) and Excellent (MVG) respectively.
There were also 3 options for evaluating the difficulty; Too simple, Enough Challenging and Too
difficult, corresponding to 1, 2, and 3 respectively. The researchers used the above mentioned
numbers for categorizing and putting the answers in an excel file. The visitors also were
requested to write their comments on the questionnaire sheet and to state if they liked to come
back again on a Saturday with their family.
Questionnaires were given to the teacher and s/he was responsible for giving them to the
children, helping the children to fill in the questionnaires at school (after the visit) and sending
the questionnaires back to the University. After the first week, the researchers decided to request
the teachers to fill in the questionnaires too, by themselves.
The questionnaire sheet has been shown in Table 2. 2. It has been translated from Swedish to
English by Per Broman.
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Table 2.2 The Questionnaire sheet, Falun Science Center, May and June 2004

Name……………….. Class……………… School………………………..
Hello! Normally your teacher gives the grades, but now you are the one who is supposed to do that. Every exhibition
shall get a Fail, Pass, Good or an Excellent.
An exhibition or a program gets grade Fail if you found boring and uninteresting.
An exhibition or a program gets grade Pass if you think it is OK (Good).
Grade Very Good means it was fun and that you maybe even learned something new.
Grade Excellent means it was just so good – you could not have made it better yourself.
Exhibition Perspective (the big white exhibits). Grade………………
I think the exhibition was TOO SIMPEL,
ENOUGH CHALLENGING, TOO DIFFICULT (make a ring around
your answer!)
Exhibition Mirrors (he one in the room). Grade…………………
I think the exhibition was TOO SIMPEL,
ENOUGH CHALLENGING, TOO DIFFICULT (make a ring around
your answer!)
Exhibition Math in the world (the one with maps). Grade……………
I think the exhibition was TOO SIMPEL,
ENOUGH CHALLENGING, TOO DIFFICULT (make a ring around
your answer!)
Exhibition Mathematical Puzzles (opposite to Math in the World). Grade…………
I think the exhibition was TOO SIMPEL,
ENOUGH CHALLENGING, TOO DIFFICULT (make a ring around
your answer!)
Exhibition Comets. Grade……………
I think the exhibition was TOO SIMPEL,
your answer!)

ENOUGH CHALLENGING, TOO DIFFICULT (make a ring around

Exhibition Math and Traffic (the one with reaction time etc.). Grade………………
I think the exhibit ion was TOO SIMPEL,
ENOUGH CHALLENGING, TOO DIFFICULT (make a ring around
your answer!)
Exhibition Electrical Experiments. Grade……………
I think the exhibition was TOO SIMPEL,
ENOUGH CHALLENGING, TOO DIFFICULT (make a ring around
your answer!)
Planetarium program, the recorded part with images. Grade…………………
I think the exhibition was TOO SIMPEL,
ENOUGH CHALLENGING, TOO DIFFICULT (make a ring around
your answer!)
Planetarium program, the part about the Starry sky. Grade……………
I think the exhibition was TOO SIMPEL,
ENOUGH CHALLENGING, TOO DIFFICULT (make a ring around
your answer!)
The Knowledge Maze (the one outside the entrance). Grade……………
I think the exhibition was TOO SIMPEL,
ENOUGH CHALLENGING, TOO DIFFICULT (make a ring around
your answer!)
What grade do you give the entire Falun Science Center? Grade……………………
Would you like to come back, e.g. on a Saturday together with your family? YES
answer!)

NO (make a ring around your

Thank you for taking your time to answer! (Please write if there is anything else you want to say)
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2.2.2 Interviews
Interview is a powerful tool in studies related to science centers. It is very useful for developing
interviewer’s information based on the answers of visitors to the first questions as well as for
getting real thoughts, feelings and opinions of visitors about exhibits and planetarium programs.
It is also a good method for getting first hand data; not based on the guess of thoughts of visitors.
Interview as a face-to-face dialogue is a very useful, effective and adaptable way for getting real
opinions of visitors. Although it takes time , the result is very valuable for science centers. In this
method, as Bell (1999) states, interviewer can follow up ideas, probe responses and investigate
motives and feelings, which the questionnaire can never do. Bell mentions that a response in an
interview can be developed and clarified. He adds that the tone of voice, facial expression, smile,
hesitation and other psychological behaviors of the visitors who are interviewed, can provide
information that a written response would conceal.
The researchers interviewed 8 teachers of school groups formally after their visit .They also
interviewed some teachers and children informally during their interacting with different exhibits.
The questions of short (about 15 minutes) and formal interviews with teachers are as follows:
(1) Which part of this Science Center is more interesting for you? Why?
(2) Which part of this Science Center didn’t you like?
(3) What is your opinion about Planetarium programs including Slide Show and Starry Sky?
(4) Is there any thing else here that you want to say?
(5) What is your overall opinion about this Science Center? How do you like it? Why?

2.2.3 Observations
According to the definition of Australian Museum Audience Research Center (AMARC, 2002),
observations are systematic collection of data through watching visitors at specific parts/sections
of an exhibition. Observations are generally small-scale and targeted. They are for studying
specific visitors (e.g. Families, schools). AMARC states that observation is good when specific
sections of an exhibition need to be reviewed, time and budget is limited as well as when
researchers are less experienced.
In this method, the role of observer is to observe (events, situations, behaviors), to record them in
an objective way, and then to interpret the data that s/he has gathered. The observer should be
skilful and experienced. Although this method is a difficult option and needs careful planning and
piloting, as well as much time for data collection, but as Bell says (1999) , it is a technique that
can often reveal characteristics of groups or individuals which would have been impossible to
discover by other methods.
During the internship in Falun Science Center, the researchers took notes of visitors’ behaviors
during the visit. They paid attention to how visitors interact with different exhibitions and which
exhibit in every individual exhibition is more interesting than the other ones for visitors. But they
focused on Mirrors Exhibition which has been built by them and co-workers. It was very exciting
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and educational for the researchers to see how visitors interact with their exhibits and how their
exhibits work in a real experience.
The authors considered different approaches for finding the degree of success of the Mirrors
Exhibition. Their approaches were related to the three famous powers of exhibits; attracting
power (the ability of an exhibit to attract the attention of visitors), holding power (a measure of
time that visitors spend viewing an exhibit) and learning power (how much visitors learn from an
exhibit). It was very important for them to know why a specific exhibit of the Mirrors Exhibition
works better than the others in one, two or all the three main powers. They were interested to
investigate and find important parameters in designing and presenting exhibits in Science
Centers. For instance, they simply changed the place of exhibits and observed what happened.
This method, especially for the exhibits which were not so interesting for visitors, was very
effective. The researchers also paid attention to other parameters such as color of exhibits, size,
labels, interactivity level, degree of fun, difficulty, appearance, safety and flexibility.
In attracting power, it is very important that which exhibits at the first look, catches the eyes of
visitors and in holding power, the time that visitors spend on each exhibit is a very determining
parameter. The researchers were also very ea ger to know what the chief reason is for such
behaviors.
The authors used timing and tracking method to observe and study the behavior s of two
individuals (a boy and a girl) of each school group during interacting with Mirror Exhibition.
They observed 22 groups by using this method (44 visitors; 22 boys and 22 girls ). The
researchers measured the time that visitors spent on each exhibit and noticed visitors’ behaviors
during interacting with each exhibit of Mirrors Exhibition. The authors of this dissertation used
Barriault Method for evaluating the learning power of Mirror Exhibits. Barriault (1998)
recommends an initial framework including eight behaviors which indicate the depth of learning.
These behaviors have been divided in three main categories as follows:
a. Initiation behaviors:
1) Doing the activity
2) Observing the exhibits or others
3) Support or assistance by staff or other visitors
b. Transition behaviors:
4) Repeating the activity
5) Positive emotional response
c. Breakthrough behaviors:
6) Acknowledging relevance
7) Seeking/sharing information
8) Engagement/involvement
Table 2.3 shows these behaviors in detailed. Breakthrough behaviors indicate the highest level
and initiation behaviors show the lowest level of learning.
The authors observed different behaviors of 44 visitors (22 boys and 22 girls) from 22 school
groups during their interacting with Mirror Exhibits and put the collected data in a table (Table
A5 in appendix A).
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Table 2.3 The Initial Framework indicating The Depth of Learning, recommended by
C. Barriault (1998 )

Learning Behaviors

Depth of Learning

1.Doing the activity:
1.1.In passing quickly; not done completely
1.2.Doing the activity somewhat completely
1.3.Completing the activity without further exploration or testing of variables

2.Observing others or the exhibit:
2.1.Looking at the exhibit working, or someone doing the activity
2.2.Watching the exhibit or person using exhibit with expressed interest in the
activity(facial expression or verbal) ,
2.3. Interested in learning outcome or in learning the activity; visitor does the
activity after observing.)

Initiation behaviors

3.Support or assistance by staff or other visitors :
3.1.Assistance provided in doing the activity of the exhibit; some information is
offered to visitor
3.2.Information such as facts/ principle is offered to the visitor; use of objects
and/or exhibit to demonstrate information being conveyed
3.3. Prompting questions are asked to the visitors which encourage reasoning,
deduction, learning; support offered allows for discovery, not simply fact
delivery.)

4. Repeating the activity:
4.1Doing the activity two or three times to attain desired outcome, to master the
exhibit’s function
4.2.Enjoyment of outcome
4.3. Changing the variables on one or two occasions, looking for differences in
outcome; becoming involved / engaged.

Transition
behaviors

5.Positive emotional response:
5.1.Smiling,pleased with exhibit
5.2.Stronger signs of enjoyment such as laughter; verbal references to enjoyment
5.3.Obvious signs of eagerness to participate; excited disposition; verbal outbursts
of amazement

6.AcKnowledged Relevance :
6.1.Reference to past experience with exhibit or science center
6.2.Simple reference to comparable experience in visitor’s life
6.3. Reference to comparable experience in their life as well as making
comparisons and deductions based on observations of similarities and differences

Breakthrough
behaviors
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7.Seeking and sharing information :
7.1.Calling someone over to look at exhibit, or to ask them to explain an exhibit;
asking a question to staff or family member without lengthy discussion or
exploration of topic
7.2 Reading signage; having conversation about exhibit and related science with
staff or family member
7.3.Sharing experience and information with others by explaining the exhibit to
them, giving them details about gained information and observations; discussions
and questions about exhibit with staff or family member/friend)

Breakthrough
behaviors

8.Involvement Engagement :
8.1.Engaging in inquisitive behavior, exploratory actions such as repeating the
activity several times, reading signage, asking questions; remaining on task for
more than 2-3 minutes , 8.2.Concentration and motivation are obvious; doing the
activity as a means to an end, or meeting a challenge; length of interaction
significant i.e. 3 to 5 minutes; outcome or result or activity important
8.3. Experimenting, testing different variables, looking for different outcomes;
engages in discussion with others (visitors or staff) about the various outcomes;
experience-´flow´; involved in activity for long period of time i.e. more than 5
minutes.)

2.3 Data analysis
The timing and tracking data, as well as the data of questionnaires were entered into an excel file
to be analyzed statistically. The data of questionnaires analyzed by using pivot table in excel and
different results were computed based on the correlations between different parameters such as
grade, difficulty, gender and age group. Then, summary statistics, including average (mean),
standard deviation (STDEV- spread of scores) and standard statistical error (on 90% level) were
calculated. Finally different charts were drawn for the provided results. The statistical error
equals to: 2 * Standard Deviation divided by SQRT ( N-1). N is the number of data.
The percentage of validity of results will depend on the number and distribution of data as well
as statistical error . The standard deviation has proven to be an extremely useful measure of
spread .In a normal distribution of data, about 68% of the scores are within one standard
deviation of the mean and about 95% of the scores are within two standards deviations of the
mean.

2.4 Ethical Consideration of data collection method
Before starting the visitor studies, it was necessary to inform the parents of visitors (school
children) that their children would be studied. The parents were sent a letter and were asked if
they did not like that their kids were observed, they could sign the letter and sent it back.
Fortunately, almost all parents (only with some exceptions) did not send the letter back and thus
were approved to agree that their children could be studied.
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3. Experiments, Observations and Measurements
The collected data from visitor studies in Falun Science Center can be categorized in three main
parts: questionnaires, interviews and observations.

3.1 Questionnaires
The researchers received 420 replies from the visitors who had been given questionnaires (more
than 500) during their visits .The replies include 190 girls, 179 boys, 44 anonymous ( boys or
girls) and 7 teachers. Table 3.1 shows the number of collected data based on the gender and age
grade of visitors.
Table 3.1 The number of collected data based on the gender and age grade.

Age Group
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade8
Disabled(Grade 10-12)
Blank
Teachers
All age groups

Boy
31
60
42
21
17
7
1

Gender
Girl
28
69
49
19
20
5
0

179

190

Anonymous
1
8
15
16
0
2
2
44

Total
60
137
106
56
37
14
4
7
420

All the data in questionnaires were transferred to an excel file for data analysis. Tables A1 and
A2 in appendix A, show the final arranged data and the comments of the visitors (appeared on
questionnaire sheets) respectively.

3.2 Interviews
During the internship, eight school teachers were interviewed. Table A3 in appendix A, shows
the complete text of the interviews. The answers have been arranged in section 3.2.1.
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3.2.1 Answers of teachers to different questions of interview:
(1) Which part of this Science Center is much interesting for you? Why?
?

Mirrors. Because they are concrete and capture the interest. Mirrors are fun and easy for kids
to know what to do with them. Kids do not have enough time and do not like to read so much.

?

Mirrors, also Mathematical Puzzle s and Electrical Exhibits. Mirrors have good instructions
and labels. But they could not explain every thing for the kids. I was not prepared and some
labels were not so clear.

?

Mathematical Puzzles. I enjoyed myself to do them. They are difficult.

?

I did not play every thing. But I think Mirrors Exhibition is the best, especially Periscope.
Because it teaches something about submarine.

?

Mathematical Puzzle s, because I am interested in Mathematics. I want to buy some things,
like those which are here, to put them at school for children.

?

The Ring on the Stick. It is very interesting for children and also for me. The Zebra Mirror
(Images Mixer) and Curve Mirror are also good and interesting. I like also the exhibit Do you
have a steady hand? in Electricity Exhibition. But I think it could be 4 or 5 times larger! So
that we could pass the loop through a large metallic path over our head! I also like Making
Pyramid in Mathematical Puzzles. It is good, but it could also be larger than it is. I also like
Nail Chair.

?

Almost every thing is good, specially Mirror s. Many of exhibits in Mirror Exhibition are very
good. But I think you could also have convex and concave Mirror s. About Electricity, I have
some things like them at school, similar to what I saw here. I think you can make other
exhibits about Electricity.

?

Electricity. Because I think the children do not need to read so much for understanding .They
can try and think about them, and about what happen. For instance, the difference in intensity
of light (in some exhibits).I like this kind of exhibits (Electricity), because kids think about
them, try them and think again about what happen. Electric al Exhibits are easy to understand.
In other exhibits, you have to read before doing them, and sometimes you do not understand
what happen after doing them. I also like the Mathematical Puzzles. Mirrors are also good.
Children like them very much, although it is difficult for kids and also for me to understand
them, but we had fun with them.

(2) Which part of this Science Center didn’t you like?
?

Many things here are the same ones in other science centers (like Pyramids), but some Electrical
Exhibits and Traffic Exhibition (like Friction) are new.
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?

I like every thing. There are different things for different kids and also adults. Some exhibits are
popular.

?

Electricity. I know lot about Electricity and my students build some of them by themselves. It is
not so new for me.

?

Flat Mirror and drawing images on it. Only because it takes time to do that. I saw the kids doing
that and it took their time.

?

Electricity. They are difficult for children. There were not enough instructions on labels. Children
do not know what they should do with them. For instance, The Flags and Light. Also about
Comets, the labels are in English and it is difficult for children, and also for me, to understand
them. For instance, the exhibits Solar Wind Effects in Comets Exhibition is difficult.

?

I do not like the Mathematics in the World. Because the texts are in English and it is difficult for
kids to read the texts and understand them. I also do not like Solar Wind Effects in Comet
Exhibition. It takes a lot time for kids and also for me to read the texts to understand them.

?

Nail Chair, I also do not like Solar Wind Effects and A Model Of Sun And Planets in Comet
Exhibition; They are difficult for kids to understand

?

I think some Mathematical Puzzle s are difficult.

(3) What is your opinion about Planetarium program including Slide show and Starry Sky?
?

It is hard to make relation between the story and stars in Slide Show (Andromeda story). It ne eds a
better connection. Slide Show and Starry Sky were easy.

?

In Slide Show, story is a little simple and boring for kids in this age. Starry Sky is very nice. Kids
have already known something about it and learned more here.

?

I like both Slide Show and Starry Sky. They are not so long. In Slide Show, the images are
changed in a short time for giving new information. In Starry Sky, the time and descriptions are
enough. It is short and students can learn about constellations. If it was so long with long
descriptions, the kids would not learn so much.

?

Both Slide Show and Starry Sky were good. But it is better to have the descriptions and names of
constellations both in English and Swedish.

?

Slide Show was quite good and easy for children to understand. It was like a TV program. But
maybe, children should have some preliminary lessons in school for better understanding.

?

Starry Sky was also very good. It was educational. You saw that they learned. When you asked
them again about constellations, after your description, they could name different constellations. I
think that boys like the planetarium program more than girls do. But as I said about Slide Show, it
will be better for children to learn about Starry Sky at school, before coming here.

?

Slide Show was good. The kind of Slide Show depends on the age of kids and I think “Journey
through Space” is good and easy enough to understand for kids in this age.
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?

But about Starry Sky, it is better if you introduce fewer constellations. It is also better if you talk
about galaxy more; what is galaxy and its contents. Because kids do not know what galaxy is.

?

I think Slide Show is nice (Journey through Space).It is easy to understand. But about Starry Sky,
you should arrange it for different age groups. The kids can not understand some things.

?

Of course the kids like power point presentation. I noticed they spoke each other during the show.
They were very curious about it. It was good, not so difficult for kids to understand. I think they
understood many things. The time of Slide Show was also ok (not so long).

?

But about Starry Sky, the kids like it. They wanted to listen and learn more. Time was ok.
Repeating the name of constellations at the end of show and the way director (operator) was
talking to the kids (starting with big dipper) was very good. The number of constellations was also
ok. They could remember the names of the constellations which they had forgotten. It was also
good for my lecture. If I talk about constellations in class, they can remember some of them .I can
not have planetarium show in class, and it is very useful for them to be familiar with Starry Sky
and constellations.

(4) Is there any thing else here that you want to say?
?

Every thing is nice.

?

I think there are some mistakes in some labels.

?

I think among the Mirror Exhibits, Periscope is the best.

?

I like this kind of exhibitions.

?

The Mirrors are great. I like them, specially the one which mixes two faces (Images Mixer).

?

I think it is better if you have different rooms for different exhibitions like Mirrors.

?

I also think that it is better if you have larger exhibits, less but larger! You can take all these 50
exhibits away and make 20 ones larger!

?

I think you can use simulator for simulation journey through space, so that the kids feel they are in
space. It is also better to use a bigger place.

?

Mirrors are very funny. Images Mixer (Zebra Mirror) is funny, but kids do not learn much. Curve
Mirrors and Reflector Mirror are also good. They are good for discussion in class. Kids have to
think about them. I will discuss with kids about them in class.

(5) What is your overall opinion about this Science Center? How do you like it? Why?
?

It is very good. Kids can learn lot of things here.

?

I like it very much. It is what we need. I found some ideas for my lectures. I want to come here
several times. I will encourage kids to come here with their family.
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?

It is ok. I like it. The exhibits are educational and enjoyable. I will use some ideas which I have
got from them in my lessons.

?

It is good. The kids were always busy with them and they did not become tired.

?

It is great, especially because the exhibits are hands -on and children can play with and enjoy
them. But I think if teachers come here before, they can prepare children for visit and it will be
more effective.

?

It is good. It is fun and interesting for kids

?

It is nice and also educational. Kids like it.

?

I think all the exhibitions and planetarium program are good. The exhibits are so small and kids
are not patient enough to read instructions.

3.3 Observations
Table A4 in appendix A includes the notes that researchers have taken from their general
observations during the internship.
The collected data from timing and tracking observations as well as studying 44 children from 22
school groups (22 boys and 22 girls) have been arranged in table A5 in appendix A. This table
shows the time that boys and girls spent on each exhibit of Mirror exhibition. It also indicates the
behaviors of visitors during interacting with the exhibits based on the initial framework
recommended by Barriault. This framework includes 8 different behaviors as indicatives of
learning:
1) Doing the activity
2) Observing the exhibits or others
3) Support or assistance by staff or other visitors
4) Repeating the activity
5) Positive emotional response
6) Acknowledging relevance
7) Seeking/sharing information
8) Engagement/involvement.
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4. Result s
The researchers used different methods for collecting necessary data in order to get the goals of
the research. The results of data analysis can be outlined in four main sections; Exhibitions,
Planetarium Program, Knowledge Maze and Falun Science Centre.
Figure 4.1 shows the number of visitors who filled out the questionnaires and sent them back
based on their gender and age group. 420 of more than 500 visitors replied to the questionnaires.
Visitors of Falun Science Centre
Boys

(Based on the Received Questionnaires)

Girls

Anonymous

80

Number of Visitors

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

Disabled

Age Grade
Figure 4.1 – The number of visitors of Falun Science Centre based on age grade and gender

4.1 Exhibitions
There were seven different exhibitions in Falun Science Center including: Mirrors, Perspective,
Electricity, Traffic, Mathematical Puzzles, Comets and Mathematics in the World. The Mirrors
exhibition will be discussed in details, including the three main powers of its different exhibits.
There were also some miscellaneous exhibits such as Nail Chair, Gravity Cone, 3D Shadow and
Amed Image.

4.1.1 Mirrors
This exhibition, as will be mentioned later, is the most successful exhibition in Falun Science
Centre. The results of data analysis for Mirror s outline in two main sections: Mirror Exhibits and
the whole exhibition.
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4.1.1.1 Mirror Exhibits
Ten different exhibits which have been studied are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Flat Mirror
Chess Mirror
Corner Reflector Mirror
Curve Mirror
Up-down Mirror

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Periscope
Kaleidoscope
Parallel Mirrors (Look into infinity)
Images Mixer (Zebra Mirror)
Light Reflector Squares

The results of time and tracking observations for Mirror Exhibits are given in figures 4.2, 4.3 and
4.4.
Figure 4.2 indicates the Holding Power of different Mirror Exhibits based on the time that
children spent on them. The study is based on the observation of 22 boys and 22 girls. It can be
seen, with some exception, girls spent more time than boys on the exhibits. The exceptions are
Chess Mirror and Periscope in which the boys showed more interest than girls. In light Reflector
Squares, boys and girls indicated nearly the same interest. As a whole, Images Mixer, Flat
Mirror, Curve Mirror and Parallel Mirrors have the highest holding power respectively. But the
exhibit light Reflector Squares has the lowest holding time. The holding power of other exhibits
fall within a rather narrow average time from 29 seconds t o 33 seconds.
Figure 4.3 indicates the result of observations based on initial framework recommended by
Barriault. In this figure, behaviors of 44 children (22 girls and 22 boys) during interacting with
Mirror Exhibits, have been categorized in three main categories (initiation, transition and
breakthrough behaviors) indicating the depth of learning (learning power).
As it can be seen, Images Mixer and Flat Mirror have the best result in breakthrough as well as
transition behaviors respectively, indicatin g a high learning power. But light Reflector Squares
and Up-Down Mirror show the lowest breakthrough and transition behaviors.
In initiation behaviors, the highest degree is for Up-Down Mirror and the lowest degree is for Flat
Mirror.
Taken as a whole, Images Mixer has the best result in learning power. But light Reflector Squares
and Up-Down Mirror show the lowest learning power. The other exhibits fall between the above
mentioned exhibits based on their learning powers.
Figure 4. 4 indicates number of learning behaviors which have been observed for Mirror Exhibits
in details, including 8 different behaviors as mentioned in chapter 2.
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Total Holding Time for Mirror Exhibits (per second)
Name of Exhibits

Boys

Girls

All

Aver. B

Aver. G

Aver. All

1847

2412

4259

83,9

109,6

96,8

Exhibit 2 : Chess Mirror

771

537

1308

35,0

24,4

29,7

Exhibit 3 : Corner Reflector Mirror

544

603

1147

24,7

27,4

26,1

1166

1312

2478

53

59,6

56,0

Exhibit 5 : Up-Down Mirror

496

588

1084

22,5

26,7

24,6

Exhibit 6 : Periscope

603

564

1167

27,4

25,6

26,5

Exhibit 7 : Kaleidoscope

680

774

1454

30,9

35,2

33,0

Exhibit 8 : Parallel Mirrors

1032

1170

2202

46,9

53,2

50,0

Exhibit 9 : Images Mixer

2223

2379

4602

101

108,1

104,6

477

466

943

21,7

21,2

21,4

Exhibit 1 : Flat Mirror

Exhibit 4 : Curve Mirror

Exhibit 10: Light Reflector Squares

Average Holding Time for Mirror Exhibits
Boys

Girls

All

120

Time (Sec.)

100
80
60
40
20
0
1

2

3

4

5
6
Exhibitis

7

Figure 4.2 – Holding Time for Mirror Exhibits

8

9

10
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Learning Behaviors for Mirror Exhibits
Exhibits

Beh.1

Beh.3

Beh.4

Beh.5

Beh.6

1. Flat Mirror

1

Beh.2
22

3

23

30

14

Beh.7
20

4

2. Chess Mirror

16

13

7

19

18

8

6

2

3. Corner Reflector Mirror

12

19

12

16

18

3

4

0

4. Curve Mirror

7

27

14

25

21

9

9

2

5. Up-Down Mirror

22

26

11

19

5

4

3

0

6. Periscope

13

20

10

20

19

9

8

0

7. Kaleidoscope

8

25

13

26

18

2

6

0

8. Parallel Mirrors

8

24

14

22

15

14

6

1

9. Images Mixer

1

22

5

26

37

9

23

12

10. Light Reflector Squares

21

23

9

20

7

3

2

0

1. Flat Mirror
2. Chess Mirror

26
36

Transition
Behavior
53
37

3. Corner Reflector Mirror
4. Curve Mirror

43
48

34
46

7
20

84
114

5. Up-Down Mirror
6. Periscope
7. Kaleidoscope

59
43

24
39

7
17

8. Parallel Mirror
9. Images Mixer

46
46
28

44
37
63

8
21
44

90
99
98
104
135

10. Light Reflector Squares

53

27

5

85

Exhibits

Initiation Behavior

Breakthrough
Behavior
38
16

Beh.8

Total B
117
89

Learning Behaviours for Mirror Exhibits
Initiation Behavior

Transition Bihavior

Breakthrough Behavior

Numbers of Behaviors
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Figure 4.3 – Depth of Learning of 22 children (22 boys & 22 girls) for Mirror Exhibits based on
Barriault´s Framework
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Figure 4.4 - Learning Behaviors for Mirror Exhibits
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Based on observations, interviews and comments of visitors on questionnaires, the result of data
analysis for different Mirror exhibits can be summarized as follows;
Exhibit 1: Flat Mirror

Figure 4.5 – Flat Mirror, Photos by: Kayvan (left) and Per Broman (right)

Attracting Power:
This exhibit has the highest attraction power among the Mirror Exhibits, especially because it
was so fun for children to see their own images in the Mirror. Although this exhibit was not at the
entrance of Mirrors’ room, kids pa id attention to it immediately after entering the room.
Holding Power:
After Images Mixer, Flat Mirror has the highest holding power. Kids spent much time on it,
especially for drawing their own images in the Mirror. Girls spent more time than boys to visit
this exhibit.
Learning Power:
As the result of timing and tracking observations shows , Flat Mirror is the second in learning
power after Images Mixer. There were lots of breakthrough and transition behaviors on this
exhibit which emphasize on a high level of learning according to Barriault framework.
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Exhibit 2: Chess Mirror
Attracting Power:
This exhibit has a high attracting power,
especially because of its color and having a
chess board with chess pieces. The exhibit was
more attractive for boys than girls. Kids
expressed their interests in the exhibit while
they were playing chess. One of the teachers
said in interview that Chess Mirror is a very
good exhibit.
Holding Power:
This exhibit has a good (although not a high)
holding power. Sometimes visitors, especially
boys, sat and played chess in front of the
Mirrors for minutes, even up to half an hour.
But sometimes, they did not spend much time
to visit it.

Figure 4.6 – Chess Mirror, Photo by Per Broman

Learning Power:
This exhibit has a moderate learning power in comparison with other Mirror Exhibits. Number of
initiation and transition behaviors during interacting with this exhibit, was more than number of
breakthrough behaviors.

Exhibit 3: Corner Reflector Mirror
Attracting Power:
This exhibit has a good attracting power. It
has beautiful color (yellow) and animals
beside the Mirrors make it attractive for
kids.
Holding Power:
This exhibit has a moderate holding power.
Although there was a difference in holding
power for boys and girls, but the difference
was not very remarkable.
Learning Power:
The results show a moderate learning power
for this exhibit. Number of transition
behaviors was more than number of other
behaviors. One of the teachers said that this
exhibit is good for discussion in class.

Fig.4.7 – Corner Reflector Mirror, photo by Per Broman
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Exhibit 4: Curve Mirror
Attracting Power:
After Flat Mirror, this exhibit has the
highest attraction power for kids among the
Mirror Exhibits. Putting a small car in front
of the Mirror and seeing its strange image
in the Mirror was attractive for kids. It was
also interesting for them to see their
strange images in the Mirror. One of the
teachers said that curve Mirror is good and
interesting.
Holding Power:
It has a high holding power (highest after Flat
Mirror and Images Mixer). Girls spent more
time than boys to visit this exhibit.

Figure 4.8 - Curve Mirror, photo by Kayvan

Learning Power:
This exhibit has a good learning power. Kids showed considerable breakthrough behaviors during
interacting with the exhibit. Number of transition and initiation behaviors was nearly the same.
One of the teacher stated in an interview that the exhibit is also good for discussion in class.

Exhibit 5: Up-Down Mirror
Attracting Power:
This exhibit has a medium attraction power.
It was interesting for kids to see their funny
images in the Mirror.
Holding Power:
This exhibit had a medium holding power.
Girls were more interested in the exhibit than
boys.
Learning Power:
After light Reflector Squares, this exhibit
showed the lowest learning power. Visitors
showed the highest initiation behaviors and
the lowest breakthrough behaviors (along
with Corner Mirror and after light Reflector
Squares) while interacting with this exhibit.

Figure 4.9 - Up-Down Mirror, photo by Per
Broman
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Exhibit 6: Periscope
Attracting Power:
Periscope has a medium attraction power. An
experience showed that changing the direction
of upper part of periscope (so that the kids
could see behind themselves), increased
attraction power of Periscope. Two of the
teachers who were interviewed said that
Periscope is the best among the Mirror
exhibits.
Holding Power:
Periscope has a medium holding power. Boys
spent more time than girls on this exhibit,
although the difference was not very
remarkable.
Learning Power:
The results show considerable breakthrough
and transition behaviors for this exhibit. One of
the teachers stated that Periscope can learn
something about submarine to kids. Taken as a
whole, this exhibit has a medium learning
power.

Figure 4.10 - Periscope, photo by Kayvan

Exhibit 7: Kaleidoscope
Attracting Power:
This exhibit has a medium attraction power for
kids. They did not pay attention to it at their
first look and it took time to discover how they
could interact with the exhibit.
Holding Power:
Girls spent more time than boys on this exhibit,
but the difference was not very considerable.
The results show, that Kaleidoscope has a
medium holding power.
Learning Power:
Kaleidoscope had one of the lowest
breakthrough behaviors (after light Reflector
Squares, Up-Down Mirror and Corner
Reflector Mirror). Most of the behaviors for
this exhibit are initiation and transition
behaviors.

Figure 4.11 - Kaleidoscope, photo by Kayvan
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Exhibit 8: Parallel Mirrors (Look into infinity)
Attracting Power:
The result of observations shows a low
attraction power for Parallel Mirrors. Blue
color of this exhibit was not so exciting for
kids. Maybe if it were yellow or red (like most
of the Mirror Exhibits), the degree of
attractivity would increase. Changing the place
of the exhibit, from the end of Mirrors’ room to
the middle, increased its attracting power,
although not so much.
Holding Power:
This exhibit has a very good holding power
(the fourth place among the Mirror Exhibits).
Girls spent more time than boys to visit the
exhibit.

Figure 4.12 – Parallel Mirrors, photo by Per Broman

Learning Power:
The results indicate that after Images Mixer and Flat Mirror , this exhibit has the highest learning
power. The numbers of breakthrough and transition behaviors were really remarkable in
comparison with other Mirror Exhibits.

Exhibit 9: Images Mixer (Zebra Mirror)
Attracting Power:
This exhibit has a medium attracting power It
took time for kids to discover it, especially
when its place was changed from the entrance
of Mirrors’ room to the end of the room.
Holding Power:
Excellent! It is discovered a bit late, but after
that, everybody likes to try it several times, to
stay interacting with that and to have a lot of
fun. This is the best exhibit among the Mirror
exhibits and one of the best exhibits of Falun
Science Centre. Most of the teachers stated that
this exhibit is a good and favorite exhibit for
kids and also adults. There are also good
comments regarding Images Mixer on the
questionnaire sheets. This exhibit was more
interesting for girls than boys.

Figure 4.13- Images Mixer, photo by Per Broman
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Learning Power:
The results show the highest number of breakthrough as well as transition behaviors and
therefore, the highest learning power for this exhibit in comparison with other Mirror Exhibits.
The result of interviews with teachers, observations, as well as comments of kids on the
questionnaires, indicate that children can learn a lot from this exhibit.

Exhibit 10: Light Reflector Squares

Figure 4.14 – Light Reflector Squares, photo s by Per Broman (left) and Kayvan (right)

Attracting Power, Holding Power and Learning Power:
The results show that this exhibit has the lowest attracting power, holding power and learning
power among the Mirror Exhibits. Even taking some strategies, like putting the Squares pieces
out of their places or changing the place of exhibit, although was a bit effective, but did not
change a remarkable difference in three main powers. Visitors did not know what they should
really do with the exhibit and information on the labels was not enough to guide them.
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4.1.1.2 Mirrors Exhibition
The results of questionnaires, interviews and observations show that Mirror s were the best part of
Falun Science Centre. Five of the eight teachers who were interviewed expressed that this
exhibition is the best exhibition or at least one of the best exhibitions of the Science Centre. They
stated that Mirrors are concrete and capture interest. They also mentioned that Mirror Exhibits
have good instructions as well as labels and emphasize d that Mirrors (especially Images Mixer)
are great, amusing, very funny and good for discussion in class.
Mirrors are fun and easy for kids to know what to do with them. Although some of the teachers
expressed that some exhibits are difficult for kids to understand. The results also indicate that
both teachers and children are satisfied with this exhibition and state that kids can learn many
things from interactive exhibits of this exhibition. Taken as a whole, Mirrors are both educational
and exciting for visitors.
Figures B1, B2, B3 and B4 in appendix B indicate the result of questionnaires for Mirrors
Exhibition. These figures include detailed information about grade and difficulty of the
exhibition based on the gender and age grade of visitors (school children). Figures B1 and B2
show the grade and difficulty by considering age groups 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and disabled students
separately. As it can be seen, it is very difficult to find a clear trend between different age grades.
Lars Broman (Supervisor) recommended the researchers to put the age groups 4, 5 and 6 together
as “Middle School” as well as the age groups 7 and 8, as “Junior High school”. He also
recommended that it is better to study disabled children separately. The researchers followed his
comments for all exhibitions. Figure B3 and B4; indicate grade and difficulty of Mirrors for
middle and junior high schools as well as for boys and girls. The option “All”, includes all boys,
girls and anonymous.
By looking at the total pictures that emerge from the data, it can be said that girls were more
interested in Mirrors than boys. Although there is a difference between interest of boys (as well
as girls) in middle schools and junior high schools (lower interest in junior high school children),
but the difference is not remarkable. According to the figure B4, Mirror exhibits were more
difficult for girls than boys and the difference was very strong among middle school children. But
by considering all data, including anonymous, the difficulty is surprisingly the same for middle
school and junior high school children. The average Grade and difficulty for Mirror s are 1.96 (of
3) and 1.78 (of 3) respectively.

4.1.2 Electricity
Electrical Exhibits were also very interesting and educational for kids. Teachers expressed
different opinions about this exhibition. One of the teachers stated that Electricity is the best
exhibition, because kids do not need to read so much to understand the exhibits. They can think
about them, try them and think again about what happen. But one of the teachers believed that
Electrical Exhibits are difficult for kids, because there is not enough information on the labels
and kids do not know what they should do with them. A teacher in interview stated that
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Electricity is the worst exhibition, because it is not so new. But another teacher expressed that
some Electrical Exhibits are new.
According to the results of observations, among the Electrical Exhibits, “Flags and Countries” as
well as “Do You Have a Steady Hand” were more interesting for kids than the other exhibits.
Although the scientific facts behind the Electrical Exhibits are difficult for kids to understand,
these exhibits are interactive.
Figures B5 and B6 in appendix B, show the grade and difficulty of Electricity Exhibition for kids,
based on the result of questionnaires.
As it can be seen, boys and girls in middle schools have the same interest in this exhibition. But
in junior high school groups, girls surprisingly show higher interest than boys in Electrical
Exhibits.
Overall, the middle school children liked the exhibition more than the junior high school
children. The results also indicate that these exhibits are surprisingly a bit more difficult for
junior high school groups than middle school children, but the difference is small. The average
grade and difficulty of this exhibition are 1.77 and 1.78 respectively.

4.1.3 Traffic
This exhibition was completely new for visitors. Children could learn something new about
Traffic. Among the seven different exhibits of this exhibition, kids liked Reaction and Vision
more than the other exhibits, because these two exhibits are more interactive and children had fun
with them. Friction was also good and new, as one of the teachers said. But some of the exhibits,
especially First Aids were not so interactive.
The labels of this exhibition were both in Swedish and English. It was very good, but they were
too long and children were not too patient and interested to read all the texts. Children preferred
to ask guides or other visitors to help them for interacting with the exhibits, instead of reading
long texts by themselves.
Figures B7 and B8, in appendix B, indicate the grade and difficulty level of Traffic Exhibition
based on the result of questionnaires. Figure B7 shows that girls like the exhibition more than
boys. It can also be seen that totally, middle school children like Traffic Exhibits more than
junior high school groups, although the difference between the grades given by girls in different
school groups is small. The overall grade of the exhibition given by the visitors is about 1.46 (of
3) which shows about 48 % satisfaction.
As Figure B8 indicate, this exhibition was more difficult for girls than boys and also for middle
school groups than high school groups. The average level of difficulty for Traffic Exhibition is
1.87 of 3 and the errors are small enough to be neglected.
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4.1.4 Mathematical Puzzles
This exhibition was one of the successful exhibitions in Falun Science Centre. Although it was
difficult for kids, they enjoyed discovering the Puzzles. Three of the eight teachers stated in the
interview s that this exhibition is the best or one of the best exhibitions in the Science Centre.
They mentioned that Mathematical Puzzle s are difficult for them, but they and also kids like to
do them. One of the teachers said that she is interested in Mathematics and likes to buy and put
something like them for kids at school.
Kids needed help to start discovering Puzzle s. Guides could show the start point and help them to
follow the correct path approaching to the final result. The results of questionnaires for this
exhibition are given in figures B9 and B10. By looking at the total picture which emerges from
the data, it can be said that girls like the Puzzle s more than boys, especially in middle school
groups.
The average grade of this exhibition is 1.33 (about 44% satisfaction). The results also show that
surprisingly the difficulty degree of Puzzles is higher for high school girls than middle school
girls. But the exhibition is more difficult for boys in middle schools than boys in junior high
schools. Considering the overall result of both groups including anonyms, the degree of difficulty
is about 2.

4.1.5 Comets
The result of observations, interviews and questionnaires confirm the idea that this exhibition was
not interesting for most of kids. Most of exhibits of this exhibition include difficult texts in
English, without interactivity. The visitors were Swedish kids, not so fa miliar with complicated
English texts, and not so patient for reading long texts. The most popular Comet exhibits for
children was Solar Wind Effects, Make Your Own Craters and Comet Quiz. Three of teachers
who were interviewed, expressed that Comets are difficult for kids and also for them to
understand. They also complained of long English texts.
The results of questionnaires for this exhibition are given in figures B11 and B12 in appendix B.
According to the results, boys like the Comets more than girls and middle school groups show
more interest to this exhibition than junior high school children. But the difference is small. The
total average grade of this exhibition is about 1.1 (37% satisfaction) which is quite low. The
results also show that this exhibition is a little more difficult for middle school groups than high
school children. But the average difficulty is nearly the same for boys and girls. The total average
difficulty level for Comets is about 1.7.

4.1.6 Perspective
This exhibition had been located at the entrance of Falun Science Centre. The exhibits have big
sizes, are in white color and seem attractive at the first look. But unfortunately, most of them are
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not enough interactive to hold the visitors for a long time. None of the teachers, who were
interviewed, mentioned Perspective exhibition in their statements (neither positive nor negative).
Figures B13 and B14 in appendix B, show the grade and difficulty of Perspective Exhibition
based on the data of questionnaires. It can be seen that there is not a strong divide between girls’
and boys’ interest in the exhibition.
Although the middle school groups were more interested in this exhibition than junior high
school groups , but the difference is small. The total average grade of this exhibition is about 1.1
(37% satisfaction). Referring to the figure B14, it can be noticed that in middle school groups,
Perspective Exhibits are more difficult for boys than girls. But in junior high schools, this
exhibition is more difficult for girls than boys. The differences are not remarkable. The total
average difficulty for perspective exhibition is about 1.7. The statistical errors are small enough
to be neglected.

4.1.7 Math in the World
The results of collected data show that children were not very interested in this exhibition. The
total average grade of Math in the World is about 0.92 (31% satisfaction) which is the lowest
grade among the different exhibitions of Falun Science Centre.
Figures B15 and B16 in appendix B; indicate the result of questionnaires for grade and difficulty
of this exhibition. According to the result, middle school children are more interested in this
exhibition than children in junior high schools. The difference is more considerable for girls than
boys.
The total average difficulty leve l for the exhibition is about 3. As figure B16 shows, this
exhibition is more difficult for girls than boys, but the difference is not considerable. The
difficulty level is nearly the same for the both school groups.

4.2 Correlations between Different Results of Exhibitions
4.2.1 Comparison between Results of Different Exhibitions
Figures C1 to C6 in appendix C, indicate the relation between average grade and difficulty of the
exhibitions of Falun Science Center for middle and junior high school groups, based on the
results of questionnaires.
By looking at the figures C1 to C3, it can be seen that Mirrors and Math in the World, have the
highest and lowest grade respectively, for both middle and high school groups.
Electricity, Traffic, Math Puzzles, Comets and Perspective fall between Mirrors and Math in the
World, in order from the highest grade to the lowest grade for the both kind of schools. The trend
is the same as before in interest of girls and boys in different exhibitions. Although for most of
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the exhibitions, in middle school girls showed more interest tha n boys (with some exceptions in
Electricity, Comets and Perspective), but the difference is not strong enough to be considered
seriously. The highest difference between the grade given by boys and girls in middle schools is
for Math Puzzles and Mirror s respectively.
The results are nearly the same for the grade given by junior high schools, but there are some
differences. There is a clear difference between the interest of boys and girls in most of the
exhibitions. Girls in junior high schools were also more interested in the exhibitions than boys,
but with some Exceptions in Comets and Math in the World.
According to figures C4 to C6, Math Puzzles and Math in the World, are the most difficult
exhibitions. But as it can be seen, the difficulty of all exhibitions fall whit in a narrow range from
1.7 to 2. Although, most of the exhibitions for both middle and high school groups were more
difficult for girls than boys, but the difference is small.

4.2.2 Comparison between Grade and Difficulty of the Exhibitions
Figures C7 and C8 in appendix C, show the correlation between grade and difficulty for girls and
boys in middle schools as well as junior high schools. As it can be seen, there is not a general
relation between grade and difficulty. But in some cases like Math in the World, having a
relatively high degree of difficulty could decrease the interest of visitors. But it can not be
generalized to all exhibitions. The average of difficulty of the exhibitions, fall within a rather
narrow range from 1.7 to 2 (only with one exception). Therefore it is not easy to find a general
idea about relation between grade and difficulty. The interest of visitors in exhibits also depends
on other parameters such as interactivity. Electricity was difficult for kids, but it s exhibits were
interactive and children like d them very much. That is why Electricity has the highest grade after
Mirrors.

4.2.3 Disabled Students
A comparison between average grade and difficulty level given by disabled students and all other
school groups together (age grades 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8) has been made in figures C9 and C10, in
appendix C.
The results are interesting and indicate that Mirrors Exhibition is also number one for disabled
students. They were more interested in Math in the World, Comets and Perspective respectively
than all other school groups . But their interests in Electricity, Traffic and Math Puzzles are less
than all other ones. The other interesting result is that, Math Puzzles, Comets and Perspective
were less difficult for disabled students than the others. Overall, there is not a strong divide
between the difficulty of the exhibitions for disabled students and other school children. The
level of difficulty for all students is reasonable ; not so simple, and not so hard.
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4.2.4 Grades Given by Negative Students to the Exhibitions
Figure C11 shows the grade of different exhibitions given by negative school children. Negative
children, here, means the students who have given overall grade zero to Falun Science Centre.
They are 32 (7.6% of visitors) including 16 boys, 9 girls and 7 anonymous. The result is
interesting. The total grades show that there is nearly no change in order of interest of all students
in different exhibitions. Mirrors and Electricity are still the best. The only change is that, Comets
exhibition has the last place.
But by considering girls and boys separately, it can be seen that among the negative children,
girls were less negative than boys. They have given better grades to all the exhibitions. The
negative girls were more interested in Traffic and Perspective than Electricity. But for the boys,
Mirrors, Electricity and Traffic are the best respectively. The result is the same for the whole
school groups (middle and junior high schools). But they showed more interest in Perspective
and Math in the World than in Math Puzzle s. Among the negative students, the highest grade is
1.1, given by girls to Mirrors and the lowest grade is 0.17, given by boys to Comets.

4.2.5 Grades Given by Positive Students to the Exhibitions
Figure C12 in appendix C, shows the grade of different exhibitions given by positive students.
Positive Students mean the students who have given overall grade 3 to Falun Science Center.
They are 110 (26.2 % of visitors) including 52 boys, 51 girls and 7 anonymous. The total grades
show that there is nearly no important change in order of interest of students in different
exhibitions. Mirrors and Electricity are still the best.
As it can be seen, both boys and girls showed nearly the same interest in most of the exhibitions.
The highest differences are in Math Puzzles and Perspective. Math Puzzles were more interesting
for girls than boys, but Perspective, Comets and Electricity are more attractive for boys than girls.

4.2.6 Comparison between City and Village Schools
The school children who visited Falun Science Centre were from Falun (264 visitors) and
villages around the city (156 visitors). Fig ures C13 and C14 in appendix C, indicate grade and
difficulty level given by city and village school children. The trends of grade and difficulty are
nearly the same for both kinds of schools. The difference between grades given by both groups to
different exhibitions is not remarkable. The highest difference is in Math Puzzles, Electricity and
Mirrors. City school groups showed more interest in Mirror s than village school children but
village school groups indicated more interest in Electricity and Math Puzzles than children from
city schools. Village kids also showed nearly the same interest in Mirrors and Electricity. The
highest difference in difficulty between city and village children is for Comets which is easier for
city school groups. Math in the world and Math Puzzles are still the most difficult exhibitions for
both city and village school students.
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4.2.7 Comparison between Communal and Private Schools
From 420 visitors who visited Falun Science Centre, 338 persons were from communal schools
and 82 persons were from private schools. Figure C15 in appendix C, shows the grades given by
children from communal and private schools. The figure indicates that the children from private
schools liked the exhibitions more than kids from communal schools. The highest difference is
for Mirror s (about 0.3) and the lowest one (nearly zero) is for Math in the World.
As it can be seen, there is not a high difference in interest of children from communal and private
schools in different exhibitions. The trend of interest in different exhibitions is also the same for
the both groups. Figure C16 in appendix C indicate the difficulty level for communal and private
school children. The figure shows that there is not a strong divide between difficulty of different
exhibitions for both communal and private school groups. The highest difference is in Comets
which is more difficult for communal schools than private schools. Math in the Word, Math
Puzzles and Traffic are still the most difficult exhibits for both communal and private schools.

4.3 Planetarium Programs
4.3.1 Slide Show
There were different slide shows: Andromeda Story, Journey through Space and The Planets of
our Solar System. The last one (The Planets of our Solar System) only was shown for one group
of students (grade 10). But unfortunately, they did not send back the questionnaires. Therefore,
the results are only for two other slide shows. Andromeda Story is mostly fiction, but Journey
Through Space is real science about space, stars, galaxies and planets.
For age group 4 and disabled students, only Andr omeda Story and for age groups 7and 8 (junior
high schools) only Journey through Space was shown. But for age groups 5 and 6, both the slide
shows were used (only one of the slide show s for each group was shown).
The results from interviews and comments on questionnaires show that visitors were not satisfied
with Andromeda Story. Three of the kids state on questionnaire sheets that the film (Slide Show)
could be better. One of the teachers sa id in the interview that it is hard to make a relation between
the story and stars in the slide show. She believe d that it needs a better connection but mentioned
that the slide show is easy. Another teacher stated that in the slide show (Andromeda Story), is a
little simple and boring for kids in this age (grade 4).
The teachers were nearly satisfied with Journey through Space. They stated that it is not so long
and the images are changed in a short time for giving new information. They said that it is easy
for children to understand the slide show, but recommended that it is better for children to have
some preliminary lessons in school for better understanding. One of the teachers said that kids
like the power point presentation and are curious about it . She was also satisfied with the time of
slide show and believed that kids could understand many things.
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The results of questionnaires for different kinds of slide shows are given in figure D1, in
appendix D.
As mentioned before, the results are for different school children in age groups 5 and 6 who
watched different slide shows. As it can be seen, boys are more interested in Journey through
Space (scientific facts) than Andromeda Story (fiction). But girls showed the same interest in
both of the slide shows. Ove rall results indicate that children like real science more than fiction.
The figure also shows that Journey through Space was more difficult than Andromeda Story for
both boys and girls.
Figures D2 and D3 in appendix D, are the results of slide show for middle and junior high school
groups. As the results indicate, there is not a strong divide between interest of girls and boys as
well as interest of middle school and junior high school children to the slide shows. But as
mentioned before, the kind of slide show was different for different school groups and depended
on the age of children.
The total average grade of slide show is about 1.33 (44%) which is not a high grade and shows
that children were not very satisfied with the slide shows. Both of boys and girls as well as
middle school and high school children have nearly the same idea about difficulty of the slide
shows. The total grade for difficulty is about 1.75 of 3. It means that the slide shows are easy for
kids to understand, but still they did not like them very much.

4.3.2 Starry Sky
The results of data analysis indicate that visitors were nearly satisfied with Starry Sky Program.
Based on the comments in questionnaire sheets, children think that “stars in the ceiling” (as they
said), was fun and they could learn a lot about stars. One of the kids thinks that Starry sky is the
most interesting part of Falun Science Centre. The teachers used the words good, very nice and
easy to understand to describe their opinions about Starry Sky program. They expressed that:
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

The kids have already known something about Starry Sky and learn more here.
Time and descriptions are enough. It is short and kids can learn about constellations. If it was
so long with long descriptions, kids would not learn so much.
It is better to have the descriptions and name of constellations both in English and Swedish.
They learn the name of constellations.
Boys like planetarium programs more than girls do.
It will be better for children to learn Starry Sky at school, before coming here.
It is better if you introduce fewer constellations. It is also better if you talk more about
galaxies. Because kids do not know what galaxy is.
Kids like it and want to listen and learn more. Time is ok. Repeating the name of
constellations at the end of show and the way director (operator) talks to the kids (starting
with big dipper) is also very good.
Children can remember the name of constellations which they have forgotten.
It is very good for a lecture in class. Because kids can remember the constellations during
discussion in class.
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The result s of questionnaires about Starry Sky are given in figures D4 and D5 in appendix D. It
can be seen that girls were more interested in Starry Sky program than boys, although the
difference is not remarkable. There is not also a remarkable difference between the interest of
middle and high school children. But based on the experience and observations of authors of this
dissertation, younger kids were more interested in Starry Sky than the other ones. The total
average grade of Starry Sky program is about 1.63 of 3 (54%).
According to figure D5, although the Starry Sky was a bit more difficult for girls than boys, but
the difference between difficulty of the program for boys and girls as well as for middle schools
and junior high school is negligible. The total average of difficulty is about 1.94 of 3.

4.4 Correlations between Different Results of Planetarium Programs
4.4.1 Comparison between Slide Show and Starry Sky
Figure D6 in appendix D indicate the grade and difficulty of Slide Show and Starry Sky for boys
and girls as well as for middle and junior high school children. It can be seen that children (both
girls and boys) like the Starry Sky Program more than Slide Show, although the Starry Sky is
more difficult than Slide Show for them. It also shows that children like to see and learn scientific
facts even if the facts are difficult.
Journey Through Space is also about scientific facts, but by watching the Starry Sky in
planetarium, they really feel that they are looking at the real sky at Sky and feel themselves closer
to the real world.

4.4.2 Disabled Students and Planetarium Programs
The grade and difficulty of planetarium programs by disabled students and also by all other
school groups are given in figures D7 and D8 in appendix D. According to the results, Starry Sky
was more difficult than Slide Show for disabled children but they still liked it more that Slide
Show. The interest of kids to planetarium programs was not high enough. The results surprisingly
indicate that planetarium programs were easier for disabled students than the other school groups
but they showed less interest in planetarium programs in comparison with other schools children.

4.4.3 Negative Students and Planetarium Programs
The results of planetarium programs for negative students (who have given the overall grade zero
to Falun Science Centre) are given in figure D9 in appendix D. It can be noticed that boys still
like Starry Sky more than slide show but girls surprisingly are more interested in Slide Show.
The overall result emphasizes that Starry Sky is still more interesting even for the negative
students. The statistical errors for girls and boys are high. The negative students are a small group
(32 students) and it is better to consider the total population to be sure about the validity of the
results.
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4.4.4 Positive Students and Planetarium Programs
The results of planetarium programs for positive students (who have given the overall grade 3 to
Falun Science Centre) are given in figure D10 in appendix D. The results show that both boys
and girls liked Starry Sky more than Slide Show. As the figure indicates, positive boys are more
interested in planetarium programs (Slide Show and Starry Sky) than girls, although the
difference is not strong. The highest grade of planetarium program is 2.2 for Starry Sky given by
boys and the lowest grade is about 1.7 for Slide Show given by girls.

4.4.5 Comparison between City and Village Schools
Figure D11 in appendix D, shows the grade and difficulty of planetarium programs for city and
village school children. As it was expected from previous results, Starry Sky is more difficult but
still more attractive than Slide Show for the students of city and village schools. Although city
school children liked planetarium programs more than village school children, but the difference
is not very strong. There is not also a strong divide between difficulty of planetarium programs
between kids from Falun and villages around the city. The highest grade and difficulty level for
planetarium programs are 1.7 and 1.95, both given by city school students to Starry Sky.

4.4.6 Comparison between Communal and Private Schools
According to the figure D12 in appendix D, although Starry Sky was more difficult for both
private and communal school students, but children like it more than Slide Show. The results
indicate that kids from private schools like planetarium programs more than communal school
children, but the difference is not remarkable. The difficulty of the programs for kids from both
communal and private schools is nearly the same.
The highest grade for planetarium programs is 1.76 for Starry Sky, given by private school
children and the lowest grade is 1.31 for slide show, given by students of communal schools.

4.5 Knowledge Maze
The results of data analysis for Knowledge Maze are given in figures D13 and D14 in appendix
D. According to the results, there is a strong divide between the interest of middle school groups
and high school groups in Knowledge Maze.
In middle school groups, the difference between boys’ and girls’ interests was not remarkable but
in junior high schools, girls showed a bit more interest than boys in Knowledge Maze. The total
average grade of knowledge Maze is about 1.5 of 3 (50% satisfaction).
The result of difficulty shows that Knowledge Maze was easy for all students, although it was
more difficult for girls in junior high schools, in comparison with other groups (1.75 of 3). The
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level of difficulty is nearly the same for boys and girls in middle schools. The total average of
difficulty is about 1.5 of 3.

4.6 Overall Grade of Falun Science Centre
The results of observations, interviews and questionnaires indicate that Falun Science Centre has
been successful in providing an educational and exciting environment for children. Among one
hundred comments on questionnaires (table 3.3), about 50% stated that they had fun or were
satisfied with their visit. But about 15% expressed that the science centre was boring for them.
Some of the visitors complained for not having enough time to visit all the exhibits patiently and
accurately, but some of them stated that the time was too long. A limited number of visitors
mentioned that they could think and learn a lot. But there are other visitors who requested more
challenging and exciting exhibits. Talking in English and also reading labels in English were fun
for some children and two of the teachers evaluated it as a good point of the Science Centre, but
not everybody was satisfied with that.
The opinions of teachers, who were interviewed, indicate that they are satisfied with their visit to
Falun Science Centre. In reply to this question that: “what is your opinion about Falun Science
Centre?” they stated that:
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

It is very good. Kids can learn lot of things here.
I like it very much. It is what we need. I found some ideas for my lectures. I want to come
here several times. I will encourage kids to come here with their family.
It is ok. I like it. The exhibits are educational and enjoyable. I will use some ideas which I
have got from in my lessons.
It is great. It is especially because the exhibits are hands-on and children can play with and
enjoy them. But I think if teachers come here before, they can prepare children for visit and it
will be more effective.
It is good. It is fun and interesting for kids.
It is nice and also educational. Kids like it.
I think all the exhibitions and planetarium programs are good. The exhibitions are too small
and kids are not patient enough to read instructions.
In reply to this question (on the questionnaire sheets) that if you like to come back here with
your family, 55% of children replied No, 37% replied Yes and the others did not reply.
The overall grade of Falun Science Centre based on the result of the questionnaires is given in
figure 4.15. The results show that middle school children were more satisfied with the
Science Centre than junior high school children. It can also be noticed that girls liked Falun
Science Centre more than boys, although the difference is not very strong. The highest
average grade belongs to middle school girls (about 2.1) and the lowest one is for junior high
school boys (about 1.4). The overall average grade given by all the middle and junior high
school children (all school groups except disabled students) is about 1.87 of 3 (62%
satisfaction) which is a good result for Falun Science Centre.
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Overall Grade of Falun Science Center Given by Boys
Grades
Age Groups
Middle schools
Junior high schools
Total

0

1
2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors(Boys)
33 43 46
3
134
12 14
4
1
38

9
7
16

45

57

50

4

172

Average Grade
1,96 ± 0,16
1,41 ± 0,31
1,84 ± 0,15

Overall Grade of Falun Science Center Given by Girls
Grades
Age Groups
Middle schools
Junior high schools
Total

0
6
3
9

1

2

Number
26 63
10 25
36 88

3

blank

Total

of Visitors(Girls)
49
2
146
1
0
39
50
2
185

A verage Grade
2,08 ± 0,14
1,62 ± 0,22
1,98 ± 0,12

Average Grade of Falun Science Center

Middle schools ( age groups 4 , 5 & 6 )
Junior high schools ( age groups 7 & 8
Total ( age groups 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 & 8 )

Boys
1,96 ±
0,16
1,41 ±
0,31
1,84 ±
0,15

Girls
2,08 ±
0,14
1,62 ±
0,22
1,98 ±
0,12

All (Boys & Girls & Anonymous)
1,99
1,47
1,87

Average of Overall Grade for Falun Science Center
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,5

Grade

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Middle Schools

Junior High Schools

Figure 4.15 - Overall Grade of Falun Science Centre

Total
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4.7 Important Parameters in Designing and Presenting Exhibits and
Planetarium Programs
By considering the result of data analysis of observations, interviews and questionnaires in Falun
Science Centre, as well as the result of studies of other research about Exhibitions and
planetarium programs [such as: Bagge (2003), Barriault (1998), Bitgood et. Al. (1987), Borun
(2001), Broman (2003a,b), Brooks (1956), Burcaw (1997), Cardiff (1995), Evans (1995), Falk &
Dierking (1995), Fors (2003), Gilman (1916), Hedge (1995), Hein (1998), Kelly (2002),
Konopacki (2004), Korn (2000), Lang (2003), McLean (1993), Olea Exhibits/Display Inc (2004),
Oregon State University (1995), Peart (1984), Perry (1992), Robinson (1928), Roschelle (1995),
Scanlon (1995), Åsa & Egebark (2001), Serrel (1996), The National Science Foundation (1998),
Weiss & Boutourline (1963), Wilson (1994) and Wittlin (1949)], the authors of this dissertation
believe that following parameters should be considered in designing and presenting exhibits and
planetarium programs in Science Centers.

4.7.1 Exhibitions
The main goal of designing and presenting an exhibition is that the exhibition can communicate
its message as effective as possible. For approaching this goal, the following points are very
necessary:
1) Central Theme or Focal Point for an Exhibit or Exhibitions
The first step for designing an exhibition/exhibit is considering a main headline/ them for it.
Some questions should be replied accurately:
What is the most cha llenging aspect of the exhibit/exhibition?
What is your goal and what ideas should be considered?
What is the most important piece of information you want to convey?
Is the theme change from exhibit to exhibit in an exhibition with a main focal point? If yes, how
rapidly does it change? Is there a logical relation between different exhibits in an exhibition?
In selecting the main theme for an exhibition, It should be noticed that if the subject is appeal to
visitors (target group) or not. The theme and message of exhibits should be specific, simple and
quickly understood, so that visitors can follow that.
2) Target Group
Who are visitors? What are their educational background, age and life style?
Are they school children? Adults? General public?
Do the target audiences change from exhibit to exhibit?
Replying to the above questions will affect most of the parameters in designing and presenting
exhibits. The visitors should be able to interact with the exhibits and learn from them. For
instance, if visitors are kids, the exhibits could not be very difficult and the amusing aspect of
exhibits is very important.
In constructing an exhibit, the previous Knowledge and experiences of visitors should be strongly
considered. The exhibits which are completely unknown for visitors would not be attractive for
them. Life style and cultural aspects of visitors are also very important.
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3) Budget
Understanding budgetary parameters is crucial to the design process for determining and
developing the best methods and tools. Considering the economical aspects is a preliminary,
essential and inseparatable part of each plan such as constructing exhibitions. A limited budget
causes limitations in making exhibits. Planning a schedule for the fees based on the entire
available budget is also necessary before starting the process of constructing.
4) Time
The designer(s) should consider the average amount of time and also a deadline for constructing
exhibits/exhibitions. Having extra time means having extra fees and it will affect the economical
aspects of the project.
5) New Ideas
An exhibition should present something new .Using new ideas, new plans, new materials and
new methods in designing and presenting exhibits is necessary for attracting the visitors. It is not
so interesting and maybe boring for visitors to see the same kind of exhibits with the same shape
in different science centers.
6) Educational and Exciting Aspects
An exhibit / exhibition should be both educational and amusing. The exhibit should be
educational, because it is in a science centre and a science centre is a place for informal learning.
The visitors do not come to science centers only for enjoyment. They want to learn something.
But the exhibits should be also amusing especially when the visitors are children. Children like to
play with the exhibits and to enjoy their time and to have fun. It is the duty of designer(s) to
select and perform appropriate plans to making exhibits both educational and amusing.
7) Interactivity
Interactivity is one of the most important characteristics of an exhibit/exhibition. The exhibits
should be Hands-on as well as minds -on so that visitors can interact with them effectively and
learn something new or develop their prior knowledge. It is so boring for visitors, especially for
children, if they have only to read texts and to watch exhibits without interacting with them. Lack
of interactivity in exhibits will cause serious problems for science centers to achieve their
educational goals.
8) Number of Exhibits/ Exhibitions
Number of exhibits and arrangement of them is very important. Visitor is not so patient to visit
lot of exhibits in details in a limited time. It is not also a good idea to have a huge number of
exhibits in a small science centre.
9) Size/Height
The Size/height of exhibits should be determined based on requirements/restrictions. Maybe the
designers decide to have the same size for all exhibits in an exhibition or even in all exhibitions.
This decision, although has some advantages such as easy storage and rtansportation, but it
makes some serious limitations and restrictions during the process of designing and constructing
exhibits. Another point is the available space (area) in the science centre in which the exhibitions
are supposed to be presented .Designing and constructing big exhibits for a small science centre
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is not reasonable, because it will limit the number of exhibits and pieces of information which
should be conveyed to visitors.
10) Durability and Maintenance
How long exhibits/Exhibitions will be used and maintaine d? 2 years? 5 years? 10 years? Or
more?
Should they be resistance against impact, humidity, high or low temperatures?
If exhibits will be used for a long time, then the kind of materials and method of construction
should be selected accurately so that the maintenance of exhibits could be easy.
11) Materials
A variety of materials can be used for constructing exhibits. For choosing appropriate materials,
other parameters such as kind of exhibit, weight, durability, attractiveness, cost, preparation,
transportation and color should be considered.
12) Handling and Set up
Exhibits should be easy to be handled and set up. Otherwise, extra fees should be charged for
hiring experts and technicians to handle and set up them.
13) Ease of Transportation and Storage
Sometimes, even permanent exhibits are needed to be transported or stored for duration of time.
Therefore Ease of Transportation and storage is an important factor in designing exhibits.
14) Informal Design
Sometimes, formal design (rigid or symmetrical design) is not very interesting and attractive for
visitors. It is better to use informal design (not rigid or symmetrical) for increasing the attraction
power of exhibits and for making exhibits more interesting .Flexibility is an important in design.
Although designers face many restrictions, but they should always be trying to make something
new and to avoid repeating prior designs.
15) Safety
The exhibits should be safe for the visitors. For instance, if an exhibition is about Mirrors, the
sharp edges should be removed. The safety is also important in presenting exhibitions. They
should be stable in their places and safe for the visitors who interact with them.
16) Placement, Layout and Accessibility of Exhibits
What is the most suitable place for displaying an exhibit/exhibition?
What is the best arrangement of them?
Which exhibits should be located in front of the other exhibits?
Replying to this questions and applying them will affect the attraction power of exhibitions.
Exhibits should be displayed in an appropriate place so that visitors can interact with them easily.
The Traffic flow and viewing distance are very important in choosing the right place. The
arrangement of exhibits should also be appropriate and in harmony with the environment in
which they are.
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17) Shape and appearance of exhibits
Most visitors spend little time viewing exhibits. The exhibits should be well done and visually
interesting. Exhibits should have attractive appearance and look nice to hold the attention of
visitors. Using oval or circle shapes instead of regular rectangular shapes, make the exhibits more
attractive.
18) Color
The number and kind of Colors which are used in an exhibit/exhibition is a very important
parameter in approaching to all of the three main powers of them, specially attracting power. The
psychological aspects of colors should be considered accurately .It is necessary that designer(s)
consult(s) with an expert in the field of colors.
The kind of exhibition and the kind of audiences (visitors) are very important during the process
of choosing colors. For instance, the colors of an exhibition about Electricity should be different
from the colors of a medical exhibition .If audiences (visitors) are mostly school children, us ing
exciting colors like red and yellow or colors such as bright blue and bright green could be a good
choice. Soft background colors with one or two bright colors can catch the eyes. Colors are also
powerful tools for conveying the message and main theme of exhibits to the visitors. Sometimes,
designer(s) can changes the message by changing the color of exhibit.
19) Labels
Labels play an important role in the three main powers of exhibits. Preparing suitable labels is an
important part of designing and presenting exhibits. Labels should be provided with enough
information and instructions, but as short as possible. Visitors, especially children do not come to
science centers to read a book! They want to enjoy while they are learning. Labels could help
them to interact with the exhibits correctly and effectively.
The size, font, color, format and place of labels should be selected correctly. The labels should be
located in a suitable place so that visitor can read them easily. If visitors are from different
countries, labels are necessary to be in both local language and English as an international
language
20) Guides
Having good guides is necessary for all science centers. Labels can not tell the whole story of an
exhibit/exhibition. Maybe some exhibits are complicated or strange for some visitors and visitors
need guides for getting enough information about them.
21) Media
Considering appropriate media for an exhibit/exhibition makes it more interesting and attractive
for visitors. Television, computer, film, internet video, photography, illustration and print are
different kinds of media which can be used. Choosing the right kind of media depends on the
target group as well as available facilities.
22) Effects
Using special effects such as 3-D photos, graphics, different foam boards, and light is an effective
way for increasing the attracting power of exhibits. It is a good idea to keep the exhibits lighted
and to use different effects of light.
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23) Environmental Conditions
A clean and quiet place with an appropriate temperature and air conditioning is very effective in
presenting exhibits and attraction of visitors.
24) Psychological Factors
Psychological factors such as wall colors, noise, visitor Traffic flow, decoration, light levels as
well as placement of exhibits and entrances are very important in presenting exhibits and will
influence visitors.

4.7.2 Planetarium Programs
1) Central Theme
The first step for making a planetarium program is choosing a main theme. The first some
questions should be replied accurately:
What is your goal and what ideas should be considered?
What is the most important piece of information you want to convey?
In selecting the main theme for a planetarium program, it should be noticed that the subject is
appeal to visitors (target group).It could be about stars, Starry Sky, constellations , planets,
galaxies, Comets, spacecrafts or any other subject related to astronomy. The educational
objective of the program should have been clearly defined .The message of the program should
not be so complicated that visitors can not understand and follow it.
2) Target Group
Who are visitors? What is their educational background, age and life style.
Are they general public of different ages or School groups?
Replying to above questions will affect designing and presenting the planetarium program.
Before making a planetarium program, target group and its culture, age, life style as well as
previous knowledge and experience should be strongly considered. If visitors are kids, the
program should not be difficult. Details of scientific facts should be neglected because details
make visitors tired and the main subject will be forgotten.
3) Budget
Considering the economical aspects is a preliminary, essential and inseparatable part of each plan
such as making a planetarium program. Planning a schedule for the fees based on the entire
available budget is necessary before starting to make a planetarium program.
4) Time
A planetarium program should not be so long that make the visitors tired. Especially children are
not so patient to sit on their chairs for a long time. For instance, the appropriate time for a slide
show or presenting constellations in the sky is between 10 to 15 minutes.
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5) New Ideas
A planetarium program should present something new or at least present scientific facts in a new
way .Using new ideas, new plans and new methods in designing and presenting planetarium
programs is necessary for attracting the visitors. It is not so interesting and maybe boring for
visitors to see the same program with the same topic in different science centers.
Try to use new ideas, up to date information and new technological equipment for making and
presenting planetarium programs. Always continue to get new information and to make new
programs.
6) Fiction or Fact
Before going to make a slide show or to describe Starry Sky, you should decide about kind of
information you want to convey. Although fictions are attractive, especially for kids, but the
results of different research show that visitors, even young kids, like scientific facts more than
fiction. If you want to use both fiction and fact in making or presenting a planetarium program,
you should be careful to clarify for visitors, preferably indirectly, which parts of the program are
fictions and which parts are scientific facts.
7) Planning Details of Story
Prepare a layout and decide about different sections of planetarium program that you want to
make or present.
8) Writing Manuscript
Write a manuscript for the program based on your decision about target group, kind of the
program, time, sound and light effects as well as available equipment. Even if you want to
operate a planetarium program and describe, for instance, the constellations in autumn sky, you
should have a clear and written description. You should know exactly what you want to say.
Try to practice the program before starting to present it for visitors.
9) Making or Choosing the Elements of the Program
If you are going to make slide show, you need to take the photos or choose them from a permitted
source. You should do the same for sound effects, music and graphics.
10) Preparing Necessary Equipment
Computer, projector and sound devices and are among necessary equipment for presenting
planetarium programs. Planetarium cylinders, Planetarium projector and laser pen are also needed
for presenting Sky program. Try to use all available facilities and up to date technology to make
the presentation attractive and educational for visitors.
11) Special Effects and Feeling in Space
Use sound and light effects in planetarium room to make the environment more attractive for
visitors, so that the visitors feel that they in space.
12) Environmental Conditions
A clean and quiet place, an appropriate temperature (cooler than the outside of the room) and air
conditioning are very effective in degree of success of planetarium program.
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13) Language of the Program
Use simple language and talk to visitors in their own special languages. It means, if you are
talking to kids, keep their special language; friendly and calm. Don’t speak and behave formally
and be friend with kids. This is also true when you want to make a slide show. Language of story
teller in a slide show should be simple and friendly.
14) Sharing Visitors in The Experience
If you are supposed to describe Sky sky, try to share visitors, especially kids in directing the
program. Ask them simple questions and encourage them to express what they think and to help
you while you are describing Sky sky.
15) Director of the Program
Director of the program should be an experienced and professional person or at least a person
who has enough knowledge to run planetarium program and to give enough information about
the program.
16) Enough but Short Description
It is not a good idea if you want to convey lot of information in a short time to visitors. It is better
to have short but effective descriptions so that visitors can keep them in their minds.
If the aim of the program is to give a description of different constellations in the sky, operator of
the program should not mention lot of constellations, because visitors and specially kids can not
learn all of them in the same time and in that case probably will forget most of them.
17) Discussion with Visitors after the Program
It is a very good idea to have a ten-minute discussion about what visitors have learned after
planetarium program. The discussion will help visitors to find the answer of their questions and
share in what they have learned. It is also a good opportunity for planetarium staff to evaluate the
program.
18) Method of Description
The method of description is very important in learning process, either in making a slide show or
in talking about Sky sky. Use the best method based on the kind of program and audiences. For
instance, if you are describing constellations in autumn sky, it is better to start with big dipper
and great bear, then continue with Polaris, Cassiopeia, Andromeda, Pegasus and Perseus. You
can also talk about summer triangle. It is better to come back to big dipper again after introducing
a new constellation and show the path that visitors should follow. It is also a good idea to repeat
the names of constellations that you have described at the end and encourage visitors to help you.
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5. Discussion
The authors of this dissertation have tried to evaluate different parts of Falun Science Centre
including different exhibitions, Stella Nova Science Centre and the Knowledge Maze. They also
have tried to recommend a framework including important parameters in designing and
presenting exhibits and planetarium programs.
Studying learning in museums, as Hein (1998) states is limited not only by the short duration of
typical visits but also by infrequency of visits. Although the time was limited for the researchers
to prepare an extensive evaluation and to consider all details, but they have done their best to
consider all important points that they have faced during their internship in Falun Science Centre
and doing their research. They used different methods for their studies such as timing and
tracking observations (only for Mirrors Exhibition), general observations, questionnaires and
interviews for collecting necessary data. In timing and tracking observations, 44 visitors (22 boys
and 22 girls) from 22 different school groups were observed.
The school groups were from Falun and some villages around the city. The researchers had also
general observations during their internship. They observed the interaction of visitors with
different exhibitions as well as Knowledge Maze and planetarium programs. They received 420
replies from the visitors who had been given questionnaires.
The authors have tried to analyze the data which they have collected during their studies
accurately and to draw interesting results. They noticed the fact that although the experience that
each visitor has in a science centre is unique, but similarities and trends across experiences can be
generalized and used to improve the role that science centers play in informal learning.
In this dissertation, the researchers have tried to get new and interesting results regarding science
centers and visitor studies based on their educational background, their experiences, the result of
their research in Falun Science Centre as well as the results of the research which have already
been done. The results of this dissertation can be discussed in the following fields:
1) One of the most important aspects of exhibits/ exhibitions which is very important in attracting
power, is bea uty and appearance of them. Exhibits/ Exhibitions should have a suitable color,
shape and size so that they look nice and attractive for visitors. This parameter is very important
especially in a big science centre in which visitors select to visit the exhibits that look nice and
better than the other ones during a limited time. The researchers also noticed that decoration and
arrangement of exhibits are also important in attraction power.
Observations in Falun Science Center confirms the statement of Hein (1998) that visitors are
more likely to use trial-and-error methods at interactive exhibits than to read instructions; that
children are more likely to engage with interactive exhibits, and that attention to exhibits declines
sharply after about half an hour. But the studies also demonstrate the idea of Hein (1998) and
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some other researchers that the time visitors spend attending to individual exhibitions can be
dramatically increased (doubled or more).
The authors also noticed that, as Brookes and Vernon (1956) state, a proportion of children do
spend 5-10 min. or more at particular exhibits that arouse their interest like Images Mixer, Flat
Mirror and Chess Mirror as well as the fact that large proportion tend to flit from one thing to
another and treat the exhibitions more as an amusement arcade than as a source of scientific
information. The researchers observed that according to the Hein’s statements (1998), children
orient themselves, engage in fantasy play, carry out investigations, and generally interact with
objects. But as Hein(1998) states, in many cases, they did not do what exhibit designers intended,
but indulged interests of their own ranging from casual interactions to pursuing personal and
social agendas.
2) The most important parameter in holding power is interactivity. Visitors especially kids like to
interact with exhibits. They also like to enjoy their visit. Enjoyment can help and accelerate the
process of learning. As Richard Gregory (1997) states: If necessity is mother of invention, play is
father of discovery. Science indeed, starts with play.
The formal education literature, as Hein (1998) states, has suggested for decades that students
would learn if they were able to involve in meaningful physical activity.
The results of researc h and evaluation in Falun Science Centre indicate that Mirrors and
Electricity were more successful than the other exhibitions of Falun Science Center, because they
were more interactive than the others. Comets and Math in the World included lot of texts,
without a considerable interactivity. That is why visitors did not pay attention to these exhibitions
so much and were not satisfied with them.
Data analysis based on Barriault (1998) framework shows that there is also a direct relation
between interactivity and learning power. This confirms the statement of Hein (1998) that there
can be no learning if there has been no interaction and the fact that in order for learning to occur
in the museum, the visitor has to attend to something.
3) The authors used Barriault method for evaluating learning power of Mirrors Exhibition. The
results confirm that the recommended method by Barriault as a preliminary framework is a good
tool for evaluating depth of learning, although it is not an extensive method and can not show
every thing regarding learning power of exhibits. This method cannot indicate what visitors
exactly learn from their visit to different exhibits in a science center. It provides only a general
idea, without details about educational aspect of an exhibit. This method does not reply the
question that why an exhibit has a high or low learning power. Learning is a complicated and
continuous process and no generalized method can be found that determine the level and depth of
learning accurately and only based on the behaviors of visitors during interacting with exhibits.
Images Mixer is one of the best exhibits of the science center and the best among Mirrors
Exhibition. Some visitors and teachers stated that although they had lot of fun with Images
Mixer, but it was not very educational.
The authors agree with the statement by Stevenson (1987) that visitors learn without being aware
that they are learning. They believe that visitors have learned during interacting with Images
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Mixer, Flat Mirror as well as many of other exhibits in Falun Science Center, although they are
not aware of that. They also believe that although some exhibits like Stick on the Ring or even
Nail Chair do not look educational, but visitors spent much time to try them and learned
something. For instance, visitors had the opportunity to learn from playing with Stick on the Ring
that how to concentrate on something and to control their actions. They could learn how to make
a relation between what they thought and what they did. They could learn from Nail Chair that
many things can be different from what they have in their minds as well as the fact that they
should be ready to experience unusual phenomena in their lives.
Learning starts with a spark in mind after reading, seeing, hearing, touching, tasting or smelling
something. It will continue and will be completed step by step in the future. If visitors interact
with an exhibit and enjoy it, it means that the process of learning has been started or is
improving.
4) Among the different exhibitions of Falun Science Center, Math Puzzles and Math in the World
were the most difficult ones. But the difficulty of all exhibitions falls within a narrow range from
1.7 to 2 which is reasonable; not so simple, and not so hard. Although, most of the exhibitions for
both middle and high school groups were more difficult for girls than boys, but the difference
was small.
The results indicate that there is not a general relation between grade and difficulty. But in some
cases like Math in the World, having a relatively high degree of difficulty could decrease the
interest of visitors. But it can not be generalized to all exhibitions and some other parameters
such as interactivity should be considered.
The results demonstrate the idea that exhibits should be both challengeable and interactive to
attract the interest of visitors. Electricity was difficult for kids, but its exhibits were interactive
and children liked them very much. That is why Electricity has the highest grade after Mirrors.
Overall, the level of difficulty for all students is reasonable; not so simple, and not so hard.
Perry (1992) argued the six important factors during a successful visit to museums lead to
learning. These factors are curiosity, confidence, challenge, control and play. The results of this
dissertation confirm this idea, especially the fact that an exhibit should be exciting, educational,
interactive and challengeable. Visitors especially kids, like to play, interact with exhibits and feel
that they are doing something important. Although there is not a direct relation between difficulty
and grade of the exhibitions according to the results of this research, but the results confirm that
difficulty is an important parameter in designing exhibitions. The exhibits should be
challengeable, but it does not mean that they should be very difficult so that most of visitors can
not play with them.
The word challengeable means that exhibits should make visitors to think and to use their
abilities. Challengeable means interactive, not very easy and not very difficult. The level of
difficulty depends on the age and educational background of visitors. If the exhibits in a science
center are so difficult that no body can do them or so simple that visitors can do them easily;
without thinking and challenging, the science centre will fail to achieve its goal to make an
exciting and educational environment for visitors.
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5) In this dissertation, the authors recommended the most important parameters in designing and
presenting exhibits as well as planetarium programs in a science centre based on their studies and
the results of their research. They noticed that the main goal of designing and presenting exhibits
and planetarium programs is informal learning, although enjoyment should be considered as an
important parameter.
The parameters for exhibits include central theme or focal point, target group, budget, time , new
ideas, educational and exciting aspects, interactivity, number of exhibits/exhibitions, size/height,
durability and maintenance, materials, handling and set up, Ease of Transportation and storage,
Informal design, Safety, Placement, Layout and accessibility, Shape and appearance , Color ,
Labels , Guides, media, effects, environmental conditions and psychological factors.
The important parameters recommended by the authors for designing and presenting planetarium
programs are: central theme, target group , budget, time, new Ideas, fiction or fact, planning
details of story, writing manuscript, making or choosing the elements of the program , preparing
necessary equipment, sharing visitors in the experience, discussing with visitors after the program
, special Effects and feeling in space, environmental conditions, language of the program, director
of the program, enough but short description and method of description.

The results confirm the idea of Serrel (1996) that attention to ergonomic factors can make a
difference in visitors’ attention and engagement with exhibits, as well as their learning. The
authors agree with the statement of Hein (1998) that in many instances, visitors’ interaction with
individual exhibitions has been improved by changing the physical conditions, providing more
opportunities for visitors to engage, feel rewarded, or be motivated. The results also confirm
Hein’s opinion (1998) that orientation and other environmental psychological factors such as
light levels, wall colors, placement of exhibits and entrance, noise, crowds, visitor Traffic flow,
play an important role in museums and science centers and influence visitor perceptions and,
therefore, visitors comfort.
The researchers also noticed that, as Hein (1998) states, explanatory labels, as distinct from no
labels at all; make an enormous difference in visitors´ attention.
6) The results show that Mirrors and Math in the world have the highest and lowest grade
respectively, for both middle and high school groups.
Electricity, Traffic, Math Puzzles, Comets and Perspective fall between Mirrors and Math in the
World, in order from the highest grade to the lowest grade for the both kinds of school. The trend
is the same as before in interest of girls and boys in different exhibitions. Although for most of
the exhibitions, girls in middle schools showed more interest tha n boys (with some exceptions in
Electricity, Comets and Perspective), but the difference is not strong enough to be considered
seriously. The highest difference between the grade given by boys and girls in middle schools is
for Math Puzzles and Mirror s respectively.
The results are nearly the same for the grade given by junior high schools, but there are some
differences. There is a clear difference between the interest of boys and girls in most of the
exhibitions. Girls in junior high schools were also more interested in the exhibitions than boys
(with some exceptions in Comets and Math in the World).
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Overall, the results of this dissertation indicate that degree of success of a science centre has a
close relation to expectations of its visitors and the expectations, in their own tur ns, depend on
the age, gender and educational background of visitors. Generally, the exhibits of Falun Science
Centre were more attractive for middle school children than for junior high school students. The
results also show that although boys like some exhibitions such as Comets more than girls,
generally girls are more interested in the exhibitions of Falun Science Centre than boys.
7) This dissertation gives interesting results for disabled students. They were more interested in
Math in the World, Comets and Perspective respectively than all other school groups, but their
interest in Electricity, Traffic and Math Puzzle s are less than all others. The other interesting
result is that Math Puzzles, Comets and Perspective were a bit less difficult for disabled students
than the other students, although generally there is not a strong divide between the difficulty of
exhibitions for disabled students and other school children.
8) The results show that there is nearly no important and strong change in order of interest of
positive and negative students in different exhibitions in comparison with other school groups.
But it seems that among negative students, girls were less negative than boys. They gave better
grades to all the exhibitions. The negative girls were more interested in Traffic and Perspective
than Electricity. But for the boys, Mirror s, Electricity and Traffic were the best respectively.
Among the negative students, the highest grade is 1.1, given by girls to Mirrors and the lowest
grade is 0.17, given by boys to Comets.
But positive students, both boys and girls, showed nearly the same interest in most of the
exhibitions. The highest differences are in Math Puzzles and Perspective. Math Puzzles were
more interesting for girls than boys, but Perspective, Comets and Electricity were more attractive
for boys than girls.
9) A comparison between village and city schools indicates that the trends of grade and difficulty
are nearly the same for both kinds of school. The difference between grades given by both groups
to different exhibitions is not very remarkable. But city school groups showed more interest in
Mirrors than village school children and village school groups indicated more interest in
Electricity and Math Puzzles than children from city schools. Village kids also showed nearly the
same interest in Mirror s and Electricity. The highest difference in difficulty between city and
village children is for Comets which is easier for city school groups. Math in the World and Math
Puzzles are still the most difficult exhibitions for both city and village school students.
10) The authors noticed that the children from private schools liked the exhibitions more than
kids from communal schools, although the difference is not strong. The trend of interest in
different exhibitions is also the same for the both groups. There is not a strong divide between
difficulty of different exhibitions for both communal and private school groups.
11) The results show that among the planetarium programs, there is not a strong divide between
interest of girls and boys as well as interest of middle school and junior high school children to
the slide shows. Between two different slide shows, boys were more interested in Journey
Through Space (scientific facts) than Andromeda Story (fiction). But girls showed the same
interest in both of the slide shows. Overall results indicate that children like real science more
than fiction.
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Boys and girls as well as middle school and high school children have nearly the same idea about
difficulty of the slide shows. The total grade for difficulty is about 1.75 of 3. It means that the
slide shows were easy for kids to understand, but still they did not like them very much.
The results indicate that girls were more interested in Starry Sky program than boys, although the
difference is not remarkable. This confirms the results of research which has been done by Åsa
Schedin and Ylva Egebark (2001). The research indicates that girls are more interested in stars
and planets but boys like rockets, satellites and space journey. There is not also a remarkable
difference between the interest of middle and high school children. But based on the experience
and observations of authors of this dissertation, younger kids were more interested in Starry Sky
than the other ones.
Although the Starry night was a bit more difficult for girls than boys, but the difference between
difficulty of the program for boys and girls as well as for middle schools and junior high school is
negligible. The total average of difficulty is about 1.94 of 3.
The studies demonstrate that children (both girls and boys) like the Starry Sky program more
than Slide Show, although the Starry Sky is more difficult than Slide Show for them. It also
shows that children like to see and learn scientific facts even if the facts are more difficult than
fictions.
Journey Through Space was also about scientific facts, but by watching the Starry Sky in the
planetarium, the children really felt that they were looking at the real sky at night and felt
themselves closer to the real world.
The results surprisingly indicate that planetarium programs were easier for disabled students than
the other school groups but they showed less interest in planetarium programs in comparison with
other schools children.
Among negative students, boys still like Starry Sky more than Slide Show but girls surprisingly
are more interested in Slide Show. Starry Sky is still more interesting even for the negative
students.
The results show that positive boys and girls liked Starry Sky more than Slide Show.
Positive boys are more interested in planetarium programs (Slide Show and Starry Sky) than
girls, although the difference is not strong.
It can be seen from the results that Starry Sky is more difficult but still more attractive than Slide
Show for the students of city and village schools. Although city school children liked planetarium
programs more than village school children, but the difference is not very strong. There is not
also a strong divide betwee n difficulty of planetarium programs between kids from Falun and
villages around the city.
The results also indicate that kids from private schools like planetarium programs more than
communal school children, but the difference is not remarkable. The difficulty of the programs
for kids from both communal and private schools is nearly the same.
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12) According to the results, there is a strong divide between the interest of middle school groups
and high school groups in the Knowledge Maze. In middle school groups, the difference between
boys’ and girls’ interests was not remarkable but in junior high schools, girls showed a bit more
interest than boys in the Knowledge Maze. The result of difficulty shows that Knowledge Maze
was easy for all students, although it was more difficult for girls in junior high schools, in
comparison with other groups. The level of difficulty is nearly the same for boys and girls in
middle schools.
The results indicate that middle school children were more satisfied with the Science Centre than
Junior high school children. It can also be noticed that girls liked Falun Science Centre more than
boys, although the difference is not very strong. Beautiful paintings by girls, especially younger
ones, at the back of the questionnaire sheets confirm the results.
Overall, the results of observations, interviews and questionnaires indicate that Falun Science
Centre has been successful in providing an educational and exciting environment for children.
Among one hundred comments on questionna ires (table 3.3), about 50% stated that they had fun
or were satisfied with their visit. The opinions of teachers, who were interviewed, indicate that
they are satisfied with their visit to Falun Science Centre. Among 420 replies to the
questionnaires, 26% gave the overall grade 3 to the Falun Science center against only 7.6 % who
gave zero.
As a summary, differences between grades and difficulties show significant figures when
comparing exhibitions. There are however only small differences regarding age, gender,
city/village and communal/private schools with few exceptions.
At the end, the messages emanating from Falun Science Center like all other science centers and
museums, as Hein (1998) states, are stories and narratives to be read and understood by visitors.
The image of the story and its possible multiple meanings is a model for teaching and learning or
in fact, a model for constructing our understanding of the world.
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Table A2 - Comments of Visitors on the Questionnaires
No. of
Questionnaire
4
6
7
15
18
21
24
28
31
32
38
51
53
55
57
58
60
61
62
64
70
Teacher

71
Teacher
77
78
79
80
81
86
87
98
Teacher

Comments
There were many things we have already done in school
It was fun and boring. The most fun thing was the ring on the stick.
I think it was a lot of fun. Go on with this!
Hi, hi.
Some more things. A “real” Newton’s rock.
I think it was a little bit fun. But the stars in the ceiling were fun.
I think it was instructive and fun to visit.
It was boring
It was boring
I didn’t think it was fun.
It was fun
Please some more challenging experiments with more effects
The Nail Chair. Grade: Excellent.
What I found the most fun was the maze outside the house and some experiments
was difficult and it was written in English and I am not so good in English so some
experiments I didn’t understand
(Might come, if I may)
Some more radio controlled things
It was fun to learn things about “the world”. But after a while it was boring when
one had done everything!
Fun, one learned a lot about stars etc.
It was fun but some things one didn’t understand and one learned things
It was fun but after a while one had done everything and there was nothing left!
Difficult for younger pupils at some stations. Perhaps one could suggest to the
younger ones what stations they can skip. The rooms could be better. It is easier for
the experiments to function if one has other possibilities to organize them.
Easy and difficult depends totally on what pupils are at the experiment. I have tried
to give median answers.
Many pupils don’t take the time to read everything at every experiment instead they
test happily and quickly. To really understand they should be guided by adults. But
as inspiration it was good.
Good!!
I had fun
The film could be better
The film could be better
The maze was the best. In second place comes the nail chairs
The film could have been much better
Almost everything was great fun
- Some stations lacked material that was mentioned in the instruction.
+ Many more stations than + when the center was situated by the river.
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Table A2 - Comments of Visitors on the Questionnaires (Continued)
It was most fun with the mirrors and the planetarium program about the stars

106
107
109
110
113
114
116
117
118
145
149
150
151
161
162
163
167
168
175
178
204
219
Teacher

The most amusing experiment was clearly the mirror when sitting on either side, the
pyramids etc. was also very good. The planetarium = ?!
I don’t think it was that much fun. It would have been more fun if there were things you
could do with e.g. a friend, such as a competition maybe? And then more fun colors of the
wall papers
I think there were too few things in a too long time!
I think it was fun but it was too long time…
As said, the old Falun Science Center was better \ Robin
It was too boring
Too long time
It was too muck time and few things
I thought that fun but I don’t know if I want to come back. /Moa
It is well done!!
Good students who have done a good job!!!
Had time to do what I wanted
It was great fun because you had to think a lot and do a lot!
Thanks that I could come and look at what one could do!
Boring!!!
It was shit bad / boring
Boring!!!
Boring!!!
I think some things were hard to understand. E.g. the number shall be ten. It took a while
before one understands. Apart from that everything was good.
Fun Fun
It was a little boring and not as I had expected
I wish we had more time. The things I had time to try were very good!
The magic cards (1-31) do we use right now. We have got several mind readers.
Fun to see the pupils speak and understand English. Appreciated by both them and me.
Thank you!
One could try the fishing thing. It was excellent. Rather difficult
Thank you for a nice visit.
A little more room for wheel chairs and permobiles would be good…

222
228
229
Assistant
I didn’t have time for all experiments. /Teachers comment: You don’t need to take this
232
245
246
250

student so seriously..
They could have spoken Swedish! Because those who have difficulties with English
maybe didn’t think it was any fun at all!
They could have spoken Swedish! Because those who have difficulties with English
maybe didn’t think it was any fun at all!
I thought that the film and was good but best were the constellations it could have lasted
longer. Most fun was probably the mirror room when you sat opposite to one another.
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251
252

256
Teache r
258
261
263
265
266
277

278
289
290
292
293
295
305
310
316
317
321
325
327
328
331
332
334
352
353
356
357
358
360

I thought that the starry sky was most fun. It was the most interesting. But the mirrors
were fun to.
I think it was great fun at Falun Science Center. It was well done and one could learn a
lot.
I liked the zebra mirror most. It was most fun!!! I laughed a lot.
I think that I and my family will some Saturday.
It was great fun!!!
Fun to get information in English. Most pupils understood a lot. Good to get English so
concretely in experiments and the planetarium.
Over all a very good exhibition but instructors are needed at some exhibits. We were there
yesterday and a few experiments were not in good shape and a few didn’t work.
It was extra fun that most was in English! One learned a lot!
It was rather fun.
Boring!!!
Shit boring!
Thanks
I think it was exciting, both easy and reasonably difficult. You were kind. Very Very kind
thank you we could come to you thank you very much.
You can call me Bella It was very cozy. You had fine things in there couldn’t you come to
the Sågmyra school some time or because that is what I think.
? MVG ?????
It was fun we could come! Thanks!
It was most fun with the mirrors and there were a few things that were hard to understand.
A few things were hard to understand
I think that it should be a little more exciting.
Thanks yourself MVG
It was fun. I didn’t visit all stations so I couldn’t grade all.
It was fun
NO
Get more fun things
One could learn English. Good teachers.
Good teachers
One could learn English
It was fun that they spoke English. The nail chair was fun.
It was fun it was in English
It was fun to be there!
It was fun that they spoke English
I think that the chess game was weird an very much fun
It should be written in Swedish everywhere
It was difficult when it only was written in English
Everything should be written in Swedish also when it was only written in English!
It was difficult when it was written in English.
I think that the texts to the stations should always be in both Swedish and English
(sometimes it was only in Swedish).
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361
362
363
368
404
410
411
412
414
419
420

It should be written in both English and Swedish everywhere.
I think that the explanations should be written in both Swedish and English
It was hard when it was written in English. It should be written in Swedish to.
I’d like to come back with the school. Very much! But with the family I’d rather go to a
movie.
Some things were fun.
Hej Hej!!
I think that you explained how one should do the things awkwardly. There was some
things I didn’t understand.
Sug! Was bad! (written in English)
A little better instructions what you shall do! Otherwise very good!!!
It was bad air
MVG
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Table A3 - Interview with school teachers, Falun Science Center

Questions of Interview :
(1)Which part of this Science Center is much interesting for you? Why?
(2) Which part of this Science Center didn’t you like?
(3) What is your opinion about Planetarium program including Slide show and Starry Sky?
(4) Is there any thing else here that you want to say?
(5) What is your overall opinion about this Science Center? How do you like it? Why?

No. 1 Teacher: A

School: 15

Date:18/05/2004

(morning)

*Age Grade: 4, Slide Show: Andromeda Story
(1) Mirrors. Because they are concrete and capture the interest. Mirrors are fun and easy for kids to know
what to do with them. Kids do not have enough time and do not like to read so much.
(2) Many things here are the same ones in other science centers (like Pyramids), but some Electrical
Exhibits and Traffic Exhibition (like Friction) are new.
(3) It is hard to make relation between the story and stars in Slide Show (Andromeda Story). It needs a
better connection. Slide Show and Starry Sky were easy.
(4) Every thing is nice.
(5) It is very good. Kids can learn lot of things here.

No. 2 Teacher: B

School: 17

Date:26/05/2004

(morning)

*Age Grade: 4, Slide Show: Andromeda Story
(1) Mirrors, also Mathematical Puzzles and Electrical Exhibits. Mirrors have good instructions and labels.
But they could not explain every thing for the kids. I was not prepared and some labels were not so clear.
(2) I like every thing. There are different things for different kids and also adults. Some exhibits are
popular.
(3) In Slide Show, story is a little simple and boring for kids in this age. Starry Sky is very nice. Kids have
already known something about it and learned more here.
(4) I think there are some mistakes in some labels.
(5) I like it very much. It is what we need. I found some ideas for my lectures. I want to come here several
times. I will encourage kids to come here with their family.
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No. 3 Teacher: C
School: 18
Date: 27/ 05/ 2004
(afternoon)
*Age Grade : 7
(1) Mathematical Puzzles. I enjoyed myself to do them. They are difficult.
(2) Electricity. I know lot about electricity and my students build some of them by themselves. It is not so
new for me.
(3) I like both Slide Show and Starry Sky. They are not so long. In Slide Show, The images are changed in
a short time for giving new information. In Starry Sky, time and descriptions are enough. It is short and
students can learn about constellations. If it was so long with long descriptions, the kids would not learn so
much.
(4) I think among the Mirror Exhibits, periscope is the best.
(5) It is ok. I like it. The exhibits are educational and enjoyable. I will use some ideas which I have got
from them in my lessons.

No. 4 Teacher: D

School: 20

Date: 27/ 05/ 2004

(morning)

*Age Grade : 7
(1) I did not play every thing. But I think Mirrors Exhibition is the best, especially Periscope. Because it
teaches something about submarine.
(2) Flat Mirror and drawing images on it. Only because it takes time to do that. I saw the kids doing that
and it took their time.
(3) Both Slide Show and Starry Sky were good. But it is better to have the descriptions and names of
constellations both in English and Swedish.
(4) I like this kind of exhibitions.
(5) It is good. The kids were always busy with them and they did not become tired.

No. 5 Teacher: E

School: 18

Date: 27/ 05/ 2004

(afternoon)

*Age Grade : 5 , Slide Show: Journey through space
(1) Mathematical Puzzles, because I am interested in mathematics. I want to buy some things , like those
which are here, to put them at school for children.
(2) Electricity. They are difficult for children. There were not enough instructions on labels. Children do
not know what they should do with them. For instance, The Flags and light. Also about Comets, The labels
are in English and it is difficult for children, and also for me, to understand them. For instance, the exhibits
Solar Wind Effects in Comets Exhibition is difficult..
(3) Slide Show was quite good and easy for children to understand. It was like a TV program. But maybe,
children should have some preliminary lessons in school for better understanding.
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Starry Sky was also very good. It was educational. You saw that they learned. When you asked them again
about constellations, after your description, they could name different constellations. I think that boys like
the planetarium program more than girls do. But as I said about Slide Show, it will be better for children to
learn about Starry Sky at school, before coming here.
(4) The Mirrors are great. I like them, specially the one which mixes two faces (Images Mixer).
(5) It is great, especially because the exhibits are hands-on and children can play with and enjoy them. But
I think if teachers come here before, they can prepare children for visit and it will be more effective.

No. 6 Teacher: F

School: 21

Date: 01/ 06/ 2004

(morning)

*All visitors are boys, age grade : 5
(1) The Ring On The Stick. It is very interesting for children and also for me. The Zebra Mirror (Images
Mixer) and Curve Mirror are also good and interesting. I like also the exhibit “Do You Have a Steady
Hand?” in Electricity Exhibition. But I think it could be 4 or 5 times larger! So that we could pass the
loop through a large metallic path over our head!
I also like making Pyramid in Mathematical puzzles. It is good, but it could also be larger than it is. I also
like nail chair.
(2) I do not like Mathematics In The World. Because the texts are in English and it is difficult for kids to
read the texts and understand them. I also do not like Solar Wind Effects in Comet Exhibition. It takes a
lot time for kids and also for me to read the texts to understand them.
(3) Slide Show was good. The kind of Slide Show depends on the age of kids and I think Journey Through
Space is good and easy enough to understand for kids in this age.
But about Starry Sky, it is better if you introduce fewer constellations. It is also better if you talk about
galaxy more; what is galaxy and its contents. Because kids do not know what galaxy is.
(4) I think it is better if you have different rooms for different exhibitions like Mirrors.
I also think that it is better if you have larger exhibits, less but larger! You can take all these 50 exhibits
away and make 20 ones larger!
(5) It is good. It is fun and interesting for kids

No. 7

Teacher: G

School: 21

Date:01/06/2004

(morning)

*All visitors are boys, age grade : 5
(1) Almost every thing is good, specially Mirrors. Many of exhibits in Mirror Exhibition are very good.
But I think you could also have convex and concave mirrors. About electricity, I have some things like
them at school, similar to what I saw here. I think you can make other exhibits about. Electricity.
(2) Nail Chair, I also do not Solar Wind Effects and
Exhibition; They are difficult for kids to understand.

also A Model Of Sun And Planets in Comet

(3) I think Slide Show is nice (Journey Through Space).It is easy to understand. But about Starry Sky, you
should arrange it for different age groups. The kids can not understand some things.
(4) I think you can use simulator for simulation journey to space, so that the kids feel they are in space. It
is also better to use a bigger place.
(5) It is nice and also educational. Kids like it.
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No. 8 Teacher: H

School: 19

Date:03/06/2004

(morning)

*age grade : 5
(1) Electricity. Because I think the children do not need to read so much for understanding .They can try
and think about them, and about what happen. For instance, the difference in intensity of light (in some
exhibits).I like this kind of exhibits (Electricity), because kids think about them, try them and think again
about what happen. Electric al Exhibits are easy to understand. In other exhibits, you have to read before
doing them, and sometimes you do not understand what happen after doing them. I also like the
Mathematical Puzzles. Mirrors are also good. Children like them very much, although it is difficult for
kids and also for me to understand them, but we had fun with them.
(2) I think some Mathematical Puzzles are difficult.
(3) Of course kids like power point presentation. I noticed they spoke each other during the show. They
were very curious about it. It was good, not so difficult for kids to understand. I think they understood
many things. The time of Slide Show was also ok (not so long).
But about Starry Sky, the kids like it. They wanted to listen and learn more. Time was ok. Repeating the
name of constellations at the end of show and the way director (operator) was talking to the kids (starting
with big dipper) was very good. The number of constellations was also ok. They could remember the
names of the constellations which they had forgotten. It was also good for my lecture. If I talk about
constellations in class, they can remember some of them .I can not have planetarium show in class, and it
is very useful for them to be familiar with Starry Sky and constellations.
(4) Mirrors are very funny. Images mixer (Zebra Mirror) is funny, but kids do not learn much. Curve
Mirrors and Reflector Mirror are also good. They are good for discussion in class. Kids have to think
about them. I will discuss with kids about them in class.
(5) I think all the exhibitions and planetarium program are good. The exhibits are so small and kids are not
patient enough to read instructions.
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Table A4 - General Observations, Falun Science Center
School (Group): (1)
Grade 5: (20 students)

Date: 26/ 04/ 04 (morning)

Today, the first group of children school visited Falun Science Center. After 5 minutes (for giving
instructions about visiting the Science Center), they started their visit. In the instructions, the guides
(Per Broman and two research students who have done this research) introduced themselves,
different exhibitions, Knowledge Maze and planetarium program as well as the time schedule of
visit.
The visitors were also mentioned that there were some students in the classrooms and that they would
be appreciated if they would not be noisy during the visit.
For this group, the time of visit was 1.5 hours. After that, they watched Slide Show and Starry Sky
for the rest of visit time (half an hour) and then left the Science Center. They could visit knowledge
maze at the beginning or end of their visit.
This group showed a special interest in Mirror Exhibition, especially the Images Mixer. They also
were interest in Flat Mirror, Corner Reflector Mirror and Chess Mirror. The other exhibits had also
some visitors. The visitors tried to read the labels and followed the instructions. After Mirrors,
Mathematical Puzzles and Electricity were attractive for them. After half an hour they became tired
and rest for a while on sofa, but they started again and continued their visit. It seems 1.5 hours is too
long for a continuous visit to the exhibitions.

School (Group):
(2)
Grade 5,6: (21 student)

Date: 03/ 05/ 04 (morning)

This group indicated a high interest in the Mirror Exhibitions and Mathematical Puzzles. They were
also interested in Electricity and Traffic Exhibitions. Among the Mirror Exhibits, the Images Mixer
was very amusing for them. They spent much time for plying with that and had lot of fun. They also
enjoyed interacting with other exhibits especially Corner Reflector Mirror, Chess Mirror and Flat
Mirror. The Comet Exhibition had the lowest visitors.

School (Group):
(3)
Grade: 5 Number:32

Date: 05/ 05/ 04 (morning)

They mostly were not interested in reading labels, texts and also Comet Exhibitions.
They were interested in hands-on exhibits. They also showed interest in Mathematics Exhibits.
It seems they did not have enough prior experience for visiting exhibition and didn’t know how to
interact with the exhibits.
Today researchers changed the schedule time of visit as follows:
1) Introducing the Science Center and giving the instructions(5 minutes)
2) Visiting the exhibit ions (one hour)
3) Planetarium show (30 minutes)
4) Visiting the exhibit ions again and also visiting Knowledge Maze.
The results were very good. One hour was enough for visit and children could return to visit the
exhibits again if they liked.
Today, there was a mistake for giving coffee to the kids and their teacher request to stop it. But the
researchers think it was a good idea if kids could have coffee during their visit.
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School (Group): (4)
Date: 04/ 05 04 (morning)
Grade 4,5,6: (6 girls and 11 boys)
A very clever group! They were very interested in the exhibits and tried to have experience with all
of them. One of the boys tried Zebra Mirror (Images Mixer) 4 times during visit time. He also invited
his other classmates to mix the image of his face with the images of their faces.
One of the other interesting things was interacting with Chess Mirror. It was occupied by the visitors,
almost all the time. Four couple s of kids (boys and girls) played chess and some of the other kids sat
and watched their playing .One of the boys said: “Chess Mirror is really excellent. I like this very
much.”

School (Group):

(5)

Date: 04/ 05/ 04 (afternoon)

Grade 8: (7 girls and 7 boys)
This group was very noisy. They were not interested in interacting with exhibit ions in an appropriate
way. They were older than the group came this morning but not clever than them!
They were not so interested in the exhibits and planetarium show.

School (Group): (6)
Grade 7: (22 students)

Date: 29/ 04/ 04 (morning)

This group did not show a high interest in the exhibitions. Especially, the boys were not so interested
in interacting with the exhibits. They only had a fast look to the exhibits and passed them quickly.
One of the boys sat in the corner of the Mirrors room for 15 minutes without paying attention to the
exhibits. One of the girls sat in front of the Corner Mirror, read the labels and played with that for ten
minutes.
In general, it seems the exhibitions were not so interesting for many of them.

School (Group):

(7)

Date: 12/ 05/ 04 (morning)

Grade 6: (15 girls and 12 boys)
About half of the kids started their visit from the Mirrors room. Images Mixer, Curve Mirror, Flat
Mirror, Parallel Mirrors, light Reflector Squares, Kaleidoscope and Periscope were interesting
exhibits for the visitors respectively. The kids read the labels carefully and tried to follow the
instructions. But something interesting happened today. One of the kids entered the room and said
something (in Swedish) to others. Then almost everybody left the room! What happened?! All of
them went to see and try Nail Chair!
Almost during the whole time of visit, Images Mixer and Flat Mirror had some visitors. Curve Mirror
and Parallel Mirrors had also many visitors. There was a girl in this group who interacted with the
exhibits like a small scientist! She read the labels carefully and followed the instructions step by step.
She tried all the exhibits carefully and patiently. She was so clever and tried to do the exhibits in
different ways. But she tried to do the exhibits by herself. During her visit. Their friends invited her
to share them in doing other exhibits, but she refused and continued her own visit. She did the same
with almost other exhibits in other exhibitions, especially Mathematical Puzzles.
In general, this group was a very motivated and active group. When the time of visit was finished at
11, and the teacher called the kids for leaving the science center, they still were busy with exhibits
(especially Mirrors) and did not like to leave. Their teacher said the guides that the exhibitions and
also planetarium programs are very fascinating and educational.
This group also was very interested in planetarium programs. They followed Slide Show (Journey
Through Space) and Starry Sky carefully. It seems they were experienced and had been trained and
prepared to visit science centers and planetariums.
Another thing: it is better to put the pieces of light Reflector Mirrors out of their places, for attracting
more visitors.
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School (Group): (8)
Date: 27/ 04/ 04 (morning)
Grade 7: (22 students)
Most of the visitors started their visit from Mirrors room. They indicated a moderate interest in
different exhibits. Images Mixer was still number one. Curve Mirror, Parallel Mirrors and Chess
Mirror were also interesting for them .Two boys played chess for about 15 minutes. A girl sat in front
of the Corner Mirror, read the labels and play with the exhibit for 8 minutes. The interest of this
group to the Mirror exhibits and also to the other exhibitions was less than the younger groups.

School (Group): (9)
Grade 4:(8 girls and 6 boys)”

Date: 13/ 05/ 04 (morning)

It seems that this group was not so experienced and trained to visit the Science Centers. They did not
try to have serious experience with the exhibits. Most of the kids only had a look to the different
exhibits and passed them quickly. This was the first group who showed very little interest (the
lowest) in Mirrors and also other exhibitions. After 45 minutes, they had not still discovered the
Images Mixer. Guides tried to show two of them, how to interact with that. Even after that, only 4
kids tried to do the Images Mixer.
After watching Slide Show (Andromeda Story) and Starry Sky, they had a short discussion with Per
Broman, about sky and stars. Then they continued their visit until the end of the visit time, but not
seriously. They nearly could recognize all important constellations in autumn sky. It seems, younger
kids have more information about Starry Sky than the older ones! and older children start to forget
the name of constellations, little by little as they become older!

School (Group): (10)
Grade 6(A): (33 pupils) (morning)

Date: 11/ 05/ 04 ( morn. /after.)

Today, among the different Mirror Exhibits, visitors showed a high interest in Flat Mirror, light
Reflector Squares and Kaleidoscope. Light Reflector Squares had more visitors today than the prior
days. When the square pieces are out of their places, visitors will be encouraged to arranged them and
think about the different materials on them and to learn something about reflection of light from
different materials.
At the first 10 minutes, the children visited all the exhibits in the Mirrors room, but not in depth.
After about 10 minutes, most of them left the room. But after 20 minutes, 10 of the children came
back to the room and tried all the exhibits for about 10 minutes. They paid more attention to Images
Mixer and Kaleidoscope this time.
Among the other exhibitions, Mathematical Puzzles were very amusing and interesting for kids. But
visitors do not interact with Electrical Exhibits in depth. Boys were more interested in trying this
exhibition (Electricity) than girls were. Traffic Exhibits, especially Reaction, were also attractive for
kids.

Grade 6(B): (33 pupils) (afternoon)
In the beginning of visit, 7 students entered the Mirrors´ room. They showed high interest in
Kaleidoscope, Curve Mirror and Corner Mirror than the other Mirror Exhibits. Images Mixer was
discovered late but it still was number 1. Even at the end of visit, 5 children were still busy with that.
Flat Mirror was also interesting for the vis itors and some of them were busy with that for a
considerable time.
Mathematical Puzzles and Traffic were amusing, attractive and interesting for this group and children
spent much time to visit them. Electricity Exhibition was also interesting for kids. It had some
visitors for about 30 minutes.
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School (Group): (11)
Date: 17/ 05/ 04 (afternoon)
Grade: 10-12 (disabled - 6 Girls and 8 Boys)
Today, visitors were disabled student.
As usual, they showed special interest in Mirrors. There are some interesting differences between this
group and prior groups. The students of this group showed more interest in Perspectives than the
other groups. Six students of this group could do the exhibit Ring On The Stick. That was very
interesting, because the students of prior groups were not so successful in doing this exhibit. They
could concentrate carefully on the exhibits. They were very interested in Perspectives. The Electrical
Exhibits were also exciting for them.
The guides, teachers and assistants helped them for interacting with the exhibits. They showed high
interest in doing the exhibits in spite of the fact that they are disabled.

School (Group): (12)
Grade 8: (14Girls and 10 Boys)

Date: 18/ 05/ 04 (afternoon)

At the beginning of visit, 17 of kids entered the Mirrors room and after less than 5 minutes, only 4 of
the stayed in the room, looking at different exhibits, but not accurately.
But during this time, two girls, read the labels and tried to follow the instructions.
kids showed much interest in Images Mirror, Parallel Mirrors, and Curve Mirror than the other
exhibits. Periscope had more visitors in comparison with prior days, after changing the direction of
its upper section. Image Mixer was still the number one.
Although, this group did not show a high interest in the exhibitions and after 45 minutes sat on the
sofa! , they read the labels more than prior groups, especially the labels of Flat Mirror, Parallel
Mirror and Corner Mirror.
They were not interested in drawing their face on Flat Mirror, but tried to read the labels and changed
the transparent texts. They were also interested in Mathematical Puzzles.
They did not show high interest in Slide Show (Journey Through Space). But they were familiar
with most of the famous constellations (except summer triangle and andromeda).

School (Group): (13)
Grade 5: (15 students)

Date: 25/ 05/ 04 (morning)

Although girls indicated more interest than boys did, but in general, this group were not so interested
in the exhibitions and also planetarium programs.
Most of the visitors, only had a look to different exhibits and passed them quickly

School (Group): (14)
Grade 4-6: (10 Girls and 11Boys)

Date: 24/ 05/ 04 (morning)

Mirror Exhibits had fewer visitors today than the prior days. Some of the kids interacted with images
mixer several times. They invited other visitors to come and try it. Two of the kids tried Up-Down
Mirror and also invited others to come and visit.
The visitors also showed interest in Flat Mirror. Kaleidoscope, Curve mirror and Parallel Mirrors
(look into infinity).There was something interesting today; the number of the kids who visited
periscope was more than the ones who visited the Images Mixer.
Today, visitors, especially girls , were very interested in Electricity Exhibition. But in prior groups,
boys showed more interest than girls to Electricity. Mathematical Exhibits and also Traffic had many
visitors today.
The Side Show for this group was Andromeda Story. Children were not so familiar with the
constellations in autumn sky.
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School (Group): (15)
Date: 18/ 05/ 04 (morning)
Grade 4: (14 Girls and 8 Boys)
Today, Electricity Exhibition had more visitor than Mirrors Exhibition.
Among the Mirror Exhibits, Kaleidoscope, Reflector Mirror, Flat Mirror and Curve Mirror were the
most interesting exhibits for the visitors at their first look. Images Mixer was discovered by girls in 5
minutes and as usual, they had fun with that.
In this group, almost boys and girls visited the exhibits separately (boys together and girls together).
The direction of periscope had been changed so that the visitors could see an image which located
behind them and higher than their viewpoints. This strategy increased the number of visitors to
Periscope considerably. It seems that this group was not so experienced in visiting science centers.
They were calm and not so motivated.
Perspective Exhibits, had not many visitors today, but Mathematical Puzzles, as usual, were welcome
by the kids. After half an hour from the beginning of visit, the visitors came back again to the
Mirrors´ room. 3 boys and 4 girls with their teacher were interacting with the exhibits, more
accurately than they did at the first of their visit.
Generally , girls indicated more interest than boys in Mirror Exhibits. Images Mixer, Flat Mirror and
Curve Mirror had visitors until the end of visit time.

School (Group): (16)
Grade 4-6: (12Girls and 12 boys)

Date: 24/ 05/ 04 (afternoon)

16 of the kids started their visit from Mirrors´ room. After 5 minutes, five of them left the room and
after about 15 minutes, all kids left the room. During this time, they tried all the exhibits, but they
indicated more interest in Images Mixer, Curve Mirror, Parallel Mirror and light Reflector Squares,
than the other Mirror Exhibits.
After 25 minutes (from the beginning of visit), 7 of kids returned to the Mirrors´ room again. Two of
them played chess (Chess Mirror) for about 15 minutes as well as tried Curve Mirror and Up-Down
Mirror. Two girls made a beautiful shape with light Reflector Squares.
In this group, girls were very more interested in Electricity Exhibition than boys were, but
Perspectives were more interesting for boys than girls. Both boys and girls indicated special interest
in Mathematical Puzzles, and this exhibition had visitors almost during the entire time of visit.
They were also interested in Traffic Exhibits. Comets had also some visitors. Two girls had a look to
some of the texts and tried some of the Comet Exhibits.
In the general, the children in this group visited all the exhibits, but not in depth and accurately.

School (Group):

(17)

Date: 26/ 05/ 04 (morning)

Grade4:(8 Girls and 7 Boys)
At the beginning of visit , all students went to the Mirrors´ room. Mirror Exhibits were very exciting
for them. They were interacting with all the exhibits but the Images Mixer and Flat Mirror were more
interesting for them than the other exhibits. The children also showed higher interest in light
Reflector Squares than the other school groups. After 13 minutes, 10 of the children left the room to
visit other exhibitions in the corridor.
Traffic and Electricity were the second and the third exhibitions that visitors showed a high interest
in them respectively. The kids had lot of fun and showed high interest in Falu n Science Center and
planetarium programs.
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School (Group): (18)
Date: 27/ 05/ 04 (afternoon)
Grade 7: (12 Girls and 8 Boys)
15 of the kids started their visits from Mirrors´ room. They tried Flat Mirror, Kaleidoscope, Chess
Mirror and Corner Mirror, earlier than they did other exhibits. They discovered Images Mixer later
than the other groups did. Two girls tried that, but they did not read the labels and could not find how
to play with that. After 8 minutes, all visitors left the room. But after 15 minutes, 6 girls came back to
the room and started to play with Flat Mirror, Curve Mirror, Corner Mirror and Parallel Mirrors (look
into infinity).No visitor played all the Mirror Exhibits completely. Generally, each visitor played two
exhibits seriously and played the other exhibits in her/his next return to the room. Traffic, Electricity,
Perspectives and Comets were also interesting for the visitors respectively.
As usual, Ring On The Stick and Gravity Cone (as very popular exhibits) had lot of visitors. During
the visit, six boys and girls played Chess (Chess Mirror), for about 10 minutes and during their play,
some other kids stood and looked at what they did.
Almost, all visitors tried Images Mixer and had lot of fun. Flat Mirror, also had many visitors who
tried to draw their faces on the mirror. It was funny for them.
But today, for the first time, Journey Through Space was shown for kids in grade 5 (instead of
Andromeda story). Professor Lars Broman (The Supervisor), recommended it for finding a
correlation between, the interest of kids in fiction and scientific facts. In Starry Sky, kids knew name
of Big Dipper and Polaris, but they were not so familiar with other constellations in autumn sky.

School(Group): (19)
Grade 5: (7 girls and 15 boys)

Date: 03/ 06/ 04 (morning)

15 of kids entered the room at the beginning of visit. But after 5 minutes, all of them left the room.
They did not visit the exhibits in deep. Perspectives and Traffic had many visitors and after these
exhibit ions, Electricity was attractive for kids.
After 15 minutes, almost all girls returned to the Mirrors room. Images Mixer and Curve Mirror were
very attractive for them. They were also interested in Kaleidoscope and Parallel Mirror.
Among the Traffic Exhibits, reaction was the most successful exhibit.

School(Group): (20)
Grade 7: (11 Girls and 13 Boys)

Date: 27/ 05/ 04 (morning)

At the first of visit, most of the children entered the Mirrors´ room, but after a short time, only ten
girls stayed at the room. Among the different exhibits in Mirrors´ room, Images Mixer, Periscope and
Curve Mirror were more interesting for girls than boys. They read some labels and tried to follow the
instructions. After 10 minutes, boys entered the room.
Image Mixer was also number one for boys. They showed a special interest in Chess Mirror and
Corner Mirror. Two boys were busy with Chess Mirror and played chess for about half an hour. They
even came back after planetarium program and continued to play chess!
Today, like the other days, Electrical Exhibits and Mathematical Puzzles attracted many visitors.
Two of boys were interacting with Electrical Exhibits accurately. They read and followed the
instructio ns. In general, boys were more interested in Mathematical Exhibits than girls.
After planetarium program, some of the children went to visit Knowledge Maze and the others
continued their visit to the exhibitions. Two of the girls played with Image Mixer for the third time.
They invited other children to come and try the exhibit. One of the boys was busy by drawing his
face on the Flat Mirror and another was playing with Kaleidoscope. Images Mixer, Flat Mirror and
Reflector Mirror had visitors until the last seconds of visit. Also two of girls were interacting with
Corner Mirror. They were discussing about that and tried to follow the instructions on the labels.
After planetarium program, Perspective Exhibition, Traffic and Mathematical Puzzles were still
attractive for children.
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School(Group): (21)
Date: 01/ 06/ 04 (morning)
Grade 5: (All visitors are Boys)
They didn’t show a high interest in the exhibits. They didn’t play so much with Mathematical
Puzzles, Mathematics and Comets. The most interesting exhibits for them were Images Mixer and
also reaction.
6 boys were around Images Mixer for ten minutes and had lot of fun. They also invited others and
their teacher for joining them. Some boys tried Images Mixer several times. They didn’t show much
interest in Flat Mirror.
2-3 boys tried Curve Mirror carefully. One of them tried to play with animals in Corner Mirror. No
body tried to arrange the high Reflecting Squares completely.
One of the boys called the guides and showed Up-Down Mirror. He was happy with that. Kids used a
chair for going up and having a look to the upper mirror of Periscope. Two of the boys sat and played
chess for 10 minutes. The Parallel Mirrors had also some visitors.

School(Group): (22)
Grade 6: (22students)

Date: 28/ 04/ 04 (afternoon)

As usual, most of the kids went to the Mirrors´ room at the first of visit. Both girls and boys tried all
the exhibits. They read labels and followed the instructions during the interacting with the exhibits.
Images Mixer and Flat Mirror were very interesting for them. They spent much time for visiting the
exhibits and returned several times to the Mirrors´ room for interacting with Mirror Exhibits
(especially Images Mixer). They also showed a high interest in the other exhibits especially in
Mathematical Puzzles and Electricity. Comets and Mathematics in The World were not exciting for
them. They were also interested in planetarium program and Knowledge Maze.

School(Group): Grade 4: (19 Students)

Date: 06/ 05/ 04 (morning)

10 of the children went to the Mirror´ room at the first of vis it. This group was the first group in
which kids showed a special interest in Curve Mirror and Up-Down Mirror. They were also
interested in Chess Mirror as well as Flat Mirror and played with them for couple of minutes. Today,
the place of Images Mixer had been changed from the entrance to the end of the room. That was why
the kids discovered it later today (after about 20 minutes). But after that, as usual, they had lot of fun.
The kids also discovered Parallel Mirror late (after 20 minutes) by a girl and she played with that for
one minute. The place of this exhibit also had been changed today. But it seems, changing the place
of this exhibit from the end of room, to the middle of other exhibits, has increased its visitors. Kids
needed guidance for being familiar and playing with Kaleidoscope.
When the kids entered the Mirrors´ room for the second time (there was no visitor in the room for 15
minutes), they played seriously with Images Mixer, Flat Mirror, Kaleidoscope and Parallel Mirrors,
respectively.
But about other exhibitions, Mathematical Puzzles and Electricity were attractive for kids. They also
liked Reaction in Traffic Exhibition. It is interactive and kids can measure their reaction speed and it
is very interesting for them.
This group, like other groups, didn’t show much interest in Comet. No body was seen to read the
texts of the Comet which are totally in English. Only the exhibits Solar Wind Effect,, Comet Quiz
and Make Your Own Craters had a few visitors (3 or4) because they were a little interactive.
Electricity was more interesting for boys than girls, because the number of boys who tried to do the
exhibits again, was more than girls. Mathematical Exhibits were interesting both for boys and girls.
They enjoyed solving the puzzles and becoming satisfied with their intelligence!
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Appendix B
Grade & Difficulty of
Different Exhibitions
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Mirrors Grade Given by Boys for Different Age Groups
Grades
Age Groups
Age Group 4
Age Group 5
Age Group 6
Age Group 7
Age Group 8
disabled 10-12
All Boys

0
1
4
2
1
0
0
8

1

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Boys)
7 14 7
2
31
20 26 9
1
60
9 14 16
1
42
8
6
5
1
21
5
9
3
0
17
1
2
3
0
7
50 73 43
5
179

Average Grade
1,93 ± 0,3
1,68 ± 0,22
2,07 ± 0,29
1,75 ± 0,42
1,88 ± 0,35
2 ± 0,67
1,87 ± 0,13

Mirrors Grade Given by Girls for Different Age Groups
Grades
Age Groups
Age Group 4
Age Group 5
Age Group 6
Age Group 7
Age Group 8
disabled 10-12
All Girls

0
0
1
2
0
0
0
3

1

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Girls)
3 16 6
3
28
12 30 22
4
69
15 14 18
0
49
4
3
11
1
19
10 7
3
0
20
2
2
0
1
5
46 72 60
9
190

Average Grade
2,12 ± 0,24
2,12 ± 0,19
1,98 ± 0,27
2,39 ± 0,41
1,65 ± 0,34
1,5 ± 0,67
2,04 ± 0,12

Mirrors Average Grade
Age Group 4
Age Group 5
Age Group 6
Age Group 7
Age Group 8
disabled 10-12
Total(All Groups)

boys
1,93 ± 0,3
1,68 ± 0,22
2,07 ± 0,29
1,75 ± 0,42
1,88 ± 0,35
2 ± 0,67
1,87 ± 0,13

girls
2,12 ± 0,24
2,12 ± 0,19
1,98 ± 0,27
2,39 ± 0,41
1,65 ± 0,34
1,5 ± 0,67
2,04 ± 0,12

All Visitors
2,04
1,88
2,05
2,04
1,76
2
1,97

Mirrors Average Grade
Boys

Girls

Total

3
Average Grade

2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
4

5

6
7
Age Groups

8

Disabled Total (All
Groups)

Figure B1 - Mirrors Grade for Different Age Groups
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Mirrors Difficulty Level for Boys in Different Age Groups
Grades
Age Groups
Age Group 4
Age Group 5
Age Group 6
Age Group 7
Age Group 8
disabled 10-12
All Boys

1
10
14
4
7
4
1
41

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Boys)
17
0
4
31
37
1
8
60
34
0
4
42
13
0
1
21
13
0
0
17
6
0
0
7
120 1
17
179

Average Grade
1,63 ± 0,19
1,75 ± 0,13
1,89 ± 0,1
1,65 ± 0,22
1,76 ± 0,22
1,86 ± 0,31
1,75 ± 0,07

Mirrors Difficulty Level for Girls in Different Age Groups
Grades
Age Groups
Age Group 4
Age Group 5
Age Group 6
Age Group 7
Age Group 8
disabled 10-12
All Girls

1
6
13
8
2
1
0
30

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Girls)
20
0
2
28
48
2
6
69
41
0
0
49
16
0
1
19
15
0
4
20
4
0
1
5
144 2
14
190

Average Grade
1,77 ± 0,17
1,83 ± 0,12
1,84 ± 0,11
1,89 ± 0,16
1,94 ± 0,13
2±0
1,84 ± 0,06

Mirrors Average Difficulty Level
boys
1,63 ± 0,19
1,75 ± 0,13
1,89 ± 0,1
1,65 ± 0,22
1,76 ± 0,22
1,86 ± 0,31
1,75 ± 0,07

Age Group 4
Age Group 5
Age Group 6
Age Group 7
Age Group 8
disabled 10-12
Total(All Groups)

girls
1,77 ± 0,17
1,83 ± 0,12
1,84 ± 0,11
1,89 ± 0,16
1,94 ± 0,13
2±0
1,84 ± 0,06

All Visitors
1,7
1,79
1,82
1,72
1,85
1,85
1,78

Mirrors Average Difficulty
Boys

Girls

Total

Average Difficulty

3
2,5
2
1,5
1
4

5

6

7

Age Groups

8

Disabled

Total (All
Groups)

Figure B2- Mirrors Difficulty Level for Different Age Groups
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Grade of Mirrors Given by Boys
Grades

0

1 2 3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Boys)
7 36 55 32
4
134
1 13 15 8
1
38
8 49 70 40
5
172

Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

Average Grade
1,86 ± 0,15
1,81 ± 0,27
1,85 ± 0,13

Grade of Mirrors Given by Girls
Grades

0

1 2 3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Girls)
3 30 60 46
7
146
0 14 10 14
1
39
3 44 70 60
8
185

Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

Average Grade
2,07 ± 0,14
2 ± 0,29
2,06 ± 0,12

Average Grade of Mirrors
Middle schoools (age groups 4 , 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7& 8)

Total ( age groups 4, 5 , 6 , 7 & 8 )

Boys
1,86 ± 0,15
1,81 ± 0,27
1,85 ± 0,13

Girls
2,07 ± 0,14
2 ± 0,29
2,06 ± 0,12

All (Boys & Girls & Anonymous)

1,97
1,92
1,96

Average Grade of Mirrors
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,5

Grade

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Middle Schools

Junior High Schools

Figure B3 - Grade of Mirrors

Total
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Difficulty Level of Mirrors for Boys
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high Schools
Total

1
2 3 blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Boys)
29 28 1
16
134
11 26 0
1
38
40 54 1
17
172

Average Grade
0,75 ± 0,12
1,7 ± 0,15
0,97 ± 0,1

Difficulty Level of Mirrors for Girls
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high schools
Total

1

2
3 blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Girls)
27 109 2
8
146
3
31 0
5
39
30 140 2
13
185

Average Grade
1,82 ± 0,07
1,91 ± 0,1
1,84 ± 0,06

Average Difficulty Level of Mirrors
Boys
Girls
Middle Schools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
0,75 ± 0,12 1,82 ± 0,07
Junior high schools (age groups 7 & 8) 1,7 ± 0,15
1,91 ± 0,1
Total (age groups 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8)
0,97 ± 0,1 1,84 ± 0,06

All (Boys&Girls&Anonymous)
1,78
1,77
1,78

Average Difficulty Level of Mirrors
Boys

Girls

All

3

Difficulty

2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Middle School

Junior High School

Figure B4 -Difficulty Level of Mirrors

Total
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Grade of Electricity Given by Boys
Grades
Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

0

1 2
Number
9 36 40
5 17 13
14 53 53

3
blank
Total
of Visitors (Boys)
38
11
134
1
2
38
39
13
172

Average Grade
1,87 ± 0,17
1,28 ± 0,25
1,74 ± 0,15

Grade of Electricity Given by Girls
Grades
Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

0

1 2
Number
8 36 56
4 11 19
12 47 75

3
blank
Total
of Visitors (Girls)
33
13
146
5
0
39
38
13
185

Average Grade
1,86 ± 0,15
1,64 ± 0,27
1,8 ± 0,13

Average Grade of Electricity
Middle schoools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7 & 8)
Total (age groups 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8)

Boys
1,87 ± 0,17
1,28 ± 0,25
1,74 ± 0,15

Girls
1,86 ± 0,15
1,64 ± 0,27
1,8 ± 0,13

All (Boys&Girls&Anonymous)

1,86
1,48
1,77

Average Grade of Electricity
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,5

Grade

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Middle Schools

Junior High Schools

Figure B5 - Grade of Electricity
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Difficulty Level of Electricity for Boys
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high Schools
Total

1

2
3 blank
Total
Number of Visitors(Boys)
31 82 2
19
134
10 25 1
2
38
41 107 3
21
172

Average Grade
1,75 ± 0,09
1,75 ± 0,17
1,75 ± 0,08

Difficulty Level of Electricity for Girls
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high schools
Total

1

2
3 blank
Total
Number of Visitors(Girls)
28 105 5
8
146
8
27 0
4
39
36 132 5
12
185

Average Grade
1,83 ± 0,08
1,77 ± 0,15
1,82 ± 0,07

Average Difficulty Level of Electricity
All
Middle Schools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7 & 8)
Total (age groups 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8)

Boys
1,75 ± 0,09
1,75 ± 0,17
1,75 ± 0,08

Girls
1,83 ± 0,08
1,77 ± 0,15
1,82 ± 0,07

(Boys&Girls&Anonymous)

1,79
1,74
1,78

Average Difficulty Level of Electricity
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,8
2,6

Difficulty

2,4
2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
Middle Schools

Juniour High Schools

Total

Figure B6 - Difficulty Level of Electricity
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Grade of Traffic Given by Boys
Grades

0

1 2
Number
25 43 34
6 14 13
31 57 47

Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

3
blank
Total
of Visitors (Boys)
22
10
134
1
4
38
23
14
172

Average Grade
1,43 ± 0,18
1,26 ± 0,28
1,39 ± 0,15

Grade of Traffic Given by Girls
Grades

0

1 2
Number
18 42 43
4 13 16
22 55 59

Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

3
blank
Total
of Visitors (Girls)
20
23
146
4
2
39
24
25
185

Average Grade
1,53 ± 0,17
1,54 ± 0,28
1,53 ± 0,14

Average Grade of Traffic
All
Middle schoools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7 & 8)
Total ( age groups 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 & 8 )

Boys
1,43 ± 0,18
1,26 ± 0,28
1,39 ± 0,15

Girls
1,53 ± 0,17
1,54 ± 0,28
1,53 ± 0,14

(Boys&Girls&Anonymous)

1,49
1,36
1,46

Average Grade of Traffic
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,5

Grade

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Middle Schools

Junior High Schools

Figure B7 - Grade of Traffic
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Difficulty Level of Traffic for Boys
Grades

1

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Boys)
26 79
9
20
134
9
24
1
4
38
35 103 10
24
172

Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high Schools
Total

Average Grade
1,85 ± 0,1
1,76 ± 0,17
1,83 ± 0,09

Difficulty Level of Traffic for Girls
Grades

1

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Girls)
21
91 15
19
146
6
23
1
9
39
27 114 16
28
185

Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high schools
Total

Average Grade
1,95 ± 0,09
1,83 ± 0,17
1,93 ± 0,08

Average Difficulty Level of Traffic
All
Middle Schools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7& 8)
Total (age groups 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8)

Boys
1,85 ± 0,1
1,76 ± 0,17
1,83 ± 0,09

Girls
1,95 ± 0,09
1,83 ± 0,17
1,93 ± 0,08

(Boys & Girls & Anonymous)

1,9
1,8
1,87

Average Difficulty Level of Traffic
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,8
2,6

Difficulty

2,4
2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
Middle Schools

Juniour High Schools

Total

Figure B8 - Difficulty Level of Traffic
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Grade of Mathematical Puzzles Given by Boys
Grades
Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

0

1 2
Number
22 56 26
11 14 5
33 70 31

3
blank
Total
of Visitors (Boys)
11
19
134
5
3
38
16
22
172

Average Grade
1,23 ± 0,16
1,11 ± 0,35
1,2 ± 0,15

Grade of Mathematical Puzzles Given by Girls
Grades
Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

0

1 2
Number
16 54 40
6 12 13
22 66 53

3
blank
Total
of Visitors (Girls)
19
17
146
2
6
39
21
23
185

Average Grade
1,48 ± 0,15
1,33 ± 0,3
1,45 ± 0,14

Average Grade of Mathematical Puzzles
All
Middle schoools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7 & 8)
Total ( age groups 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 & 8 )

Boys
1,23 ± 0,16
1,11 ± 0,35
1,2 ± 0,15

Girls
1,48 ± 0,15
1,33 ± 0,3
1,45 ± 0,14

(Boys & Girls& Anonymous)

1,34
1,27
1,32

Average Grade of Mathematical Puzzles
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,5

Grade

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Middle Schools

Junior High Schools

Total

Figure B9 - Grade of Mathematical Puzzles
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Difficulty Level of Mathematical Puzzles for Boys
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high Schools
Total

1

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Boys)
17 70 19
28
134
9 20 6
3
38
26 90 25
31
172

Average Grade
2,02 ± 0,11
1,91 ± 0,23
1,99 ± 0,1

Difficulty Level of Mathematical Puzzles for Girls
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high schools
Total

1

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Girls)
14 101 13
18
146
1
22
5
11
39
15 123 18
29
185

Average Grade
1,99 ± 0,08
2,14 ± 0,17
2,02 ± 0,07

Average Difficulty Level of Mathematical Puzzles
All
Middle Schools (age groups 4,5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7& 8)
Total (age groups 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 & 8 )

Boys
2,02 ± 0,11
1,91 ± 0,23
1,99 ± 0,1

Girls
1,99 ± 0,08
2,14 ± 0,17
2,02 ± 0,07

(Boys& Girls& Anonymous)

2
2,05
2,01

Average Difficulty Level of matematical Puzzles
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,8
2,6

Difficulty

2,4
2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
Middle Schools

Juniour High Schools

Total

Figure B10 -Difficulty Level of Mathematical Puzzles
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Grade of Comets Given by Boys
Grades
Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

0

1 2
Number
39 31 26
10 14 8
49 45 34

3
blank
Total
of Visitors (Boys)
18
20
134
1
5
38
19
25
172

Average Grade
1,2 ± 0,2
1 ± 0,29
1,16 ± 0,17

Grade of Comets Given by Girls
Grades
Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

0

1 2
Number
38 52 23
7 20 6
45 72 29

3
blank
Total
of Visitors (Girls)
14
19
146
0
6
39
14
25
185

Average Grade
1,1 ± 0,17
0,97 ± 0,23
1,08 ± 0,14

Average Grade of Comets
All
Middle schoools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7& 8)
Total (age groups 4, 5, 6, 7& 8)

Boys
1,2 ± 0,2
1 ± 0,29
1,16 ± 0,17

Girls
1,1 ± 0,17
0,97 ± 0,23
1,08 ± 0,14

(Boys& Girls& Anonymous)

1,12
0,95
1,08

Average Grade of Comets
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,5

Grade

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Middle Schools

Junior High Schools

Figure B11 - Grade of Comets

Total
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Difficulty Level of Comets for Boys
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high Schools
Total

1

2 3 blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Boys)
36 71 5
22
134
14 17 3
4
38
50 88 8
26
172

Average Grade
1,72 ± 0,1
1,68 ± 0,22
1,71 ± 0,09

Difficulty Level of Comets for Girls
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high schools
Total

1

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Girls)
42 80 10
14
146
13 14 3
9
39
55 94 13
23
185

Average Grade
1,76 ± 0,1
1,67 ± 0,25
1,74 ± 0,09

Average Difficulty Level of Comets
All
Middle Schools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7& 8)
Total (age groups 4, 5, 6, 7& 8)

Boys
1,72 ± 0,1
1,68 ±
0,22
1,71 ±
0,09

Girls
1,76 ± 0,1

(Boys & Girls & Anonymous)

1,67 ± 0,25

1,65

1,74 ± 0,09

1,71

1,73

Average Difficulty Level of Comets
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,8
2,6

Difficulty

2,4
2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
Middle Schools

Juniour High Schools

Total

Figure B12 - Difficulty Level of Comets
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Grade of Perspective Given by Boys
Grades
Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

0

1 2 3 blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Boys)
23 65 27 6
13
134
8 21 6 0
3
38
31 86 33 6
16
172

Average Grade
1,13 ± 0,14
0,94 ± 0,22
1,09 ± 0,12

Grade of Perspective Given by Girls
Grades
Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

0

1 2
Number
23 64 32
2 31 5
25 95 37

3 blank
Total
of Visitors (Girls)
2
25
146
0
1
39
2
26
185

Average Grade
1,11 ± 0,13
1,08 ± 0,14
1,1 ± 0,1

Average Grade of Perspective
All
Middle schoools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7& 8)
Total (age groups 4, 5, 6, 7& 8)

Boys
1,13 ± 0,14
0,94 ± 0,22
1,09 ± 0,12

Girls
1,11 ± 0,13
1,08 ± 0,14
1,1 ± 0,1

(Boys & Girls & Anonymous)

1,1
0,98
1,07

Average Grade of Perspective
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,5

Grade

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Middle Schools

Junior High Schools

Figure B13 - Grade of Perspective

Total
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Difficulty Level of Perspective for Boys
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high Schools
Total

1

2
3 blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Boys)
27 80 4
23
134
14 21 0
3
38
41 101 4
26
172

Average Grade
1,79 ± 0,09
1,6 ± 0,17
1,75 ± 0,08

Difficulty Level of Perspective for Girls
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high schools
Total

1

2
3 blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Girls)
43 75 1
27
146
8
25 1
5
39
51 100 2
32
185

Average Grade
1,65 ± 0,09
1,79 ± 0,17
1,68 ± 0,08

Average Difficulty Level of Perspective
All
Middle Schools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7& 8)
Total (age groups 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8)

Boys
1,79 ± 0,09
1,6 ± 0,17
1,75 ± 0,08

Girls
1,65 ± 0,09
1,79 ± 0,17
1,68 ± 0,08

(Boys & Girls & Anonymous)

1,7
1,66
1,69

Average Difficulty Level of Perspective
Boys

3

Girls

All

2,8
2,6

Difficulty

2,4
2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
Middle Schools

Juniour High Schools

Total

Figure B14 - Difficulty Level of Perspective
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Grade of Math in the World Given by Boys
Grades

0

1 2
Number
34 44 17
11 16 6
45 60 23

Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

3 blank
Total
of Visitors (Boys)
5
34
134
1
4
38
6
38
172

Average Grade
0,93 ± 0,17
0,91 ± 0,28
0,93 ± 0,14

Grade of Math in the World Given by Girls
Grades

0

1 2
Number
28 51 22
12 10 2
40 61 24

Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

3 blank
Total
of Visitors (Girls)
4
41
146
1
14
39
5
55
185

Average Grade
1,02 ± 0,16
0,68 ± 0,33
0,95 ± 0,14

Average Grade of Math in the World
All
Middle schoools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7& 8)
Total ( age groups 4 , 5, 6, 7 & 8)

Boys
0,93 ± 0,17
0,91 ± 0,28
0,93 ± 0,14

Girls
1,02 ± 0,16
0,68 ± 0,33
0,95 ± 0,14

(Boys & Girls & Anonymous)

0,96
0,8
0,92

Average Grade of Math in the World
Boys

3

Girls

All

2,5

Grade

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Middle Schools

Junior High Schools

Total

Figure B15 -Grade of Math in the World
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Difficulty Level of Math in the World for Boys
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high Schools
Total

1

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Boys)
21 61 14
38
134
7 21 6
4
38
28 82 20
42
172

Average Grade
1,93 ± 0,12
1,97 ± 0,22
1,94 ± 0,11

Difficulty Level of Math in the World for Girls
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high schools
Total

1

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Girls)
14 68 21
43
146
1 17 3
18
39
15 85 24
61
185

Average Grade
2,07 ± 0,12
2,1 ± 0,2
2,07 ± 0,1

Average Difficulty Level of Math in the World
All
Middle Schools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7& 8)
Total (age groups 4, 5, 6, 7& 8)

Boys
1,93 ± 0,12
1,97 ± 0,22
1,94 ± 0,11

Girls
2,07 ± 0,12
2,1 ± 0,2
2,07 ± 0,1

(Boys & Girls & Anonymous )

2
2,01
2

Average Difficulty Level of Math in the World
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,8
2,6

Difficulty

2,4
2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
Middle Schools

Juniour High Schools

Total

Figure B16 - Difficulty Level of Math in the World
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Appendix C
Comparisons
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Grade of Different Exhibitions Given by Boys in Middle Schools
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0
7
9
25
22
39
23
34

1
2
Number
36 55
36 40
43 34
56 26
31 26
65 27
44 17

3
blank
Total
of Visitors ( Boys )
32
4
134
38
11
134
22
10
134
11
19
134
18
20
134
6
13
134
5
34
134

Average Grade
1,86 ± 0,15
1,87 ± 0,17
1,43 ± 0,18
1,23 ± 0,16
1,2 ± 0,2
1,13 ± 0,14
0,93 ± 0,17

Grade of Different Exhibitions Given by Girls in Middle Schools
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0
3
8
18
16
38
23
28

1
2
Number
30 60
36 56
42 43
54 40
52 23
64 32
51 22

3
blank
of Visitors ( Girls
46
7
33
13
20
23
19
17
14
19
2
25
4
41

Total
)
146
146
146
146
146
146
146

Average Grade
2,07 ± 0,14
1,86 ± 0,15
1,53 ± 0,17
1,48 ± 0,16
1,1 ± 0,17
1,11 ± 0,13
1,02 ± 0,16

Average Grade of Different Exhibitions by Middle Schools
Exhibitions

boys

girls

All (Boys&Girls&Anonymous)

Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives

1,86 ± 0,15
1,87 ± 0,17
1,43 ± 0,18
1,23 ± 0,16
1,2 ± 0,2
1,13 ± 0,14

2,07 ± 0,14
1,86 ± 0,15
1,53 ± 0,17
1,48 ± 0,16
1,1 ± 0,17
1,11 ± 0,13

1,97
1,86
1,49
1,34
1,12
1,1

Math. In the World

0,93 ± 0,17

1,02 ± 0,16

0,96

Average Grade of Different Exhibitions by Middle Schools
Boys

Girls

Total

3

Average Grade

2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Mirrors

Electricity

Traffic

Math. Puzzles

Comets

Perspectives

Math. in the
World

Figure C1- Grades of Different Exhibitions by Middle Schools
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Grade of Different Exhibitions Given by Boys of Junior High Schools
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0

1
2 3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors ( Boys )
1 13 15 8
1
38
5 17 13 1
2
38
6 14 13 1
4
38
11 14
5 5
3
38
10 14
8 1
5
38
8 21
6 0
3
38
11 16
6 1
4
38

Average Grade
1,81 ± 0,27
1,28 ± 0,25
1,26 ± 0,28
1,11 ± 0,35
1 ± 0,29
0,94 ± 0,22
0,91 ± 0,28

Grade of Different Exhibitions Given by Girls of Junior High Schools
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0
0
4
4
6
7
2
12

1
2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors ( Girls )
14 10 14
1
39
11 19 5
0
39
13 16 4
2
39
12 13 2
6
39
20 6
0
6
39
31 5
0
1
39
10 2
1
14
39

Average Grade
2 ± 0,29
1,64 ± 0,27
1,54 ± 0,28
1,33 ± 0,3
0,97 ± 0,23
1,08 ± 0,14
0,68 ± 0,33

Average Grade of Different Exhibitions by Junior High Schools
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

boys
1,81 ± 0,27
1,28 ± 0,25
1,26 ± 0,28
1,11 ± 0,35
1 ± 0,29
0,94 ± 0,22
0,91 ± 0,28

girls
2 ± 0,29
1,64 ± 0,27
1,54 ± 0,28
1,33 ± 0,3
0,97 ± 0,23
1,08 ± 0,14
0,68 ± 0,33

All (Boys&Girls&Anonymous)
1,92
1,48
1,36
1,27
0,95
0,98
0,8

Average Grade of Different Exhibitions by Junior High Schools
Boys

Girls

Total

3

Average Grade

2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Mirrors

Electricity

Traffic

Math. Puzzles

Comets

Perspectives

Math. in the
World

Figure C 2 - Grade of Different Exhibitions by Junior High Schools
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Grade of Different Exhibitions Given by Boys of All Middle & Junior High Schools
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0
8
14
31
33
49
31
45

1
2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors ( Boys )
49 70 40
5
172
53 53 39
13
172
57 47 23
14
172
70 31 16
22
172
45 34 19
25
172
86 33 6
16
172
60 23 6
38
172

Average Grade
1,85 ± 0,13
1,74 ± 0,15
1,39 ± 0,15
1,2 ± 0,15
1,16 ± 0,17
1,09 ± 0,12
0,93 ± 0,14

Grade of Different Exhibitions Given by Girls of all Middle & Junior High Schools
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0
3
12
22
22
45
25
40

1
2
Number
44 70
47 75
55 59
66 53
72 29
95 37
61 24

3
blank
of Visitors ( Girls
60
8
38
13
24
25
21
23
14
25
2
26
5
55

Total
)
185
185
185
185
185
185
185

Average Grade
2,06 ± 0,12
1,81 ± 0,13
1,53 ± 0,14
1,45 ± 0,14
1,08 ± 0,14
1,1 ± 0,1
0,95 ± 0,14

Average Grade of Different Exhibitions by all Middle & Junior High Schools
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

boys
1,85 ± 0,13
1,74 ± 0,15
1,39 ± 0,15
1,2 ± 0,15
1,16 ± 0,17
1,09 ± 0,12
0,93 ± 0,14

girls
2,06 ± 0,12
1,81 ± 0,13
1,53 ± 0,14
1,45 ± 0,14
1,08 ± 0,14
1,1 ± 0,1
0,95 ± 0,14

All (Boys&Girls&Anonymous)
1,96
1,77
1,46
1,33
1,08
1,07
0,92

Average Grade of Different Exhibitions by Middle & Junior High
Schools
Boys

Girls

Total

Average Grade

3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Mirrors

Electricity

Traffic

Math. Puzzles

Comets

Perspectives

Math. in the
World

Figure C3 - Grade of Different Exhibitions by all Middle &
Junior High Schools
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Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for Boys of Middle Schools
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

1
29
31
26
17
36
27
21

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors ( Boys )
88 1
16
134
82 2
19
134
79 9
20
134
70 19
28
134
71 5
22
134
80 4
23
134
61 14
38
134

Average Grade
1,76 ± 0,08
1,75 ± 0,09
1,85 ± 0,1
2,02 ± 0,11
1,72 ± 0,1
1,79 ± 0,09
1,93 ± 0,12

Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for Girls of Middle Schools
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

1
27
28
21
14
42
43
14

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors ( Girls )
109
2
8
146
105
5
8
146
91
15
19
146
101 13
18
146
80
10
14
146
75
1
27
146
68
21
43
146

Average Grade
1,82 ± 0,07
1,83 ± 0,08
1,95 ± 0,09
1,99 ± 0,08
1,76 ± 0,1
1,65 ± 0,09
2,07 ± 0,12

Average Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for Middle Schools
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

boys
1,76 ± 0,08
1,75 ± 0,09
1,85 ± 0,1
2,02 ± 0,11
1,72 ± 0,1
1,79 ± 0,09
1,93 ± 0,12

girls
1,82 ± 0,07
1,83 ± 0,08
1,95 ± 0,09
1,99 ± 0,08
1,76 ± 0,1
1,65 ± 0,09
2,07 ± 0,12

All(Boys & Girls & Anonymous)
1,78
1,79
1,9
2
1,73
1,7
2

Average Difficulty Level of Exhibitions for Middle Schools
Boys

Girls

Total

3
Average Difficulty

2,8
2,6
2,4
2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
Mirrors

Electricity

Traffic

Math. Puzzles

Comets

Perspectives

Math. in the
World

Figure C4 - Difficulty Level of Exhibitions for Middle Schools
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Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for Boys of Junior High Schools
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

1
11
10
9
9
14
14
7

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors ( Boys )
26 0
1
38
25 1
2
38
24 1
4
38
20 6
3
38
17 3
4
38
21 0
3
38
21 6
4
38

Average Grade
1,7 ± 0,15
1,75 ± 0,17
1,76 ± 0,17
1,91 ± 0,23
1,68 ± 0,22
1,6 ± 0,17
1,97 ± 0,22

Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for Girls of Junior High Schools
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

1
3
8
6
1
13
8
1

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors ( Girls )
31 0
5
39
27 0
4
39
23 1
9
39
22 5
11
39
14 3
9
39
25 1
5
39
17 3
18
39

Average Grade
1,91 ± 0,1
1,77 ± 0,15
1,83 ± 0,17
2,14 ± 0,17
1,67 ± 0,25
1,79 ± 0,17
2,1 ± 0,2

Average Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for Junior High Schools
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

boys
1,7 ± 0,15
1,75 ± 0,17
1,76 ± 0,17
1,91 ± 0,23
1,68 ± 0,22
1,6 ± 0,17
1,97 ± 0,22

girls
1,91 ± 0,1
1,77 ± 0,15
1,83 ± 0,17
2,14 ± 0,17
1,67 ± 0,25
1,79 ± 0,17
2,1 ± 0,2

All(Boys & Girls & Anonymous)
1,77
1,8
1,8
2,05
1,65
1,66
2,01

Average Difficulty Level of Exhibitions for Junior High Schools
Boys

3

Girls

Total

Average Difficulty

2,8
2,6
2,4
2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
Mirrors

Electricity

Traffic

Math. Puzzles

Comets

Perspectives

Math. in the
World

Figure C 5 -Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for Junior
High Schools
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Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for Boys of all Middle & Junior High Schools
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

1

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors ( Boys )
114
1
17
172
107
3
21
172
103 10
24
172
90
25
31
172
88
8
26
172
101
4
26
172
82
20
42
172

40
41
35
26
50
41
28

Average Grade
1,75 ± 0,07
1,75 ± 0,08
1,83 ± 0,09
1,99 ± 0,1
1,71 ± 0,09
1,75 ± 0,08
1,94 ± 0,11

Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for Girls of all Middle & Junior High Schools
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

1

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors ( Girls )
140
2
13
185
132
5
12
185
114 16
28
185
123 18
29
185
94
13
23
185
100
2
32
185
85
24
61
185

30
36
27
15
55
51
15

Average Grade
1,84 ± 0,06
1,82 ± 0,07
1,93 ± 0,08
2,02 ± 0,07
1,74 ± 0,09
1,68 ± 0,08
2,07 ± 0,1

Average Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for all Middle & Junior High Schools
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

boys
1,75 ± 0,07
1,75 ± 0,08
1,83 ± 0,09
1,99 ± 0,1
1,71 ± 0,09
1,75 ± 0,08
1,94 ± 0,11

girls
1,84 ± 0,06
1,82 ± 0,07
1,93 ± 0,08
2,02 ± 0,07
1,74 ± 0,09
1,68 ± 0,08
2,07 ± 0,1

All(Boys & Girls & Anonymous)
1,78
1,78
1,86
2,01
1,71
1,69
2

Average Difficulty Level of Exhibitions by Middle & Junior High Schools
Boys

Average Difficulty

3

Girls

Total

2,5
2
1,5
1
Mirrors

Electricity

Traffic

Math. Puzzles

Comets

Perspectives

Math. in the
World

Figure C6 - Difficulty Level of Exhibitions for all Middle & Junior
High Schools
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Grade & Difficulty of Different Exhibitions for Middle Schools
Boys
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

Average
Grade
1,86
1,87
1,43
1,23
1,2
1,13
0,93

Girls

Average
Difficulty
0,75
1,75
1,85
2,02
1,72
1,79
1,93

Average
Grade
2,07
1,86
1,53
1,48
1,1
1,11
1,02

Average Difficulty
1,82
1,83
1,95
1,99
1,76
1,65
2,07

Correlation Between Grade and Difficulty (Boys)
Average Grade and Difficulty

Average Grade

Average Difficulty

2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Mirrors

Electricity

Traffic

Math
Puzzles

Comets

Perspective Math in the
World

Correlation Between Grade and Difficulty (Girls)
Average Grade and ifficulty

Average Grade

Average Difficulty

2,5

2

1,5

1

0,5

0
Mirrors

Electricty

Traffic

Math Puzzles

Comets

Perspective

Math in the
World

Figure C7-Correlation between Grade and Difficulty for
Middle Schools
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Grade & Difficulty of Different Exhibitions for Junior High Schools
Boys
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

Average
Grade
1,81
1,28
1,26
1,11
1
0,94
0,91

Girls

Average
Difficulty
1,7
1,75
1,76
1,91
1,68
1,6
1,97

Average
Grade
2
1,64
1,56
1,33
0,97
1,08
0,68

Average Difficulty
1,91
1,77
1,83
2,14
1,67
1,79
2,1

Grade and Difficulty for Junior High School (Boys)
Average Grade

Average Difficulty

Average Grade and Difficulty

2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Mirrors

Electricity

Traffic

Math Puzzles

Comets

Perspective

Math in the
World

Grade and Difficulty for Junior High school (Girls)
Average Grade

Average Difficulty

Average Grade and Difficulty

2,5

2

1,5

1

0,5

0
Mirrors

Electircity

Traffic

Math Puzzles

Comets

Perspective

Math in the
World

Figure C8-Correlation between Grade and Difficulty for
Junior High Schools
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Grade of Different Exhibitions Given by Disabled Children
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0

1

0
1
2
2
4
1
1

3
7
6
2
0
5
1

2 3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors
7 3
1
14
3 1
2
14
1 1
4
14
2 0
8
14
2 2
6
14
0 1
7
14
0 1
11
14

Average Grade
2 ± 0,41
1,33 ± 0,47
1,1 ± 0,58
1 ± 0,8
1,25 ± 1,05
1,14 ± 0,73
1,33 ± 2,16

Grade of Different Exhibitions Given by Others (All Middle & Junior High Schools)
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0

1

15
32
60
63
111
69
97

101
111
126
149
127
199
139

2
3
blank
Number of Visitors
151 114
18
137
89
30
113
54
46
94
41
52
69
35
57
73
10
48
51
11
101

Total

Average Grade

399
399
399
399
399
399
399

1,96 ± 0,09
1,77 ± 0,1
1,46 ± 0,1
1,33 ± 0,1
1,08 ± 0,1
1,07 ± 0,08
0,92 ± 0,09

Average Grade of Exhibitions by Disabled & All Middle and Junior High Schools
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

Disabled
2 ± 0,41
1,33 ± 0,47
1,1 ± 0,58
1 ± 0,8
1,25 ± 1,05
1,14 ± 0,73
1,33 ± 2,16

All Middle and Junior High Schools
1,96 ± 0,09
1,77 ± 0,1
1,46 ± 0,1
1,33 ± 0,1
1,08 ± 0,1
1,07 ± 0,08
0,92 ± 0,09

Average Grade of Different Exhibitions by "Disabled" and "Middle and High
Schools"
Disabled

Middle and High School

2,5

Average Grade

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Mirrors

Electricity

Trffic

Math Puzzles

Comets

Perspective

Math in the
World

Figure C9 - Grade of Exhibitions by "Disabled" & "Middle
and High Schools"
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Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for Disabled Children
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

1
2
4
4
1
4
3
0

2

3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors
11 0
1
14
5 3
2
14
3 3
4
14
5 0
8
14
4 0
6
14
3 0
8
14
2 0
12
14

Average Grade
1,85 ± 0,22
1,92 ± 0,48
1,9 ± 0,58
1,83 ± 0,37
1,5 ± 0,4
1,5 ± 0,49
2±0

Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for All Middle & Junior High Schools
Grades

1

Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

85
88
71
45
121
111
49

2
3
blank
Number of Visitors
278
3
33
265
9
37
244 28
56
238 49
67
200 22
56
218
7
63
189 49
112

Total
399
399
399
399
399
399
399

Average Grade
1,78 ± 0,05
1,78 ± 0,05
1,87 ± 0,06
2,01 ± 0,06
1,71 ± 0,06
1,69 ± 0,06
2 ± 0,07

Average Difficulty of Different Exhibitions for Disabled & All Middle & Junior High Schools
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

Disabled
1,85 ± 0,22
1,92 ± 0,48
1,9 ± 0,58
1,83 ± 0,37
1,5 ± 0,4
1,5 ± 0,49
2±0

All Middle & Junior High Schools
1,78 ± 0,05
1,78 ± 0,05
1,87 ± 0,06
2,01 ± 0,06
1,71 ± 0,06
1,69 ± 0,06
2 ± 0,07

Average Difficulty Level of Exhibitions by "Disabled" and "Middle and High Schools"
Disabled

Middle and High School

2,5

Average Difficulty

2

1,5

1

0,5

0

Mirror

Electricity

Traffic

Math Puzzles

Comets

Perspective

Math in the
World

Figure C10 - Difficulty of Different Exhibitions for "Disabled"
& " Middle & High Schools"
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Grade of Different Exhibitions Given by Boys (Negative Students )
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0
6
8
12
12
11
11
12

1 2
Number
7 2
5 2
2 2
3 0
0 1
5 0
4 0

3
blank
Total
of Visitors ( Boys )
1
0
16
1
0
16
0
0
16
0
1
16
0
4
16
0
0
16
0
0
16

Average Grade
0,88 ± 0,46
0,75 ± 0,48
0,38 ± 0,37
0,2 ± 0,22
0,17 ± 0,35
0,31 ± 0,25
0,25 ± 0,23

Grade of Different Exhibitions Given by Girls (Negative Students)
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0
1
5
1
6
6
2
6

1 2 3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors ( Girls )
6 2 0
0
9
1 3 0
0
9
7 1 0
0
9
2 0 1
0
9
2 0 0
1
9
6 1 0
0
9
2 0 1
1
9

Average Grade
1,11 ± 0,42
0,78 ± 0,69
1 ± 0,35
0,56 ± 0,72
0,25 ± 0,35
0,89 ± 0,42
0,63 ± 0,82

Average Grade of Different Exhibitions by Negative Students
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

boys
0,88 ± 0,46
0,75 ± 0,48
0,38 ± 0,37
0,2 ± 0,22
0,17 ± 0,35
0,31 ± 0,25
0,25 ± 0,23

girls
1,11 ± 0,42
0,78 ± 0,69
1 ± 0,35
0,56 ± 0,72
0,25 ± 0,35
0,89 ± 0,42
0,63 ± 0,82

All (Boys&Girls&Anonymous)
1,06
0,81
0,66
0,48
0,23
0,44
0,32

Average Grade of Different Exhibitions by Negative Students
Boys

Girls

Total

1,6

Average Grade

1,4
1,2
1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
Mirrors

Electricity

Traffic

Math. Puzzles

Comets

Perspectives

Math. in the
World

Figure C11 - Grade of Different Exhibitions by Negative
Students
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Grade of Different Exhibitions Given by Boys by Positive Students
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0
0
0
3
2
7
1
5

1
2
Number
3 22
8 15
12 19
22 10
13 12
19 17
15
9

3
blank
Total
of Visitors ( Boys )
25
2
52
26
3
52
14
4
52
11
7
52
16
4
52
6
9
52
6
17
52

Average Grade
2,44
2,37
1,92
1,67
1,77
1,65
1,46

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0,17
0,22
0,26
0,27
0,31
0,23
0,33

Grade of Different Exhibitions given by Girls by Positive Students
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0
0
1
3
2
6
4
4

1
2
Number
3 22
6 17
9 17
11 18
18
9
19 15
14 14

3
blank
Total
of Visitors ( Girls )
22
4
51
18
9
51
11
11
51
12
8
51
12
6
51
2
11
51
3
16
51

Average Grade
2,4 ± 0,18
2,24 ± 0,25
1,9 ± 0,29
1,93 ± 0,26
1,6 ± 0,31
1,38 ± 0,24
1,46 ± 0,28

Average Grade of Different Exhibitions by Positive Students
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

boys
2,44 ± 0,17
2,37 ± 0,22
1,92 ± 0,26
1,67 ± 0,27
1,77 ± 0,31
1,65 ± 0,23
1,46 ± 0,33

girls
2,4 ± 0,18
2,24 ± 0,25
1,9 ± 0,29
1,93 ± 0,26
1,6 ± 0,31
1,38 ± 0,24
1,46 ± 0,28

All (Boys&Girls&Anonymous)
2,46
2,33
1,95
1,78
1,7
1,55
1,43

Average Grade of Different Exhibitions by Positive Students
Boys

Girls

Total

3

Average Grade

2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Mirrors

Electricity

Traffic

Math. Puzzles

Comets

Perspectives

Math. in the
World

Figure C12- Grade of Different Exhibitions by Positive
Students
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Grade of Different Exhibitions Given by City School Children
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0
9
20
39
39
76
49
63

1

2
3
blank
Number of Visitors
62 95 86
12
80 98 45
21
85 71 36
33
102 61 19
43
80 44 25
39
136 49 4
26
93 33 7
68

Total
264
264
264
264
264
264
264

A verage Grade
2,02 ± 0,11
1,69 ± 0,11
1,45 ± 0,13
1,27 ± 11
1,08 ± 0,13
1,03 ± 0,09
0,92 ± 0,11

Grade of Different Exhibitions given by Village School Children
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0

1

6
13
23
27
39
21
35

42
40
49
49
52
72
51

2
3
blank
Number of Visitors
66 35
7
45 46
12
45 21
18
38 24
18
28 12
25
26 7
30
18 7
45

Total
156
156
156
156
156
156
156

Average Grade
1,87 ± 0,13
1,86 ± 0,16
1,46 ± 0,16
1,42 ± 0,17
1,1 ± 0,16
1,2 ± 0,14
0,97 ± 0,16

Average Grade of Different Exhibitions by City & Village Schools
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

City Schools
2,02 ± 0,11
1,69 ± 0,11
1,45 ± 0,13
1,27 ± 11
1,08 ± 0,13
1,03 ± 0,09
0,92 ± 0,11

Village Schools
1,87 ± 0,13
1,86 ± 0,16
1,46 ± 0,16
1,42 ± 0,17
1,1 ± 0,16
1,2 ± 0,14
0,97 ± 0,16

Average Grade of Different Exhibitions by City and Village Schools

City Schools

Village School

Average Grade

2,5

2

1,5

1

0,5

0
Mirrors

Electricity

Traffic

Math
Puzzles

Comets

Perspective Math in the
World

Figure C13- Grade of Different Exhibitions by City & Village
Schools
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Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for City School Children
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

1
63
59
44
27
85
81
33

2

3
blank
Number of Visitors
183
1
17
173 10
22
157 27
36
160 27
50
126 14
39
141
7
35
120 34
77

Total
264
264
264
264
264
264
264

Average Grade
1,75 ± 0,06
1,8 ± 0,06
1,93 ± 0,07
2 ± 0,07
1,68 ± 0,08
1,68 ± 0,07
2,01 ± 0,09

Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for Village School Children
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

1
26
34
33
19
40
33
16

2

3
blank
Number of Visitors
111
2
17
99
5
18
94
4
25
88
23
26
81
11
24
86
0
37
75
17
48

Total
156
156
156
156
156
156
156

Average Grade
1,83 ± 0,07
1,79 ± 0,08
1,78 ± 0,09
2,03 ± 0,1
1,78 ± 0,1
1,72 ± 0,08
2,01 ± 0,11

Average Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for City & Village Schools
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

City Schools
1,75 ± 0,06
1,8 ± 0,06
1,93 ± 0,07
2 ± 0,07
1,68 ± 0,08
1,68 ± 0,07
2,01 ± 0,09

Village Schools
1,83 ± 0,07
1,79 ± 0,08
1,78 ± 0,09
2,03 ± 0,1
1,78 ± 0,1
1,72 ± 0,08
2,01 ± 0,11

Average Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for City and Village Schools

City Schools

Village Schools

3

Average Difficulty

2,8
2,6
2,4
2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
Mirrors

Electricity

Traffic

Math
Puzzles

Comets

Perspective

Math in
World

Figure C14 - Difficulty Level of Exhibitions for City & Village
Schools
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Grade of Different Exhibitions Given by Communal School Children
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0

1

14
29
53
57
96
64
75

86
102
113
116
106
158
115

2
3
blank
Number of Visitors
138 85
15
105 75
27
84 43
45
77 35
53
55 28
53
56 10
50
37 12
99

Total
338
338
338
338
338
338
338

Average Grade
1,91 ± 0,09
1,73 ± 0,11
1,4 ± 0,11
1,32 ± 0,11
1,05 ± 0,11
1,04 ± 0,09
0,94 ± 0,11

Grade of Different Exhibitions Given by Private School Children
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

0

1

1
4
9
9
19
6
23

18
18
21
35
26
50
29

2
3
blank
Number of Visitors
23 36
4
36 16
6
32 14
6
22 8
8
17 9
11
19 1
6
14 2
14

Total
82
82
82
82
82
82
82

Average Grade
2,21 ± 0,19
1,82 ± 0,19
1,67 ± 0,21
1,39 ± 0,2
1,23 ± 0,24
1,2 ± 0,14
0,93 ± 0,2

Average Grade of Different Exhibitions by Communal & Private Schools
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

Communal Schools
1,91 ± 0,09
1,73 ± 0,11
1,4 ± 0,11
1,32 ± 0,11
1,05 ± 0,11
1,04 ± 0,09
0,94 ± 0,11

Private Schools
2,21 ± 0,19
1,82 ± 0,19
1,67 ± 0,21
1,39 ± 0,2
1,23 ± 0,24
1,2 ± 0,14
0,93 ± 0,2

Average Grade of different Exhibitions by Communal and Private
Schools
Communal School
Private School

Average Grade

3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Mirrors

Electricity

Traffic

Math
Puzzles

Comets

Perspective

Math in the
World

Figure C15 - Grade of Different Exhibitions by Communal &
Private Schools
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Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for Communal School Children
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

1

2
3
blank
Number of Visitors
239
3
27
216 13
33
197 22
54
198 39
67
172 20
55
177
5
63
157 35
109

69
76
65
34
91
93
37

Total

Average Grade

338
338
338
338
338
338
338

1,79
1,79
1,85
2,02
1,75
1,68
1,99

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0,05
0,06
0,06
0,06
0,07
0,06
0,07

Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for Private School Children
Grades
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

1

2

20
17
12
12
34
21
12

3
blank
Number of Visitors
55 0
7
56 2
7
54 9
7
50 11
9
35 5
8
50 2
9
38 16
16

Total

Average Grade

82
82
82
82
82
82
82

1,73 ± 0,1
1,8 ± 0,11
1,96 ± 0,12
1,99 ± 0,13
1,61 ± 0,14
1,74 ± 0,12
2,06 ± 0,16

Average Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions for Communal & Private Schools
Exhibitions
Mirrors
Electricity
Traffic
Math. Puzzles
Comets
Perspectives
Math. In the World

Communal Schools
1,79 ± 0,05
1,79 ± 0,06
1,85 ± 0,06
2,02 ± 0,06
1,75 ± 0,07
1,68 ± 0,06
1,99 ± 0,07

Private Schools
1,73 ± 0,1
1,8 ± 0,11
1,96 ± 0,12
1,99 ± 0,13
1,61 ± 0,14
1,74 ± 0,12
2,06 ± 0,16

Average Difficulty Level of Different Exhibitions forCommunal and Private
Schools

Communal Schools

Private Schools

3

Average Difficulty

2,8
2,6
2,4
2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
Mirrors

Electricity

Traffic

Math
Puzzles

Comets

Perspective

Math in
World

Figure C16 - Difficulty Level of Exhibitions for Communal
and Private Schools
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Appendix D
Planetarium Programs
&
Knowledge Maze

147

Average Grade

Average
Difficulty

Gender

Andromeda
Story

Journey through Space

Boys

0,96

1,64

Girls

1,25

1,25

All (Boys & Girls &
Anonymous)

1,12

1,44

Boys

1,61

1,86

Girls

1,77

1,93

All(Boys & Girls &
Anonymous)

1,7

1,89

Grade of Different Slide Shows
Andromeda Story

Journey Through Space

3
2,5

Grade

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Boys

Girls

All

Difficulty Level of Different Slide Shows
Andromeda Story

Journey Through Space

3

Difficulty Level

2,5

2

1,5

1

Boys

Girls

All

Figure D1 - Grade & Difficulty Level of Different Slide
Shows
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Grade of Slide Show Given by Boys
Grades
Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

0

1 2
Number
32 43 37
7 12 13
39 55 50

3
blank
Total
of Visitors (Boys)
19
3
134
4
2
38
23
5
172

Average Grade
1,33 ± 0,18
1,39 ± 0,32
1,34 ± 0,15

Grade of Slide Show Given by Girls
Grades
Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

0

1 2
Number
34 46 36
4 18 13
38 64 49

3
blank
Total
of Visitors (Girls)
18
12
146
4
0
39
22
12
185

Average Grade
1,28 ± 0,17
1,44 ± 0,27
1,32 ± ,15

Average Grade of Slide Show
All
Boys
Girls
1,33 ± 0,18 1,28 ± 0,17
1,39 ± 0,32 1,44 ± 0,27
1,34 ± 0,15 1,32 ± ,15

Middle schoools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7 & 8)
Total (age groups 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8)

(Boys & Girls & Anonymous )

1,31
1,41
1,33

Average Grade of Slide Show
Boys

3

Girls

All

2,5

Grade

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Middle Schools

Junior High Schools

Figure D2 - Grade of Slide Show

Total
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Difficulty Level of Slide Show for Boys
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high Schools
Total

1

2 3 blank
Total
Number of Visitors(Boys)
39 73 5
17
134
10 26 0
2
38
49 99 5
19
172

Average Grade
1,71 ± 0,1
1,72 ± 0,15
1,71 ± 0,08

Difficulty Level of Slide Show for Girls
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high schools
Total

1

2
3 blank
Total
Number of Visitors(Girls)
34 93 5
14
146
6
28 0
5
39
40 121 5
19
185

Average Grade
1,78 ± 0,09
1,82 ± 0,13
1,79 ± 0,07

Average Difficulty Level of Slide Show
All
Middle Schools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7 & 8)
Total (age groups 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8)

Boys
1,71 ± 0,1
1,72 ± 0,15
1,71 ± 0,08

Girls
1,78 ± 0,09
1,82 ± 0,13
1,79 ± 0,07

(Boys & Girls & Anonymous)

1,75
1,73
1,75

Average Difficulty Level of Slide Show
Boys

3

Girls

All

2,8
2,6
2,4

Difficulty

2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1

Middle Schools

Juniour High Schools

Total

Figure D3- Difficulty Level of Slide Show
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Grade of Starry Sky Given by Boys
Grades

0

1 2
Number
24 39 39
5 11 13
29 50 52

Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

3
blank
Total
of Visitors (Boys)
28
4
134
8
1
38
36
5
172

Average Grade
1,55 ± 0,18
1,65 ± 0,33
1,57 ± 0,16

Grade of Starry Sky Given by Girls
Grades

0

1 2
Number
23 34 43
7 5 14
30 39 57

Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

3
blank
Total
of Visitors (Girls)
36
10
146
13
0
39
49
10
185

Average Grade
1,68 ± 0,18
1,85 ± 0,35
1,71 ± 0,16

Average Grade of Starry Sky
All
Middle schoools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7 & 8)
Total (age groups 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8)

Boys
1,55 ± 0,18
1,65 ± 0,33
1,57 ± 0,16

Girls
1,68 ± 0,18
1,85 ± 0,35
1,71 ± 0,16

(Boys & Girls & Anonymous)

1,6028
1,7143
1,628788722

Average Grade of Starry Sky
Boys

Girls

All

3

2,5

Grade

2

1,5

1

0,5

0

Middle Schools

Junior High Schools

Figure D4 - Grade of Starry Sky

Total
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Difficulty Level of Starry Sky for Boys
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high Schools
Total

1

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Boys)
21
82 12
19
134
7
26
3
2
38
28 108 15
21
172

Average Grade
1,92 ± 0,1
1,89 ± 0,18
1,91 ± 0,09

Difficulty Level of Starry Sky for Girls
Grades
Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high schools
Total

1

2
3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Girls)
16 106 11
13
146
2
32
1
4
39
18 138 12
17
185

Average Grade
1,96 ± 0,08
1,97 ± 0,1
1,96 ± 0,07

Average Difficulty Level of Starry Sky
All
Middle Schools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7 & 8)
Total (age groups 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8)

Boys
1,92 ± 0,1
1,89 ± 0,18
1,91 ± 0,09

Girls
1,96 ± 0,08
1,97 ± 0,1
1,96 ± 0,07

(Boys & Girls & Anonymous)

1,95
1,87
1,93

Average Difficulty Level of Starry Sky
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,8
2,6

Difficulty

2,4
2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1

Middle Schools

Juniour High Schools

Total

Figure D5 - Difficulty Level of Starry Sky
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Grade & Difficulty of Slide Show & Starry Sky for Middle Schools
Boys
Exhibitions

Girls

Average Grade

Average Difficulty

Average Grade

Average Difficulty

Slide Show

1,33

1,71

1,28

1,78

Starry Sky

1,55

1,92

1,68

1,96

Average Grade & Difficulty

Grade and Difficulty of Slide Show & Starry Sky for Middle
Schools
Slide Show

3

Starry Sky

2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0

Grade(Boys)

Difficulty(Boys)

Grade(Girls)

Difficulty(Girls)

Grade & Difficulty of Slide Show & Starry Sky for Junior High Schools
Boys
Exhibitions
Slide Show
Starry Sky

Girls

Average Grade

Average Difficulty

Average Grade

Average Difficulty

1,3889
1,6486

1,72
1,89

1,4359
1,8462

1,8235
1,9714

Average Grade and Difficulty

Grade and Difficulty of Slide Show & Starry Sky for Junior
High Schools
Slide Show

Starry Sky

3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0

Grade(Boys)

Difficulty(Boys)

Grade(Girls)

Difficulty(Girls)

Figure D6 - Grade & Difficulty of Slide Show & Starry Sky
for Middle Schools and Junior High Schools
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Grade of Planetarium Programs Given by Disabled Children
Grades
Planetarium Program
Slide Show
Starry Sky

0 1 2 3 blank
Total
Number of Visitors
5 4 3 2
0
14
1 5 6 2
0
14

Average Grade
1,14 ± 0,61
1,64 ± 0,47

Grade of Planetarium Programs Given by All the Middle & Junior High
Schools
Grades
Planetarium Program
Slide Show
Starry Sky

0

1

2
3 blank
Number of Visitors
89 126 110 52
22
70 93 122 93
21

Total
399
399

Average Grade
1,33 ± 0,1
1,63 ± 0,11

Average Grade of Planetarium Programs by Disabled and All Other
children
Slide Show
Starry Sky

Disabled Children
1,14 ± 0,61
1,64 ± 0,47

Middle & Junior High Schools
1,33 ± 0,1
1,63 ± 0,11

Average Grade of Planetarium Programs
Disabled Students

Middle and High School Students

1,8
1,6

Average Grade

1,4
1,2
1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0

Slide Show

Sttary Sky

Figure D7 - Grade of Planetarium Programs by "Disabled
Students" and "Middle & High School Students"
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Difficulty of Planetarium Programs given for Disabled Children
Grades
Planetarium Program
Slide Show
Starry Sky

1

2

3

blank

Total

6
5

7
7

1
2

0
0

14
14

Average Grade
1,64 ± 0,35
1,79 ± 0,39

Difficulty of Planetarium Programs given for All the Middle & Junior High Schools
Grades
Planetarium Program
Slide Show
Starry Sky

1

2

3

blank

Total

103
53

241
272

13
29

42
45

399
399

Average Grade
1,75 ± 0,05
1,93 ± 0,05

Average Difficulty of Planetarium Programs by Disabled Children and All Other children

Slide Show
Starry Sky

Disabled Children
1,64 ± 0,35
1,79 ± 0,39

Middle & Junior High Schools
1,75 ± 0,05
1,93 ± 0,05

Average Difficulty Level of Planetarium Programs
Disabled Students
Middle & Junior High School Student
3
2,8

Average Difficulty

2,6
2,4
2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1

Slide Show

Starry Sky

Figure D8 - Difficulty of Planetarium Programs by "Disabled
Student" and ”Middle & High School Students "
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Grade of Planetarium Programs Given by Boys ( Negative Students )
Grades
Planetarium Program
Slide Show
Starry Sky

0 1 2 3 blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Boys)
11 2 1 1
1
16
9 4 2 1
0
16

Average Grade
0,47 ± 0,49
0,69 ± 0,49

Grade of Planetarium Programs Given by Girls ( Negative Students )
Grades
Planetarium Program
Slide Show
Starry Sky

0 1 2 3 blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Girls)
4 4 1 0
0
9
7 1 0 0
1
9

Average Grade
0,67 ± 0,5
0,13 ± 0,27

Average Grade of Planetarium Programs by Negative Students

Slide Show
Starry Sky

3

Boys
0,47 ± 0,49
0,69 ± 0,49

All
(Boys & Girls & Anonymous)
0,45
0,55

Girls
0,67 ± 0,5
0,13 ± 0,27

Average Grade of Planetarium Programs by Negative
Students
Boys

Girls

All

2,5

Grade

2

1,5

1

0,5

0

Slide Show

Starry Sky

Figure D9 - Grade of Planetarium Programs by Negative
Students
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Grade of Planetarium Programs given by Boys (Positive Students)
Grades
Planetarium Program
Slide Show
Starry Sky

0

1 2 3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Boys)
6 10 18 17
1
52
1 9 19 22
1
52

Average Grade
1,9 ± 0,28
2,22 ± 0,23

Grade of Planetarium Programs Given by Girls (Positive Students)
Grades
Planetarium Program
Slide Show
Starry Sky

0

1 2 3
blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Girls)
5 14 17 10
5
51
3 7 18 19
4
51

Average Grade
1,7 ± 0,28
2,13 ± 0,27

Average grade of Planetarium Programs (Positive Students)

Slide Show
Starry Sky

Boys
1,9 ± 0,28
2,22 ± 0,23

All
(Boys & Girls & Anonymous)
1,83
2,18

Girls
1,7 ± 0,28
2,13 ± 0,27

Average Grade of Planetarium Programs by Positive Students
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,5

Grade

2
1,5
1
0,5
0

Slide Show

Starry Sky

Figure D10 - Grade of Planetarium Programs by Positive
Students
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Grade & Difficulty of Slide Show & Starry Sky for City & Village Schools
Average Grade
Planetarium Show

Average Difficulty

City Schools

Village Schools

City Schools

Village Schools

Slide Show

1,39

1,21

1,78

1,66

Starry Sky

1,7

1,51

1,95

1,89

Average Grade of Planetarium Programs for City & Village Schools

Slide Show

Starry Sky

3
2,5

Grade

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
City Schools

Village Schools

Average Difficulty of Planetarium Programs for City & Village Schools

Difficulty

Slide Show

Starry Sky

3
2,8
2,6
2,4
2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
City Schools

Village Schools

Figure D11 - Average Grade and Difficulty Level of
Planetarium Programs for City and Village Schools
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Grade & Difficulty of Slide Show & Starry Sky for Communal & Private Schools
Average Grade
Planetarium Show

Average Difficulty

Communal Schools

Private
Schools

Communal Schools

Private
Schools

Slide Show

1,31

1,38

1,75

1,71

Starry Sky

1,59

1,76

1,91

1,99

Average Grade of Planetarium Programs for Communal & Private Schools
Slide Show

Starry Sky

3
2,5

Grade

2
1,5
1
0,5
0

Communal School

Private School

Average Difficulty of Planetarium Program for Communal
& Private Schools

Difficulty

Slide Show

Stary Night

3
2,8
2,6
2,4
2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1
Communal School

Private School

Figure D12 - Average Grade and Difficulty Level of
Planetarium Programs for Communal and Private Schools
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Grade of Knowledge Maze Given by Boys
Grades
Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

0

1 2
Number
12 22 21
3 7 0
15 29 21

3
blank
Total
of Visitors (Boys)
23
56
134
0
28
38
23
84
172

Average Grade
1,71 ± 0,24
0,7 ± 0,32
1,59 ± 0,23

Grade of Knowledge Maze Given by Girls
Grades
Age Groups
Middle schools
Jounior high schools
Total

0

1 2
Number
9 31 24
5 3 4
14 34 28

3
blank
Total
of Visitors (Girls)
22
60
146
0
27
39
22
87
185

Average Grade
1,69 ± 0,21
0,92 ± 0,54
1,59 ± 0,2

Average Grade of Knowledge Maze
All
Middle schoools (age groups 4, 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7 & 8)
Total (age groups 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8)

Boys
1,71 ± 0,24
0,7 ± 0,32
1,59 ± 0,23

Girls
1,69 ± 0,21
0,92 ± 0,54
1,59 ± 0,2

(Boys& Girls & Anonymous)

1,66
0,95
1,49

Average Grade of Knowledge Maze
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,5

Grade

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
Middle Schools

Junior High Schools

Total

Figure D13 - Grade of Knowledge Maze
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Difficulty Level of Knowledge Maze for Boys
Grades

1

2 3 blank
Total
Number of Visitors (Boys)
35 33 1
65
134
9
1 0
28
38
44 34 1
93
172

Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high Schools
Total

Average Grade
1,51±0,13
1,1 ± 0,21
1,46 ± 0,12

Difficulty Level of Knowledge Maze for Girls
Grades

1

2 3
Number of
46 41 3
2
6 0
48 47 3

Age Groups
Middle Schools
Junior high schools
Total

blank
Total
Visitors (Girls)
56
146
31
39
87
185

Average Grade
1,52 ± 0,12
1,75 ± 0,35
1,54 ± 0,11

Average Difficulty Level of Knowledge Maze
All
Boys
1,51±0,13
1,1 ± 0,21

Middle Schools (age groups 4 5 & 6)
Junior high schools (age groups 7 & 8)
Total (age groups 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8)
1,46 ± 0,12

Girls
1,52 ± 0,12
1,75 ± 0,35
1,54 ± 0,11

(Boys & Girls &A nonymous)

1,5
1,44
1,49

Average Difficulty Level of Knowledge Maze
Boys

Girls

All

3
2,8
2,6

Difficulty

2,4
2,2
2
1,8
1,6
1,4
1,2
1

Middle Schools

Juniour High Schools

Total

Figure D14 - Difficulty Level of Knowledge Maze
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